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PREFACE

During the 1980 legislative session, HB 651 was introduced along'with

companion legislation .in the Selyete. HB 651 called for an autonomous
- ,

community college system goVerned by a board of trustees. The House

Finance Committee prepared a committee substitute, CHB 651, which called

for a study of community college governance and other issues to be con-
-

ducted by the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education. Although

GSM 651 did not pass the Legislature, the Legislative Council authorized

a similar study. The major objectives-of the study include:

b

(1) an investigation of existing and alternative administrative

Systems forehe community colleges;

(2) a description of the role of the community colleges;

(3) an examination of the role of the local policy advisory

councils with.special attention to their powers and duties;

(4) an inqui into the responsiveness of the community colleges

to community 1

(5) a description of existing and planned facilities for each

community college; and

(6) the development of unit. costs of instruction at each

community college.



Volume '1, published in February, 1981, addressd each of these issues,

with the exception of unit cost infollimation and desciiption of existing
I ,

and planned facilitieo. A unit cost study is in progress ;which is

designed to show the costs of Trlaviding instruction for each individual

c9urse, for each year of instruction. All courses and their associated

costs are' included in the analysis. The uniflor4measurenent of pro-

duction is the credit hour and credit equivalent for non-credit courses44.

The unit cost study Will be comWeted by late Spring, 1981.`

A detailed analysis of facilities and how they relate to instruction

was beyond the scope of this report. The Comissioo on Postsecondary

Education, however, plans to conduct avcomprehensive study of facilities

of all postsecondary' education.

A significant portion of the study involved public hearings and tele-

conferences. Nine publiip hearings were held in Bethel, Nome, Kotzebue,

Fairbanks, Soldotna, Anchorage, Valdez, Ketchikan, and June'au. Four

teleconferences were Neld for Kodiak, Palmer, Sitka, Dillingham, Hamer,.

and Seward. Over 200 people actively participated in these discussions.

This volume contains the transcriptslof the hearing testimony arranged in

,chronological order because comments sometimes alluded to previous

hearings%

)



SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

Kuskokwim Com;unity College
Bethel, Alaska,

October 23
10 - 9 p.m.

Notthwest Community-College October 27
e Nome, Alaska 1 - 9 p.m.

Kotzebue, Alaska October 28
1 - 9 p.m.

'Tanana Valley Community College November 12
Fairbanks, Alaska 1 - 10 p.m.

A

Teleconference with Kodiak November 13
6 - 9 p.m.

Kenai Peninsula Community College November 14
Soldotna, Alaska 9 a.m. 9 p.

Teleconference with Mat-Su December 11
6 - 9 p.m.

Teleconference with Mat-Su, Kodiak, December 12
Sitka, Dillingham, Homer and
Seward

8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Anchorage Community College December 13
Anchorage, Alaska 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Peince William Sound Community College December 15
Valdez, Alaska 9 a.m. - g p.m.

Teleconference with Sitka December 17
6 - 9 p.m

Ketchikan Community ColIlage December 18
Ketchikan, Alaska 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

University of Alaska, Juneau January 7
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
October 23, 1980

Lamont AlbertSon:

-1-

Since about 1975 we have had various'relatipnships with the university
system in the state of Alaska, but no-consistent relationship. not
stare if I can offer any advice regarding tahether the community colleges
should separate from the University of Alaska, but I would be concerned
about how it woaTd affect any political practices the community college'
might have operating in a remote area. With that in mind, I would not
want to see anything happen to this community college that would lessen
its prestige. If the community colleges do get separated from the univer-
sity system, how will they be placed?

Q: There is a concern that some of the community colleges might get less
funding. It is conceivable that Anchorage legislators, for example, may
be more interested in funding upper level courses at Anchorage Community
College than in the other colleges. We don't have any ansvers. We are
concerned and definitely looking into it. Do you have the TV audio facili-
ties in use now?

4
R: Yes we have that, but there is a problem of Lnteraction with the per-
son on the other end. Individual instruction is n'e.'clea. Four or five years
ago we were part of a pilot project. We spent all our time trying to locate
each other so we could talk back and forth. It wasn't practidal.

Q: Do you 'know whpre that is?

R: The gentleman speaking this afternoon knows, Bill Ferguson.

Q: Do you feel you and your community have sufficient'input to this insti-
tution through the advisory council, or directly through the president, or
however, to at least voice your needs, courses you would like to see?

Rt I am very pleased with the way the college is treating us this year.

S
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OctOber 23, 1980

John Shuler:

My name is John Shuler. I am a faculty member. I first came to the region
in 1966. Iam a packing business manager and a school board member of
Kuskokwim schoOil district. We are opposed to the 13-14 year concept:_ The

Molly Hootch case. has put the schools' back to the wall and they are-quite
busy. Moreover, A college placed in a 13-14 year would have jurisdictional
problems in thaethere are three PEAA's and one district. St. Mary's/ls in
the area.

41
Q: That last comment you made about the school board, is that an official
position from the board?

R: Yes. The primary reason for leaving the system as it is now is that
the sole of thercsmmunity college is not the same as the four -year institu-

tion. Being a part of the university'has not developed a meaningful
relationship between the two. Each'campus should have some'T,kind of govern-

ing board.

Q: What kind of power do you enviioncthe governing board having over the
campus board?

. (unintelligible)

Q: What I ani hearing you say is that you would like essentially similar,to
what we now have, but without chancellors and with a board of persons repre-
senting each campus reporting to a Board of Regents, a system for th91

community colleges only?

R:* Each campus having a governing board.

Q: In your plan do you think you will have the kind of representation you
need to provide the courses you need?

R: We will get a community college system that will be more responsible.
There will be a board that tells us what they want, guided frOm a board at

regional level.

Q: Current L, the tuition is the same throughout the syste& May we have

your opinion. What do you feel about removing tuition or re-dating it to

make it less expensive; therefore, more accessible?

R: Eighty percent of our students don't pay it anyway. Anyone interested

is willing to pay. A few pay it that cannot afford it.

Q: I assume you do not agree with the philosophy that a student should pay

some tuition?

R: It is a drop in the bucket to this state. It would make it'easier on

the business office if wejid not have to collect tuition.

9



KUSKO;<WIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
October 23, 1980

I.

Diane Carpenter:

The

My name is Diane Carpenter. Because I am going to have a birthday soon, it
just dawned on me that'I am the only person out here who has been part of the
state e school system since before statehood. I have been teaching here for
about 25 years. I was involved with KCC since before it was organized. I

have some strong feelings about the need for KCC in this area. I am a member
of the university assembly representing four community colleges. I was just
elected to head the committee on academic matters for the university. This

is the committee that joins both ,chambers. At the moment I am president of
the Alaska Council pf Teachers of English, and a member of the Bethel City
Council. 'All these viewpoints have something to bear on the issues that are
the topics today. First, I think onedof the most important issues is the
autdmomy question. When,this was-first discussed, I felt there were many ad-
vantages gained by the community colleges repining with the university,
because of the developmental stage of the community colleges. Then when
problems emerged that seemed insoluble, I began to feel that, although there
weme potential advantages to being part'of the university system, people were
not realizing the advantages because of the relationship that existed between
the two part r of the university. I felt that was unlikely talk change. At

the preSent time, serving my second year as part of the university assembly,
I don't know if,this is a transient effort bpcause of the consideration of, the
autonomy issue, or whether it is a genuine attempt, but I am seeing some signs
of interest in needs and concerns of rural and native students. Some indica-
tion of a willingness of university people to look at other needs, more than
in the past. These signs are not overwhelming, but they are'there. For this

reason we could look at the autonomy issue from another focus.- First, let's
look at what the problems are and say, can these problems be solved within
the system or bptter outside the system? The problem of goals fves the whole
state of Alaska, in that we have two regions with conflicting goals. T think

that is true at the university too. The question is, can the one structure
encompass the idely varying goals that exist? I believe that is possible if
it is mandat . Strong pressure needs to be brought to bear to see that it
doed happen. Articulation problems, as you know, are serious ones. This is

At
a key issue that must be resolved. In the university assembly we have begun
to address this and we have made some progress in convincing university leaders
that the problem does exist. There must be ongoing input and communication.
There must be really good problem-solving mechanisms. Right now those mechan-
isms don't exist. They cause misunderstandings and lack of communication.
You talked about articulation. I suggested to Dr. O'Rourke two years ago that
a group of people in the English departments, which is an area that affects
every college, should get_together and work out their articulation problems.
That/approach would indicate where the problems are, but it would not re-
solve them in a way that would affect academic freedom. They could discuss
each other's student bodies, their philosophy of the course, these problems
could be resolved. This would requi& funding. If, every three years,
there would be a cycle so that each major area would be reviewed, it would help

t resolve articulation problems. One of the negative changes I have seen as thee
community college system has,grown is that we are faced with an increasing
lack of flexibility in responding to community need. In the colege's first

ti
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A Diane Carpenter:
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three years, it was intimately invoISTed in every change that topic-place. In

this area, it was extremely influential; not'only in facilitatiohg construction
change, but alio in serving as a catalyst for that change. I don't know
if autonomy would affect that process or not, whether the bureaucratic take-
over is so omnivorous that it is impossible for that to occur. I find
this distressing. In the budget process, the decision-making process, as far
as approval for various programs, whatever it was, we were able to respond
to the needs ofthe community's organizations, groups of people ithin a time
frame that permitted them to be able to count on us. We can no 1 nger do.
that.

two years ago I was active in instructional development. I received resolu-
tions from the Association of Village Council Presidents,, detailing the fact
that for two years they had been promised a fisheries program. Promises had
been made regarding fisheries. That is a main occupation for people here.
No way we can even make a promise A to when such a thing might occur. This

kind of problem is one of the reasons why a/ocal board with policy-making
power !some flexibility toward the funding, not'complete flexibility but
some latitude to develop these kinds of programs should exist. These are
the kinds of flexibility I am talking about, particularly training. When any
agency Or organization embarks on a new direction, usually training of per-
sonnel is involved. Kuskokwim used to be very much involved in those kinds
of training opportunities. Many of the organizations are small, not well-
staffed, and really not set up to provide their own training, but they have
been pushed into it because Kuskok4imis'no longer flexible enough, One' of

the moir,-importfit serviges that Kuskowim ean provide is in the area of
public service. This 4s because for so much of the region there are no
professionals to provide that. The college does not benefit from these kinds
of things. The college should be intimately involved in workshops and not
consider them interruptions or a minor diversion. Public funds are going
into efforts that would not be upheld if wd had basic data that would show
if they were efficacious or not. The rural institution isthe only one
capable. I would like'to see a much closer tie between the university and
the community colleges, in establishing and providing fat research. Perhaps

the university would be working on one level and we would be coordinating at

an applied level. I think this is true in fisheries, eduAtion, various health
problems and many other areas. The city of Bethel is in the process of com-
pleting a comprehensive plan for growth and development. This plan projects

a doubling of population in the next ten years. The previous ten years has

been a 6.8% growth. This should be kept in mind when planning for KCC.
The proportion of Native and,non-native residents is changing as well, with
an'increasing number of non-native resident's moving into the area. the

villages are not dying as predicted, but increasing in population. I strongly

urge that the continued importance of academic programs not
%be made a minor

part of the community college programs,. The academic -level courses are not

costly as compared 10 vocational courses, which require more investment. We

have a growing number of students who have a high school education. We have

increasingly complex occupational fields coming into the area, and even
though the number of academe tally oriented students who may want a degree

is small, it is a very impoftant group. These are the students who would

perhaps not be able to make this choice if it were not available here, if
KCC were not offering these kinds of programs, so they can then go on. We

'11
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Diane Carpenter:

have to protect their ability to move into top jobs in this area. Wehave
to be concerned about the increasing number of non-native persons moving
into the area and to protect the ability of the indigedous people here to
compete, not only in the vocational fields, but inthe jobs that 'Will be
opening up in the future.. I am talking about prof9ssional level positions
which are going to increase. Tlk other area which will be increasing is the
whole area of management and administration. These people require the
academic ability to deal with ideas, to be able to read, write and speak
adequately. They require a general knowledge base that is not going to be
acquired if a person only takes vocational courses. What we would be doing
by de-emphasizing an academic prgram her* is removing the opportunity for
many talented people to be able to take leaderShit positions. II think that
acadc courses, even though there are only eight-ten students to a class,
must be offered. They are cost-effective, in the larger sensein preparing
a work force. A very, important function of college, relating to this, is
helping the people who do not have a high school education to catch up
with the whole adult educational program. Here again, throughout the state
it is very poorly funded. The respoinsitibility for it is conflicting. I

think that this is most appropriately- one at the community college-level.
This effort needs to be adequately funded,eds to be given the status
that it deserves. I would like to see some kind of reporting system that
would provide ameasure other thin credit hours. I think we dd have to

k. measure what, we do. Perhaps contact hours, some way of measuring assistance
to organizations who need professional help. We do need to set up other
measures rather than,, the credit hour at the community college level.

I want to comment on costzffectiveness. I served on the community college
TeleCommunications Task Force and think we should be extremely creative in
looking at the options that are going to be emerging in the next two to four
years in the area of telecommunications, because this is going to make it
feasible for rural education to become far more cost-effective than it is
now. The kind of investments that could be made interactive systeMs so that
you have a combination of technology and people. We need to think in terms
of substantial investment in the kinds of technology that will allow higher
education to p ple in isolated areas and in small groups.

Q: When you s.M, that one system is vulnerabl' and systems mandated.
will you elaborate?

R: I think that the Fairbanks campus particularly, and to same extent
Anchorage, have been in a position to make their communicative needs kriown
to the Board of Regents and that is the input that is received A that level.
If a system is mandated thatwill ensure that input is receilved at the level
where student needs are.'.

Q: Mandated by whom and how would one do that?

R:, I would assume the legislature. A charge for legislative change
and to be monitored.

It seems that we, have t hat ystem alrea4q. The legislature has
mand- ated the'university to take caAe of postsecondary education in the state.

Do you want some sort of stronger enforcement?

R: Right. The problem is that the community colleges have grown rapidly,
not with the blessing of the university system, and'the input communication

A
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Diane Carpenter:

is not part of the system y,t. Maybe that could be Made part of it without

that kind of mandate, 'but I just don't see it happening.' It is a relatively

new trend and the information base is not there and ingut is not there.
When I first went to the university assembly, I was amazed at the degree of

ignorance that existed on the rural life of the student body and the needs

that are here. We were speaking different languages. It was very ciearto

me' that the points of view out here are not°getting there at all. I have

seen some progresi gradually in the past year. I am not feeling as hostile

as I was, because I am seeing some things from their.point Of view.
4

21_ You would like to see the legislature reiterate its intent, with

resolution, to have the university consider community colleges as equal to

university?

R: Yes, you said it much better than I did.
r-

,Q: I am interested in the comment on the increasing lack of flexibility.

Why you thought some things were less flexible and why is it more difficult

to be flexible now?

R: Some of it is the budgeting and plahning process, part is the in-

creasing centralization of the community col pge itself,'' and maybilthis

wouldh't change with autonomy. I feel there hould be more.authofity for

local decisions'in planning on a regional basis, larger chunks of money that

people can plan for locally so they can respond to, need.

1 3
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
October 23, 1980

Bill Ferguson:

. I am Bill Ferguson Of the -Lower Kuskokwim School District: Our superinten-'
dent asked me if I would represent him at this meeting. He has asked me to
address the putting of the 13 and 14th grade levels into our school
system. I met with our principal council gnd dic9ssed this with them. Our
principal council consists of the two Bethel principals, three district-
wide principals, ou; curriculum director and myself. After lesethy dis-
cussion it was felt that since 1976 our school district has grown from three,
to twenty-three'schools, increasing the prob m areas we have, taking into.

l

consideration that we are basically a new dis
]R

ict, trying to develop a
curriculum for Ni2 in our district,(with problems of construction. Wedon't
feel at this time that we are adequately prepared to accept the challenge of
increasing the syttei to two more grade levels. Some time in the future
when we have our feet solidly planted, we would like to consider that. We
decided-that in-Bethel we do not want to compete with the community college.
We do have the facilities in the village schools for those who have grad-
uated from 12th and, because they don't want to leave home, could benefit
from grades 13 and 14.' Maybe.alter a while we would look at it.

4

Q: Is this the person who knows about telecommunications?

/1
R: Yes, this is the person.

Q: We were talking about telecommunication, and I would like to know
where we are.

R: I have dealt with Ed Obie of the Department of Edudation, who is the
assistant director of telecommunication With the state. We worked together
about three years ago in the initial pilot program and it was felt at that
time that, due to the lack of phone 4Pommunication in the villages, we could
not use that delivery system. Since then he has developed a self-contained 1

package. This year he asked us again if we were interested. We told him
we were, since we didn't have to rely on the telephone system. We have
five pilot projects going now in various villages. We are also installing
five other computer systems in five othdpr villages. we have haddifficulty
getting support material, text books, etc. The materials are arriving, so
we will begin next semester with four subjects: Alaskan history, English,
reading and math.

10

MN,
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
October 23, 1980

Marsha Manley:

-8-.

I am Marsha Manley. We have been working on the adult education program.
The last two years, I was the field coordiAitor and this year I am coord-
inator of the overall program. In Bethel and in nine of the villages in
my region, we offer ESL life skills jike ordering, income taxand those
kinds of skills, language, arts, 'lath, and GED preparation. I realize
that adult basic educattqn doesnvl come under the jurisdiction of the com-
munity college, but I think it is consistent to talk of the educational
needs of this rekon: There was a study done in 1977, the governor's study,
that indicated that'78% of the adults in this region haven't finished high
school, so that is.why we exist. :We have far more requests or adult basic

ed programs than we have funds for. We are only serving nine villages and

it's difficult: The councils request programs. We have two new ones with

20-30 students in two villages. The main funding source is, of course, the
Department of Education and the college. We tried for three different CETA
proposals and we also have some funding from BIA. This is the last yeas

for BIA money. Funding is apajor problem. It seems we operate from emer-

gen crisis to emergency. I have four people I can't pay, so I am

trying to come up with their salaries for the month of November. That's

because C has had some problems, but hopefully. by the end of November,r.
we will have the BIA money. Then we will be O.K. We hire bilingual, para-
professional teachers in each village and part of what the program does is

train these people. Of course the prOgram is free to anyone. who wants it.
There is # definite need for expansion and the only thing needed is money.
I think the,right to a basic education should apply to adults as well as

children.,

15
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY. COLLEGE
October 23, 1980

Mary Whitaker:

-9-

I had spent the previous five years as the coordinator of that program.
I am no longer an employee, mainly because of the extreme frustration in
keeping that program,going. One of the things that has bothered me for a
long time is the university has been mandated to do postsecondary education
and is running community colleges.

I think the 78% fi,gurd is conservative in this area for adults who haven't
finished high schoop. You see the increased need to participate in a cash
economy in order tttsurvive, and you consider the increased number of admin-
istrative and business positions that desperately need to be filled all
over the area, even the smallest village. When ydu see the lack of older
adults who would,traditjpnally be the leaders in the basic skills, you find
that going to the younger people. I think in this area where you have a

uncommity'college and 45 villages pd you are only serving nine of them on
a very sketchy, year-tp-year basis, there is something wrong. Adult edu-
cation programs are the onlY*' programs that have to prove they, are doing
something in order to qet funded. I have found that the adults who -have
gone through the GED program, in/general tend to become more ind pendet
individuals. They are tore eligible for jobs, they feel better about t
selves and they go out and do it. Not every one, but a large number.

Q: Your opening remark that the AVE doesn't come under the community
college do you think it should be one of the missions?

'R: It isn't exactly under the jurisdiction of the community college.
It is in Kodiak and Anchorage. Not being seen as postsecondary is the
reason for it not diming under A community college in other cases.

4

r.
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Ocrqber 23, 1980

Jane Southerland :

/V

-10-

My name is Jane Southerland and I have been teacher and administrator:
Currently I am on the bottom of tilk ladder, my sixth year of tea-Ching at

this college. I came to this region in 196,5 and I have seen a lot of

changes. My job here involves campus teaGhing, somewhat unofficially,

this semester. ; teach as a member of a village team, with a bunch of
students who are being taught my course by facilitators and tutors, and I

am the:,;keeper of records. There are semesters that I travel five days a

week. I teach coursessin education and psychology right now. I have worked

at the elementary and college level, and I never realized until I worked at

the community/college level that community $olleges are so terrifically

important to ,the students. People in the universities don't realize that

and I think that university people in the assembly, I sat in the assembly

when I was at the Fairbanks campus, it i$ difficult for them tb see the

necessity for community colleges. They're not professionally oriented to

community colleges and yet, when you are, working in a community college,

one of the most exciting experiences is to see students who never thought

they could achieve, achieve. These are the folks who 11..re in till villages,

not the people who come to our campus. Because when you come tithe campue,

you have made that commithent, but when you seethe teacher come out, brirl.

the boxes and all the stuff it takes to set up a class in your school or

your community house, then it's exciting. You become a part of education.

It's exciting for them. It not cost-effectOe for me to go out there,

it's not personally effectiye for me. I don't like sleeping on floors, but

I doglike teaching those students. I get a lot of 'strokes'. I have tried

to figure out ways to deliver these classes in a better mode. I go,to

classes, I do everything '1 can to try to change my delivery systemr.=- As a

college, a group of faculty members, we have come'a long way. We havecoMe

to realize that we are not dilut,lng classes, but that we have different sys-

tems and alternative modes of education. The worst thing to happen to this

campus was the computer coming in here. We were more free-swinging before.

We could stretch out time for a student to complete the mastery of a course.

You say folks aren't stupid, they just don't have the basic skills. That's

what community colleges are all about. We do not have the flexibility right

now because we have to be cost-effective and fit into the mold. I don't

deal with administration, I simply see what's going on. It's diff.icult to

fit students into that mold. You sometimes feel you are cheating he students.

I think tielecommunications is going to help a flot. We have no mo ey for

development. The college does the best they can to assign. us the

develop.' We can't get television time beGause of the money. All the re-

source§ we can scrounge up 'we do use. We print and write our own books.

We write our own study guides because the vocabularies are not applicable.

If we spent all our time td ching vocabulary then we wouldn't get the course

taught. I do think it is much-more cost-effective to spend the money on

education than on welf40, prisons, re-education; they should be able to

come into the system whenever they want to. We have no way to take into ac-

count the cost of what we are really doing. Week end workshops bring in

students.

a
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'Jane Southerland:

My other concern the community college and university hassle. we
have hassled that one for many years. Being the step-child of the univ-
ersity doesn't make sense. Until we can get some articulation, whether it
be legislative or the separated system and we do our own thing, I can't see
that it makes much difference. We simply don't have the articulation of
our studeAts with the university.' We have been recommending that our 'students
go to APU. We have no other place for them to go. They were more responsive
than our awn campuses at Fairbanks and Anchorage. Fairbanks is really try-
ing and some of our students are there. We are pushing people to get BA,
degrees in education to become teachers in this area. That's why we have an
education department at the community college.

po you have an opinion about tuition?

R: I think we should pay tuition, but adjust it in some way.

P 2: Do you think a reduction from $25.00 to $15,00 would be an inducement
40.r nOt?.

R: If we could do it on a sliding scale, it wouldS61p.

411
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Chuck Wade:

My name is Chuck Wade. Many of the things I wanted to say have teen said.
This is my fourth year as instructor in the business department. The

first two-and-a-half years here,'I spent traveling. Since the largest
part of our student body is in the villages, the predominant mode of in-
struction out was traveling instructors. That was my first job here. Edu-

cation was being well served by that, except for travel and the reluctance
of teachers to travel constantly. With cost-effectiveness, we moved away
from that to field center coordinator model. The part-tine instructors
dre there in the village, and we hire someone to coordinate the instruction
n several outlying villages. They L/ve there and coordinate courses
through someone like Jane SoutherlSnd who will be the instructor of record.
The field center coordinators travel around and check on things. They also

have people in the villages called monitors who are there at all times, to
provide some fOkedback. Primary purpose here is that it has increased the
credit-hour prdduction. Instead of me going out and teaching in separate
villages each fight, these courses are ongoing in -the village at all times.
That has incre sed the student-hour production. Sort of a catch-22'in that
the wings Jane was talking about are no longer tip re. For example, it is

no 17nger practical for m to go out there to teach an accounting course,
because of what it would cost./ Certawl,courses cannot be offered. We have
people requesting that, but b6cause of the money we don't go there. It

gets more complicated than that,. because of the need to utllize faculty.
It is difficult forla teacher to break away and go out to teach, ,the
mechanics of flying there and getting back to teach here. Couple that with

the "fast shot" thing- People in the villages'are not willing to stay with
a semester course; difficult for them to do tha,taitttwitare caught there.

,..,

We need to go to the villages, but we need t®+ get away from putting a value

on credit-hour productions. You cannot equate what goes on in the villages

to credit-hour production. I will go out and teach seven people how to do
their income tax. That's seven credit hours and I have, been out there a
week. Something about cost-eff4ctivediess that I near about here is that
Kuskokwim is the least cost-eff ctive community college of the group. There

are a'lot of things that th . Structors'are doing that will provide value

to the community and the vintages. I have some information that I gathered.
It would be more cost-effective if some of the barriers were removed. Look

at the way we are evaluating here, look at the staffing patterns. There

has been a great loss in faculty becalse of the decrease 1.11 enrollment in
Bethel and rumors of increased cuts in funding so they cannot go to the

villages. We should not be getting, cut. We should be getting more money.
The reason for not getting credit-hours is we are not spending the money.

Q: How do you feel about the'split of the university and the coMmunity

colleges?

R: There-are wide differences. The 'university is not very responsive.

There is budget competition. Being a faculty member, I have very little

faith in the Board of Regents and their committment to the community college

as evidenced by our recent contract and'its problems.

I;)
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Chuck Wade:

'I have been here since 1977. Dr. O'Rourke was leaving, we had an acting
person at that time . . George has been on the board there has been some

i

rear roblems there.f I think the faculty and students have suffered be-
cause of the continual changes in administration. Everyone has been. in
limbo, no decisions about programs, no one willing or able to make them.
I also think that the present Oministrat3on hasbeen a little more receptive
to some of the needs. I think if we can stabilize that, as with the ac- ..

creditati6n,study, that was one'of the first priorities to stabilize that.

1
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Judy Parley:

My nameits Judy. I am the .conlmunity education coordinator here at Kuskokwim

COmmuni4 College. In -this region community education is funded by KCC

and the Lower Kuskokwim School District on a stater awarded grant. We directly

,serve Betheland 22 villages, and provide as much assistance to other vil-
lages served by KCC. Community education is divided into six basic parts,
adults and special interest groups, integration of the K-12 program, inter-
agency cooperation, maximum use of facilities, services to youth, and com-
munity development and involvment. 'In meeting each of the components, the
services of Kuskokwim Community College are to reach all age groups and to
accommodate a greater variety of community needs and interests. This extension
of services has become increasingly valuable to the college as community
education gdms and develops a reputation for community-centered responsi-
bility. Most community education classes are free or low cost Apd are offered
in time periods to supplement thb regular college curriculum, such as one-
time workshops or one evening lectures of short term non-credit classes.
As reflected by attendance at community educational activities, formats and
types of classes that we provide fit the needs of the area. Many of'the

people in this area are not interested in long-term credit classes or going
on to a four-year university. This is not to say that KCC should not continue

to provide academic courses. The fact is, the needs of this region are very
,different from those.of other regions, especially the urban areas, and the
community college should adapt itself to meet those needs.

Should we eliminate or reduce tuition?

R; In community education we do not charge tuition because our courses are

non-credit. I don't think it makes any difference as far as attendance goes.
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Jackie Duman:

I an Jackie'Duman,,the director of the Tundra Women's Coalition. I run the
crisis line and resource center in town. We just had A regional womeh's
conference. It,was really niceto have the college work with us and give us
space_so that we couL#Lbring in over 200 people to Bethel, benefiting every-
one. First, the steering committe2 was not from the community college per
se, not being paid by the community college. Some were people who work there
but p;imarily from the region. I think that is one of the roles of the com-
munity college. I think that a conference there will bring in more people
taking classes. I would like to encourage the college to do that more often
for the benefit of the whole area. Secondly, the non-profit organizations;
we have a lot of people on staff that are entry-level and need skills. The
college has been responsive to our needs. We can't send people for full-.

At

time, we need short term classes, but I think there are a lot non-profit
organizations in this Community that need the same kind of thi % Bethel is
growing. But we don't have a lot of accountants around and our need is there.
My accountant doesn't need to go through a full accounting course; entry

7 level skills would be sufficient to take care of our books, work with us,
grow and learn. They need people to help them. I see the community college
as being the resource.,'The faculty needs to have time. In the past they
have, but it's getting tighter. There needs to be ways of getting and shar-
ing information. I don't want this community college be;ng curtailed in its
responsibility to the community. Lots of businesses here; go under and I
think it's lack of skill. Ours is aglow- funded program and it's nice to
have tuition reduced from $25.00 to 515.00, real' encouragement for me to pay
my staff to come and take classes. We use CETA and they can get more train-
ing. If tuition is brought down, I support that.

2')L.,
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Phyllis Marow:

I am Phyllis Marow and I am coordinator of the Xupik language center. You

are going to be hearing something like a cracked record, each one of us
claiming that we have different needs here than anywhere else. I an going to

repeat that because the language center is unique here and also within the
college. To begin with, strictly academic functions, teaching classes is
only one component of our job. We have courses for both speakers of the ,

language and non-speakers wishing to learn the language. -In addition to
that, Jane mentioned that we all have to develop our own materials. There

is unique about developing language materials. There are very

many Yupik language texts. The ones there are have been generated by the
Yupik center and the Alaska Native Language Center in-Fairbanks. We are trying

to fill all the needs of the Yupik reading public, reading - materials on a
general level. We are producing texts for our college courses which could,
be adapted for high school use, materials which could be drawn upon for.curri-
culum use in elementary schoOl. So, we are a resource center as well as an
academic center for the college.. We prov,ide workshop services in things like

tape transcription and translation technique for translation teacher train-
ing. This gives us certain problems in terms of how we fit in with the
college in credit-hour production and contact hours. We_ have the feeling'of

less flexibility in our functions even without strict'formula funding, be-
cause we have the problem of justifying the expansion of our program, funding

of our program, when+not all of our programs are shown directly/in terms of
credit-hour production or contact-hours. In fact, our potential for expan-
sion is quite large in services that we can and should fill for the community.
There is no one else filling thlm. This center wasimoved from Fairbanks
because this is where the language is spoken and the needs can be met. It

is good to have the services under the community college,'because we can
draw on those resources. We cooperate with their bilingual teacher training
program. We can also offer courses at the college. The third reason is that

havi

l

g a hard funding source makes life much easier for us. We have great

el
pot ntial, but we would like to have a solid funding source so that we don't
have to worry about losing half of our staff. .

-1Et-
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Chase:

-17--

My position is full-time faculty member teaching introductory for non,
speaking, ,revising materials for that, working on materials for a second
semester course, hopefully teaching this spring. It is different'than most
of what goes on around here, because a year ago I came originally *on a small
pocket of money that George found while we were sure we could get grant
money to pay for this. So, I came on soft money. Then we started teaching,
basically having spent a year working 3/4 time - 200 pages for hon-sp9kers
four-credit course, the only program going on in the sta# like this. The
only place where a-native language is being taught at the college lievel
(grammar is taught at Fairbanks, but not courses to learn to steak the

0
language). The other facet of that research is that socio- English im-
portant - "at to say and how to say it using the accur e words. An
example is in some cultures you do not ask a man abo t t wife evert if you
have met his family. That's seen as an impolite thing to do. Things such ai":
eye contact, what's appropriate, none of that's been researched before. As
well as developing linguistic materials, we are trying to develop socialistic
materials so students can learn to effectively communicate. The local
school district is contracting out in Anchorage. I am concerned that if .41(CC

becomes part of the school, district, that function will be lost., The local
school district is contracting out in Anchorage for. development of linguis-
tic materialsi)

Comment from Phyllis Marrow:

Another point' to tie that up would beds tha/ the community we serve is even
larger than the 57 villages. The kinds of materials that Chase is talking
about developing, we have statewide interest of people wanting to use that
as a model for developing language programs in other Alaskan native languages.
We are doing linguistic research that is of interest internationally. These
are functions generally associated with the four-year college and I think
they are appropriate here. I Would like to see them preserved within the
definition of the community college.

24
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John DeAulder;,

What I have to say has been said before, but I can"give you some figures.-,
We service 57 villagesin ,this area, actively 32. The reason for this is

.

that we only have budget for 32. Out of the 32 we have 320 students ,

registered and taking credit clases, plus part-time. Totally, we have about
1200. Some of the problems that we face in this program are to find ol,
what needs are, communication problems, some of the villages have on `y one
phone. Mail to the villages cah take up to three, months. We take vekbal
commitments over the radio or phone, so we send materials. Logistically
there are some problems. 'It takes a tremendous,amount of time and more
money than we realize..

Q% How do you decide which of the villages you are goi4 to serve?
Separate councils? Who makes the decision?

R: In Alaska, for years we have been using grant money, and we have to
serve them first. The others are basically Where we have been before. Some
are very small, so ones with more people are more practicaft This is play-
ing to the credit-hour game. Major house fires in the villages presents a
need for house-wiring courses. Some villages, because'of land claims, etc.,
need sophisticated accounting systems. St. Mary's wants theory of accounting.
because they are moving. In the next 'six years they want to become indepen-
dent. They have paid for several students to get degrees in accounting, but
they go to Anchorage because that is where the money is. What they are telling
me is that if we can serve the people in these villages, they think they can
get them to stay. Once they have seen the city, they don't want to come
back to the village. We don't wait for requests, so there is a need for the
survey. We have fisted all the villages, all of the classes we have conducted

. successfully, then looked at the budget and said this is what we call' do'.

Q: I was wondering if you have specific ideas of ways of measuring. the
socAll bentfits of bush education as opposed to cost-effectiveness?

R: We don't have any figures as a corporation showing prof4t. We don't
have that many people interested in credits and goin.q-all the way up, but we

/do have people interested in bettering themselves. Speaking of survival, you
can survive in a village with a sixth grade education. The thing that
provides incentive is not in the village. It is what is practical andlkwhat
will do us good right now. I don't think you can get it down to.one system
to get it back to you. They have to actually see the result. In terms of the
language, which is dying in some places, they see their children coping home
being able to read and write their language and it interests/them. They say,
"We can't,do that, we can't provide that for our children. You can, it's a
wonderful program."

2,5
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MikeLymin:

There are village residents generally in this area who provide the home
-care for their villages. They have lived all their lives there, with
families, and with no intentiOg,of leaving. They are the only non-transient
home care providers in the villages. There are public health nurses, doctors

-\ and health Aidet who are the only ones.there,day and night: Health aides are
\not interested in formal education', but-they can learn the immediate,needs
in their villages. They don't really havethe desire to goon to become
doctors, nurses. They are more interested in staying in their villages.
Their training consists of three different three-week programs. They come
into Bethel and work at the hospital for ,the three all-day sessions. They
learn how to gather information and to provide what is ordered by a doctor.
We do give them credits, but'that. is a difficult way to ?ay they have done a
goad job. I think the care they give in the village,is a better indication
of how we are doing than how many credit-hours. Making our programs work
with the university system is difficult, because these people don't generally
intend to carry on their education. This is frequently the only education
past high school that they have need for.

Q: Who chooses these people? Would they necessarily have to have a hip
school diploma?

a; The village council: No, but a lot of the ykunger ones now have a
diploma.

-1;

Q: Do you see this as a program that will have a decrease'in need;
therefore, in enrollment?

R: No, because there'is always a turnover in the villages.

Q: Do they leave the village?

R: No, but because of the 24-hour call they get burned-out. We are
starting Monday an advanced curriculum fora group of villages who have a
problem, and the health aides have asked for more training in this area.
We are trying it out in a two-week session.

Q: Youtrelideveloping some new courses?
. :

R: Yes.

Q: Do you receive funding from publiot health or is it funded out of
the coll5?

R: We are funded by the local health corporation - funds to the college
to prbvide this serv_i7.

I
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George Irvin:
1

I am George Irvin,. president fdr Kuskokwimicommunity College. I have been

in this position for a year, since fAr of 1979. Prior to that I had
eiperiencein human service programs and poverty programs throughout rural
Alaska. I would like to address some specific questions, then go on to more
general questions that we have been discussing concerning the adequacy of
programing cost-effectiveness, etc. iRegarding the question of governments,
and the relationship between local policy bodies and larger statewide
authorities for postsecondary education, I'd like to suggest this. Whether

the structure of community colleges goes towards the grades 13 and 14 model
or towards a separate autonomous community college system or remains inte-

grated in the Universit of Alaska, I would like to came down hard on the

side-of the local policy ntrol, considerably beyond advisory 'functions
'that are generally delegateu to advisory policy councils I think that

'we ought to try to maximize the local control of a representative body to
govern the community college in ceijain specific senses, within the broader r

authority, whatever statewide boarof trustees or Board of Regents there
may be. I think that certain specific functions must be delegate8 and I
would recommend that the legislature seriously consider writing into

the statutes legislation that affects the Structure of the University of
Alaska and the community colleges. Tliat it not be left to the system it-

self,to design this and to make the sydtem and to the delegation of it.
If that is the case the system could always take it-back, if not 4n name,

then in fact. I think the local control of the community colleges would be
well-sdrved by putting i.twin the statutes and by saying something to the

following effect. That in the case of every recognized community college in
the system there shall be a representative body and perhaps a composition
formula, or some basic minimum standard'of composition should be laid out
whereby a number or-a range of seats could be listed and, perhaps, it would
also be indicated how those people would be nominated or chosen or elected
to get to a community college council; It would recommend that the term 46

used t 4.4 e this ind of a group be changed from a policy advisOry council

to some like community college council, because when you get the

word adviso in t ere I am going to suggestcertain powers, spetc fic func-
tions that are beyond advisory. They are 'Mandatory consent-giviri4 powers,

although there could be advice on any matter of public policy within the

university system or independent system. With regard to the way in which

members of such a community college council would get to. that council, I

have heard suggestions discussed at the chancellor's council level ranging

all the way from agency representation: Nip will see the layout or composi-

. tion of our own 14-member policy advisory with eight agency representatives,

five village representatives and one current student representative, each

of those not selected by the administration of the college, but selected by

that appropriate agency or th cluster of villages or the full-time student

body in an electoral process. 4,7I nave heard that kind of model suggested for

-the electoral process. I have even heard it'taken to the'extent that if you

really want to have a representative body at the local level, put them on

the ballot the same way you do school district boards at the regular November

or October' elections and elect them that way. If it were written into the

statute legislatioq it would be a function of governments of community colleges.

-20-
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George Irvin:

You could let them into the stat4e electoral system. That, after all, is
the botto line when you are talk.i.ng about democratic process. However,
I would like to guarantee that in,an area like the one served by Kuskokwim,
a certain distribution of seats according to sub-regional areas be guagan-
teed in order that a comMunity the size of Bethel not totally dominate the
electdral process because of its numbers. I would like to 6111,,kst that the
functions of such a community college council, in addition to advisory powers
on any matter, whether it be within an integrated System or a separate'
autonomous system; that there be an addition to this three specific
mandatory consent-giving functions. Number one: I_think that the chief
executive officer, the president of the community college, should neither be
hired' nor fired by the statewide system without the consent of the poliU
advisory council. The currensystem is that way. Pat O'Rourkedw.ill not
hire nor will he terminate the employment of any of the community college
presidents without the consent of the PAC. I have seen him get into disagree-
ments with PAC and he has yielded until he can get an agreement with them.
They both must consent to the choice of the action. I would like to see that
written into the legislation because if Pat O'Rourke leaves and you get a
new kind of person in, you will get aldifferent kind of attitude toward
local control. That is endemic to large scale institutions.' Number two: I *
would suggest that no operating budget and no planned budget be submitted
without approval by the council. The planned budget is about 15 months
ahead, being sent in ahead to the Board of Regents, the governor, then to
the legislature, then it comes back after the legislative seqsion. The oper-
ating budget(is set up on July 4 when the new appropriation comes in. Both

budgets should not go ahead without the approval of the policy council or
community college council. The third thing I would recommend is no new ,

program be forwarded for approval of the Board of-Regents. As Ron was ask ;ng
about, which powes rest at the,pcal level ?' The Board of Regents-must ap-
prove the offering of any programs that lead to any kind of degree or certifi-
cate. No such new programs should be put into operation and forwarded to
the Board of Regents until approved by the community college council, like-
wise the ending of any program,. There could be other specific functions,
but if you look at programming, chief-executive-M.- and money, that's
where it really rests. That is the way you cifi,hTe what your community col-

,

lege is going to be.

Q: Does the system include budget planning?

R: It does because i been delegated in a general sense by the Board
of $egenls. The board iders its authority from here to here and it takes
certain specific narrowe functions within that and gives them to PAC. I

4 would like to see it written into statute legislation, and I think you get at
the real controls of power when you get to money.

Q: I want to get clear on this. When you prepare, your budget, you turn it
over to the PAC?

R: Yes.

Q: Can they Say they don't like this?

R: Yes, they can say that and refuse to'forward it at this stage of the

game. O'Rourke's running it this way. If they refuse,.then he would not take

2S
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George Irvin:

it from me, nor any new programs that have not been adopted by the advisory
council. That doesn't mean that the statewide body would be bound to'fund
all the decisions that would be coming up because of each of the campuses,
and each of the budget request units would be competing for the finite
number of dollars. It would be up to the statewide system to make fin
allocations as it goes into the governor's budget. They would have that
authority, but they would not be able to make certain kinds of academic
policy decisions without some real consgnt of the local level. As you get
into it,'you will get some practical suggestions. If it went to the grades
13 and 14, the local control would be addressed'to the school board composi-
tion and the electoratvethod.

Q: \ Do you have an opinion on another kind of structure which would haye
a controlling body at the top that. was not the Board of Regents, then
underneath that a board or council that you were talking about? I am talk-
ing about the top level body that theoretically does not have a bias to one
college or the other.

r

R: Ihave not heard that model discussed before, it is not one of the
popular three. I am a little bit concerned about proliferation of layers

,in decision-making for a state of 400,000, fewer than a city the size of ,

Sacramento. We are really getting one of everything for every citizen and I
would enc9drage, my own position, in regard to the three options to maintain
the existiik.system, if only because I have grave concerns about the two
alternatives. I have concerns about the existing system. I would generally

recommend against the separation model, the independent community college
system, because I think it may best nerve two-year institutions in their
budgetary process, their direct access to the legislative appropriatips
process, etc. I am not sure that it improves the quality of education, nor
do I feel that from the point-of-view of the student and the public it makes
it a coherent system. We already have the Board of.gegents responsible for
one kind of education, a state board of education with district school boards
underneath it that are responsible for another kind. If we were to stick in

a third between that, I think that for students, particularly the ones we
serve here, becomes less and less a coherent system. I'don't think that
articulation and the transferability of credits within a further.fractured
system would be assisted. It might be worse than it is now. The example of

our having to go to Alaska Pacific University to go on from AA degrees in.
education, to bachelors degrees in education, I think is pathetic, a terrible
commentary on the statewide system. Hpwever, I am not convinced that a
separation model would not make it worse. You were talking about a non-biased
postsecondary board, one for four-year and one for two-year institutions?

2: I mean very general terms, the thrust to a full-time body, not the one

we have now, hich in many people's minds have a bias. An objective body

that has some real power over budget and other things. I also see the need

for what you are advocating, which is, irrmy mind, extremely important that
there might be some way to work the local control you were talking about jinto

a system which would still coordinate.

2L
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George Irvin:

R: I think it is, the question is not how do you fit local control into
whatever kind of statewide authority. The question, is, how do you get a
statewide authority that is equally unbiased toward community-based non-
credit-bearing community college activity, as well a degree programs on
the Fairbanks campus. Frankly, if I had my 'druthers' that would be what
the statewide university Board of Regents woul e. Is that really what we
would like to have? It is not, because commune y colleges in comparison

r with four -year institutions are rather novel tities that have come along
in the public vogue in the last couple Of decades in Ala a out of Anchorage
as a model. In the bush they are even newer phenomena. -nd to think
along-with Diane CarpentiCs.testimony to see a glimmering of ght,-as a
result of some changes in the Board of Regents' memberghip, so increasing
evidence of interest on their part and dedication to community colleges as
well as the four-year institutions. I think a 'lot of it has to do with Pat
O'Rourke and the fact that he obviously has one of the best staffs, one of
the best planning and budgeting processes, and when he goes in to deal with
the Board of Regents he is very affective in putting forward this kind of .

interests. He is as effective with 'his heterogeneous grab-bag of institu-
tions that he represents as the other chancellors will ever be. Whether that
long-term educational process will come out to be something that is a balanced,
unbiased Board of Regents, I don't know. The only problem I have with two
systems coming up is that it just gets out of hand after a while. I would
like to suggest a couple of other major considerations as to my concern about
the proliferationoof institutions in my opposition to the separation model.
I am concerned about the cost-effectiveness and duplication of administrative
systems, as John Shuler mentioned. After three or four years of being kicked
royally by th, legislature and loublic opinion, it has gotten its management .

down to a sclience: It is being computerized. They are enormously talented w

people who are ivolved in it in Fairbanks and there is a statewide system
that feeds into4he computer. If you separate you are going to have to have
some mechanism for duplicating that and it will cost more money. I an also
concerned about the function we perform at the college in addition to the
provision for lower-division instruction in that we try to act like a broker
and a facilitator for upper division graduate level instruction from the
other institutions (0- the degree granting ones. There are requests that we get
all the time fer upper-division and graduate level courses that we try to.levy
through Marjorle Walker, the Dean of Rural Education. For example, I was in
Mountain Village and Walter Brown, the School Superintendent of the Lower
Thkon School District said, "If I had one thing from the University of Alaska,
I would like to get some graduate level courses for my priacipals and my
staff in this school district in Alaska School Law, Alaska School Finance and

i*Basic Adminis tive Procedures for Educational Institutions. Could you get
that for me?"

g
I am going to get that for him. It will be delivered out of

.

some degree-granting or crediit- granting institutions, but I don't know how
we are going to deliver it yet. We will play that brokerage function. If

we were totally separate we might not have that 'in'. Remember, there is not
that much out here, we are the University of Alaska. I have endeavored to

pull all functions' of that statewide university system into this building,
extension serVice, besides the community college function. I think there is

a value in-a region of 19,000 people having one coherent place to go to
make connections for postsecondary education. I am impressed with the

..,
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commatment, not only that which Pat O'Rourke has to community college
education, but,that Dr. Barton has, to his idea of what a land-grant,
community - based, community- responsive college/university system ought to

be,.

Up until now I have not heard a great demand from, the public for a separa-

tion or for grades 13 and 14. If you hear it as a result of your hearings,
if people are coming in, in addition to ourselves, who work for the system,
and they are telling you to go one way then I would be willing to change

my mind. What I am fiearing is that the major impetus from it is coping

from administrators or faculty. Be careful with that. Don't make your

choices on the basis of what the people who work for the institution, me or

somebody else, tell you, exclusively. You want to listen to students. A

lot of the students and a lot of the public don't have an opinion.on this

)issue because they don't know what it would be. Even if you go,to a
/separate community college system, Kuskokwin is going to have to compete for

dollars in the rural-urban split. Now, I know that we have a good deal in

that we have a very effective state senator who assists us with appropria-

tions to this community college. We have a very sympathetic chancellor for

rural education for the interest of native education because he was the

-executive director of this community college. If we went into a separate

system, we would still have to compete with other community colleges. We

might have more of a concentration on community college activities and not be

played off against four-year university activities. I am not sure I would

be getting as much money as I am now getting, if that were the way the pie

was being cut. Kuskokwim would be third in line for size. It is often

said that the reason for Separation of community colleges from the existing

system is that community colleges provide more credit-hour production and

more contact-hour production than do the four-year institutions and they are

not getting the'ir fair share of the dollars. I'd like to suggest this for

the sake of maintaining coherent postsecondary capability, so that

understandable, so that people who are students can still answer to the

question of an appropriate allocation of funds putting the money where the

productivity is. Why don't you keep a centralized, integrated statewide

Unlversity of Alaska system and come up with formula funding for distribution

of the funds? There are'Soue facts that you might want to consider.
Credit-hour production is only one thing to look at. It is worth looking-at

but as it fits with community colleges, 'there has been extensive testimony

given here. It does not apply to us. The majority of the students here are

not heading toward a degree, not on a course of study. They are taking it

because they are taking it, because they are interested in it. Workshops

are the rule here. The full-time student going for an AA the exception.

Consider putting a lot of weight on contact-hour production. Total number of

hours of instruction whether it be community ed, directed toward degrees,

credit-bearing or not. After all, that is the core function of the community

college. I would look at that in terms of what is really turned out, for

judging where the public is getting its dollar's worth. Finally there is

this: I think there is value in keeping a community colle9t and the four-

year institution in an integrated system in order that we/don't separate it

into a proliferation of institutions, make further our problems of articular

tion. In the public's mind there is a certain image value in the fact that
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the community college is a pant of the university. The word university
means something. If you break it out into two separate systems, even
though you won't intend to, there is an inevitable image in the public
mind that separates the two systems into superior and 1,nferior education,
as if they were tracks. That is, the ones that are academic elite go to

,the university. I like having that name there, I like the prestige of it,
the importance of it. I don't think the grades 13 and 14 will work in
Anchorage or Fairbanks, the large; urban areas. When you get to the bush,
it will, only work in those areas where the secondary system is ready to
take it and public opinion is with it. We are dealing with at least four
separate school districts here. I would be very careful about turning
community colleges over to the resource centers; they have their problems.
Keep this in mind, because of the newness of the REAA's and the breakup of
the old state operated school system. Native education in this state at the
secondary level has an enormous attrition rate. We have seen statistics in
some places in excess of 80% dropout rate between the 8th grade and before
they graduate from 12t11 grade. Whatever the legislature decides to do, if
there is to be any chafge, at least give'on.e full year for all this adminis-
trative change, including land transfer and records. I would emphasize the
need for the integration of systems. Ask yourselves fr the point-of-view
of the public, will the new systems significantly improve the quality and
the quantity of postsecondary educaion?

2: Is it true that you would like to see institutionalization of some
of the things you have seen Pat O'Rourke do? Somehow getting those things
written into legislation so that when the person-leaves they will remain?

R: With regard to local government control, yes.

Regarding structure?

R: With regard to structure, I would say that I prefer to see it continue'
and we try to improve the existing structure. The integrated University of -
Alaska model.'

Q: How would you see resolving some of the problems talked about today?
The emphasis on credit-hour production, problems with lack of flexibility,
problem of not understanding the full function of the community college.
What could be done to improve?

R: / You know something, I am coming to the conclusion that there is a
pattern in bush Alaska, that, has a definite tendency to blame certain things
on larger statewide institutions, that doesn't understand our needs. That

definite lack of understanding of the bush; most people who live in urban
Alaska have no idea. Native people have a far better understanding of
Anchorage than Anchorage does of the bush. However, there is a game to be
played on the part of rural Alaska in dealing with urban Alaska and that is,
no matter what went wrong, it is always somebody else's fault. Frankly,

I don't think we are that constrained out here. I think there is An enormous
amount of freedom within the existing situation. I think if' we come to our

concensus in this community.as to the appropriate uses of money for education
and we really push the idea of contact-hoprs as opposed to credit-hours, we
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will continue 110 get an appropriate amount of funding. I don't see us be!ng
constrained by phi0,eophical attitudes at the Board of Regents' .level, as
long as Pat is fighting for them, and he is changing attitudes little by
little., We are getting away with some very experimental stuff. He just

sold a special $100,000 loderness college project that Senator Hohman got
' for us, 'half of which is fE be in short one-credit workshops and non-credit
workshops in villages. Older Yupik people will teach younger ones the
culture and survival skills, the subsistence skills. The initial reaction
of some members of the Board of Regents was, whDare we putting public money
into this kind of thing' They can teach their own kids. You could say the

same thing to white people.

You away with anything, but if you didn't have particular people,"

in articular places, if you didn't have that, then the system doesn't

really support?

R: I'd be willing to bet that one of the reasons the college has clime to

the point that it has, with the sloping off of the full-time enrollments,
and credit-nour production, doesn't have to do with the attitudes of the
Board of Regents so much as some of the attitudes that were here at the found-
ing of the community college and the attitude of admanistrators, faculty

members and the public that we woultd have out here a comprehensive community
college that would give davrees, aAdemac transfer programs, good vocational
training for jobs, in additilen to all the non-credit bearing community educa-

tion in the villages and 12/Bethel. We are beginning to see that if you take

the five basic function-6f a county college, academic 'and transfer
programs, vocational career training prograE, developmental or remedial
education, community adult continuing education, those four kinds of basic
instruction, and the fifth one is student support services. By that we mean
'recruitment,advisement,counseling, student financial aid, admissions and
records, all of those things that support Bethel and village campus students

in tne pursuit of those kinds of instruction. We can do some of each of tne

four; there is a role for transfer programs. We will have to set it up in

such a way as to recruit Specifically for it. It would be .4a small program,

would run with specific AA requirements and options available to the student

to transfer thereafter. We can run vocational and career programs. I'll

tell you which ones work education, health and early childhood education.

We are operating those three now. Why gio they work, any do oeople stick witn

them through a certificate or a degree? Course of study? Some of them,

as Jane Southerland was saying, have been in the program for ten years,

gradually piling up these'credits until they get 60, because it is realistic

to them. They don't want to leave the village. They want the instruction

there. They want to be part-time students in the village. Many are in their

thirties, forties or older. They are already working in the school system

or in the health aid clinic or Headstart program. This ls real life for

them. They have families. They can't come and be full-time students, but

they are some of our most goal-oriented students. Stick- to- itiveness is

a virtue in this kind of thing. Why? Because tney are already working.

They see economic benefits. Career advancement ladders have been put into

their career tracks that pay off for them in concrete terms, and because

these are the "ew kinds of Jobs that really exist year 'round in tne vil-
,

jage. With the exception of a small commercial fisning industry with river

boats and stern-kickers, the only real industry in the region is government

and the provision of public services. Education first, quantatively, health

second. When'you get beyond.that definition of career and vocational
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-4g,education you get into prepari people to become carpenters, plots,
electricians. You had better know what you are doing, better not prepare
people for jobs that don't exist.

, .
.

Here is a final thing on career and education. It is not unheard of to
train people for jobs

J
not in this region, but exist outside the region,

because lots of native people., both men and women; live their lives between
the village and elsewhere. They will go out for .4 certain part of the
.year to work and bring cash back. The subsistence economy is very important
to them, not only economically ut culturally, and they don't want to choose
between them. They want to be modern, biling-.1al, a combination of things
that makes them a third thing that has a value in and of itself. As they
put the bits and pieces of culture together, it is the role and responsi-
bility of institutions providing career,vocational as well as academic,
education to help tnem make those choices, to have a perspective n what's
available to put together combinations of tnings instead of go g one way
or the otner which is ridiculous in modern rural Alaska. We can do some
Kinds of transfer and ac emac p

1P

rograms, not all kinds. It be be a

whole comprehensive Jibe al arts college, because we haven't t the popu-
lation and would end up cancellihgo99% of the courses. We ca do stre
kinds of vocational and career education, but it won't be a wide panoply
because of the economic nature of this region. We can do a lot of adult
and continuing education and : would say that that is the fertile field for
the future balanced with the other t?fings. Developmental or remedial
education is a part of all of them and is absolutely critical because wnat
you are looking at is one of the most traditional groups left in the United
States by language or by culture. They are :ust coming out of sign scnools
with inadequate kinds of skills to deal witn any /bevel of postsecondary

iristructure. We have to look at what people do, .'hat works, and we have to
put our dollars there. Pat O'Rourke's figures were for Kuskokwimlithe cost
per credit nour ad;usted to an Anchorage base, putting in cost of iving
as $169..10 per credit noun. That doesn't take "into consideration all tne
contact'hours for non-credit, etc.

A couple of comments on tuition . : am torn between two principles; the
liberal side.Of me says that every numan being, now that we've got the .

money, ougnt to nave a lifelong entitlement to free postsecondary' education;
same way it is for secondary and primary education. Frankly, : would like
to see lifelong entitlement to f r te health services in Alaska, too. The

other side says less than half of
ft

he grades we gave out in the fall semester
were A, B, C or D. More than 50% were incompletes or witndrawall. Who is
signing up and why are they not finishing? What is the personal investment
that will hold people's attention and stick- to- itiveness ?r : think the reality
of it is this; that even if we required tuition, 90% of the - people in this
region are not paying their own, they are paid for by agencies, so it.,'is a
Oharae. Really what we have, in effect, is lifelong entitlement because it
is coming from federal dollars. We already have it. We ougnt to legitimize

t it, stop kidding ourselves. In fact, very few people are Paying any kind
V of tuition. As John mentioned, it is something Of "a burden to handle tnis

cost-receivable category. $136,000 is what we are required to raise in
tuition and fees this year out of about 2.8 million dollars total budget.
It's not a lot of money in comparison to the res- and : don'It tnink its
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doing much in accomplishing the idea of getting p ople to invest in-their
education. They know it's a game. I would like o have the college take
a position that breaks the welfare syndrome out ere. ; am disturbed about.
the degree in rich everything is handed over a d there is often not a
required response from the recipient popu ati . I am worried about the
concept of a recipient population, about what happens to pepple when one
,economy declines and another,does not come up. With.subsistence econow
the traditional economy goes down, but the cash economy does not come up in
term of income-generating jobs. What happens in a situation like that is one
of two hings; either out-migration, people leave because they can't make it
any lon er, they can't survive, or you get a permanent welfare culture.

;That is what happened in Appalachia when the mines closed in West Virginia.
Some went to Pittsburgh and Wheeling to work in the steel plants and changed.
They became different kinds of people. Others sat on the porch With a
wringer washer. "There are people who have not worked for two and three
generations in West Virginia. The same thing is true in the south side of
Chicago. There are black families, generally headed by women with dependent
children, who have been on welfare for two, tnree and sometimes four genera-
tions. These are Americantwho cannot take care of themselves, and so I
would not like to see one of the most independent aril noble groups of people
in the country gradually squeezed by economic circumstances, of rising fuel
costs, because they are dependent on diesel fuel (they are not burning wood),
the rising coseof food and all other things of a declining subsistence
economy and a non-correspondent rise'in a cash-generating economy. I would

not like to see them forced out of the village lifestyle to become permanent
dependencies of the federal government, BIA or the state social services.
Anything this college can do to help individual people, fanulies and com-
munities, and the community here is the village, those three units of human

life. Anything we can do to help people take care of themselyes through
academic education, vocational, community or whatever is the appropriate goal
here, because I am really concerned about the future of the modern Yupik
culture I was talking about, about its capacity to take care of itself in

the coming economic crunch. These people will be hit harder than any other
group of Americans by the general inflation and the rise in energy costs.

In those terms, yes, I would like to break the welfare syndrome. I would

like people to make an investment. But it iS not working, so probably it.
wodld be hest to just "fess up to it", let's get rid of it, admat.to the life-

long entitlement. We have the money now, why not give at to the people.
Then I think they will stick with courses, not because they put in the money,

but because the courses are appropriately organized. They are not 14-week

courses, they are maybe one-week courses or three-day courses. :Maybe we

have to figure out the instructional content thods to get some completion.

;; Do you have any idea how much it costs to collect that $136,300 tuition?.
4

R: ;,o, but a lot of people are involved those people would be doing other

things. I think the cost is the dZaining off of people's energy in nit-wit
paper work that would be better put toward instruction with some imagina-

tive thinking.

I would say the primary barrier to postsecondary education in this region is .

not money. It Ls distance geography. How we solve that in appropriate

quality education is the Aal nature of the problem here. Balancing the
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urban campu,A. 1.5ethel) with villagg instruction and the various instructional

functions that I gentioned to get an appropriate cost-effective use of the
public dollar is what it's all about.

Q: What should be mandated in order to have a more appropriate recogni-
tion by the statewide university syStem of the needs of the rural community
colleges?

R: I am a little bit leery about this. I believe in the separation of
politics in the legislature on the one hand and postsecondary education on
the other. I don't want the politicians telling the University of Alaska
what is going to deliver. I do think that the message has to be put
across by ublic. opinion, by legislation and by people like ourselves who
are worki within the system, tne Pat O'Rourkes, people like that. That
14-week del with career, academic leading towards two-year or one-year
certificates and degrees will be a minority of what we do in rural Aliska and
the maooiaty will be oust at valuable. We have to face up to some of our
cultural biases that are institutionalized in our budgetary processes, in our
acadeMic calendars, our union contracts.

Next term we would like to try an eleven-week semester. The worst problem
is deaZing with tne contract in terms of fitting an appropriate academic
calendar to the needs of Village people and getting it fit with the work
rights of full -tithe teachers. From the point-of-view of village people, the
difference between the union and the university are minuscule; they're just
-adtwIlite people arguing among themselves. Moving the whole system, includ-
ing the contract, putting the interests of the people who work for it, dir-
ecting it toward an appropriate flexibility is enormously difficult. Not
just the Board of Regents. I think it is a long-term process in the general
thinking of the public, the legislative, the Board of Regents and'so on.
I don't thank the problem will e solved by a separation.

Q:_ ..You do think there progress being made?

R: Definitely. I agree with Dianb Carpenter's testimony concerning
changes she has seen. Its a little bit better. There is no doubt, how- .
ever, that the demands of the four-year institution with definition of
credits and degrees, a much more traditional south-48 model, occupies the
attention of the Board of Regents. Little by little this is getting across
and it will take a long time to change direction. I also don't think -that
we are not all that constrained by them. It's a gradual process offix-
plaining to urban statewide institutionalized Alaskan-mentality government
what tde differences are, without overplaying the hand and constantly
'poor-moUthing' ourselves. I think 'e haven't put forth that kind of effort.

Do you think the union wT11 be receptive to changing.

R: I don't know. When you deal with a statewide system where there is
a union on one hand and the administration on the other, and you are trying
to get something that is appr priate to ur institution, you often find
that when you ask,for it it /uddenly becomes a little piece in a much larger
game. An example is the 11 week semester, which it an appropriate model for
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us to try here on the Bethel campus. The case there is all such workloads
for the bargaining unit members, contracts signed, would-be exceptions to
the existing contract and the union because of a much larger issue having
to do with fifth part assignments. So you see it could be stymied right

there. We have come up against a statewide system all with their own
processes and we can't get through. It is not just the Board of Regents.

That could exist in a separated system 4 well.

Q: But not under a 13 and 14th?

R: Under a 13 and 14 grade there would be a different union system and

there wouldbe local control. .They would be under the general, allegiance
of the Department of Education, the state school board and the Board of

Education. I haveh't heard froth the union ACCFT what,they think about 'that.

It
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Rosemary Porter:

I am Rosemary Porter, publisher of the local newspaper, the Tundra Times,
in Bethel. I believe the community college system should live up to its
name. Being a community college should mean that the college responds to
the community's spoken need for education and the unspoken but obvious
needs. The community college should respond to the community as it finds
it, rather than the way it thinkskit should be. It should be adaptable
enough to,respond to the needs of teachers as an example and others who
need continuing upper division in graduate work to fill their employNent
requirements. It should respond to special and cultural needs, the elderly,
youth, disabledand do it in such a way that it fits into the community's
lifestyle. The community'college shogld take an active part in the social
economic and cultural future of the community in which it exists. In this
region, the need for creative construction leisure time activities is
great. It can fulfill'its responsibility by providing a wide variety of
interesting courses for the public. Specific courses on such subjects as
income tax preparation, home building, refrigeration repair, furnace repair
and the like would be beneficial in an area like this where there are few
if any technical busrriesses. That's what I mean when I say that the com-
munity college should take the community as it finds it. Educationally
thecollege may be bound by some urban-made rule that classes must pay
their /ay by having a certain number of students enrolled. In this area
that may not be possible. Should the class not be taught because there are
only five or eight students anxious to enroll? Wouldn't it be better for
the area to have that many people educated in certain areas than none.
The needs of this area are so pronounced, so obvious to most of that
any group of two or three people could sit down and compile a lengthy list
and it would be, in all probability, as accurate as many well-financed
subjects. What I am saying is we don't need studies, we need programs. Out
here the association with the university disadvantages the community college
in its ability to respond to the community. As in many cases with the state
and federal government when the establishments are centrally organized,
authority as well as regulations tend to be those of the central ring, in-
flexible and even impossible for unorthodox or unique areas to carry out.
We are living in a very big state. The area concentration up here is as
large as the state of Oregon. One master plan simply will not fit. It is

not elaitic enough to answer the needs of all the communities. The obvious
answer to me is to sever the connection between the university and the com-
munity colleges, stop combininTlephantS and mice. The community college
can survive, even thrive in this.and other small communities. It must be
given much greater autonomy or complete separation from the mother organ-
ization. The community college must have the freedom to act out of its
pocket, so to speak, to break new groUnd.when necessary, and to respond
quickly when something.is happening in the community. In thattway the com-

4.11rtunity college will be able ;cp accept its responsibility and be able to
ckgive what is needed without specific comments about what George,Irvin

said about the economy of the area. One out of every three people here
works for the federal state or municipal government. Big deal! Do we have
to accept thlp part of Alaska as it is? I view the community college as one
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of the single driving forces in this area that can change that pattern.
In the summer here, just about half of all the people work for private

industry. That's a big gain in the eight years since I have been here.
That's a pretty damn big ga.in. I think it can 7o even further. Why don't

we have jobs? Because there are no businesses, the people don't know how
to run businesses. The stores fail because people don't know how to stock,
how to buy or price. Who knows, they're out there and they are not going
to come here to go to school. What about all the jobs that are available
in industry. People in town can't hire anyone who can measure linoleum
or carpeting. They are not getting it in the high4chools. There we are

going to have to do the work, remedial work. As George was saying, maybe
that won't be in 14-week coukses. Maybe it is a one-week course on how to
measure linoleum and carpeting, but that person will be able to hold down
a job that will be valuable to one of the businesses here and will be a
productive member of societfk There are a lot of. other jobs here. We

have no refrigeration repair, no TV repair, no plumbers, virtually no elec-
tricians. Even at the lower level of repair you cannot gt ,something fixed

here. There is an economy here to be born, I think it's started. If you

could understand what a cutting edge the community college could be here
against the welfare system. I don't believe we are in too much trouble as

far as welfare itself is concerned. In fact', I had my staff research that
just a short time ago to see how many people here were on welfare. We

came up on a per capita percentage basis much, much lower than Chicago or
any of the urban centers in the rest of tiqe nation. We get a lot ofhand-

out%mm...5o does Anchorage. A hundred million a year from the feds'for

education. We are all on the dole. Let's not kid ourselves. Rural Alaska

isn't the, only place.

Urban people like to say that they don't like the division between urban

and rural. Urban people live off the resources that are in rural Alaska.

They don't know that. There is no'" l-eason for Anchorage to exist. There are

no inherent good things there. There is nothing going for Anchorage or

Juneau except as a service center for rural Alaska. You get the timber, fish,

oil from rural Alaska. Anchorage is a service depot, all government workers, ,

people servicing the rural area, that's it. Bettiel is too, we are in the

service industry, transportation, the dock, the airport. This is the second

busiest airport in the state. Something like 14th or 15th in the nation.

There is industry here. There are jobs to be had and we need people trained

for them. Multi- billion industry sitting just off our coast. We need

people trained for that if the state would ever get off its ass and really
get serious about_ funding something asa viable alternative to our non-

renewable resources. We would have an ITidustry. This is serious. We need

on-shore canneries and processing plants. There is an investigation in Bethel

going on to see if we ,can have some kind of processing plant here, so our
fishermen can get a better price for their%fish, have quality control and we
don't have tosell when the market is bad. We can hold back. There are a

lot of things 'going on out here, a very exciting area and I. think the com-

munity college can be in the,forefront of that.

I see the-university system as very exclusive. I lived in Anchorage for a

long time as a student. Talk to the students. How did they know that the

university hated the community colleges? How did we know they were undermining
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it? Every single student I knew, and there were many, felt that-they- ere
being tossed about by the university. You are taking a community college N

class. How do you get it.transf'rred over to the university for credit.
You want a degree. You talk about separation, I don't think it could be any -)

more separate than if they were_indeed separate organizations. You probably
would have better cooperation if they were separate organizations. I see
no problem. What could be easier? Yop've got your Board of Regents who are
concerned about the community colleges. I don't think there is any problem
about competing funds either. That is a very simple system. The layered
system is ridiculous, too much bureaucracy as it is. One board for each and
let them run independently. I don't see that as a problem. You never are
going to get the elitist attitude out of the University of Alaska. We knew
in Anchorage ten, fifteen years ago that all the.university system cared
about was that Fairbanks campus, that was it. It seems to me that the under=
mining has never stopped from the first day the community college opened and
I don't think it ever will, 'til it's separate. Broker dealing for credits -
excellent idea. I took graduate courses here. Three of m I didn't get

40;6credit for. Tie university says I have to fight it. Wh uld I, (as a
student, be involved in some political battle, everything connected with try-
ing to get upper division or gr4duate courses is a political battle for the
students. Wt had one woman drop out because she needed her degree for her .

lob. The course we were in, we could never get an answer, is it or isn't it?
Such a squishy area. ,..Ididn't care. I loved the class so if I don't get the
credit I am not cramped, but this woman had to go and take independent classes
from, some very strange man the university liked. Depends who the university
liked, that's, true. If it is not approved by Mrs. So-and-So at the univer-
sity, you geelho credit.. If it's someone they like, maybe but they don't like
them coming out to Zethel., Tanana people have told me that at, that com-
munity college. The same professor who taught a class at the UAA campus at
Fairbanks came to their place, gave them an upper division or graduate course,
had to fight to get credit for the class. The university didn't want to recog-
nize it. Once people have power, let's face it, they don't want to giye it
up. It's like taxes except for the State' of Alaska, which made a very foolish
move in doing away with taxes. There's prices, they don't go down. 'Once .

people have a toe-hold on something, it's just so darn hard for them to gai.ve\'/
it up. The Board of Regents may be really swell people, but they are not go-
ing to 4o anyth and they will retain their elitist attitude,arTd it's
going to hurt us, d we don't need to be hurt. The id at of the school
districts handling 13 and 14 grades, I don't know who thought_,it up. We have
the problem here - an elephant and a mouse, the big, urban school in Bethel.
May not look like it, but compared to what we have in the village it is.
JuSt balancing the two of them is impossible. The budget is huge. The prob-
lems are different. I think that is the worstl idea I have ever heard of.
No, the worst is the resource center. Those people, I dOhlt want to call
them crooks, but I' wouldn't entrust any kind of postsfcondary educationto
them. They probably will be out of business pretty son anyway. I hope so.
That function should be served here. Centralization doesn't work. Haven't
we learned anything in the past twenty years? ,,It only works'when people haVe
an active decision in what they are doing. If you don't have A voice in
something you don't care. You get apathy.

I.
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Rosemary Porter.: .
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We need, as Georgewaidp much lst local cqptrol. I won't sit on an
advidlory board,eI won't go to Adv ry board meetings, they are a waste of
everybody's time a that's really too bad. .You get sNdere people,they
work hard, then,the u..erboard gets it, and they do what they want anyway.
I have watched that haen for twenty years in t5A state. If you don't

give,serious pe6plp aut rity you don't get serious people, and if there is
a problem. in this community, if it's our fault- that something hastgone
wrong, maybe that is what you should look to -:-the lack of authority. If

people don't have decisio to make, they don't make decisions. I can't

think of a worse way .to go than an'advisoryPboard. The state did that.
They wiped out the community schools' committees in one stroke of the p4n
and nobody knew, the legislators didn't even know what they were doing when
they passed the bill. The governor didn't know when he signed the bill that
they eliminated the community school boards -from the communities out here'
under the JREAA. A reduction'.of local control, SB35 was put into law to
institute local control and the _legislature took 4 out again. A very dumb

move. So now we have adVisory boards that are the discretion of the

school boards. Very bad idea, they are having nothing but trouble. The

people don't have any relationship to their schools. Complaints are valid/.

they're decidedby somebody else somewhere else,'who doesn't knmbit our
priorities are. We don't need any more studies:. We know what o

are. If we screw up we have no one to blame and it's such a piedMay,of
going. The same thing can happen with the 'community college if it is given

a chance. That nice,image of the University of_Alaska; it doesn't have a
very good name in the state. I certainly wolf/ nd my children there.

With all the money we have, why do we have tose r children outside to

get educated? I think it is far too political, too much in-fighting. ,There
are people built into the university system who-will notchange, have certain

--"Itas and are' not going to be shaken out of them. We don't have a very gos00

un'versity system and it's a shame. I think we'should have free educatiorr
/.

for every single person who wants it in this state, with the-money we have,
instead of giving people tax returns. Good roads, good 'schools, free medical

care, why not Would go a long way helping the rest of us.' I don't think

^' e image is tha,t good and I don't think the association is that important..

Are you suggesting two separate boards, of a local governing board at
ch community college that deals diregtly so there wo be eleven boards?

No, you missed the avint.' You have one Board of Regents here and
another for the c*Tmunity colleges. Advisory is bad, I like George's word.

Council is fine. litame given by law, specific duties that they must carry

out. That way when there ate complaints, everybody says the Board of Regents
did this and did that. If major decisions apimade at a local level, You
don't hgve to go outside the village to look forjthe blame, nor can the
villains blame someo e else.

S2: Are you adVOcating the local boards with the central board?

At.
R: Yes, one central board and each community college having its.own

41, governing body. Once a system gets so big, it's been my experience that it

is, better breaking it off into two keices.

el 1
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Rosemary Porter:

Q: You can't just break it? You have to have duplica*ans? 4

R: It probably would be more expensive, but more efficient to have it
duplicated. I can't see that is that big a deal. You have so many comr
munity colleges, %o many clerical people and administrative people handling
-that. Same thing at the university. One computer, maybe some pebple do
two jobs. Basically, yo'would findk reduction staff at the university
and a matching increase. Here in the school district and not blaming these
people, they walked into it, biggest in the state, they have an annual bud-
-get of around 12 million and they are trying to do two things ',at once. Three
schools here and 19 or 20 village schools. It is so much work and so con-
fusing because a lot of the things aren't applicable, not just duplicate
forms. So, a separation would be-a great relief toV'the.people here. I have
talked to the administratois and they agree that it probably would be ideal
if that would split off as a first class city or borough configuration. It

would be easier to manage this school administratively and easier to tie all
those other schools together. you are going to have two separate adminis-
trations, but the money yoll save getting away from the'uhairy" problems you
have are worth it.

(Unintelligible)

R: That is a real serious question, whether or not the community college
and the university systems separate. There is the good faith. Many times
we have lost-that. A lot of organizations are not operating in good faith. lb
I don't think things are impoqsi e. You have a land problem, but three or

4four people on a special committ could sit down and work it out.
.

Q: How do the people of Bethel feel about it?

R: I think it is very remote. The people arejust worried about heating
their houses, getting their car to start. I don't think it is uppermost on
their minds.

A: Do you think that would proVide better education?

R: I think you can respond to the community's needs. Yes, provide better
education. I don't'see why, if the state does have so much money, that it
couldn't buy land from the university systft Or replace it with other land if
they absolutely must have land. The state has a lot of land that it says
it is going to dispose of. Perhaps they could replace it with other land in
order to let the communit4ollege system exist.

I
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KUSKOKWIM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
October 23, 1980

Carol Schotz:

-36-

here Aging as a member of community because the council has not taken

an of
rt

I am Carol Schotz, vice-chai of KCC Policy Advisory Council, but I am

I stand on any of these issues, largely due to the lack of a
quorum atthe last meeting. I hope we may be able.to discuss further and
send you the tes mony. My perspective has changed from when I was a staff
member here. As a mmunity member, it doesn't seem to make much difference
who governs. Can. he ommunity coliege meet our needs? Some of the prob-

lems that have been mentioned as far as transfer of credits, I think pave
'been reduced since the creation of the'office of the chancellor for the com-
munity colleges!. I don't think the university is any more an impediment
than any governing body that lies outside of this area would be. Even if

-you hatra sepatate system for community colleges with a governing board in
Anchorage or ,Juneau,, there would still be problems. Perhaps they would be

more evident between the urban community7colleges and the rural community
colleges. When you are studying these kinds of issues they seem-to be mini-
mized, because what you seem to be looking at more is the university system
as a whole. The Community colleges are dealt with A a whole. Perhaps I

remember from the days when the community colleges were under the regents
and before we had the rural education. Small dommunity colfeges like
Kuskokwim felt as though we were completely overshadowed by Anchorage campus.
I am not sure if a separate system of community colloges would be a41 that
different. I guess I hold that out as a possibility. The changing of,

governments for local school districts - I think thatthere may be some
advantages in local control. Disadvantages at this point definitely out-

weigh the advantages.

Remainder of tape unintelligAlle

13
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Comment from Member of Audience: There are 18 community collies in Kansas
and 21 vocational-technical schools. Most of these are housed on the same

,4

campuses. All of them offer full v ational programs, so what they have is
a community college -for every three or four counties. They are in diAct
competition for the same students on the same campuses, and for the same tax-
dollar, which'is really foolish. I would like to see some designation of
what the role of the community college is as opposed to vocatiitonal-technidal
school* in.this state. It looks to me as if we have the same thing in the
making here; we die going to have a community college and a vocational
school both competing for the same students, and would be using tax-dollars
for creating another whole proliferation of administration. Maybe there is
a reason, but I don't understand whatit would be.

,

R: You're right about what's included in here and what's not included.
It's our technical schools and astitutis in a number of the states, they'
didn't call them community colleges anal they weren't included in the survey,
in response to our questions. We know that they exist and, quite often,
they report to a local school board subdivision where they are under the
K-12 in the state board of education, which is very common.

Comment from Member of the Audience: Could Iask a question? I understand
what you're saying about competing for students and dollars in this area,
sparcely populated,. Is there a significant number of kids'that go to these
schools, do you know of how many would stay if a community college offered
more vocational-type courses? From my past experience, a lot of them do not
like to leave( home. We've been talking about this for ten years. We've
demonstrated that it is possible to deliver programs needed, even though a
student may have to go outside his village. More schools would necessitate
looking at housing for students expected CO relotate for schooling.

2.L Do you ,think village-based program* with vocational institutions would
work with community college programs or would it make a difference?

R: Not without cooperation of the people, need support of local school t
districts to rtul a successful programs, not adApating they take this on.
They need help. They already have a role they are having a hard time filling.
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KOTZEBUE
October 28, 1980

Sam Gaston: 46

Regarding students being sent to a large city like Anchor-,ige, the environmental
difference has to be dealt with. Sheldon Jackson is the only facility with
housing where a villager can "see the job", the result of his learning a skill,
in the forseeable future. The need is for housing at nominal cost.

2.1 How many students who go away to learn a skill come back to the village
tftlase their skill, is there a reed for it ?

R: Businress majors are in demand for Native Co-ops. .

al. Does anyone here have knowledge of anyone who went,.to the Wildwood Center
in Kenai?

R: Yes, a cook who returned to his home in Bethel and is working for the
National Guard as a cook.

The classroom concept is not going to be the answer in some areas. Going
outside for schooling' gives them a broader outlook of the state and social-
izing for growth. Key is to see which one we really want to do. Many people
without college education are holding highly responsible positions, sothere
has to be a way to get credit for past experience on jobs, developing more
individualized plans, maybe, through the legislature getting money for Job
training. Consider a welding firm given an assistant for a period of two years
for training; there's ways ofworking with the local economy.

21 Sam, this credit for life experience you are talking about, is that going
on in likny of the community colleges, does the university accept that?

R: There was a pilot program last year. There will be a workshop for all
community college faculty in May on a system to evaluate credits.

The south 48 has, in the community colleges, individual contracts set up. Yogi

can design your own contract for a specific subject, once completed, a faculty
team evaluates. If they accept your work then you are credited. Example,
people who are willing to go out to school, but don't want to spend four or
five years. But, with experience credits, makes it only two to three years.
Then standards will be more likely maintained. We don't want to drop stand
ards when they get there, but need to give them credit for experience. People
are usually too busy to go, because they have time-consuming community involv-
ment, etc.

Comment from Member of Audience: Colleges do not exist for purpose of giving
credits, they exist for the purpose of providing education. There are people
who do not qualify for State Register because they do not have the "piece of paper"
but they,have the skills to do the job. Who is the authority to say what the
criteria is? Hopefully, we are the ones who will be checking on how best to
give credits for past experience. The CLEP tests can be given for credits
in all these things.
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Jeff Smith:

Three areas needing attention: (1) A program where a person could acquire the
firge-two Ipars of college on the local level here in Kotzebue. e transition
to outsidelsclyools is difficult, students need to acquire study ills and self-
discipline, locally, as a transitiom from high school. The success of that
student on completing and receiving that degree would be much higher. (2) The
second area is in the technical and vocational areas, depends on what job .op-
portunities available; job inventory should be taken on what the job future
is going to be for any given area, ten to fifteen years ahead; what kind of
employment is going to be available. Develop programs Co develop skills in
the people to fill the jobs. Emphasis should be put on flexibly designed
*courses for a technical school center. (3) The third area is short term
courses for working people.

Which institutions would you like to see offer these programs, school
district or community college?

R: We don't care, so the services are offered.

Th
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KOTZEBUE
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Tony Scheer:

We need: (1) general education cours9s, that a community college could cover;
(2) Voc7,Tech courses, and; (3) specitl interest courses, one-shot deals,
informiiive, educational. When the Community College was under the jurisdiction
of the University it never seemed to be responsive to what the people wanted.
The community college should be responsive to the local people

What would you.feel about a separate system?

R: In higher education you need credits that are transferable. I would

support a community college system with hiring by a local board. I think this
would solve our problems as long as one person, as the president of a college,
doesn't have the whole sal/ and the board could get rid of him if he didn't
get along with the people of the community.

One of the things the State, as a whole, and individual areas have to get away
from is competition among the cities, Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau, in their
community' colleges. I had an opportunity to hear Senator Gravel speak on Sat-
urday. He raised a point that Alaska is far below the per capita average of
college graduates, yet tremendous opportunities to provide an education, no
matter on what level, to whomever, in this State, and it is not being done.
As fax as budgetary conside ions and competitior among ourselves, there is
always some give and take. Wshould get away from the political system of
competing for dollars. Develop a comprehensive approach, fill in the gaps
And provide what services can be. Certainly,a 4-year institution is completely
"out-of-whack" because you can never reach it, but an adequately funded 2-year
college system .s feasible. We could make the 4-year institutions in Anchorage
and Fairbanks stronger, because the people frOm the -Ixcal areas, going into
junior and senior years, are easier to handle, bettei'students, who will create
a lot less problems for the University as a whole. We need to look at what we
can realistically provide on the local level. The central institutions, in
Anchorage 'and Fairbanks, concentrate on providing those courses and get away
from the competition for dollars and programs.

22. How do you suggest we get away from the competition?

R: Regionalize the whole state and. look at it, compare geographical, cultural
constituencies, (1) assess needs, (2) what can be provided, (3) dollars available
and, the(4) cost to implement these programs. Ask how many dollars do we have
and what can we implement now, rather than saying: the Legislature will ap-
propriate $7 hundred million for education. Anchorage and Fairbanks institutions
are saying that our people can always come there. The Legislature and admin-
istration ta)e the view or goal to provide the beit education for residents of
the State, 2-year, 4-year, technical-vocational, the goal is to provide the
best. We need not get caught up in the political thing. We need to stand up

49
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Tony echeer:

to .old-line, traditional education people and say: look, it's different out
here. As long as the people get their education, equal to Fairbanks. The
results are important. Develop long-term community needs, not judge by the
standards of Fairbanks. We should develop an inventory as to job possibil-
ities and services to fill them.

Regional Strategy PeOlect: Let's look at economic development in all areas,
'five to ten yearls ahead; what jobs will be available? In what areas will there
be opportunity? There will belnin-ing, fisheries, petroleum, park management.
One third of our region is national parks: We need to take some responsibility
inspfar as some programs in grants and loans. Need to improve skills in
counseling, so that, if a prospective student wants to attend bakery classes,
there will be a job in that field in hiS area upon completion of classes. Ten
peicent of those who go to college complete their degree program. Another
thing Senatbr Gravel said. Going up for a college degree is not compatible
with rural life style for people.wanting to live a subsistence lift style
that they choose. Degree doesn't mean, once achieved, you have to become a
white collar worker. We have to make it clear to the people we serve--education
is an experience, an opportunity to have.

We as educators and responsible people measure success by jobs; I thought we
had gotten away from that. The State Department recognizes what they cal
Education for Self =Sufficiency. A lot of what we are,doing out here can't
be measured.by a job, a few months down the road, -or getting a specific occu-
pation, a year ahead. A lot'of things we're doing enhances the lifestyle
out here, helping people make their living easier. Preventive maintenance,
building trades or mechanics can't be measured in terms of a job. Time is
not wasted if two percent make their-Aying at a trade learned.

I
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Polly Wesley:

Most want personal benefit rather than employment. When they take courses
the older persons take them for personal development or for help in jobs, not
right out of high school. Not many take courses for any permanent job; a few
have the idea of going for a 4-year degree. Many are interested, but in this
region college has to grow with the people. Education was something someone
else did, you went only to high school. Many haven't gotten t f,;r. It will
take time to instill in the people of the re9Aan the n higher education.
The college needs to meet the people at their location, not ship them out. Lots
of people will experiment with a variety of courses; they may take some to give
them something to do. They won't commit themselves to long periods of classes,
only short-term ones. Exposure of a lot of people to a lot of things they have
not been exposed to. You may catch one or two really interested in English
literature, and they may go On. You've given them ideas. It is important that
college delivers short-term courses to the individual villages.

51
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Sam Rogers:

-\

I've worked on both sides. At Central Administration we were taught to do
everything, then I came outside where I had to go through that same office
to get anything done. It doesn't work, it's that simple. It is difficult for
people of Kotzebue to sympathize with logistical problems here. The registrar
was brought out here to show her what it was all about. She was surprised at
the many problems. I would like to get some officers from Fairbanks'and
Anchorage campuses to see that it takes eight hours to put in four, because of
logistical problems. I think having, a staff located here is better, the closeryou get to the village.

21. Sam, do I hear you sa4pg the problem is attituJe? Those people in
Fairbanks could not understand the eight hours for four hours work, hard forthem to grasp?

R:- The people are honestly trying to offer the support they can, but they
don't understand telephone communication. We need support as near as possible.Community service education is important. There is a tremendously high suiciderate. If you are a younger person in the late twenties or early thirties,
and you are competing for a job; you're planning to make the transition from
subsistence to a cash society; you're fighting a real thing. There are nojobs. In other words, you have to have a "piece of paper". You want to
support your family- -that builds up. In the lower 48 they break down educa-tion job-wise, separately, in budget areas, jobs not keyed to people. Here,jobs coming up do not have people qualified, in the region, to fill them.
We have the people here with the talents, but not degrees. Local people
cannot get jobs because don't have degrees.to qualify. Look around, all yousee are outsiders. No local people earning decent salaries. One person,
means a lot in terms of leadership: In 1991, the Native corporations aregoing to begin selling off land and selling stock, and if the people are notpreparing to take over those'jobs, then, outside interests are going to comein. Business-wise people are going to come in and take adVantage and dowhat they want. The problem that has to be dealt with is to get them tolearn so they can take the high level jobs, instead of outsiders. It's easier
to push when you are in close contact. I think an educatign system has tobe accountable or what they are doing. Things have changed, producing people

)1f

qualified for 11 these jobs. Most are taking college as a way to geta
better paying ob. It's a big step for'these people taking over the higher
paying jobs f om outsiders.

52
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Tony Sheer (again):
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In our society the rewards go to those who are most competent. In the con-
struction business, I learned a lot. I used to criticize contractors for
not hiring more local workers. Now I am on the receiving end being criticized
for not hiring more local labor.. We have to develop more competency, through
education. Whatever system we develop, we focus on-a means to deli'er good
education. We should plan to interview every employable person in the region
and put on the computer: all the skills they have, what they have done in the
past, training they have had. Look at what we have available, take a projection
of the regional structure, then we will know what kind of training is required'.
Contractors can look at available skills, push a button and save hiring from
outside, in some cases. This seems to be a place where cooperative education
could be a prime activity, where somebody working for private enterprise, say
a contractor, could also take courses at the same time. Internship with
credit for courses,the industry and the college work together. Has that been
done in the past?

R: We were talking about it with Mike. They haven't given us funds to do that.
Acr- oss the country, On-the-Job Training (OJT) is being done in private industry.
They are spending forty-four percent in the lower 48, and we don't get any of
it in Kotzebue. That's where the jobs are. If we can spend time with the bank
and give Tony so many thousand dollars and say train.these people, Yee can
afford to pay them. Hopefully, we are going to get more pres'sure to get Title
VII funds. If the Contractor trains workers on this plan, the Title VII would
pick up the tab for the first year, then he is required to pick them up on his
payroll. A contract would be. signed by the student trainee, stating that it
is an educational commitment. Credits could be awarded tor workshops. (UC
at Davis, California gives four credits for a workshop.) In Kotzebue the
community would come in with-paper work.

We need someone to come in and teach blueprint reading and carpentry, also
define what is needed as far as training. Need video, one instructor for

Tore than one place. Right with them on the job is where they're going to
-learn a vocation.

21 Should students pay tuition?

R: In the current student body, fifteen to eighteen percent has tuition paid
by someone other than the student. For the students who have to pay, the fees
are difficult. Many agencies are willing to pay for their people, how about
they ones not connected to an agendy? Th has to be a token fee out-of-pocket,
although even five dollars is an awful lot t some people on low salaries. We
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Tony Sheer:

have been handing out to ion to the people so long. I went through four years
of college and paid my n tuition. If they. feel this is something they are
buying into, they study that much harder, will Stick it out better. If they e

drop out they lbse money.

Comment from Member of'Audience: I agree with that. There have been argu-
ments up and down. The person who is really mart takes food stamps and sub-
sistence. They have more usable income than the person who has to work.
T0Q many communities continue to give and it's not appreciated. The person
who has to pay a nominal fee has a different s of responsibilities. t I
feel right now, that 25 dollars a credit-hour 75 for a prepaid course is
extremely high. Twenty percent of the people/ who are not associated with
any agency must pay. There are financial aid programs forirople who can't
pay.,,
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George White:
#

4

someI have written a sta ent aridNI would like to make some comments, if I may.
I'm George White, Superintendent of the North Star` Borough School Distridt.
We are the originators of the concept of 13,14-year programs. r guess, what
we really would'like to address to you tonight is the portion concerning organi-
zation. Our school district is fotr 'years old. We have attempted, in our work-
ing to provide a total education service for the Nenharegion. We_feel, for
many years, that Alaska, as a whole, especially rural Alaska, has belp Very .

,

deficient in many areas of education, specifically, in the areas of vocational
education. There are very few technical or vocational centers in this state.
rnvolvement in the academic area begins with the Bethel Community College.
There neaten tremendous improvementsmade in the academic area. In our
school d ict, andI will only,,address, at this time, the academic area, ,

because in the spring of 1981 we will begin construction of a technical center.
It will address the vocational_ areas and needs of this region and some of the
needs statewide in vocational education..rwe also have made considerable
4effort, and have come a long way, in providing in community schools those
courses and of -ngs that are of community interest, such as carving-and
dancing. e, in Kotzebledeself, we did come into competition witSOS

0 what'used to be the Chukchi Co ity College. We feel that we can expand
this program and provide thoSe offerings. That leaves simply the ace is
area thy, is,not being provided for in this region. We, the school d' ict,
can in the academic area, provide enough students out of our sohool rict
to k ep a community college goinci.. We'have the plans for a career 11 ry.
We have plans, in working, to upgrade °IF aides, and also to get an associate
degree for some of them who could move oh to the university and become
teachers in our school district. We feel that we could provide students

!from our high schools, as students who are gifted,^tld could be going on
before they have graduated, gaining experiehoe in the course work owe college
level. We feel that by having one single unit there is less opportunity for
the natural coipetitiveness that results fPom two organizations. That there+
would be a reduction in administration. It would be more efficient and could
be bettet coordinated with our high schools,technical center, community schools,
and with the state as a-whole. There has been some alisundersdandings as to

,

wha we were really trying to do last year; we were not really asking to oper-
a community college. Some people misunderstobd that we were attempting.tps

late it with Mr. O'Rourke. He double-crossed us and as a result we had
unity college,. Now we are asking for-the first time to be alAbwed to

rate the Community aollege in,Kotzebup!'

-10-

21 Tell us 'more, what do you think happened with Mr. O'Rourke?

I)
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George White:

R: He had problems with some of the legislature and got into difficulty with
the- m and we found out that the legislature was in the pkocess of shutting down
Chukchi Community College.° We stepped in and said: please don't shut it down.
Let us try anti work something out so that we can keep it open. I met *ith
Mr. O'Rourke and negotiated terms. I asked if.I should go to the council, or P
whatever it is that governs community colleges. He said no, he would take
care Of it. He would send me a copy of what we had agreed on. He did not
send me a copy of what we had agreed on. He told the council that I refused
to go, appear. They asked why I wasn't tptere; he ticked up on some of what
we had agreed on, namely, how the president would be selected. To this.day
he refuses to cooperate. That building sits vacant. We have requested three
times to lease it so awe can-house our student programs while our vocational
building is being built. It is sitting there vacant-and the college is paying
for the maintenance, when our kids could be benefiting from it.

n: We heard testimony that was ,unanimously in opposition to the 13,14-year
con cept. If correctly" three major reasons were: (-1) in Bethel they
said that the schools jumped from 3 to 23 and the local district had not been
prepared; (2) another reason was the 1hp- transferability of credits from the
community college to the university; (J) third was duplication of efforts
where a community college, under the-13,14-year concept would duplicate other
community colleges. A'

R: Our school,district, our board, and various members of the leadership of
this region think that should be more than just kindergarten through high
school. As a.result, 1de start 3-year olds and we take care of 25-year olds.
We have an extensive correspondence study program. We, have already expanded
8 through 12, and this is a result of what'the board says we are going to do
as a result of what their electordte is telling them they want. We are trying
to meet the educational needs of this region. No one else is doing it.

Transferability is a major problem. Chancellor O'Rourke discussed that. This
was pne of the major reasons for trying to work it out with the university.
In the meantime, because we couldn't work something out, we made contact with.
Stanford, Alaska Pacific University and others. Were in the prowess of
meting with those people to see if they will affiliate, so we do have those,
credits that can be transferred.

21. When you are talking about transferring over, then are you saying that,
if needed, if you didn't have a community college, the political subdivisions
would offer" some, type of credit with another institution, possibly Alaska
Paoific or an oue4ide institution, and offer classes and not operate a
commuitity college?

,R: We would offer a community college. It simply.wouldn't be under the
aus- pices of the University1o48Alaska.

IM
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George White:

That kind of organization? Are you planning a central village location?

R: We would have a community college in Kotzebue thlt would go into the
vi- llages. Also, we are just beginning our ITV program that we have been fund-
ed for by the legislature, that would be tying into the schooli through a
satellite. Hopefully it will be two-way audio, one-way visual. We hope to
use this inthe villages. We have an extensive staff in the villages, and we
hope to,be able to call on these people. A lot of that depends on their
qualifications. Certainly we will be-reaching out into the villages them-
selves. We would have one here, then_tie with the technical center. We
feel we would meet the needs both here and in the villages.

Where would your staff come, from for the community college? People you
already have within the school districtor new personnel?

Ri It would be both. I would see the cork of the staff being brought from
som- e place else and supplemented with staff that we have, because we do have
to meet certain standards with instructors, Pro sors, etc.

22_ How would this community college interf your vocational program
in terms of credits? Do you plan on offeri certification or credits for
an associates of applied science degree through yoUr vocational program
as well?

R: Yes, we do.

22. How far along are the buildings?

R: One'building, built five years ago, has,be*n there. An addition to it
is under construction, not wmpleted.

The technical center, when will it be done?

R: This is under the school district. We received in excess of six million
Aiollars general-appropriation money and we have one-and-a-half million in a
bond issue. We will begin construction. The board just approved the schematics
yesterday. We have the land. Construction begins in the spring.

2i How would you propose the funding for the next two years?

R: The technical center, simply for expediency, we have submitted a budget
to the Department of Education because we did not have time to work out some-
thing that might come under the foundation program. However, in the future,
we will be looking at something that can amend the foundation program. We
would look at the community college in a similar vein. I am sorry to say we
don't have it worked out, but we could have if we had seen a glimmer of hope.
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George White:

22: Would you Present m4 with a history, as you see it, on the beginning of
Chukchi. I would appreciate it.

R: I sat as a member on the advisory boird. In my opinion we have had a
Vood relationship. I think when I first mentioned the 13,14-year program,
tte relation'ship deteriorated. I can understand that because it was a threa

'I think the relationship was a good working one. The community college, be-
cause of the structure and the bureiucracy of it, Simply could not deliver,
but I also understand funding problem ,and politics of the legislature and
I think that contributed to it. It's ery difficult for me to say they were

.

all bad. A lot oi people benefited from the community college. I, think it .

was a great thing. It wasn't here very long and it takes time, I ;wow from
experience, to build, but I be e that the school district can simply be
better. We are already doi some of the things-7those aspects of what the
community college was doing and there is just this one part left--that's
the academic past. We feel we can do that,4too. We feel we can do it better
because we can_cpordinate it all.

1110
Can you comment on the funding?

R: For many years i.had to lobby the legislature for every little penny we
got. I 15now that is what the university has to do, whereas under the found-
ation pr gram you know at least a minimum of what you are going to get. It's
much easier to developayour.program knowing you have these amounts of funds.
You might get more but you arernot going to get less.

The High School K-12 system has been criticized. It has already failed'
in meeting the needs of curtain people whaoare now adults. Those peciple
in some way, be reluctant to engage educaTion if it is associated with that
system. In a separ,Xe community college,'YOu would give them a separate
structure that they may be able to identify with. Do you see that possibility
and how would you combat that?

R: Mr. Chairman: I heaird the same comment from the sae area and I don't
agree with it. I feel that if you can get a community college going that
people will go to it because it is there. I believe that most people associate
the University o,Llaska with the State, and the REAA's, As they did with

,

the State Operated Schools with the State. Many still call it the State School.
The majority of the people seethe difference. We'are all the State. Oncffyou
et something going and people are involved in it, if you can get a nucleus

41112

her people will come to it, regardless. You have to keep in mind that %
per of schools in this area were BIA schools. Not so much any more but they
ed to blame the BIA, now they blame us. The BIA i3 beginning to wear off, but

I don't believe it. I don't think anyone can demobs ate that was true. It's
simply speculation on people's part.

5S 4



George White:

How are all the students in your region being served now?

R: They're not being served, the majority of them. We are attempting to
.

pick up some of it through our community schools program and next year with
the vocational aspect.

22. In terms of administration, obviously, you feel strongly that the
administration end would be better if it wore coordinated more directly
related to the school district. Why could it not work, either as an extension
of another community college, as a separate community college, a part of the
uniNersity system, or whatever that would be, in,some way locally governed
through a local board. Would that Work with your agency in a cooperative
arrangement?

R: Had the community college been under the direction of the school district
four years ago, number one, you would still have a community college here.
Number two, you wdruld have many students which the school district would
provide through their career laddering through the aides who are interested
n becoming teachers, and there would have been more of a cooperative effort.
We would have many more of our high school gifted children in the college
programs.

21 What we are seeing are children coming to Anchorage after high school
or a couple of years in community college. They really havea hard time
functioning, and part of that is a difference in living circumstances. But
part is they are educationally deficient. From what I've heard you talking
about, one of the things you would want to be doing is preparing them to go
on for a degree. What would you do differently than has been done in the
past that would help to ensure that?

R: I believe, again, that if we can integrate our program, at we have a
number of gifted children we would put into the college program, even before
they are out of high scho begin to move them along, keep them interested
and stimulated and motiva gOing. I think they would be more successful.
Part ,of the problem isn't at the community college level, part is back here
at the high school. I am a graduate of Lathrop High School. I had a very
difficult time at the University of Alaska. I think they flunked me out
twice. It took me 7-1/2 years to get through. Part of the problem is ours
now, but we are working on it, and we have a very un.isual program-that will
take time. But, our students will be doing better. If we can move them, the
ones who are ready to go on into the college, not leave home, stay right here,
get them into that program, so after two years they will come to you in
Anchorage arid they will do better.

. If the 13,14-yeart becomes a part of the high school what would you do
differently than 'f it became a community college?

5i
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George White.

R: First, I'm not sure that we can say's that 13,14-years is a continuation
of high school. That concept, as I visualized it; was to allow children who
are not ready, both emotionally and academically, to go out and be self-
sufficient, to move on into areas where they will gain the training or the
education, where they can become self-sufficient. It isn't just ip academics,
it's also in the technical world, too. What we are doing differently is, we
are building the technical center, and it'ssnot with the community college.It is a center where they can learn a trade and they can be productive
citizens, but in this area, that's called academic, what would we do differently
there? I doubt we would do anything diffdrently in that portion, t's well
established in the communities throughout the nation. At this point I haven't
challenged it.° Maybe you have put me onto something. I should come visit
you and see, you've given me an idea. Maybe there is an area there that weshtuld explore to see if we can come up with something that is innovative.

22. Do you think divorcing yourself from this community college, from a larger
structure, whether it be the tniversity of Alaska, or any separate system, do
you think divorcing from that type of structure and its resources would causeyou or your students any hardship and disadvantage in of their academic

'program, library equipment resources, faculty--the broa ope?

R: We have Just completed converting a 14-unit apartment building between -*".the Agh school and the community college lou3.1ding into a program support
center that has, right now, and the potential is much greater, has many more
resources than the community college could possibly build up in a year. Sofar as library, media specialists in programming, that's where our ITV center
,is, specialists with P14.d's are sitting over there. The resources are
tremendous over in that building, the community college cannot match that.

The Program Support Center?

R: We have Just developed and begun a program support center that is dividedinto three divisions, one is the program dizision, where we have a curriculum
specialist, teacher- specialist," bilingual specialist, cross-cultural community
education, another division that includes our special education, our psycholo-
gist and people in this area; and then the third that includes materials dev-elopment, our media, our libraries, Printing presses and these functions .nlieu of having a regional resource center.

4

2.2.. Tell us more about youi technical' center.

R: We will begin construction in the spring and we are also building a
vocational center for the region which is-under construction, and hopefully,
we will be able to start courses in the fal,. Tile technical center is like
the Seward Skill Center and will be a-st4tewide vocational center.



George White:

We don't have housing for students, but we're working on this. We na4e
various ways to go. We are closing all the teacher staff housihg in Kotzebue;
we have been slowly closing them down, so we will have an idea of how to pro- .

vide housing, not only for people out of the region, butsAso for students.
We will be bringing them inlfrom the, smaller high schools far the vocational
movement.

1. This will be for kids from all over? Something we talked about this
afternoon was the need to coordinate the job service agencies and the jobs
available to educate people to fit into jobs available. Do you have any
comments to make about that? 7
R: This is the whole purpose of our 13-14 year program. The ciogram is not
set uc so there :s welding or surveying, etc. The human services program, the
clerical, bookkeeping, hopefully, to get into a total program. For the mining

.

incustry, looking into the f2ture, there will be a considerable amount of
mining. ,Sumveying)will be a small part of a total lanemanagement kind of
program. This is what we will be attempting, wnat we will be doing. '4e nave

been coordinating with the Seward Center so there is no duplication except .

in some areas where there is tne greater :cb market. That is in the clerical
field ari,7.2the State'can use a numler of centers for gaining _nose people.

-: Would you. envision working with businessmen, contractors, or state
agencies in the community? Say, I need a number of laborers to start taking
these :obs in :une, would you have tnat kind of Interest?

? We do a lot of that with our high scnooi students, on-the-:co training.

Would you consider faculty members in the,commnity college as employees
of the scnool district?

?: Yes.

IL Are the school district employees working under a collective bargaining

Yes.

Wou14 the community college faculty be under that same agreement, or has
it been discussed?

R: It has been discussed. This is some of the areas that 'fr. O'Rourke and I
discussed and we agreed that the faculty would come under the utiversity system

hesitate because I'm not sure if they would come under :71..A or A.= or form
o bargaining unit: : know they woulA,have one.

C 1
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KOTZEBUE
October 28, 1980

ROT-Hob:man:

I am Ron Hohman from the Bering Straits School District, Superintendent. I. am

sorry I missed the opportunity to be in Nome and give you my presentation there.
I only learned of your meeting here this afternoon, and, although Lary not
prepared at this time to go in depth with any proposa4s, I can't help but speak
to some of the issues that were brought up by my coll6ague. I would like to
applaud him and his district for the position they are taking. For the past
It -1/2 years, as A resident the Seward Peninsula area, I had a chance to see
the developing of the community college in that area. In fact, the feasi-
bility study was typed on our typewriter, so we did participate in that. But
as a pragmatic administrator, watching the development as a taxpayer, as a
person wearing different hats, I see some real logic and some real benefits
to addressing four points I need to discuss. The three arguments that were
presented in other areas against the concept of grades 13 6 14 being included
into the local delivery system, I find are the very reasons why it should be.
First reason was cited: the school district has grades 1 through 12 and that is
enough. From a bureaucratic standpoint, a logiCal argument: but from a h,nrAr
need, it has no basis at all. If you look at human need as a learner and you
address the curriculum or the activities, in that, you have to look at it, and
say you have a person that is a human that comes in and you address those needs'
you don't look at it as a structure. In grdes, that's cne of the problems ,

We have had in the past, transferability.' As -long as the organization is set
up you have the mechanism and the knowledge of what is needed, you shouldn't
have any more difficulty in transferability and what you should be complying, with
in graduating a 12th grader out of your present system. Last point--was used-as

1°.
a reason .ot to support that concept--the matter of duplicatio of effort. At
the Frese t

n

ime we have a system that covers our school district, about 80,000
square miles, population base is about 6,000 people, if you Include "the hole
in the donut", the first class city of Nome, so looking at it from that stand-
point--6,000 people at the present time, in the Nome school district which has

3Itlivery system of up to 750 students. You have the Bureau of Indian Affairs
h has Programs speckled throughout that 80,000 miles and they operate for

-,.

a population of 500 students. They take them grades one through eight. We,
the third district, third delivery system for education,we operate the pre-,
school program in those ten speckled villages, and we operate the secondary
program. Now the BIA, because of self-determination clause, has been being
pushed. I remember talking to George. He asked me about' ten years ado, when

ff he was citing the case of when he arrived inCotzebue area--1952 or k953, where
they said just take a couple of caidboard boxes, you are just going to be there
for eight months phasing the BIA elementary system. It is difficult to address
that; it's a whole issue in itself. Point is, you have a system there because
of the self - determination that allows these ten elementary schools to exist.
We.have the constitutional mandate to provide the services for the pre-school

6 r)
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Ron Hohman

and for the secondary. Now, because of that self-determination, ten villages
will have the probable likelihood of establishing their own school boards. So,

going back to the base line, you have 6,000 people, and you have potential
of a 14,15,17 delivery system bureaucratic mesh. A few years ago it was some-
what refined. Then with the extension service you had the idea of community
college that wasn't developed. The University that was traveling from. Fairbanks
to Nome provided some services at that time. It was seven distinct, different
delivery systems, so, in terms of that third point, we will look at the dupli-
cation of effort. As a taxpayer, that gives me some concern, and as a prag-
matic administrator I can't find, in any text book or on any street corner; any
rationale or any reason for that type-of existence. Because, we all know, in
the family unit, the neighborhood unit, city and village units, regional unit,
state unit will,always have conventional problems that have to be dealt with,
that are based on human behavior, and because of that, are a little more self-
relant, independent, spirited, in some sense. You do not have the chanc'e,
normally, to work out problems wren you have your own domain to exist in.

The point was brought up on how would you address that. : know that we had
advanced ourselves to the point where the Northwest Arctic School had the
opportunity, would be encouraged, and : could see some benefits from 'being
able to say we have a student that we want to fast-track, he has some ability,
we want to start progressing him through grades 13 and 14, give him that credit
and we wart to make sure that student is followed to give him that individual
attention. We want to do that, and you are in charge of that, and that's part
of your lob assignment, and I am going to have a report back from you L' three
montns or next year at this timeit's easy to control that-. It .s easier to
to do it when you have the system established, where you can provide that
continuity, in terms of scone and sequence. So, : guess, in that concluding
_nought is: : don't feel that there would to any substance to the argent.

Here you have a new system. at grade .3 -14, wnich is a community college, :

think that's based on emotion and it may serve a special interest, which, :f
scrutinized, -looked at from the leArner standpoint, wnere you could' provide
that continuity you would be better equipped, in 1he delivery system, to follow
him through and advance him to a level where he would be a part of the solution
and not part of the problem. As I said, : am not prepared, at this time,
although I know that our school system has had sore difficultif with the
community college :n Nome, we do not view it as :,he Northwest Community
College, no reflection on the president. At this time we have experienced
some concern because all the decisions, alihough there is a sincere attempt
to allow decisions to be made without input, all the decisions, meetings are
held in Nome. They'are not held in the communities where we have our popu-
lation base, our delivery ;system.

6g3
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Ron Hohman:

2L How many school districts are there now?

R: Fifty-two.

2L Let''S assume that this concept is tried experimentally here, and you had
fifty-two community colleges all operating under th44tocal school districts.
How would'you coordinate teaching basic English, so that the students in all
the different locatioris would have credits that could, realistically, transfer
into a four-year institution or another two-year institution, within the state?
How could that coordination be handled? You can see that it is a problem be-
cause a lot of people have said there is no way that it could be done, would be
a nightmare trying to coordinate the academic programs. Have you thought this
out?

719-

R: I hadn't thought about it, but at first blush could not see a major
problem with it It would depend on the unique circumstances in that locality
and wnat size. You have English, you used as a subject matter course,
Freshman 101 or something to that effect. I just can't imagine that, if you
look at the *_:see credits of English 101, and understand that is 45 credit
hours of contact, knowing that there is certain subject matter covered, that
it could be complied with, without any difficulty. We have a work experience
program where we bring students in from our high school program, serious-minded
and achieving students, into the district office, on a two-week basis. Some of
the staff tat deals with those are the same staff that work in the Northwest
Community College on a part time basis. : think'that was one of the other
questions, and : am sure'that credentialed people are available here or in most
of the school districts, across the state. I haven't looked at recent information,
but years ago, generally speaking, the certificated person itt.the e4lcational
setting, was more qualified than was the counterpart outside. I think it's
more of an attitudinal problem. You have a delivery system, you have to have
a certain structure, requirements, subject matter of the 12th grade English
course set up and adhered to; I don't see any difference-between grade 13.

SM.

Basically, what you and George were talking about is t:-..e Students coming
out of the high schools. How would you reach out to the other group, average
age of 29? Would your programs be geared to the young adults of 18-22 or would
you try to reach the other adults?

R: We see that as being the thrust, looking at the education delivery system
to address the community needs in our particular setting. I think that is the

111
trend that most public school sys s will be'following. I know there is a
thrust from the national revel to ring more awareness as you find yourself in
a declining enrollmen,1! era. Each public system has'td be concerned about what
you are going ,_ 'do with a facility. how, without the enrollment, how do you
appeal to that ublic? If yOU look at the learner, the human element, and try
to address tha if you have the facilities it's very easy to put some of the
human talents, to --tten tRgether, particularly, when you have qualified people.
Again, our rtaff that deals with those twenty work-experience students teach
part -time courses at the community college; and we have staff members who take
courses.

Would staff people make that kind of transition?

6
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Ron Hohman:

R: It order for me to answer that, you're going to hear one of my real biases.

That is, I don't see the real difference here. If you go back and look at a
learner'and see that he has need, then there would be method changes. You may

do differently with age group 7, or 27, or 47, but I think that maybe that is
where our public system has failed, in a large degree. What we have inherited
is teachers that teach subjects and teachers at lower Pevels that teach children.
I have seen secondary teac ers Set 'hung-up' on materials and forget that

there is a student behind t desk. Generally,in primary, you have a more
human approach. I think we have a unique opportunity in this part of the world,
in that we AnVe people who are interested in-being people, genertly, you can
read them for what they are, honest.

There are, essentially, three basic structures: (1) to maintain community

colleges with the university, (2) the 13,14-year, (3)separate the community
colleges under a governing board for coordinating control over the ten com-
munity colleges. It's been further added, as we hear testimopy, that along
with that configuration, the, people have suggested strengthening the policy
advisory committees, making them more than advisory, giving them certain powers,
namely, -'to select the chief executive, program auroval, and budget approval.
If : have explained that clearly enough for ygu,lcould you compare the two?
How could that type of system be inferior or equal to the 13,14-years? Could
tnat address the human need, as 11, or do you see certain problems there?

2: I really can't see the reason for it. Again, going back to the base line,
the very nature that you have more self-reliant individualS existing in the
environment makes it difficult to create a domain of bureaucratic environment.
Then yo.: have difficulties, problem of the university providing services in
::ome, the commUnity college, manor problems there. I stress that's no
reflection on Xike. Obtaining use of the facility: "Oh, no, we don't want
the 7iigh school st:idents to be contaminated'by those young adults." If truth
were known, probably the young adults could learn from the high school students.
You end up with those petty games, when-you.get your arena, then you do every-
tning you can to :ustify your existence. It comes down to trying to get the
use of a shop for a dozen students. Mike will work well as long as he is here,
but the problem is a certain amount of attrition, the independent individual
makes it difficult to force coordination. Creating a situation that has very
little logic does serve a certain interest-grop.to perpetuate. Look at it
from a learner in a sequence where you can attract a person to a program;
with outstanding individuals, can be fast-tracked through. Get them some
experience, give them credits, then you have a manageable situation. If you

have one boss, the buck stops there, but we have bureaucratic meshes. A

student goeS to preschool, then he goes to an elementary school, and each
time there is opportunity for him to get lost and not be tracked and followed.
I don't see the merits of the community college. I can, from the special
interest side, but not from a learner's side. I don't understand.the univer-
sity. They have not provided services for us. :lot downing the university,

I am an aluMnuS of it, but in our setting with 3,000 to 6,000 population base,
the services have not been provided, so it seems logical :ust to have grades
13 & 14, when you have the staff, when you have the ability to mechianize it
and set it up.

4
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I
Ron Hohman:

22.. When the Postsecondary Commission came through two years ago, alanst
three, there was a structure in the state where rural community colleges,
under the University of Alaska were under the Vice President for Rural
Affairs, the others were under local chancellors, in Anchorage, Juneau, and
Fairbanks. Cne of the things we were told, as we went around the state, as
that the faculty members, the students and the administrators, in the rui 1
schools felt that they were, in some way, second-class citizens, compared
an urban community college, in their relationship to the University of Alaska.
If that was the case, would it not be even worse, when the community college
was entirely divorced from the system and was part of the local school
attendance area?

R: Who is this, the students or the staff?

IL Students; they thought they were, in some way,'disadvantaged. Because
this rural-urban split permeated all the way down. In effect, we recommended
that it be done away with. As it is now, the community colleges are one identi-
fiable group, which is a change, under one administrative area. What bothers
me a little is the possibility, regarding this rural-urban split, that, if we
do go beyond that to a school district identification, will that not happen
again? If so, is that a problem, or do you think it's past now? It was a prob-
lem three years ago.

R: : know twenty of our students, right now, that are returning from England,
who do not feel that they are separated out. Attitude w4ld have a large part
In how they feel about themselves, and how they feel about program. Same
syndrome that you run into when elementary students become junior high students.

IL The students felt that the quality of education they were getting in a rural
setting was somewhat less than what was being received in an urban tetting, be-
cause, they felt, maybe reflected by faculty and administration, that the funding
was unequal. The availability for getting programs approved was unequal. Indeed,
whet the commission went around they thought there was a lot of merit in what was .

ebeing said. Do you think that could occur again or aYe we making it even worse
by using the grades 13 & 14 approach?

R: I suspect there was reason for those expressions. I think it could happen
again. Hopefully, the funding would be there to prevent that from happening
and that would play the,largest role in making sure it didn't happen. We are
in a different financial situation with the state now. I feel that if it could
be possible to work it so that there was a proportion foundation program under
us that would alleviate it, somewhat, as far as finance is concerned. We have
made considerable progress in the last three or four yeafs with foundation,
programs. I don't think that attitude would return or prevail.

IL Would you envision charging the students? N

Not for grades 13 & 14, I hope that it wouldn't be the case.
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George White:

For yearly I have felt that students should have an investment in their edu-
cation, also that high school students shoUld buy their own pencils, paper and
books, because I had to. But, I don't believe that any Fore, especially in

rural Alaska." There are many people who want to take adErantagp of more education

in this region, especially. The people are very concerned about education and
they have a trendous interest in education, for their children and for every-

one. I believe that if we had to charge tuition, that it would reduce. the number
of people who would have the opportunity. Chancellor O'Rourke and I were discuss-
ing this and if the university had to charge tuition, the school district-ewes

prepared to pay for the students. So, anyone who wanted that opportunity could

have it. The economy here is not necessarily a Cash economy, and I don't think
the university accepts some of the things they might get in lieu of cash for

that tuition.

21 Could you serve the Non* students?

R: Hopefully our program would be of such quality that they would be wanting
to come to the villages. Our staff does serve the Nome population by goixg to
the community college and teaching, but to answer your question, we would be
serving the village' population.

IL If city limits change, would you have Nome-Beltz, if they do annex them to

your area?

R: Some people think we do, but technically we dOn't.

2L Has it been transferred to the Nome School District?

R: It's an issue that we really don't want to talk about.

IL How many students in the Kotzebue community college?

R: Not sure, various enrollment figures.

Comment from Member of Audience: About 800, those are class hours.

--\
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Ron HOhmad (aga4):

4

As I look over the points made earlier, I meant to open with the thought of
an experience I had the first years of my admdnistration. Eager and new to
this new arena, I was impressed, and was trying to do the best job that anybody
could do, and yet the burden of the ebb started to rest hOltvy. I found that
there.were problems With the teachers because we weren't satisfying certain
needs that they had. TAen problems with the cooks, there weren't food sup-
plies arriving. ,Spon it was the custodians, then board problems, then parents, 1

day after day itudent problems: of their m ssing up the floor, not hanging coats
right, knocking the doors off. S9 in utiful way I was relaying that to.my
superiors. They said, if we didn't have those students in school your job would
be a whole lot easier. you wouldnl't have to yorry about the students because
they would not be there. I mention that because, as I look at the argument of
not having grades 13& 14 because 12 is enough; I like 4th graders and using' St

that logic, let's just set up a system for just 4th graders, because that's
convenient for me. I'think that's''a cop-out. That's the attitu4s,-T see as a
real problem in our public system.

Thank you for coming. ,T know that traveling -in some areas can be a hardship,
at-times.

"lb
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Peter Kamish:

4

. .

My'name is Peter Kamish. I am addressing this committee simply as a resident
of Kotzebue, and I also think of myself as an educator. I have.4.2ght grades
lb ,through 12, and I have also' taught Political Science at the college level,
andI have also taught adults. My message to this committee'is merely that
Kotzebue reallydneeds a community college. The need here is very great.-
There are adults that need,an education, Often don't have the financial means,
with families to support, to go elsewhere' for that education. I don't have

0 any particular preference as to how the community college is managed or.admin-
istered, but I-think, in deciding the best way, most efficient way, whatever
criteria you choose, that perhaps it would be helpful.,..4R look at the end
result you want and, maybe', look'backward.' The community college in Kotzebue-
will succeed or fail depending on whether it earns the respect of the community.
It will earn that'respect if its *udents are treated as adults. I'm not sure
what that means, but I suspect that in the past this has not alwa/s been, the
case. The reason I say that is because there are no Native members of the

attending this Tearing. That's not an indication E4at there is a
laeteof interest, but rather that, in the past, the views of the ve people
we are intending to serve, have nq4 been closely respected. In,tprm of
specific suggestiOns, that,I would make, I might say,/,---and this sourAffs very
conservative coming from me, don't make it too easy 0 get in. Also., don't make
i too easy to get out,, make it something that i ized in'the community and
perhaps, on that score, tuition as a good ide- Have not thought the question

,
of tuition through, but I%have had'many'Kotz-ue residents say to me that the
thing they get for nothing, even though -it cn 1Plole ot great value, tends to be
lightly -regarded. I certainly think, that he proposals we have heard here
tonight for 13 & 14 years are good, ..but I would recommend, if that's the way
we Ore going, that three things be kept in mind. One is, there should be a.

,huge psychological difference between the 12th grade and the community college.
That psychological distance should be maintained and ehphasized. The reason
I sal2hat is: that an 18 or 19 year old person in Kotzebue, what do'they want,
sure, they want a 'college education, in the abstract, but On a day to day level
they want a new snowmobile. They want to move out of their parents home, and
they want to be popular. When do they really get interested in 4i degree or
college education? Maybe after a few children, or after several years of a
tevrible job, maybe after several years Cf doing nothing. Those are the

. . people who.will best bendfitfrom a community college. Their needs should be'
kept in mind, and may help in guiding this conbittee, in best determining under,
what structure the community college s uld be established.

r
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Phillip Probst:
4

I am Phillip Probst, pastor of a church here in town and also employed at the
local snowmobile and outboard motor cycle shop. So, I am connected with the
vocational end and last fill I taught at the community college--the small engine
class. I didn't come doWn here specifically to testify, but some ideas come to

.mind since,I am here. I feel like Peter that we do need a community college and
whoever runs it--the ordinary public person doesn't care. I do think that if the
school district does have it, they will do a good job, from what I have seen
around here. They get things done. I have a question, on my And, about the
qualifications of the teacher, under the community college and under the 13,14-
year plan have heard that under the 13,14-year plan, it is more stringent

-'tinthan for corm ity college, -end some have said, they may lose some of the locals
. being able to teach there. I don't think I could qualify under the 13,14-year
structure. I did teach last fall.in the community ColYege. I have been
employed for four,years here: I have something to give on the mechanical end.
There is a'need for education that the community college could provide, because
I have seen machines driven until they drop, rather thah being .fixed before,
through ignorance. I would miss teaching. Students approached me this summer;
I had'a course lined up'. Nothing happened. You mentioned the difference in
teaching adults' and younger people: I substituted in the high school in a
mechanical course last Spring. I found the teacher needs to make an adjustment.
There is a difference in the way you teach. Adult people want to learns they'
are in there to get it and the high school kids are there because they have to
be, ttlet-is'a real drag. My main message is that I wbuld .like to see a com-
munity college, here, the best way that yoi aan.

1_,

R: Regarding teacher qualifications, I believe you are attributing certi-
fication requirements for a teacher in public school system. In the 13,14=year,
IAdon't believe there would be a natural carry-over for certification requirements.
You are correct. Right now, you can't teach in the public schools unless you can
meet certain certification requirements that the State put forth. There are no
such requirements for community- college instructors. I would guess, simply be-
,cause the 13,14 -years would be associated with the school district, I don't

/ think you would see an a9pual carry -over of the certification requirements in -.

any way. I suppose, if the district were the governing body, they could impose
those kinds of requirements. That would be up to the local board, .but they may
.find that'.that would be unnecessary or inappropriate.

.
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I am Mike Metty, President of the c5mmunitycollege in Nome. I appreciate the

chance to finally hear Superintendent White and Superintendent Hohman.. It's a

good opportunity to hear, and it's an especially appropriate day after listening

to the debate on television this afternoon. I hope ours is a lithe more Asy-
going than that one. I think I will start with a pedagogical philosophy. I

agree with Pogo, that: "We have met the enemy, and he is IN". I think we all

face the same question, the same problem: How are we going to do the.best job

for the students in this. region. Aver Alaska the question we are addressing
is how are' we going to do that job ARE. I think, maybe, that is why we are

debating this question. We don't have the answer-to that. We are probably all

struggling for that one, taking different points of view. I will take a few

minutes to explain where. I think the community colleges are coming from. That's

why the legislature has been asked- to investigate that: to raise that question,

to raise it openly, firmly, and help Us come to a decision about it. The person

earlier who stated that the people of this, and most, communities don't much care
who runs it. I think that they, indeed, do care that thy oontrol it, that they

own it. Any institution has to guarantee the ownership by the students and the
control by the students. That's a terribly difficult tusk for all of us to face.

Just a couple of issues, not to debate, but to provide another point bf view.
I believe the taskothat faces all of us educators is the factor of collaboration,
cooperation to deliver services, not competition. We often view ourselves in

a viewpoint of scarcity, mentally and emotionally imposed. We must explain where
we perceive the process as one of influence, open ourselves to other peo le's
influence. Therefore, we give them influence over us; welOtake, have i 'ence

over them. The competition is, indeed, destructive, can be overcome, ld be

overcomer'must be overcome. Perhaps some of the issues are that the c unity

colleges are and should be focused on adults. Transcend the issue of turf. If

institutions cannot ignore turf, then they should move beyond it. The education-

al issues are there. Another point is: the issue 9n what ought to be done, about
a number of people who are achievers and should be fast-tracked; about ladders
for teacher - tides; about other kinds of vocational and occupational training.
Certainly,"all of those things can and should be done 11. the community colleges;
if we are not doing those things. we need to IA told. Perhaps t ey issue

always is, keep whatever education bureaucracy we have, alert an3:esponsive
and honest. If we affirm to do those jobs that we need to hear it. I appreci-

ate hearing.

What is best for the learner? fan the commNDity college do a better of

opening horizons, broadening vistas, focusing training, for the world that
lies ahead. I have an jocacy point-of-view about that. A preponderance of
evidence in this country, that commtnity colleges can, and do, do a good joky.

I.
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Mike Metty:

I urge you to think about the role of the community college, the develbpment of
it,. as a wide-scale institution that has, indeed, worked with the broadest
spectrum of people in the Country fc4 adult development. Back to the same
question. What kin&of education bureaucracy would best serve the local people?How do we best give'people more control over their own destiny, control over theinstitutions that serve them? I haven't got the answer; I would argue that it
is working, and that the statewide system that we currently have uses a sig-nificant amount of human resources, intellectual resources, regional and state-wide. In any community, this sharing'of resources, people, and ideas is critical
to this region and all of rural Alaska. What is postsecondary education, whatdoes it mean? In my mind, community colleges are about i'5ult life-long learning.
We try to find,oung adults and try to serve them throughout their life-span.
College stude'ts, for the most part in rural Alaska, are part-time, and olderthan the ave ge. They come back again and again. I believe the capacity and
the resources of the university system are immense; the responsibleness is\increas-ing. The system, as a whole, has a great deal to offer to Kotzebue for theNenana region. I was asked by Chancellor O'Rourke to develop an interim ttogram
beginning in Januar', that, we hope, will serve the students of th;s community
and.the rural villages. It is not a significant program, but we will offer
16 to 20'Creclit courses, over the space of the next semester, and we will offer6 to 10 mentors who will work with the students, in the area, and we hope thiswill serve, at least, the interim needs of a few people of Kotzebue. We hopethe people of Kotzebue, Ner.ana region will tell us how we can-be 41pful.

Think about what the Board of egents said when the college was closed. I amquoting from the minutes of J1 e 26 and 27. "Effective June 30, 1980, theBoard of Regents of the University of Alaska closes Chukchi Community College,
because of adverse legislative action, which removed from the university the
necessary operating funds for this unit. It is the intent of the Board thatthis closure be for one year only. The Board apologizes to the students ofthe Nenana region for %he disruption of their educational programs, anddirects the administration to take all necessary steps to minimize this dis-ruption, to provide what services it can. It further advises the adminis-
tration to seek full restoration of necessary operating funds, in the fiscal
year 1982, outside the normal priorization of process".

That has been done. The university will seek full:restoration of 'funding fora college in Kotzebue to serve the Nenana region. Thank you.
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Marie MacKay:

1

I am Marie McKay, a senior citizen here. In 1975 we started a program. There
were seven people who joined this group to give instruction as well as conditioning
swimming. In 1979 we had pool time of three tours. In 1980 they cut it down to
two hours. What they want to do now , starting in January is: (we have a group
of about 60 seniors) cut the program starting at 8 o'clock in the morning to
8:45'for the Conditioning swim, 8:45 to 9:30 would be the instruction. Well now,
there are fourteen people who ride the bus f!om downtown and are picked up at
different places. The lady at Senior Citizens said she will not send a bus' out
at that time of the morning, because that means time and a half for the driver.
She doesn't have the funds. That means those seniors have no way to go at the
earlier time In the morning. They can't go in the afternoon, because there are
too many things to be done like doctors and shopping. What we want is to have
them leave our time the same as it is, from 9 to 11.

4
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Richard Donnelly:

My name is Richard Donnelly. I at a community college instructor for food
service technology, for six years. I would like to address a couple of things.
One is the separation of the community college; the one where you want to go

with the school district. I had forty-five years in the business before,../

became a teacher. I also ran extensive apprenticeship programs in 'San Eihlncisco
and on the West Coast. I am fairly familiar with apprenticeship programs,
industrialtrade, plus community college type things. The West Coast has very
good community college type setups which were originally high schools. San

Francisco Polytechnic is among the best. Very good students went to vocational

high schools. Dealing,with high school kids, as time went along they had adults,

then became community colleges. I have never seen a successgul commuilitty college-

operation run by a high school. I think it would be nonsense to separate the
community colleges, because you are talking about a lot of money. University
keeps payroll apd keeps records, does work for them. They may like to get rid

of it. The Federation of Teachers is in favor because they would have a lot of
leverage to negotiate directly with the community colleges, no hassle with
University. Could exercise a great deal more power in negotiation, because
of that. Besides being a member of the Teachers Federation, I am also a tax-
payer though I don't know how little taxes we may be paying. One of the really

big problems you have in Alaska are the small places. A community college la

a bush town is nonsense. There is no way you can provide a viable educatiorir

of the type a person needs to work in a very sophistocated industrial trade in

a setting liktthat. It is not doing the student a favor and the University of
Alaska is spending money to no great benefit to them, if you take someone and

are not able to teach him to the end. Ore of my greatest hassles, that I feel

strongly about, is that most of the people who teach the trades went to school
long enough to learn something about them, then went to teaching, and they don't
have a glimmer of what it would actually take for a student to learn this type
of trade and then go out and work. I have hired people from every training
institution in the State of Alaska. . Seward (it didn't exist when I started),
Anchorage--their training is so deficient they would have been a helluva lot
bettc- off if they had said to me, Dick why don't yo.: teach me this. There

is n$ correlation between school and job. I have a very high appointive rate.

I look for jobs for them, but I train them in such a manner that they under-
stand thoroughly what it is. Now, if we are going to spend money for this kind

of thing, I think it should be more elfective. A vocational teacher that
teaches a trade, not referring to academic types, should have served a 4-year
apprenticeship in whatever trade he is supposed to be teaching, plus about

ten years of working. Plus three or f9ur of that at a supervisory level. Then

if he can get along with kids he could be a pretty good teacher. I took this

job because the last ten years I worked, it was nearly impossible to find any-

one trained to the level I expected of them. I have had people come from the
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Richard 'Donnelly:

vocational schoolsen the State of Alaska with a Certificate of Completion,
and couldn't pour water, by my standards. I think something should be done
about it. WOrking in a community college is a pretty nice job and I think,
sometimes, that it is here for the benefit of the people working here, rather
than the students. I get that impression.' I don't think anything will be
done about, bureaucracy being what it is, but this thing of separating, all '

you alie doing is creating another bureaucracy on top of the one yop already -

have. I .can seezlo way that it can benefit the State of Alaska, or the students.
Most vocational type training,handled the right way, is relatively inexpensive.
The schools outside that I have been associated with and worked for, worked
out a dead with the union that the students would go to a vocational school
for a couple of years to learn the things the union requested, then serve two
years in regular aPprenticeship, then they would be journeymen. I think the
apprenticeship type training is really the only way to go. However, in/this
state, it is very difficult to train people with apprenticeship, there are
not enough working, not like San Francisco or New York, which could have as
many as thirty or forty apprentices in one big hotel operation. Plenty of work
as carpenter or ironworker available. here in the construction trade, it
takes seven to nine years to complete the required hours to get apprenticeship
certificates. A vocational school, correctly run, is better for Alaska or any
place where there is no requirement to be employed on a job while training.
Providing the training is correct, it is a beneficial thing. The State should
decide whether they want, the training institutions, wtiether they wart them to
be serious training institutions, or if,they want to play games. Tke schools
of this kind outside are not into belly,dancing and 150 other things, The
community scnools handle that.

iL You are an instructor with TVCC?

R: Yes.

21 There is money now to establish a technical center in. Kotzebue. Some people
feel the community college shpuld be designated as the principal educational
school beyond the high scnool. How, from your discussion, do you lean toward a
separate career center, technical center as opposed to its being part of the
community college?

R: The mechanical part of learning a trade is very important, but beyond that
you have to know a lot about it to work effectively, and I think a community
college environment with a certain amount of academics is superior to a pure'
trade school. The most successful school that I know about is Edison Tech
in Seattle and San Francisco Polytechnic, which teachps about twelve trades.
In addition to that there is a requirement that you have,so many hours of
shop time, so many of lab, plus correlating academic work that is directly
associated with this particular. trade. The community college is set up for
a degree. We have 45 hours lab time and 15 hours of academic credit. I

think it is too much, and I feel that more screening is needed. 'It's good
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Richard Donnelly:

if they can read and writ before they start. I was totally amazed when I

first started teaching. The high school students couldn't read and write
at all well. I didn't find it out until I was showing a kid how to make
something, handed him a recipe card and he messed, it up because he could

not read the card. He couldn't do the simple math it takes to reduce wholes
to halves, etc. .I feel that in the food business the student should learn .

about inventory control, pricing and how to figure it. Example: if you are
going to feed this many people and this .s a portion, how much 447111 it cost.
It's unlikely, right out of school, that they would use that, but somewhere
down the line if they advance, then they will. I have a lot of students
with very h4 4t employment, not many graduates. They get eighteen credits

then go towork. I get a lot of those with an associate'degree. For the

JP
kid who wants to be a baker o'r a cook, not rea y wanting to be a student,

if he was -e would be going to college, anoth teacher and I worked together
and rewrote the curriculum of the course. We'changed it to give us varia-
bility to work with a lot of different people', the ores who go for a "-*'e
time: learning something specific for a Dot, others that are more interested
in the longterm, some with lesser abilities, needing special.training or how
to be a kitchen nelper. We rewrote to accommodate this kind. We should
have the'freedom in the trades,to teach a little bit, a lot, or.a whole lot,
not Dust one stated type. You start here and you go there. Things like

office occupations, I'm not very familiar with it, but I know some of the
teachers have a lot of stu4ents and a low graduation rate, because someone
decides he needs to learn to type to get a nob, and Dust goet long enough to
learn to type. This is the way a community college should be, neavily
orientated toward 'taking people and providing employment, because one of the
biggest problems we have with young people today is that they don't know how
to dwanytning to earn a living, they don't even know how to work or to be on

time. A school like this serves a good purpose for thi.

21 The students will agree with you. We do an annual high school survey.
We find that an increasing number of the high school seniors are looking for
training in Dohs; they are looking for something that will give then an
employable skill. The second question I had has to do with the suggestion

about tuition. Do. you have any opinion on whether or not tuition should be

charged?

R: 0,14.hing, from time to time we have government programs, and what you
have are students that are more interested in the financial aspect of the
1p.rogram than they axe in going to school. As far as tuition; in California

schools, they dqng't charge any. I never paid any. Junior colleges don't

pay any tuition, I can't find fault with that.'

I
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Billie Brooks:

My name is Billie Brooks. I have been a taxpayer in this community for 32
years. This is the first time I have been able to enjoy any of the facilities
at the university, only through TVCC, along with about sixty others taking
this swimming class, which I am a member. It is not only for recreation, but
it is therapeutic for many of them with arthritis. They are bringing some who
are partially incapacitated. I feel any lessening of the hours for the swim-
ming or any of the programs, is not right. I think you should take a look at
your "hole card" and see who has been supporting this university for the last
thirty or forty years.
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TANANA VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
November .12, 1980

'Elizabeth Porters

My name is Elizabeth Porter. I have been her since 1950 and I have seen the
college grow. tt was only about four buildings when I arrived. I helped all
I could. I was one of the first to take swimming lessons for arthritis. It
has helped me arid a lot more. I don't think they should separate the college
from the community, I think they should work together.

4
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TANANA VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
November 12, 1980

Ella* Jearlisa:

My name is Ella Jean Feisa. I have been here since 1948. I am 60 years old.
Iam taking some credits at TVCC, free tuition, of course, and I really apprec-
iate going to TVCC. I am opposed to a split because of the cost. I think it
would beka disgrace. It is like government, the more we get the more.expense.
I like the way it is setup and I can see much expense's all of this.

a
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Linda Pearson;

4(
My name is Linda Pearson. I am an employee of the Fairbanks North Star Borough.
In this building, since it opened in August, 1973. A resident since 1962,
attended the University, got a Masters Degree there. I did not hear your
opening remarks, so I am not sure what the full intent of the meeting is.
I did go through these printouts. I would like to express opinions about the
tuition, the possible elimination of tuition for postsecondary educAton. I

would be very much in favor of seeing state funds used in that way. I think
what Mr. Donnelly said, is very true. In my work as a counselor here, I see
a lot of students coming to the Hutchison Center for training, very often,
to collect money they are receiving from a sponsoring agenGy. I feel by
eliminating tuition those students will have the opportunity for the training
they are seeking, but we will eliminate the student who is not serious about it,
who is here primarily to collect funding to live on. Also because the State
is so wealthy, we can certainly afford to do what California has done--extend-,,
the availability of education to everyone. I feel that both community college
and the school district who offer adult education have difficulty in attracting
enough students to make them financially feasible, becguse we are very much
subject to the 'boom and bust' economy here. Fairbanks suffers on and off,
repeatedly. When there is a lot of employmen pipeline boom, adult enrollment
in classes drops considerably. Then when we fa the bust part of the cycle,
where we have a lot of adults sitting on the Un n hall benches, out of work,
frequently it will increase our adult enrollment. Those people want to use
their time wisely and they go to school to re-train, sharpen their skills, or
learn screthinglilifferent. A large number of unemployed adults cannot afford
to g o t alschool, so we would really serve them well. I very strongly favor
increasing and strengthening vocational or career education for all'segments,
high school and adult. Not restrict vocational education to postsecondary
training. As you may know, this HutchiSon facility is available to high school
students. Seventy percent of the student body are high school students.
Twenty-five percent of our Fairbanks North Star Borough students go on to
college. It seems logical to me that vocational education is a very important
pa of training for.adult life, for work for the future. In glancing through
the structural diagram, I also favor theiurrent Community college relationship
to the University. I would like to see it under the 'university umbrella',
because I have heard a lot of feedback from people in the community, and I have
taken a number of community college courses myself. think it gives all of us
access to the University's facilities. I am an alumnus, so I can use the
library, but there are a number of senior citizens who have "seen that facility
on the hill and haven't been able to get a foot in the door". They appreciate '

being able to use it now. I think the community college should be.what the
name implies. It ought to be able to use any public facility and that includes'
schools. I would like to see, rather than a separation, see the existing
facilities used to the greatest possible extent.
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Mike Theeman: ip

(.2I am Mike ThUrman and I live one-q arter file up the road. Lived in Fairbanks'
since 1969. my experience with community college was in Kansas. I thinkAe
have a unique situation with a cohmunity college in the same town with the
University, They have a little different approach'and this seems to/be the
exception not the general rule, though it is done. Sifice we have two college
credit agencies in town, there is competition between the two for body-count
to keep classes going. I feel the people would be better served if the
agencies worked together and not in competition. This could be done best under
one management 'system, one board of regents, and one funding system. The
benefits would be one administration, better utilization of existing facilities
at the University, and it would eliminate the competition for state funding.
I can see this is a problem. Hopefully, it would eliminate the duplica9.on of
Course work and permit a more orderly transfer of college credits, perhaps
control unwarrantable expapsion of the community college.

IL When you talked about the transfer of credits, is there a problem?,

R: I am not aware of problems, but 1 tought with any separation Of thetwo
agencies there could be, with one( agency there could not be a problem.

2 Do you have any relationship with the University, at this time?

R: I work for the school district.

4
IL Do you have any feelings about having the community college under the school
district?

R: High school students should be'allowed to have vocational education while
they are in high school, would better prepare them in the world of work if they
did not wait till they are out of high school. I think the school district was
handling adult education, as well as high school students during the day. As
far as I was concerned it was working out.

.40/
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Irene Payton:

.I am Irene prikton. I am associated with the University. My husband works there
r and I, usuallytake a class or two with the University or the Community College.

Perhaps, if I tv,to explain my attitude about community colleges, maybe I can'
'think of'-some questions as Igo along. When the whole concept of a community.
college in Fairbanks was talked about I thought: what for? I thought it was
supposed toaiist'where there was no university, where those people who could
not get,to college would have access to higher education. So it was-organized

AP
and it did' *man nterest and hobby kind- of things and vocatidhal, iich it
seemed to me should be under community schools. We yere just getting started
with the community schools concept also and funding was coming through from
the State. for that, so,in Firbanks we have the University which overlaps the
community college. I can see where a community collfte logically belongs with
the.soK)ol district, because they usually have,the'facilities that pertain to
their uses. I can see where there is a problem with the University, because
that is where the funding comes from. I don't like the,idea of creating, another
agency fdr community schools, but if their sitdation is unique in certain areas

\X. then I can understand why people,would prefer it that way. In Fairbanks we
, -

use University faCilities. Seems more logical that they should be combined so
that they'rebetter able to work together. The communitycollege may at times.
?eel that their funding would be greater if they were aPVItaling to the legis-
lature directly, but I don't thiAk I favor that. I don't know whether the
Commission.his much to say bout whet goes on in a communiticollege. I think

of the community ought to have the say about that. I am concerned about a 'specific
thing here, that a part of the staff of the community college functions.as a
private individual in zontracting to do school lunches. I-don't know if .it is
a good thing for students to in that

-10-
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Michelle Bartlett:
(

0
APCommunity services vary, as perceived by this community. In the beginning

there Was not a community schools Program for Fairbanks. There was, at the
University of Alaska, before the community' college was thought of, some short
courses. A program of noncredit courses for children and adults, which pro-
vided access to the community for general usage. There was a whole series of. .

-----non-cfpdit courses for children and adults. We went frdm sixty, including
swiMMits in 1965 to over two hundred, now,.with a budget of sixt#P.seven
thousand dollars to one'hundred sixty-eight thousand. I am in charge of the
non-credit program. I believe in quality-of-instruction sO I am paying most
of my instructors, because fwant them accountable for the quality-of-education
that happens in that class. The-only ones who set away from that are doctors
and antists and one-shot deals! By having to Charge the community is saying
that those that can't afford cannot participate; only disadvantaged. But, then,..,
we.set up a scholarship fund o take care of that. We held a work-study program
last summer; the school dis ct doesn't run a program in summer. We have been
doing it in, the ; n.ast four y ars at seventy-1** dollars for 22-1/2 hours ofIiii

instruction. We had a work study Program where the parents worked off the
'chifdrens' tuition in the office". The Community Schools program has buildings.
Tv.cc does not have any so they allow us to house over 100 courses. Be.fore
Community Schools came in I was using the school buildings, but access was
much more limited. Now it's easier, monitors make sure doors are open., etc.

4,

2 The school district gets some funds for Community Schools. Does that money
flow through you or do they operate as separate programs?

R: Separate programs. They only keep the buildings open.

2.1 If you got a.group of people together who wanted a course in Chinese
cooking would it be done through your program? ti

RA Most of-the schools don't have kitchen facilities.

21 .About lowering tuition or doing away with 411.t. If that happens in the
community college what happens to community service programS?

R: We would g ll charge tuition or eliminato the program, because We're not
getting any state funding. I think, the Fairbanks community would continue to
pay because they want the service.'

Regarding a foundation or formula approach for communitr colleges, if such
as thing came about, one of the tougher issues in ;Ore is: that do we do about
community service programs? t

R: We cannot ignore them. Mandate says lifelong learning and we take that
literally. Here the youngest student is six months old and the oldest is
85 years. This is the Only senior citizen education prograM existing in
the State, specifically designed for seniors. I don't want.tp see this pro-
gram eliminated. Take the uniqueness of Fairbanks into ponSideration;
separation may work in small places, but I question if it will serve the
students of FairbankS. 40,
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John HurlAt:
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I've been in vocational education in Fairbanks for eleven years, teaching
graphic arts. I was in some of the preliminary studies on the community
college program before it came into existence, and before the Hutchinson
Career Center was stated. Dr. Simon from California came in 1970 and
checked into-the study. I think we should .keep in contact with the Univ-

.
ersity as far as library, etc., that are available for the community, but
separate the community college. About tuition -- reimbursement, type where,
when a course is completed the student. could apply and get reimbursement,
similar to way private industry pays. Courses connected with a job the
company pays, also the Federal Gover . If the course not completed, no
reimbursement. It bothers me about th use of State money to advertise the
skill, center in Seward, in this communit ollege area. Pr 'tams tied to
the drafting program, we'had 150 students in one` semester.,, The part-time
staff, using the school distict buildings, tried to keep two programs oper-

Ov ating out of the same building to use the best equipment. The need in this
program is for permanent staff. We have up to eight.part-time teacherp. I

am the only full-time teacher. We need at least two more full-time to keep
continuity for the caveralt. program. The adult student usually feels compe-r
titioLfrom the full - time - students, but-they work-weal together - There is a
need for all staff to be respFpsible to ipe boss. Administratind con-
tracting could be done at toOlevel. There is.a need for programs to have
sufficient funding or forget_it.
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Hugh tett:

My name is hUgh*Fate. I"am a member of the Board of Regents, also Postsecond-.
ary Education Commission. I sat on the other side of the table three years ago
listening to testimony regarding community colleges. Iam here because.the
regents in Fairbanks are unable to attend and did not want it thought they
took this lightly. In fact, we are very - interested in the work that is being'
done here. To answer a question with a question--the matter of the split with -
in the communitylcolleges in Alask If there were actually a split, in the
Anchotage area alone, who would gain the ascendency, the University of Alaska
at Anchorage or i&e Ancho e Community College? Avery serious question that

. I cannot, simply, answer. I ve my own ideas. The community college is a
mature college in Anchorage, the Universityof Alaska is not a mature university,
therefore, who will beseeking most of the political favors? I think. this would
be to the detrimentiof the community college there. You have to ask the same
question of the system: who gains the ascendency, the urban community colleges
*lithe rural? Will rural community colleges, which three years ago were not sO--
much for a split as for more autonomy, be left behind, to more or less fend for
themselves when budgets come around? Or, will they simply ride along as far as
fhe'b.argaining units are concerned? These must be answered. Past performances
would make me believe that those colleges would be much better off under a systdm
that has been sensitive to rural education, in the higher education field. Over
the last several years, the University of Alaska has reflected that sensitivity.
These puestions are so basic to higher education in Alaska that it frightens me
to think that we could impair system of education in the State. Whether
you are for the split or not, it is simply the thought of what could happen.
We know what it happening row.

I

Another problem with the split iS credit transferability. rther universities
could come in and become the source through which degrees are granted. Consti-
tutionally, in higher education in the State, the University must give these
credits for degree courses. Where are they-going to come from under the com-
munity collegp system? They would have to cope under the auspices of the
lUniversiy. Under a split it has to be the University of Alaska or sorie.other
university contracting. It isethat sim e; it Rs to.,be that way. I can
foresee litigation upon1itigation about whose prerogative it is, Alaskl or
outside. It could be changed with a constitutional amendment, but that is not
likely. You can amend the constitution, but you cannot change what it says now.

The next question I ask is, who will a 'split help? What are we really talking
about? Will it Selp the people of Alaska, the students who partake of that
education; will it only help the bargaining unit membets who may get a better
handle on management? Would a split help:the Board of Regents? As 1 testified
in.-the Sehate hearings on thesame subject, two years ago, there is even more
of a trend toward centralization oflooards, which means coordinating or whatever.
Are we, just for the sake of splitting, just because orfactionalized dissideiti,
causing a larger problem? Two or three years down the road, tahatever agency The

,community colleges are under wouldftave to be negotiating new contracts instead
o5 the regents,and the administration. Names would bd the only difference.

7
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Hugh Fate.

Them have been problems in the community college programs, relative to the
University, for several reasons. One, the lower division 100 and 200 courses
sometimes overlap. If turmoil shoild continue unti it is harmful, then it
wouldbe better for a split to occti. I am charged as a regent to do the best

thAfor higher education and to bringing,higher education to the people of
tate of Alaska. I would be remils if I did not, to the best of my ability,

try to sole this,problem and bring Both closer together. If one were to exist
at the expense of the other, then you have to look, very seriously, at separa -
ing. We are a long way from that; and, only until the time that both parties
have thrown up their hands and simply said "It . . . impossible," should we con ider
a split. There will be legislation, and the University of Alaska, the Department

!of Education, and many other agencies are going to have to be 'part and parcel'
of any legislation that comes down. Make the best of what we have; it is not all
that bad. I would not want the credibility of the panel to be misconstrued. It
very well cou.d be,'the way the composition is now. The main thing we have to
look at is whether the bargaining units, the colleges and the people in the
University of Alliska's administration can work for the betterment of the State,
realizing that every time you go in to negotiate a contract you are going to be
adversaries. It's going to be that way. You can be friends and still be adver-
saries. When not negotiating we should be getting,about the business of making
the s$Stem work.

In Nome, Kotzebue and Bethel .o)e discussed what the relationJip of the
Policy Advisory Board should be. In the role as regent,_ would ybu discuss the
role of the boards?

R: I can speak as an individual regent. I favo a very strong policy board.
I have gone so fdr as to say, we should give the complete autonomy, with the
right of review of the community collage chancellor, the regents, and the
president of the university. This has not been worked out. I think this is
a fairly good way of coping with some of the problems. They want note autonomy
and this would' place the burden -of -doing on those a4pisory boards. They would,
to.a good degree, become policy boards.

iL Bethel seems to favor a split and the local board wants more autonomy.
In Nome the local 'board wants more autonomy, but wants to stay within the
system. They feel they are making Some progress and changing it now might
detract from that. The people testifying in Kotzebue said they waneto be
under the local school dist4ict. Since there may be an effort in the legis-
lature, par'ticularly in the rural areas/ for the 13, 14- year.,,approach, with
local autonomy under the school districts with the local school board, would
you like to Comment on that?

9
I

,I think the legislators.do not understand, as much as they would like to,
the complexities of higher education. We are) not talking about primary and
secondary education or even vocato.onalO we are talking about highe education,
about credit-hours, tracks, and associate degrees. We are restrained by the
constitution. It says, in the custitution, that tne University of Alaska
will be responsible for higher education. So,' his is why I said, earlier,
that you would have to do this through an outside university. You cXn circum-
vent the constitutioft. This is where the postsecondary commission would come
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Hugh Fate'

into play, over these outside.aniversities. They come in, as sponsoringIgents,

".\\,

which could cause litigation. The 13, 14-year approach could cause more prob-
lems than we have at the present time. It will not give the'people in those
areas a better education and no bettet administration. At' one time Bethel Was
a showcase of what could be done. All of a sudden something happened and it
went 180 degrees. With a stronger 'policy board they have to answer for some of
those things. The regents or otheif people are not going to be the 'fall-guys'
for something that happens there. The 13, 14-year is not the answer. It will
create problems. Who would give the 200 courses in Encifish, Math., etc?
Would those credits be transferable to the University?

Z. The legislature, in the 41ast two sessions, has moved toward the establish-
ment4of technical centers. One was attempted in Anchorage; appropriated but
not begun. The State Board of Education chose not to do it. We may be creating
a two, perhaps three-prong approach to postsecondary education., One, being the
community colleges, one, the university system, and, another, the vocational
institute's. We are supposed to be definingba role forcommunity colleges within
the State. In many states, the community Colleges have been assigned the role
of vocational tra;dning at ah adult level. Apparently in his state that role
does not exist, at least in a defined way. Olpof the aspects of this is that
some vocational centers are talking about offering an Associate of Applied
Science degree--a two-year technical-type degree. Would you comment on what
you think the role of tae community colleges should 4e, in regard to vocational
education? Do you see the centers as duplications or so you see them as having
a different enough mission that we should continue creating them?

R: A, skill center that will confer any type of a degree is an absolute dupli-
cation of the community college. That is the defingition of the community
college: Because the State has funds and there&s interest, and it is in vogue,
you Can have alj kinds of designations and all kinds of funds going into centers
that will duplicate what is already existing. Now, if it was strictly a voca-
'tional institute then there is a d4ference. But, when there .is a culmination
it a degree, then you have a community college. assume you are going to nave
to give some English, .to'give a degree. When you confer, on that individual,
some credit-hows, it becomes higher education, as I defined it earlier. It
is duplication 'less it is purely a skill center.

IL If the vocational school issued only a certificate, would that make a
difference?

R: With a certificate, I could not tell if they had credit-hours or qQt. They
may get a certificate of accomplishment in welding, for example. But, if the
certificate says also English 101, then it would be a duplication. Back to the
community ,--ollege role.

n- Would yoipplease comment on tuition?

.

R: I am in favor of having parity throughout the system, which would say we
should 'low eT the tuition, specifica ly at thecommunity college level.
Secondly, I am not against eradicat'ng the tuition, if the State has-the money.
If you do it, I would say do it system-wide, get rid of it period. It is

.

not a bad position to say the student should pay something, if it is :ust a
111gratuity, to let them know they are earning something. Where is the filVline

to let the student know that he.is not getting something free?
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Jed Williams:
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I am JLd Williams. I am a student at TVCC in.the Electronics Department. I

don't have an opiniOn about whether the community. colleges should be out on

their own, ut I have some problems to tell you about. I am taking the two -

year, Elect onics Engineering Technician--assistant' to electronics engineer.
In the last three years there hasn't been a great deal of change as far as the
staff is arranged for classes. No real progress in the efficiency of the whole
learning process. I don't think TVCC has accreditatiin req4raments for the
teachers. It would be nice if they got some. In theme course- catalog we were

told to expect so many courses with certain contents. Some haven't been given,
anIthey switch course names around. 'Material Contained in the course is not
wh21 is needed to get the desired, education to become a technician. That is
how it is in Electronics. My point of view is that TVCC is heading downhill.
If it doesn't change soon they will get enough bad press that it will be hard
to get.good teachers. Our teachers were not hired until after the school year
had tbegLin. Funds were appropriated for equipment, which has not been ordered.
As far as I know, permission to spend funds came this Summer and they haven't
got ready for that, only discussed what is needed. In the- course catalog no
prerequisites were given for some of the classes. Technology-classes are going
to give math, especially to electronics students who have to have at least a
high school algebra level, preferably -trig., and on into calculus, would do e
lot of good. Most of the students who went there did not have above a high
school level of algebra and hey were "flabbergasted: that they would have 10
-learn so much match to get alight up. Now they have been trying to teach the
math along with the course, but it tends to "clam" things in too tightly, till
you can't pick it all up. The two-year degree that Ian taking now, actIgally

takes three rears, which doesn't sound right to me. It might be a good idea,
because of the prerequisites, that students be required to take entrance *erns
for some of the courses that require more math. I think they are planning\on
this already. Credits in the Electronics Department do not apply to a Univera.i.ty
of Alaska degree, totally separate. The Electronics Engineering program, whilh.is
all they offer, is totally a separate area from the technicians degree. One is
theory and one is applied. there is a lack of a complete two-year schedule of
classes. We have been given first and second semester'schedules, and that's.it.
I don't know what classes are required, What I need to take for the whole two
years. No idea. Partially, it is,lack of organization in the whole,sdepartment.
AS it iS, I think I am going to go back to the University of Alaska and take the
whole 4-year program, because I will get more for my money. I don't think I
could get employment through this program, as it stards. That is what it is

..11

supposed to be for, not just a-hobby.

2a. Would you discuss the Vition question?

R: What stAtentais not going to be happy to do away with tuition,? It would be
better if they Just lowered it, because, if you don't have to pay, you won't
appreciate it.

s
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Julia Looney:

I am Julia Looney, Acting Coordinator for Vocational Education for Hutchinson
- Career Center. I am not sure what role I am taking, but most Seriously, just

as an individual who has lived in the community for the last ten years, and
haseen the start of the community college and the competition we see. for
students, inthis particular area. Fairbanks has three competing agencies for
students. The Career Center trying to attract the high school student, also
the adult student in vocational areas with the Community College and the
Community Schools. Quite frankly, I think this community is very confused
as to the role of each of these facilities. That is to the detriment of all
three. I don't know if we are asking for the 'tart before the horse', when
we talk about dividing systemo before we really define,what role the community
college plays in Alaska. Many states had this problem ten to fifteen years
ago. Each one slowly, but -surely, identified its own purpose. This.is a key
that needs to be done for the communrity college, to see, exactly, the type of
student it can help the most. I think, as a city and a state, if we can zero-in
on the role of the community college, and go for it, then the State will be
ahead. The idea of the 13 and 14-year for high schools, I am not sure that is
the way to.go. Many times the students in their senior year need to feel they
are finished with the high school, a breaking point. To carry on two more years
there may not solire anything. However, tuition has been very high for the
average community college person. I would like to see it decreased, or in some
way be sure, if the community college takes over the vocational training that
the high school ;unkliEs and seniors, who have not been able to get into the
vocational school, egI have easy access to it. I hope the tuition will be low
and training easily accessible. One of the major concerns of staff at the
HutchiAonCenter, as-we look at the Possibility of this vocationlal center
going under the community college is the idea of staffing, the aunt of
training required of teachers, and the fear that, because it may go under the
community college setting, with part-time people involved, that the quality
of teaching would not be mainOined. Again, .you can look at that from both,
sides. Studieslave been made in Fairbanks and a wide variance was found.
Some are afraid to go, to a community college, beiause it has the word college
after it, and yet, thy}, can come to this center and do quite well.'.

2 Any comment on what you think the role of community college should be?
4

R: I would rather see it, not as the senior citizen classes or the fun-and-
games classes, bt have it so the students can come to classes in a less
terrifying.setti4g than a. college, a more comfortable setting, and yet get
the same typ4 of basic education they could get in the freshman and sophomore
years at the U/iversity. Transfer the credits over to the University if they
choose to go on. If they really want that, they willfind the money; I think
they need to feel it is important enough to put out someMoney*for advanced'
training.

ft
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Dennis Demmert:

I am Dennis Demmert, Staff. A4sistant to Drh Barton, President of the-University
of Alaska. Dr. Barton is out of the State at this time. In the last session of
the Legislature, SB-61 was induced in language which would have separated the
the community colleges. It was-later amended with new language, which called,
instead, for a study suggesting alternative structures, for administering
community colleges, the role, of community colleges, and the role of advisory
councils.

Is the, intent of the study consistent with the House Bill, or are there
additional directions? Are there some that have changed from what it was, in
the proposed legislation?

R: The intent is essentially what was in the original bill, but we may not be
able to achieve all that was in that original bill. By the time the legislative
session is back in, Thelma Buchholdt and Senator Hohran intend to report to them.
The only thing added is that we have been asked to talk about tuition.

Are the purposes itemized? The initial bill called for a community college
split; amended tc-stUdy-structure alternatives. Is there any intent to make that
a focus of that study? 4

R: I appreciate the perspective I am getting, for the first time, on the,gendral
thrus; of the study. May I submit gtitten testimony, as well? I am mainly just
inquiring here, but have a comment. The University has a statewide system that
is relatively new. There are growing pains, we have all known about, and many

r

of the community colleges that were created, not by the Board of Regents, but by
legislatr e action, and the regents have accepted that responsibility placed on
them by- 4.-.i.:1 Legislature. We in administration began to see some problems in the
development of the statewide system; at this point, we are seeing a lot of
potential benefit for t statewide system, Largely within the last decade, we
see potential in working as a statewide unit.'

9

I
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Rod Enos:

I an Rod Enos, President of Tanana Valley Community College. I havebeen in
this system for five yearilknd I have no found anyone who comes up with the
same definition of community college. It is something different to everybody

'you talk with. As a result, people expect different things. I do not believe
we should have separation of the community colleges from the University system.

NE. think the position of TVCC with the University is one of cooperation and of
understanding. Dr. Cutler has told everyone that we are equalartners on this
campus, sharing accounting systems ,and registration systems. Their library is
the only one we have. It's the best in the State, with 900 thousand volumes.
We have responsibilities to community service, vocational education, academics
and liberal arts as needed by adults." The difference between TVCC and University
of Alaska is that our students are about ten years older than the university
average. We have students who do not to go to a university setting.
They are scared to death; they want to stay in adult high school classes.
Responsibility for adult educali.on 3.s with the community college. About
advisory councils, I don't think they should have too much power until we
have it standardized within the State. Regarding tuition, I am not aware that
there is much difference between the University of Alaska and the Community

.

College, maybe they have additional fees. The idea I like is, the'first year
they pay full amount,if they continue, then give them a break. About separation,

li

here we are trying t et our own identity, get the Hutchinson Career Center for
rour headquarters., W ill .still.b.ave to use University space. We should stay

status quo until we see something better.

21 It your program entirely evening and weekends?

R: Yes, but we do have some class #s durisg the day that are credit classes, like
art and small business, in cometition. All of Math 75 was at the University
until they said it was oui- responsibility, so we will offer that between 8 and ;4
now.

rf you could get your advisory boards the way you want th , how would you
set them up?

R: I'll have to hedge because it is a many-faceted thing to me. It depends on
whaelstories they have. When Washington changed over to a statewide system,
they set up appointed boards at each community college district. They still had
a state boArd for the first 3 or 4 years. It was a question, who hapa what. power.
Some of the local boards sued the state board over things like how much salary
was earmarked by legislation,etc. We could have the mild problem with the
Board of agents and boards of'local level who might have some authority, but
how you earmark or put parameters arouhd it, could cause the problem. 15 they
are Doing to have authqity for program approva!'and budget approval, like a
normal board, it shouliet appointeil by a higher authority. I hate to go to
elections, because we don't always get what we think we should have representing
us. If rouncils have authority, then they should be appointed by the gov4rhing
board or the governor. I
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Bill Powell:

I am Bill Powell, a community college teacher and Coordinator of Mechanical
Programs at Hutchinson Career Center. I would like to stress a pre-tuition-
system What happens in the classes that have a very large lab fee, like
welding or auto-body. The student pays 150 to 200 dollars for lab feesr his
tuitioa is 75 dollars, maybe thelltest*Iould be subsidized, too. It seems
unequal. I have a wait-and-see itude on the rest of the points.

R: That's something we had not thought about. Thank you for stressing that
point.
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KODIAK TELECONFERENCE
November 13, 1980

Carol Hegel:

-1-

I am Carol Hegel, and I would like to say good everiNg on behalf of Kodiak
Community College. Our campus president, Carolyn Floyd, isn't with us tonight
because she has been in Anchorage. She is expected in on Chis evening's plane.
She was there to interview architects in regard to a new bailding which is planned
for the college here, and while we are on the topic, I would like to say thank
you to the legislators for getitng that building on the bond issue. We arelook-
ing forward to having that and we see it as an important part of our future and
perhaps it ties in with the second thing that was mentioned as to what we are doing

4 here tonight, defining our role as a community college which we see as certainly
a flexible institution for adult education t:o meet the needs of our community.
We see our new adult learning center which we have planned will help us a great
deal in? this area. We hope that it will give us the opportunity provide
some much needed space for a number of programs to pull together, a add some
new servi s, such.es a new computer for the students' use. We are ally
grateful hat we are in the process of planning this new building and the
expansion. I am going to introduce Frances Cater who will speak a little more
on what we see as our role as a community college.

,/
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Frances Cater:

I have spoken of thissubject a number of times and some people are rather .

tired of hearinej. Some of the Community College faculty emphasize the fact
that we feel the community college and the university have very different
roles, and that sometimes the university or people in top administration do
not always understand that difference. For example, we recently had a tuition'

increaselihn the State of Alaska. The sAine increase as for the University,
which is very unusual in terms of ftates who have both university systems and
a community college system that are one. They still have a difference in
their tuition rates. University of Hawaii, for example, according to the.,
Sixteenth Edition of the College Blue Book, Copyright 1977, the University
.of Hawaii charges 450 dollars, the community college in Honolulu charges 80
dollars. In Nevada, the same thing; 660 dollars compared to 300-330 dollars.
The University of Kentucky charges 480 dollars compared to 390 dollars. All .

of those that we know are similar to our system, there is a difference
between 'the tuition for community colleges and the universities. We think
this is important because many of our students are trying to go to school

:1)

and work and it is Important that we keep it at a level that they ar able

to meet. Raul Stubby is going to address more ofthe ways that thili v.

community colleges cooperate with people in the community and other encies.

n. First, I would like to ask you a question, Frances. It is one we have
beer asked in various locations oQncerning tuition in the community college;
there is a very strong likelihood that there will be legislation introduced
in this session that is going to address tuition in tree community colleges.
It is going to come in one or two forms; one, it will either completely remove
tuition or, two, it may reduce it in some amount. That's been discussed in
a number ofways as we h.ive gone around the state ...6 ask people whether they
think tuition should be completely removed. ye are talking only in the
community college. We have.received quite a variety of inpUt on it. We

would like to hear what you have to say about it.

R: Personally, f would say reduced, but f think there is somilbalue in the
student bearing part of the cost of his education.

My name .s Ron Phipps and I would like to ask y some questions. You
mentioned there are different roles for tht, university and the community college
In particular, coup you address the lbole of the community college as you see it?

R: Stubby would like to answer that.

-
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Paul Stubby: k.

f. My name isNPaul Stubby. f will indeed try. It sounds a bit ostentatious for

the times that we attempt to be all thingsto all people, and in reality that,
is part of our role. For example, in/Kodik there are numbers of different kinds

of populations that we try to address. The``, largest Coast Guard facility in

Alaska is here, We try to work very closely with that unique group. Because

of their particular jobs and the kind of concerns that they have, we need to
develop different kinds of courses and course deliveries for that audience,
more than we do for some of our other students. In addition to that we hive

local groups, and, again, we feel we can do anything for any people. We need

the flexibility in order to do that locally. You mentioned earlier giving
the local'edvisory council more authority in local autonomy., We are working with
some of the local agencies. The Kodiak Council on AlcohOlism, they are

attempting to accredit local people both in Kodiak and.in the villages to work
with drug and alcohol abuse. They have come to us and asked us to put together
a kind of curriculum that is compatible-with the needs, in particular, of this
area in Kodiak and in the villages-. Some other unique groups that we work with:
more of our students are part time, work full time so we have to caarte up with
other kinds of course deliveries to meet their hours, there is a contingency
of people wotking on theirGED, finishing their high school programs. Again, th4
is a different kind of.course delivery. We need,the lexibility of some local

autonomy: I spdnt two .years in Bethel, Kuskokwizh Cw.munity College. The needs

of that college were different than.ours. Ha4ng ome local autonomy for the

'local policy advisory board withthe authority t help us make decisions, we

can better deliver the kinds o rograms that .pport the people of our

community.
.

I am DonnikThompson. I Ave in Kenai. I" want to welcome all you people.

Sorry we can't make it to Kodiak, but welteUnder a terrible -time frame and
we are having to da this type of communication. I am familiar with KodiaPiii

I have been there and met with some of your advisers. I would like.to ask'

anyone who would like to answer'it, can you give us an idea of percentage of
GED students, Coast Guard, full time studprite at Kenai Community College? I"

R: I th*Pabout 99 percent 9f our people are part time, very few are. full
time. Average age last semester was 34 years old, average taking 5.2 credit
flour" first.semester, means they are enrolled in one or two full-time classe%
and'one or two,,three-credit courses. We have about 70 percent women, 30
percent men. We have a fewpoie full-time students this semester because 4

1we are participating in the statewide nursing program. Fourteen full-time
Pnursing students who will do one year here and then go_to Anchorage to db a.
J2-week residence, in cooperation with other community colleges. Then return
to thii college for another full year, then goback for a.final ummer. They
will have completed their associates degree in _nursing and be %1 11.4.e for

their RN. 14ost of our courses are at night.

taking
I

We have a large nileber of degreed people that are non-credit lasses.

'Some of those are unique, too. I taught.a class on stained glass. I had

six women in it with Masters degregt.: I.don't think they were interested in
the credit for a one-credit class in art.
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Paul Stubby:
,

21. Do you in Kodiak do any kind of outreach programs?.Any demand for that?

R: Yes, we do have. The nearest is Keniak.' You can reach that by driV.ing
for an hour. We offer adult eduzatio and-sewing. There's a current events
discussion group. We also offer programs in the six major villages; none of
those are accessible by road. Cabin construction in Akhiok is being offered.
In four villages we offer modularized office occupation courses, instructors
going out, helping the local instructor get started, get the people going
with Pre-test and taking it from there by visiting; as often as he can, wea-
ther permitting,'also offering income tax training. And, in three of our
villages next semester, there is a seminar with the local leaders from the
Area Native Association who will give information on local government,
writing proposals for economic development in the villages. Yes, we have
quite a demand. More thanwe can fill because we don't have the 'staff and
the budget to gkt out to the villages as much as'we would like to.

.Q1 How about Native AssociUion and forestry type programs?

R: Not sure if I know what you're asking. There is a forestry group that
cooperates with the Native Association'. In fact, this year through a special
grant, a.pass-through grant, we are able to increase our adult basic education
in all the villages. The six that I mentioned are the major concentration
of Native population. We don't have diret contact with the logging camp for
any courses at the present time, but we're open to that should there become
a need for that.

f"i.1

21 I have It question. I am Miriam Carlson. We have been hearing throughout !
the state a number of people saying that they want to be separated from the
university -system, want some other system to be tied to, rather than have all
individual campuses, so when you were talking about your statewide nursing
program,4I wondered if that's working out?

R: Yes, it is and that is the dnly way those students can acquire the degree
they are seeking. Of the 14 students, who are all women, nine of them are
married and could not Possibly giIe up their families and respoieibilities they
have here. Some of them are working and that's the only way partici-
pate and obtain a degree.

I know they have a strong program in Kenai dealing with petrochemicals. I

don't think we want to stmt a program in Kodiak, I think we need tome kind of
linkage with all the units. Mainly, when we think of government we think of
control and leadership or support. We get a lot of support and energy and
involvement from our local policy advisory council: Some of the linkage we
have to the university seems like an extra burden; sometimes it is difficult
to perceive why we are doing that, Siigning off on a_Particular grant. I am
sure someone else could justify why it is.necessary.
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Paul Stubby.:

Comment: Frances Cater would like to add to that.

Comment: / would like to go on - record, again,-that I am strongly foi a
separate system but united in terms of alj the community colleges of the state.

22_ When we talk about local autonomy or control, one particulacommunity
inditated that they feel the actual *outcome of that is the structure of the
13-14 years, where you have full local autonomy--total control and it's under
the school district. In three other Communities, the community leader, even
the school district leader, felt that that was not a viable approach for a'

, number of reasons'. You are all associated withthe-community follege, but I
would like response as to what you think about that type of approach;

R: I'would be opposed to, that in that we are two large systems and, in many
ways, although we have excellent cooperation, I do not think that the 13-14
years'§hould be a part of the public education system. I think it should be
separate. I,would be for the separate system of all community colleges.

Comment: I want to add to what Francfs said about keeping, or o4 least
containing, it to a oommunity college tructure. Part of our. students are
transient. They are here as parp of the fishing industry, and while they are
here they are. doing course work, and they might only take one or two classes
a semester with the thought of applying the credits toward a degree some-
where else in Alaska or elsewhere. If we lose that ability to transfer courses
we would lose a number of our students because they are degree-seeking students.
N t full time, but they are adding to their credits with the understanding that

.4' hey will apply them somewhere eventually to an associates degree or bachelors.
A large percentage of our students are degree-seeking, at a very slow pace, so
they can incorporate work and family with it I would be afraid we would
lose them.

21 This is Ron Phipps again. Since you advocate a separate system under one
board, I'd like you-to address the responsibilities of the policy advisory
council under this syst4m. In other words, do you see the strengthening of
an advisory council? Would you see any change at all?

R: I don't know how you define strength. I think it's a necessity; those
kind of people help enrich what we'are attempting to do. When we have policy
advisory council meetings, they are not just a dissemination of information,
but they are a sharing of the kinds of things that ether people in the com-
munity are aware of._ When we started our base program, a few years ago,
that was totally generated, basically, by the policy advisory board members
that are on the board from the'Coast Guard base. They asked us ifwe could
cooperate with their programs, with their unique needs, and the fact they have
several large ships in and opt of port-7if we could help them design a curricu-
lum so that men on those ships could take it Wlth them, complete courses, and
bring them back whdn they had shore leave. Lots'of the programs, ideas and
stimulus came from that advisory board. I think we need that local group for
support.
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Paul Stubby:

21 Let me explain what I mean by strengthening. It was suggested at-'another
site that the policy advisory should have three primary roles: (1) ,approval

of the-chief executive, the president; (2) -approval of the community college
budget, and (3) approval of new programs and termination of programs. So,

with that in mind, could you address it, please?

R: Those are the kiid of'things we were taking about. I would be concerned
about their ability to eliminate programs, because, statewide, there might be
some concern. I would hate to ask the advisory board of Kenai to do, away with
*the petrodhemical program or have one. in Nome started. I think we need'co-
operation between those units.

21 I'm Donnis Thompson again, back to, the 64 dollar question, the possibility
of a diffeent structure, doing away with community colleges. I would like to
know of the folks here. if this is a result of a PAC meeting or" a,personal
Opinion. If so, how many would feel the same way? Are you representing a,
group of people or have you thought anything in depth of it, as to what you
would like the structure of it to look, in thd`event.we would have a separate
community bellege system?

1.
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Frances Cater:

This is Frances Cater again. I am speaking primarily fbr myself and thinking

of our full time facultiy, wpich is small,_ that we are divided, maybe four 7'

to three. Part of them feet we should stay with. the university_system and

others feel that we should be a separate unit. ;4`4aveNthree other people here

who have excellent views I think we should hear.

r
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1 Bridgetta McBride:

I am not informed enough to know what consequences would arise out of separation ,

from the University of Alaska from the Community College. I really can't say

which way: I feel that the advisory council has a very great role. They come
'from ple community and know the needs of the community. Our last meeting had
Mr. Norm Blum, 'Who I'd _hoped would be here tonight. He spoke on the fisheries
oprogram, hot,/ we can makeindividualization of the fisheries program for the
fishermen who are rarely available for classes on a regular basis: This I feel

is one of ,the very important tasks of the advisory board.

t'

1 I have.a question, Bridgetta. How are the. advisory council members
selected or chosen for your college? It does vary in the.different sites..

R: They are usually composed of five Federal employees; we havlia certain
group of organizations represented. We do not elect them; they lie appointed.

ti
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Betty Springhill:

My name is Betty Springhill. I am a retired elementary school principal.
My experience _with the community college goes back to the days when they had
two rooms in the evening 'at our high school building. Bill Gregory was a
part of the administration at that time and from that operational start
wenow have a viable, fascinating organization, hard at work. And, while I
was thinking about this today, I was struck with the variety of the needs
that this college seeks to serve here. Their course offerings are'some-
times' a little incredible that they can think of all those things, but',
when I talked to some people about what the college meant to them, these are
some'of'the ideas that I gleaned from their observations. One was that
organizations can use the facilities and meet for workshops, and share with
the public. An example of that was the Delta Kapa Gamma organization held a
workshop for the public, at the college, using their resources, to allow the
people to participate in a public affairs workshop dealing with children,
their care and also child abuse. That was very successful. That's only one.
I was personally involved with that one, but there are many organizations that
have that opportunity. Then someone else told me that there are high school
students here who are able to take enrichment courses. A young lady who is
now away at college, was able, in her high school senior year, to take such
courses as ceramics and quilting. Of an enrichment nature but certainly
valuable. Then some of the professional women I talked to said they take the
courses for their mental health; it really helps-"cabin fever" in the winter-
time to be able to associate in non - academic` activities at the college with
other women, who are just as happy as they are, to be able to get out of the
house and leave the daddy home to babysit. They take sewing, specialty cdok-
ing and many other courses that meet their needs. As the holidays come around
we are going to see special courses, holiday sewing) decorating and.cooking.
I think that in an island community you can't underestimate the value of
havIng a situation where women, and I'm sure men too, can meet and enjoy
learning and having a, social experience at the same time. One interesting
thing that I picked up today was: one mother was going. to take computer
training. "What for?" I asked. She said, "My children are going to have
that as part of their lives, as matter of course, and I 't know what it is,
yrso I am going to learn the language so I den keep up wi them". Everybody
has different motivation. We use the faciliti4g for Cotcertshand plays,

' encouraged by the personnel and we have had some very fine presentationi from
the college. Another thing 1 was told is that the teachers have the oppor-
tunity to take,their students on field trips to the college to witness art
exhibits. And, of course, there is that marvelous opportunity, that was'not
available when I was working toward a degree, to be abbe to work toward your

. Masters and stay here in Kodiak, eliminates the expense of moving away and
having a home away from home while you attend the Univihrsity. I don't knot)
show to begin to tell you the benefits that this community from the
offerings of the ao.yege. I mentioned these as s ething you wouldn't think
of ordinarily.

\
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Betty Springhill:
A

22. This Donnis ThoMpson back again. One of your last remarks was about
working toward a Masters. you save teachers who are working toward Masters
now? 4 '

'R: What we are trying to do is offer atleast one graduate course each
.semester. That is basically to keep all the degreed teachers in the three
-elementary sch6ols, junior high school, and the senior higg who are required
to have recency credits. They can come out once a semester and proceed to-
ward their Masters degree without leaving the island. It's a very methodidal
process, eliminates having to move, fulfills a need for that part of the
population.

Our librarian, Charlotte Hatfield would like.to add the last word here.

V
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Charlotte Hatfield;

We are just completing`ep addition on our first building. We have three.

. This includes a library, three classrooms and some offices. We are hoping

in the spring to have some humanities-type programs, inviting lecturers or
poetry reades or concerts, to kind of pull in the ;,community to visit our
library and see 04r facilities. We have been so cramped for the last five
years, it will be nice to have breathing space. The library. is open to the

community as well as to students and we encourage books being checked-out by
the community.
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KENAI PENINSULA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
November 14,.1980

. .

John Wiliey:

1

My remarks will be short because What Z want to do is welcome you here, and tell
- you how much we appreciate having a place where we.can voice, as people, our
ideas on the 'Community college system, as it is here, and help people volun-
teer information that might help other people as they make decisions along the
way. Rathpr than ,taking time with an address, I will step aside and let those.
people speak. From time to time during the day, when there is a lull, there
are at least three other topics that I might speak of. They were.not mentioned
in your list but are related to the topici here. We advertised the fact that
ybu were coming, so 26 people signed up. . Many people Willibe here that did tot
sign up, I expect.

a
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:David Horne:

I was hoping you would address some questions to me- because I am eFtively
involved in the planning procedure from the statewide level down. We are a

rWdly developing community college as you can.see from statiitits provided,
at the door. Our expanding programs require equally flexible inanning' and.

budget procedures. In the past, we have encountered some problems trying to
work within the framework of the university system. I feel that substantial
i4Ovement has been Iccomplished. The planning and budget system being im-0
plemented by Dr. Barton, which is now in its first full-cycle-year, should
provide the necessary flow of information for informed decisions concerning
allocation of available resources. I can'see many adyantage4 in our alliance
with the statewide university. system assumilp we receive adequate funding and
management flexibility necessary t6 carry out the primary goals of thw'com-

.mmnity college which is responding to the educational needs, of the local
community.
2.i. Axe-there problems with transferability of credits?

R: That is something that is being worked out in the'statewide assembly.
We are aware of the problems and thel'e are advances being made.

21 Do you have any ideas on tuition?

RC If the State has excess money they should provide educational serltices
. for students.' We ace looking at a system, especially in. the community colleges,
that is relatively stall compared to community college systems outside. Thirty,
as, you mentioneg, have separate college systems. I am sure they are dealing
with a lot morPstudents. As long as we are receiving our share of the funding,
a critical point, I feel we can operate adeqUately.

<
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Earl Mundell:

My name is Earl Mondell. I am a member of the advisory. council,
41
a pharmacist,

°and really interested in the community college. First of all, let me say that

my children are all grown; I ha4e no grandchildren entering college. So what

.L have to sal; cannot be taken personally. I would like to 'see a few ,changes

,made in the college. Through the years we Kaye had a lOt of problems with

funding. We have had what I feel is a-total lack of communication with the,*

poWers-that-be ih typical bureaucratic communication. By the time we get

through the chain, our total.message is lost. I think itc.woold be wonderful

if tuition were free, however there should be a string attached to keep out

those people who would be wasting time. There should be a refund made after

satisfactory comp'etion of a quarter, semester or whatever. One of our big-

gest Probleisjs probably in housing.* We would like to see same type of

student housing; we have the land.- The smallness of the area dictates that
in order to have sufficient hoUsing for those who'desire to come and those
who desire to stay in the area, that we need some type of help on that scalp.

Those are my basic concens.

Would you comment on the advisory 'council?
e A

R: I feel that we are 'treading water'. The things we try to put through

'fall'on deaf ears'. The Advisory Council should have more poker. It would

be beneficial. The ones on this council are intelligent and ha:be the good of

the college at heart.

IL- Carr you comment regarding thelPth-14th year?

R: I am not knowledgeable enough to know exactly what that would entail. We

have had a close association with the borough school. I.would like to see

somewhere doft,the road, that this community college could become a 4-year

college. ,A lot of pedple are not going to college because they are not quali-

fied to go into 4-years. We have gone into vocational and I think that is very
beneficial with the new bondinrhaving industry pay, in welding, etc. This is

what we want. 4
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'Marion Hylen:
4

4

My name is Marion Hyler. I ama member of Kenai PeninsulA Advisory Board.

There are several thihgs I would like to bring up.' One id thatIkve are unable.

to get a_regent on the Board: I 4.1ave lived on the'peninsula since 1948 and we

have never had a representative On the Board dregents at the University of

Alaska. Our population is approximately 26,00 people. Ketchikan has about

.
11,000, Juneau, 22,000, Atka, 8,000,\Fairbanks, 63,000, and Anchorage with

202,000. Political or not, all parts.pf the 'State should have a representative.
,\

With our population arid since we have the third-largest community college, I
think the Peninsula should have a representative. After 33 years, I have be-

tome tired of. being a step-child of Anchorage. We pave two cptreach programs;

one in Seward and .one in Homer: They are well attended. In Homer we had more

credit-hours than some of the other community colleges, just in Outreach.

There are other laces, in betwetn, where there are no programs at 411. Some

of these are: C oilers Landin', Ninilchik, North Kenai, and they are all .the

area of this mmunity college. Those across the bay should have some rkshops

Or sometLng. Maybe they should make a class legitimate, even with five or six
people, because those people are important and the University is supposed to
serve all the people of the State. The University system is a huge.bureaucracy.
We have had a hardtime getting funding, so we haVe had to go to the legislature
for the last two years to,get funding enough to maintain ,courses and keep the

college running. They spoke against our getting-any money. I do not understand

why we are a part of the University system. Our programs must be continued for

the adults who are taking advantage of them.

2.2_ How would you correct the funding'problem? Do you have an answer to it?

I R: It could be corrected through the University system, if we were allowed to send ,

in our budget-gad get our funding, but it goes into the University fund and it

does not conie,levut the same. We have had to talk to our legislators to get enough

funds-tc'exist

One of our concerns is to ascertain, from the public, their feelings about
structure: Are you saying: maintain the same structure, but strengthen it. 'some-
how, so that you are guaranteed, the fupding that you request?

:R: Dealing with the funding; I can see no reason, if there are no frills in the
budget that we present, why'it is not funded as we present it; why we have to
take what Fairbanks thinks we should have.

22_ Do you think the advisory board.should have additional. powers? How Rio you

feel About tuition and the transfer of credits?

R: After the trouble we have had, I think our board should be a little more

powerful. Maybe we sould have a little more input. Naturally., I think credits .

should be transferable. About tuition: everybidy should pay something for every-

.. thing they get. I am not one for a free handout. If they are unable to pay,

there are grants. There is the possibility that they could work to 'help put

themselves through college; my generation did.

. 1 a
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Marion Hylen: 0

Qc Are you in favor of the 13th-14th year concept?,

R: I am not in favor of that. I think we are keejiling children children too
long as it is. Even if the Same courses were offered, phychologically it is
not the same as college. It is not the right concept for young people..., They

need to grow up.

If the funding with foundat±on approach for community colleges came about-,
and-would work, do you see'any problem with that system? If funding was taken
care of, in some objective way, WoUld you then be satisfied with the current
structure?

R: I-prefer seeing it kept in the UniVersity so the credits can be interchange--
able. With a Board of,Regents truly representative of all the State, there
should be no problem.

t
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name is Dane Clark. I am an instructor here. It is interesting that this is

the third time I hair talked to a group about the college system, in the four

Years I have lived in'Alaska. It seems to have helped. There seem to he some
changes ,..A probloemay,have been that the people had two different goals, and

the ones in charge of the total system were mainly university people'. Therefore,

the community college is on the short end.-_Seeds a really hard situation to .

solve in t is large state. We do not need a lot of duplicate delivery systems.

Maybe we sh ld do awaycwith.the oemmunity collej%)4university structure and be-
.

i. come an all- ncompassing system, one system with different missions. I came rom

/
Idabio. We had a small community college started with vocational programs. It

grew into a senior college with 4-year programs. Because it was under One

ministration, it was riot labeled university or community college. It se s to

have grown quite well in the area in terms of serving, the needs :Of the community

in vocational and in higher education. Iwonder if we shouldn't got away from

this concept of commun#y college/university structure. That brings us down to

the transferability of credits. to Anchorage, the Business Administration De-

s partment, University of Alaska wanted to become 440the Harvard of the North', in 6

terms of providing a business education. I have some problems with that. Why

should we become a 'Harvard', when, in fact,. there are not that many people

who have the type of intellectual capac4ty to benefit from it? That concept

is out of place in our particular area. We should be serving the majority of
the people, ndt ,a,few select people wHO can handle this sophiSticated or upper-

level type education. We should make arrangements' for them to be sent to those

schools that provide that expertise. One of the areas we ran into in terms of
transferability: they told, us they would not accept our classes as credit even

though our students are learning the same concepts. The justification for that

was that the same things were not being taught in all areas. That is a problem

within the system. Vmeone needsto say to the instructor: if you are not teac4-,
ing the same thing, then your course should be called something-else. Right now,

Dr. O'Rourke has a croup studying the transferability of credits from the com-

munity college to the university.

We haven't encountered anybody with problems who is going to the University in

'Anchorage. I found the views of the faculty in the business administration
department very narrow or limited. I went up last spring to inquire out

.

teaching and uSing m' credits at the community college. The first response was:

you should not be teaching marketing at a community college level; it is a

university level class. My people will not be coming to the University of

2t

Alaska, but'they need marke ing for their jobs. I found, because of that sepa-

ration between the Univers y and this community college, there is not adequate
Communication between departments in the community college versus the university
level. -There can be no awareness of what the others are doing, unless an active

effort is made to go out and seek information.

.2.L Let's go back to transferability. Is :the problem in Fairbanks or just the

university in Anchorage?

R: annot address the Fairbanks situation because I haven't talked to ayone

there. I am milt aware of any problems with students transferring to Anchorage,
only being told that they would not accept them. I will counsel my students to

go elsewhere.
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Tom Wagoner:

.,

My name is Tom Wagoner. The first thing I woullike to do is give you a brief
history of -Kenai Peninsula Community College'. It was started in 1965, and was

basically an extension center. In 1964, the University of Alaska and the city of
_ Kenai entered:into a contract that set up the college. In 1965;%the contract was

amended and put into effect between the Kenai Peninsula Borough School District

and the community college. .I would like to stress the changes in this college

6 )

government. I have een with the System since 1970. It was, at that time, con-

ttolled very rigidly/, program -wise, especially regarding instructor approval.
Every instructor we'had, had to be apprOved through the Fairbanks campus. In ;

1971, after a year of diligent work at the provost level, the office .in Anchor-

age was set up. We were reorganized, once more, ,by the Board of Regents. They

established a vice-president fok community collages; we were back again to the

Fairbanks campus. Then came a transfer to Anchorage. There were many problems,
because the government of-the community college was tied to the university sys

tem. For a community college to carry out its purpose, it must react to the needs

of the community. Sometimes.wherryou are, governed under a university system, the

4ar
structure takes away a lot of flexibility that you should have at the community

.

college level -

-

I am a little bit afraid of going under the local schoql district. You might

create a similar effect, still be governed by a board not set up to govern a ,

community college. We might become a second cousin to an already established Sys-

tem. We don't need that. I have the same feeling about suggestions that the

community colleges be put under the state. The school districts have the authority

already to teach 13th and 14th years. This school district elects not to. Ours

hao chren to cooperate with the community college:

Course' offerings: 'rt.:Sits college needs to expand its course 'offerings: We need',

more vocational career type classes, and more acadeimic, New programs are very

hard to start. 0i. O'Aourke has submitted a brief for approval, which will benefit

many of the students, in the Peninsula, for an Associate of Arts degree.

Now, transferability of credits: When I mademy chotee of where to gO to college,

.my counselor' told me to be sure to choose a college wqich has the program you

want to take, because there is-a chance if you eleCt to'change'colleges you lose.,

That was 20 years ago and things 'have not changed. You are not going to' have

automatically transferable classes) credit for credit, either in the university

system or out. .It's nice to talk about, but a lot harder, tib simplement.

4

Primary needs of community colleges: -Establishing a good sound sub-unit of this

college at Homer and Seward. People are being short-changed. The only services

they get are from this campus, except for a part-time coordinator. It has never

been funded. Homer and Seward are outgrowths of the Kenai Peninsula Borough

School District budget,that'was larger than the university's 4hen I came here. ^

These are the funds that were supporting the outreach program there. Those

areas are demanding more services.and I feel they should have them.

44.
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Housing: Weneed some. The native population could take advantage of they

programs weroffer;'vocational programs that almost deMand they beltaken.care

of, in that way. Statewide exploratory work, eventually oil and gas, maybe a

coal boom. -I would propose to have a private contractor build housing units in

the vicinity. Another proposal is to have the university subsidize a priTe
business. Have the university donate lang with option to buy'in 20 years,. Let

a person run it and keep the profit;' be pkepared to subsidize him. Make them

apartments, nbt dorms. Dorm's are a thing Of the past, expensive to" administer,'

very hi011y subsidized. .Students like apartment style living better.

21. Address the tuition questiopt, if you will?

4E: I think we should have a real good look at reduction or eliminating tuition

i5ithe communitycollelge. Not at the 'university; it shduld maintain tuition.

It-is too much to give a person four years free. The community college is

different; the student is here to get a job, a degree is secondary.
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Todd Nelson:

I am Todd Nelson. I am with the Commission of vocational Rehabilitation here

in Kenai covering the Kenai Peninsula and Kodiak. The comment I would like

to make is"that I-have found the community, college to be very accommodating

in rearranging class schedules. They provide special readers, 4.f necessary,`

ilf

aim a son'to a particular job, when they finish, and adjust curriculum for

physic disabrilities. I feel that more vocational programs need to ice added.

Somewhe e in Alaska, fisheries programs are' needed, and the Kenai Peninsula .

seems like the logical place: Energy programs could be expanded. We have an'

ongoing coal operation across the inlet. They are bringing in people from

outside, because they cannot get trained people, locally. Not many people,

in this area, know abollt coal.

21. What do you think (bout tuit416-7o you have comments about the 13th-14th

grade concepilor other issues?

R: There should be a minimum charge for credits. Housing is a real problem

in this area. I would like to see an #5.artment Complex built near the campus,

so the students would not have transpOrtatfon problems. In terms of transfer

of credits, that is not one very easily changid. I would like to see. credits

transferable within the university system. If a student took a course here,

he ,should get equal credit anywhere in the State. I do not anticipate that

will be easy to .do. I don't see that the community oollege courses need to

be upgraded into the University of Alaska system themselves, because they

serve different functions and needs. I would like to see the community

colleges stay more vocationally oriented.

Pi
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Margo Zuelow:"Iam Margo Zuelow, Dean of Instruction at the community college. Unlike some
of the other-people who. ha&ve testified, I have not lived on the Kenai Peninsula'
very long, just a little over a year. I find this peninsula is very supportive
'of education andthe community college. I think we have a fine faculty, facility
and an ekcellent program. It is a pleasure to work within that structure. 1

have noticed there are some needs that the community is expressing that are,
currently, not being met by the college. We are working with the advisory

4 council to provide them. One of my Assignments has been the Outreach program.
Wessent-someone into each community asking questions about basic education.
We asked them'how many ieople needed work on GED's and language work. Also",

are there other things that the community' college can do for you in addition
to basic education? In each community we received a list of thic areas that
they would like help with. There was.the'area of business administration,
clerical skills, fishing and workshops. Definitely, thrngs that had to do with'
enhancing their lifestyle. Others were interested in classes that dealt with
basic English and math, so that their young people could attend-the Community
college'and not have to take full courses. Homer and Seward areas are request-
ing that they have further opportunities for more extensive ciasswork in their
communities/ This would be especially helpful to some of the small communities.
around Homer. So we are working with local advisory boards to try to establish
what seems to be a reasonable curriculum.

I

Homer and Seward have advisory boards. They are advisory to our advisory board
with representation on'the college advisory council. As Miriam mentioned, there '

are communities, in beeCeen, on the road thab could be served in various ways.
We talked to the school advisory council about what the community college could
do for then witM4telecommunication. They became very interested in the idea.,
That was a chance to stop,and tell them whai we have to offer.= If we'look at
many methods of delivery, we begin to cover the whole area.

1
This brings us to the issue of money When you are off campus in other areas,
you are talking about travel dollars and additional Oltructional dollars.
Proposals will be placed in the budget requests asking for tIle additional funds
to meet these needs. New program areas, that I picked up\from the people in
the ,communities, appear to have the interest, to have enough students, to make
it worthwhile to develop a total program, are many and varied. 'We have two now.
One is in cooperation with the.Alaska Skill Center's forestry program. We have
added some academic requirements to their program. Upon completion of that
.and-he technical training, students will be able to get it, if it is,finally
approved by the Board of Regents, and will receive an associate's degree in.
forestry. Another program that has been requested quite often and seems to
be one that will draviquite a few ftudents, especially if we tie it tightly
to our current petroleum program, is alternative energy.
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! We have a closet working relationship with the public' radio station in Homer.

We are in the process'of doing a senate investigatiOn on job Vailability in

that field. If we train people in the field of radio broad

tie in_closely with our current electronics program. For tar

sting, this will
ader focus in that

community, we are looking at emergency medical programs, one in the area of the

performing arts, ndividualized instruction for, the students who come to us at

less than college vel training, and a8ditional voc/tech programs. Given those

things and the itive direction that I think the college is going, and adequate

funding as we groW, I woulcikbe opposed to any change in the current structure.

Tuition, in my opinion, should be minimal, but there should be a charge. I agree

with the other people who have spoken on the housing issue. Apartments or thil

cottage-type housidg is definitely preferred over the traditional dormitory.

AP
Another issue is working with bur high schools. We find that transportation

seems to beta real problem. To reach this campus, you need a vehicle, or access

to one; someone who is coming at the same time you are. I would like to see some

form of public transportation, from where-the housing now exists, to downtcAm

Soldotna, until such time as-we have housing fearer.

Op the transfer-of-credits issue, I beliel;e it is a systetwide problem, and I

do pot think it will gb awAy'by changing the structure. The receiving insti-

tution, when it comes to transfer, is always going to be conservative, in my

view. It is a matter of working with people wherever you are.

ti

r
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Jan See:

I will -speak to you first as a full-time student. Second, right along with it

as a member of the community who is-interested in*the goals of the community

college. When I started going to school here two years ago it was my first

year back at, college after high school - a 15 year lapse. I had no. conception of

education at all The main force behind my continuing to go to college was
directly related to the type of instruction I received the first year I went to

school. I will be the first to admit I wa,s a very poor student and the help and
personal attsption I received here at community college through the instructors,
their person31 interest in me was very encouraging. There were timds when I

would sit back and wonder if it's worth it. So far'as needs got there are varl"

ious levels of students. First, the decision to go to school. ]Can this com-
munity coilege,offer what I need? Then, yes. Now, I would say no. First, f

had originally started to college to go to the petroleum program which is two

Ars. Now it's .changed. I changed my major to social work I can't complete

here. I will-probably have to go to Anchorage. I thought the petroleum field,

when I started, was interesting, instruction was excellent. I like this com-

munity and I wonder why I should go sdmewhere else to complete my needs. The

School desn't offer what I need. As a youth counselor'I have talked to young'

people who would like to start their college career here in ,Nanai. .Some would

like to go four years here. Basically, my view of the community college is
that, since my goals have changed, it won't be Able to meet my needs, but I

want taL.help it grow.

Q: Why did you chose this college?

R: I had to

pat' n. I was

15 4ete chosen.
that I lost my

change occupat±ons because of health, locking for
chosen after applying for the petroleum program.
Transportation Was a problem because my funding

car.

another occur
Three out of
was so slow

Q: Do you think we need a broader program or the extra two years or both?

R: The community college should grow to meet the needs of a'-growing com-

munity.

Q: Do you think a student Should be charged tuition?

R: When I decided tb become a full -time student, I had to decide in my own

mind that I was going to live a lift....re-poverty. There is no.way anyone can

go to school and be happy with theirfinancial situation. I do belive that

the student should pay a tuition. Itlis hard to run any institution wi.thout

funding. A student'just given something might have a different attilidide

toward it.

Comment from Tom wa er: Another thing you might consider in making recommenda-

tions tuition-wise. Theire4istrar and I have talked. We hSve definite prob-

lem at the community college level of students who wish to take more than 18

credits. We have a consolidated fee that covers just so many credits, from

there on it's, free. You have two thihgs that happen. A students signs up for

21 credits intentionally so they can drop two classes, two they aren't charged

. for. We can put a stop to that and do a real service. A large majority of

our students are taking one or two classes, sb / would propose this. Why not
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allow the first twelve crkdfits free.of- charge, then assess a per credit charge

for every credit after 12 credits, with no maximum. Fdr 12 credits a student

would have free tuition but would pay lab fees and student activity fees. For

15 he pays, the $25 per crepit fee. This-idea would help us out and do away will,

consolidated fees. The legislatuke might buy it if they analyze it. Do it

(or the,university.too, we will give them that.

V
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Lorraine Lancstershire:

I am Lorraine Lancstershire and I have been here a number of years and have

been most pleased to watch this facility grow. I am here asking if we could

have"a more complete art department. The art that is being taught here has
been beneficial to many, many people, not as though they were going_ fbt an

associate degree or anything. But we are lacking, in say, ceramics. We do

not have the facilities that we really need. There 4 a room with kilns.

If we had a full year of this, our youngster could gol on to get a BA. a
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Dean Sobey:

I

My name is Dean Sobey. I am Vice-PreSident and General Manager 4 Spear
Building Supply. We have stares located in Kodiak, Clenalle and on the pen-
insula here, so we are involved in those communities also. I ave been il,

involved with community colleges in'twoareas as anlinstructor. I have a
maser's in finance and I taught small business management. I'm involved with
Clarence boodrich on'the endovitnent/property which he graciously donated.to this
college effort some time back. en I was manager of the branch . .there, I had an

,utomatic seat on that board. Two points I would like to make. This area
needs -this community college. From a selfish standpoint our compahy is active
in tuition grants to people that take classes that will help our business.
For a secretary who takes butiness courses, we will pay half the tuition. I

am also involved with the Rotary Scholarship Committee which has granted some
scholarships to'this community college. My.problem has to do with the response
of management and the Board of Regents to local needs. I can point to two areas
where that has become a problem. One is in the Daman Endowment prOerty. On

that board, we tried to subdivide that property, sell parcels Of it or'grant
leases to people. The contracts and sales would have been used to grant
scholarships to the community college. Clarence Goodrich, through a bunch of

,,
hard work and expense of his own, flew to Fairbanks.on many occasion, trying
to get' that sub-division through our Rob.Rough down here. The net result was

a two year stall in the program. That's one situation where the response to

local needs was stalled. The other area concerns the central peninsula sp9xts
center. We have been working for three years to get to the legikature monies
to be used to put together a sports center to be used by all the people on the

peninsula. The original emphasit,was put forth by the Kenai Peninsula Hockey

Association. Last year we were granted $300,000 for preliminary' design and
engineering plans. The No. 1 location for that was our community college property.
The reason as that we felt there was mutual benefit to both the community and
the collegelrin dual use of that facility. After discussion of endowment prop-
erties and talking with people, our committee has chosen to move the facility

. to city ground becauseof the problems we would have in design, the granting
of leases and that sort of thing, thereby minimizing the dual use of that faility
with tie community college. I think it is a shame that we can't get more re- \

sponse for our regional needs down here. If there is anything left over we may

get some action down here. Most'of the monies are relegated, in particular the

operating budget,to the Anchorage and Fairbanks facilities.

I have to give Dr. Wilsey all kinds of credit for going out into the community

at large and canvassing people to find out whit their background is, so that he

can get some part-time instructors in here to be allowed to fulfill his pro-

grams I would like to see this community college become autonomous so that the

response to the community could be.made. I feel that, with the management of

the college system in Fairbanks and Anchorage, the response is delayed.
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Walt Ward:

.
.

am Walt Ward, Associate Superintendent 9f Schools in the Kenai Peninsula

Itrough School Distridt. Superintendent-Pomeroy and the Board of EducatiOn
would like to ha*ye been here to meet the panel; however, they are having their
state school board'meeting in Anchorage, so t fOund a little note on my desk
last n'ght'that I would be talking to you. First, I would like to mention the
coops tibn between the school district and the community college. We f;e1 we
have e of the best relationships of any place in the state. Last year we had
25 seniors picking-up-college credits while still in high school. This year
we have 12. The school district budgeted $12,000 for the community college to
offset the cost of seniors getting credits. We are interested in the .stuclents.
being able to have that opportunity, an area that we hope will grow' over the
years. In one of our recent publications out on a monthly basis entitled
"Your School", an arti.cle further points to what I was trying to say: we have
a number of what we call articulated programs or agreements between the dis-
trict and the community college. An example is the welding °program. The
college has some of their equipment in our facility; in so doing we are able to
offer a first class welding prograt and the college is too. When they get their
additional shops,- we will keep on working with them. Student§ come out cf our
metals program right into industry. The program which didn't get off the ground
this year, but hopefully will next year, is refrigtration. There is a need in
Alaska. Students coming out of there, if they so desire, can go to Mat Su
COmmunity College into that program. I am not only, working with this college
but statewide with other electronics programs. An, horAge counselors are work-
ing to find them the jobi 'that are available. One the problems in the state
is the counseling program, or the lack thereof. Every counselor that we have
has knowledge of all the programs offered to better guide the students.

As a member of the Policy' Advisory Committee, I have a number of concerns over
a number of years. One is that from the information that is available, it,
appears that this community collegeistthe third largest in the state which
indicated on this graph. Another is a master plan for construction. Just men-
tion the facility that kas lost here because of the amount of time it takes to
get something through the university system. We are just compl4ting additional
facilities. The administration, staff and Policy Advisory Committee have some
idea where buildings should go 15 yearsfrom now. We need some kind of master
plan to be developed, not on here but on the other raMpuses. AnOther,concern
we have in administration as well as in the policy committee is reaching all ..'-..t

.

the peop15,,,ID the borough. .

.

.

1 '. The Policy Advisory Council is concerned about community dolleges being estab-
lished 'with little or no/planning. The commission developed criteria and it
was set up. SOMe were - developed without iven looking at the plan. °rid of those
is now defunct after a year arid a half, now we are looking at.the'

e year in that same community. I had the opportunity to look at a six million
dollar plan for that area for the 13th-14th year. Looking at 45 staff members and
150 students anewith no on-going funding, dollars fox building out no opera-

,

tionaldpucke.' ey would have to go to the legislature year after year to fund
..

)-
(

0
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that operatio04. Again as a policy advisory member, we looked at 45 staff mem-

bers for 150 setdentsi'and to see what we arf tryihg to dok.in this facility and

it confuses us sometimes.

......, 4s a taxpayer I do have some concerns about a split from the university system
.r

'Fare
we *have another administration. Another hierarchy doesn't mean

are going to have abetter program. In tie event of a split,'we are going

to find the community colleges Vying for funding with the university. Probably

an increase in the bargaining units, meaning higher coat of operation.,. There

have been a number of w3lefor'making this split, one being to make a new hierarchy

for community colleges:- Another is making the 13th-14th year part of the school

districts. They have a(kch or more- than they can handle. mother is the

communiity colleges44oinCwith boroughs or political subdivisions. -The problem

there is that local schol districts would have another split wittr the borough

on funding, with politics getting involved, which might not necessarily improve

what we have now I am closer to being i4favor of the split than I was four

years ago. I haven't seen too much improvement over the funding patterna and the

things happening in the state. I have a paragraph here from another document

, that explains this and al Dean was talkingabout. In Alaska the ten

community collages are a of the University of Alaska system. Chief admin7

istrator for each community, college is titled president and reports to the

'chancellor df the community colleges, who in turn reports to the president of

the University of Alaska, who reports-to the Board of Regents. With all these

steps it gets,lost from the local unit, especially when it,comes to funding and

requests from policy advisory cdmittees. One of the ,wings we need to look "
at; I feel', is that postsecondary is somewhere going to prescribe a foreula for

fuXding based on head count enrollment. I'm not sure that's the answer, but it

should be looked into; going to take a lot of people working together to make

t, ' it wofk. / `'7

Tuition: I can't see .reducing tuition, reason being students are going outside

where tuition ouch`higher but they are still going. If a person puts some-

thing into sometni,g, he's)pore apt to ge/'something out of it. Getting more and

more-'freebees' an. -scion it doesn't mean too much, .,.

Q: Are you happy with the authority You have in the Policy Ad isory Council?

. 0

R: I am on four advisory committees. All of them. are frustrated. I think

we have good ideas, they go someplace and get a'lot lost and that is 'a concern

of all local policy advisory committees. Long willbetween here and the Board

Illi

. of Regents.
--
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I am Hazel Heath from Homer, member of the advisory council, also member of

the Homer advisory committee. 'I have lived in Alaska since 1943 and in Homer

since 1946. I feel I know the'aommunity and the Kenai Peninsula. /I was
mayor for eight years in Homer, enjoyed it,- and am still in business in Homer.

When we first started talkin§ about dividing the University of Alaska and
the community colleges I was all for it. Oh boy, if we could have our money
directly from the legislature to do what we wanted to do with without some-
body saying, "You're going to get it, but you're not going to gets. i 5 that

would be great. But the more I look at the system theogore I see s efhing

can be worked. out that will, be beneficial to the whole state.-, So I changing*

my mind, I think. If we can get better cooperation between th4,chanc llors
and the regents and the legislatur& so that when our budget is made up and the'

funding set, we get that money and know that we are going to get it, and
that it won't be taken away frourus for ,,some other college or ,for some other

purpose. I.coOld not agree mOre with the things That Walt has said. The
*Homer situation, the Outreach program thike has been going on for a long time,

and it leaves mudh to be desired because it isn't enough. I realize that when

the community college was put in the middle.of the borough, we did it because

we thought that people would be able to travel back and forth from all over.thiel

borough to classeS. It is just too far, especially in the winter time. If

you are talcinga concentrated class, it's too muct to drive back and forth

every day) so we ao need housing. I would like to stress that we need dormi-
tories and apartments, for peoplt who would come, not only for the people in

the borough, but for people all over the state w woliip be interested in our

petroleum courses and specialized courses that'th y can't get -anywhere else.

It would help us a great deal and help the students. Maybe they would want to

bring families if they are doing a concentrated thing. That takes time. In

Homer our coordinator works ten'hours a week, which isn't nearly enough; We

recently hired a new girl., She is finding that her time is being required

more and more and ten ho 'sn't enough, so we are hoping to get additional

funding td make her a fu ime person. She Ss being called upon to do some

teaching. She is a quali ed person and can do that. In talking with other

members of the council about what they think, they feel that some sort of

schedule. should be worked out right now. We have a good relationship with the

community and if we can furnish the.classes that thgy want we will keep them.

If not, they will drift away from,us again. I agx% with the lady about the

art classes, more different kinds areneeded.

The master plan'for our grounds, we ceftainly need that. Parking is not too

well thought out, need to concentrate on that. The 13 - 14 grades, not sure

about the villages, what can be handled there. If we gave them their own

local schools,:would it ,detract the same youngsters frail coloing to the com-

munity college, and that is what we should be concerned about. If those things

could be given here without too much tuition, they couldbe close to home,

home for week-ends. In the villages it may be a different thing. I can see

where it would give them'two more years at home, then go into a college.
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Hazel Heath:

Credits should be transferred quickly, so students would not have to wait for

months. Final credits are something that we have had problems -with because

of the connection between us and the university. That needs looking into.

21_ As an advisory member, do you think the powers should be exte9red?

R: I would like to see the chancellor more often. We have asked him to
---k

Sli

come down nd he is so busy tINt he just doesn't seem to be able to make it.

There shou be a better communication between the advisory council and the

chancellor himself. I know that Dr. Wilsey does all he can to carry on our

thoughts, but sometimes it-really helps to'talk face to face.

-E
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November 14, 1980

Darroll Humphrey:

My name is Da4oll Humphrey. I am then student body president at kPCC. I

am just going to present to you some areas that the stude think should,

be funded or,that we have roblems with. Parking, lockers, reation, class-
rooms,lab space, shop spin,71ab equipment, shop equipment and . This

is Friday, so the parking lot is fairly empty. We have a minimum unt of
space there and during peak hours it gets very overcrowded., It's not because
people are not car-pooling; atleast half of the students have, more than Once
during a semester. Paving and painting lines would help show them where to
park.

There is only a limited amount of recreation here. Students pay ten dollars
fog activity fees. We are using high schools and try to rent the Elks club
to hold college functions. Lockers: many classes"like arts and crafts, shop'
and lab classes, need lockers to hold supplies. Bus station size lockers
none there., Classrooms: the enrollment is increasing here every semester, so
classrooms ai'te_overcrowded. The classes themselves, even with pre-registration,
the classes get fAled.up too f t, get closed. I am taking the petroleum

classes. There is not enough n hey in the budget to open another section of
the class. at student has to wait so he takes-Mechanical Equipment II in-
stead of the class that was filled. Enrollment causes overcrowding in labs'

and shops., Petroleum industry keeps changing so much that lab equipment needs
updating to keep step with industry. Students are waiting in line to use

instruments, takes foreve to finish a project. Hazel mentioned dormitories.
I am in favor of them. The stimated cost to go to school here for a year -

$5400. For myself, $1400 of that goes for rent. Several students are living
in one house to cut down on rent, five of us, and driving back and forth.
If we had dorms witOin reasonable distance of schools, that would save a lot ,

pf money. They would be willing to pay a reasonable rent. There are a limited

number of epariments to rent.gnd they get filled up fast. In September, if

you don't get here early, you end up living ten miles out.

This is wvery good school for Alaska in many different arias, but I am speak-
ing mostly, as A petroleum student. Enrollment of full-time students is

increasing. I think a,separat2ion of powers would cut through the red tape,
help us readh' our goals, plan things out better, not have to rely on the univer-
sity so muchfor projects that they refuse. I am in favor of all community

colleges being governed by their own system. With these types of schools,
,during the last bpom we had the state was saying we want to hire Alaskans. The

oil companies were saying they are not qualified. But with schools like this,

we will be ready when the gas line goes through. I have been here going on

22 years. I really want a chance to'go to work in Alaska. Lots of these

students do and right now the oil industry is starting to pick up a little

more. Two -year students have been going outside to find other skills.

Q: Do yod have any feeling about tuition levels?

- m

R: I can go outside and goito school for close to the same amourit of money

,as I am going to community college for here. I haven't had any trouble tjett,i.ng
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Darroll Humphrey:

my money through loans and grants. I have known students with problems with

,checks in certain areas. There are people trying to make it on $],500 a

semester. I cannot understand. I don't mind paying for my education but I would

favor lowering it; nice if we could completely eliminate it. None is betteri

If the state can afftord it, I an all in favor of it. Kenai is an expensive

little town; The students .sPend most, of their money on rent, travel, bookS

and tuition.
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M'ary Richards:.

ArMy name is Mary Richards, a student at tCC and due to graduate in April
with a social science degree. My direction in speaking to you comes from the
fact.that community colleges are geared toward helping members of the community
in achieving goals. I came here without direction as to goals and was helped
by counselors and staff. Now I am going on to the four-year and later, a
master in education. There are a lot of people'in thi's community that got the
same advantages from the same available resources. Some classes'I would have
liked to take, but they-don't haves the faculty, such as philosophy and political
science. One of our degree programs in humanities doesn't have provisons for
that and I think it is &shame. I assume there is no money to hire the teachers.
If that is the case, why isn't the college given the funds? Is it not getting

enough support? I have heard that we are not getting the funds that we probably
should get.About the four-year college, it would be totally delightful if I
didn't have to uproot my family and move to a new environment. My age group

are the people with families and they would rather stay. Tuition? If the

state takes over the tuition does that mean the state would require more con-
trol? I am on a grant and I.don't necessarily feel the brunt,of school costs.
I do, but I am old-fashioned in that I feel if you don't pay for something it's
no good. Maybe that money could go for rent and food, but we should know that
there are some things,_that if we want them we should have to put out &little
to get them.

J
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Paul Flischer:
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I am Paul.,,Fischer, small businesiman by choice, educator by profeSsiOn, acting .'

president of the Kenai Borough Assembly.. -It's kind of ate, but I would like

to welcome the committee to the borou§h. When yoU run for re-election, as

you all know, you really get a chance to meet the people and find out what

they are thinking. I just*ran and on of th items I wanted to talk to the

people about the community college is s fn
)ot

ure. It seems there is a very -,

strong support throughout the borough or local control of the community college.'

Feeling that there is an absentee board of directors and the people here don't

get their needs satisfied under the present system, guess they fsel they are

not getting a fair shake. Ithink if the state legislature woylA allpw a /

referendum to mote whether or not local autonomy should be aethe community

college level, I think you would find 80% to 90% in fay of it. ,We came up

an 1969 and I became affiliated a Attie bit with the college. I 'did teach a

graduate course to teachers. Not much going on, only during the last four to

five years have I really seen the college the way I think it should be.

The community college, people ha4 ',high regard for it. Question of four-

year vs some other, I would go wit the four-year college.\ How it would operate,

whether elected board or that, =Ala be settled. I read whgre Anchorage needs

100 million dollars to bring their college ip to Imre it should be., I don't

object to ti;e 100 million, but I think you should pro-rate it out. Maybe we

14are entitled to 5% of that, for this area. This is where the people get up-

tigpt. , They see the funds being spent and not much funneled down to us. Ten

to twelve years ago the financing of the state came from this area and there is

resentment that we did not get our fair share back. Now the emphasis is going

toward the slope and other areas. All we are asking for is a fair shake and to

see the College independent of the university. One way, it might work is with

a foundation-type unit, depending on how many students, how much dbney you get,

no matter were.
d

Q: Local control? Or

R: I would be opposed-to advisory committee control. My choice would be a

governing board. An example; in,Maryland they have s county community college

run by a local board, but the funds do still come from the state. I think

the advisory board has their thumb on it, but when they make a recommendation

it is not carried out. Third way could be a central board somewhere, independeht

of the main university.

QC Do you want to say,anything about tuition? Transferring credits, 13 - 14

years?

R: Tuition - the lower the better. The community college was best for the

young man right out of high school when communit college just started. One

transferred credits oiatside and finished there 3-1/2 years. If you offered

a fourWear, I would encourage my sons. The p oblem with.a two-year, many

times, is the labeling of the courses and the transferability. Mike was fortunate.

-4\
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I would like to1see 511 my ch.ildren'stay here; and they would if we could get
the four-year. Two yea's is.the uncertainty of what you can do with-it. All

.colleges don't recognize our system of credit'. A think we need some tuition
' like some colleges do, reducing-the rates as the student progresses. If we

have three children going to`thQ same college, the third one is free. It's

hard to gLt that third one there,

About separation, I don't think you can shore-7\1p the present, so that it will
be equitable for everybody. There will always be that competition. We are
too spread out fOr one body to govern.

If you don't mind going back to :74 - '75, we happened to be n the. .ower 48

for a year, when we were allocated two to three minutes on adio or television.
When the conversation started on Alaska, it would be on tha for the whole

program. People are interested. They don't understand wha we have and what

we are. When we came back, we thought the best thing we cou d do was get a
program going in the university which would bring teachers, at their own ex-
pense, from the lower 48, spend five or six weeks, take some courses on Alaska,
then go back home and talk about it. Trying to get that program going, I went
back and forth to Anchorage and Fairbanks at-my own expense. Finally got it

going, but because the board isn't localized it keeps you running around.
(20 selected from 100 applicantS)

/ r
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Ginger Steffy:
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I am Ging'Or Ste fay, chairman of the natural science and math departmenes

here at KPCC. have a statement from a teacher who is in the hospital.

He asked me to ead it to ybu. Testimony by/John Wilkerson, instructor,

petroleum technology, KPCC and second vice-president, Alaska Community College

Federation of Teachers 404.

Ladies and gentlemen of the committee. e 'should consider where our community

college syst has been and the objectives and goals it wished to accomplish.

If it is four that the status quo should'be maintained; an o tjective for the

improvement f that status quo must be considered- Nqt to consider improvement

would place us in the category of ancient history. On the other hand, if changes

must be made they must be made, not from the standpoint of individual thought, 7

but more of a Collective benefit by all concerned to benefit all those whose

futures most assuredly are at stake by our decisions. Ityould appear to most of

us-that some changers, are definitely in order or,.as in any organization, we-"will

gilt and crumble on our own stagnant thoughts. I think now as one who has had a

direct hand in the creation o this campus since its conception. During the past

eleven'years I have witnesse changes, many of which were made for improv-

ing the system.

There has been talk of breaking away from the university, becoming our own

singular'college, standing on our own two feet. To me, this idea is wrong.

It would only add to an already over-competitive effort to obtain funds. Under

no circumstance should we let the college come under the rule of local board

control nor let it be associated with school boards. To do st would be to make

it a 13-14 structure under which the basis for academic freedom so cherished by

colleges would be threatened. The Department of Education at state level must

not be al.owed to enter the picture. It would only' serve to'create a structure

of political baclerscratching and -not be compatible with the type of education

we want. What then can we do? Perhaps the answer is to create a complete new

Board of Regents, appointed directly by the governor, with the choosing of this

board of directors tied directly to the local colleges service. By this, each

campus would be equally represented andla basis of formula funding could

established.-- There should be little if any additional administrative

involved, merely be transferred to the new structure. By doing thig the com-

petition for funds for the cipmmunity with the senior college would-be eliminated,

and perhaps the budgets forlthe-local community colleges would4once more be

intact. This second alternative to the already existing operation should be

considered only if a split between the two organizations is definitely needed:

As to other areas of 'concern, we in Kenai have been short of space, money,

equipment & faculty since the day we opened our door. Perhaps some of that

will be eliminated' with the 5.6 million bond funding just approved.( As to class

offerings, in most courses we havfi continued to build.on our energy programs

and the petroleum extension programs just now getting under way. .Finally, we

must address the needs of those who we serve first and most, for withoUt them
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there would ber-nt need ebr any of this. The students of this -institution are
'in need of two major facilities; one for recreation, the other for housing.
licm.tO overcome the latter is a prbblem we have disdussed, but it most be met
soon with answers in order to produce students who will be proud of this col-
lege 40 who will be the builders of this new society that we here in Alaska
are working so hard to create. I leave you with these thoughts. Weigh all ,

suggestions and give all these ideas just consideration. Do not attempt to
solve the esent apparent misdirection with abrupt decisions, and in the end

9
know that y u did well by your decisions and, in fact, became a part of remem-
bered hi ory of the last frontier of these United States. Thank you very much.

John Wilkerson

,Comment byG4wer Steffy: I have two points. One in respect to grades 13-
14, I think that would be the wrong direction for us to go a this time.
Eliminating community colleges is an injustice to students, a greater degree
of problem with credit transferring if the student should decide to go outside
for a four-year college, cause more problems rather than solving them. On the
subject of transferilility - I find it difficult to understand students taking
courses at any community, college who cannot have a math course as 105 ccepted
when transferring to the university. Yet the community colleges are p t of
the university-system. I am not saying that all the problems exis) wi h the
university itself, sometimes the community offers something else 'List calling
it Math 105. I don't see the reason,for that disparity among the community'
colleges. The need is for more coordination between the coMmunity colleges and
the university as to standards for courses. I don't think breaking the com-
munity colleges into separate units will solve the problem. I would like to
see a separate community co.i,lege divison with their governing board allow-
ing the local colleges to have more input into program e pment, design their
own budgets, but working within someicentral framework rather than separate
colleges on their own. I favor community colleges as a separate unit away from
the university as long as we would not jeopardize the monies received and 4,11..e
transferability of credits to the eniversity.
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Darrell McCart:

My name is Darrell McCart, I am (the community-tool's coordinator in the

Soldotna area. I think the colle is filling theq,, need in the community.

We are cooperating very clOsely in 1 entifying needs withip the community

and designing programs to Meet those needs. I, operate on a mare basic scale,

basic courses. If they want to go on, they can come out here 4nd get into

the intensive classes.
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I would like to address three questions very briefly from my own personal
standpoint, based on experiencelin other places as well as here. The matter
of local control, the second matte?is a foundation of formula funding and,
thirdly, Outreach programs I find that I can't say very much that hasn't
already been said. I will also respond to the nice questions you ask every-
body. Themission of a community college is to satisfy the educational needs
at a higher level than the public schools can in a community. Thipte is no

such thing as a community college in this state because you don't have any
local community control. You have community-oriented colleges that are doing
their jobs well, but you won't have a true community college until you have
true local control, when you have a board or a governing group that is chosen
by the community and answers only to the community. The Policy Advisory
Council powers, in my mind, are far weaker than they should be. The word
'advisory' is ill-advised because they shouldn't be advisory. They should be
policy making-councils, and I hope we have tried to make our policy council
act as policy makers here. There have beemtimes when it looked otherwise,
but the actually have to decide on policy. Another thing that you have to
have in a true community college, for my money, is input from tax dollars, not
from gifts like we get from the schools, but from basic levies-against the

incomencome of the community. Until then the community college is a thing *part,
something that sits on the outside. The choice of programs is not necessarily
in the hands of the community. We have an excellent program of petfoleum
technology that we are very proud of. It's known all over the state and the
world, but it is not a local program. We run it for the state. But'in doing
that, if we are not careful, we are apt to shortcut some of the local needs.
Speaking of housing, last year we took a poll. We found that 140 students had
to have housing when they came here. It had to be found for them, with no
,little help of the counselors themselves. We had 205 -fulr:time students last
year, 235 this year, so there must be at least 150 who need housing we can't
afford. They have to find some other place. Let me say this. It would be

et quite possible to have local control. The boards now are coordinating, report-
ing boards to make sure that people do not grossly violate whatever the policies
and laws of the state happen to be, but we have to have flexibility here."Te
the fishing industry says we have to have a course on, say, small launches,
when needed, Monday morhing at eight o'clock, we have to be able to say we will
have an instructor and find space'that day bedause it might be that a new law
goes into effect on Tuesday. This is the kind of control you need if you are
indeed a community college that reacts-to.the needs of the community. I think

the advisory council should become a board of governors. I think it should

be elected or selected frpt the community'by people other than university
people. There should bd allowances for tax input, there must be flexibility
and I think you would get it frami autonomy - first short sermon.

Q: Would xiopy elaborate on'local control under the present system?

R: Sure, if a Board of Regents becomes a 'super board' and not indeed, a

board of the university, meaning the university branches; if it becomes a

14
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policy - making board, it could,serve.ms an umbrella under which you could work.
It is possible, but we will need a board for community colleges with a 'super
board' above it. The community colleges are not well represented on the Board
of Regents. If a community college can be flexible enough to offer courses, a
system can be flexible enough to operate with a top governing board under any
name. To produce 62% credit hours with 25.9% of the money in this state just
doesn't make good sense.

This the the first time we have heard anyone say anything about the local
community supporting the community colleges. I came from Oregon where that
was the system. I am wondering how that would work in Alaska at the present
time, where we seem to be doing away with as many taxes as possible. How
would the local communities react to having to pick up that tab?

R: Let's look at some of the unorganized boroughs where they have no taxes..
There would have to be some kind of an allowance just as there is on the REAA's
(Rural Education Attendance Areas), to make up the difference some other way.
If there aren't taxes, you have to be careful that you,don't reduce everyone to
the lowest possible denominator. You have to give it a:chance for a community
to watch it until it is able to go ahead and do more. Otherwise, let the state
give every penny of the dollar here and get themselves -a few principals-at the

school, one tral authority and let it go at that.

Let's talk about the foundation for formula funding - this is one that Dr.
Romesburg knows from long association with me that is dear to my heart. The

first thing you should say is it is not a panacea. He who gets more money caA

get less at the same time. The problem is there is no systematic way to dis-
tribute budget money under the university system in Alaska. A formula for fund-
ing could be made out so as to establish at least a base upon which you cbuld
base the operations of your college. That's the idea of formula funding, would

be the same if you were in Kuskokwim, 'Nome, Ketchikan, Anchorage.or here. It's

a matter of putting together what you look at as an equitable distribution, done

in a mathematical way. It is not a purely objective process: There is a lot

of selection based on subjective thinking, how well you fare with your politi-
cians, how well you fare with the central authorities or whomever., To establish
this base, which will also. have to be followed by having discretionary money,
would say tous next year, if we had 1500 students, we are at least assured
of getting so much. If less students, less money. But it does not say, if we

next year have 1500 students we will have the equivalent of?$2,000 in adjusted
money according to Anchorage levels, which is a base for the state. The other

guy with 1500 students will get one million dollars,in adjusted monies. That

').is where the problem is,because all the people should be looking for is equity

between and among the different areas. I'd° not feel this equity is present.

It is a matter of political clout. Often, ife.have had to go-directly to the

legislature. We had 400 4nd some full-timOtudents, 1500 people enrolled for
one thing or another duffing the semester and we had- two adbinistrators. There

is no such thing is leadership, creative imagination, because of being so busy
uhlooking doors and locking them back up.

13^
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I asked the members of the national commission on small rural community colleges
4

in the United States under the American Association of community and junior
Colleges how many adMinistrators they had. We are far from being the smallest
community college in a state in the United States. There are hundreds smaller
than the Kenai Peninsula. All you have to do is go to the records. Even the

smaller ones would have about eight administrators they thought were very neces-
sary to administef their programs. We could have f011owed the pattern if,
indeed, we were able to hire eight administrators. I feel the students suffered.
People'involved suffered. It was impossible to introduce or initiate any new
activities because we had to actually dr*aw in ogr horns. We gave more portions
in the same number of programs. This year is the first ti in sixor seven
years that a new program is being brought up. That's skiame to haveto say
something like that. If you have a program that I see as vital, ou have to
allow for high priced and low priced programs. Then you look a a program in
petroleum technology, worth about a million dollars in equipmen , put together
by all the people. You shouldn't have as many people 'n a class oom, e ip-

ment is expensive if broken - so you have to allow for high and lo' ed

programs. The state has different ways of adjusting money so that it corres--
ponds with other areas in the state. Our union members receive 10.5% more than
the AnChorage people clue to the cost, of living adjustment, and I think that is

4 fait. Margo akI get 6.15%, more, quite different for administrators. There is

more than one-set data that would take care of'the differentials between areas.
I see it perhaps simplistically because there are-politics behind this like mad.
He who has a lot of money doesn't like to'give it_up easily. Also power, I see

A it as sitting down and using area differentials that are already there, looking
at arbitrary differences in,high, medium and low priced programs and the cost
of administration coming out with some kind,of a mathematical, logical approach
to an equitable distribution of funding.
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_Boanie Heimbuck:
1w

I'm a math teacher here at the college. I worked for the universityesince 1967,

Anchorage two years. I fee_like both sides of the fence. I am going to speak

about three thIngs. f watched ACC grow from'a very pall school. I started

taking classes in 1956. When I'was raising children, I took lots of classes. (

We had a total night school even when I went to work for ACC and no buildings of

our-own. was under the naive attitude that'it would grow into a .four,year

school. When I foundthere Was a conflict between the university and the ,com-

munity college I Started to ask, where Ido I belong? i'was very happy at ACC.

When the union came in I left, went out, finished my doctorate-and came back.

I listened to ACC teachers say the'university was putting us down. Then I went

over to the University of Alaska'and heard about how bad ACC was. 'this dollege,

seemed like ACC when it started with one exception. was a daytime school and

had full-time students. 'It seemed a high school, so I couldn't see why the univ-

ersity would complain about the students: I have listened to conflict ab

zooNigpality, transfer of credits to the university, saying the students w not

ready to come into our classes. But I taught both places, same subject both

places, beginning algebra and calcUlus. I am 1pg the same teaching whether I

am on one side or the other, b for some reason, -after I my Ph..C. ACC people

said I was no longer a good t cher. Not responsive to t . I did not

change, so it Was.in teacher erception. I think there ne :to be ahange be-

e community. college, but I don't think 4t nee to be

a separa . I think'it needs to be in the attitude the regents nave toward

the po itio s of these two schools-and toward how they approach funding, two dif-

fer schools. We need competitive programs. The regents reserve a,particular

progt for.a particular school. I think that is wrong In the School das-

trict, if you have no c'otpetition it leads to mediocrity. If you have competing

progeams t
you have
the Unive
program is

-31-

tween the university and

Tairb

en each school has to work harder to try to atthact the students. If

captive program, well, the'conflict that As been going on between

ity of Anchorage and the University of Fairbanks in the engineering

an example. The regents have practically Mandated th' to stay in

If the students don't-want to go to Fairbanks, the eir option is

o ide. The same thing happens emen at the community co lege level. I

eally sold.on fisherie . I see no reason in the world why we don't have an

tending fisheries prog id Kenai. This is the ideal place to have it as

to
i

*nun
out
the creek adjoins university ands. We could have a a.eaching hatchA.Y. There

are all kinds of fishermen who work out bf this area,)mithese programs are be-.

ing reserved for.Juneau'and Kodiak. If the people of the Cbmmunity want to get in ,

a ,fisheries program they are supposed to go there, yet they are,trying to serve .

ebri
he immediate, area. This gi es false security.to programs going on ,in Juneau.

Just because you'have fun does not improve the program. The class, in TY'

opinion,:is only as good as the teacher wants to make_it. Twviall schools

under one umbrella would be better.,

el, ! .

. ,-

One thing i have seen \in ten years of teaching is.the difficulty the native

.students,haVe in bming\to school. In Anchorage I waa.partiCulaLy assigned

native etudents to my math classes, because I was supposed to be soft-hearted.

I
. ,.

.4)ve had total classes of BIA students that have come in. frqm villages.

40
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Bonnie Heimbuck:
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4

.

,

The big city was the wronglplace to send them. I would like to see those students
come to a small school like Kenai, but I want to see dorms. They were the kiig-

gest drop-out group, but here the season is transportation. We are really
depriving students that Would profit bypiving within walking distance. Maybe
not dorms, but-efficiency apartments and a cafeteria where .especially those on
scholarships could buy a punch meal ticket. The apartments osuld be rented in
the.summer to other than the stildents'if we did not run a summer program. But

I thinkwe could have a fantastic summer program right here. We could have, if
we are all under the same umbrella,-university teachers come in and teach soRe
kind of graduate classe. With the student dorms or avrtments filled in the
summer, they would save money.

('Q: How do you propose to change the attitude of the regents since you do not
propose a split?

R: It has to be madated,frim the legislature, the government level, whatever,
whoever is'higher than the regents. As a legislative cbmmittee surely you have

some. input as to whatthe Board of Regents does. I don't believe their attitude
reflects what the people of the state want; therefore, they need to.be directed
to change their attitude,. Community colleges are just as viable, they are serv-

ing. If the purpose of regents is to preserve a campus, or program, I understand
that a university is there to do research as well as students, but this state
views the college as an educational institution for students,and I don't think 1,1

the regents reflect that in theix' actions. Not these regents in particular, but
the whole/I have watched for 30 years en Alaska, so they have to listen to

somebody.

There is room for two engineering programs in 'this state if we kept the kids

that go outside. The ones who went out obviously didn't want to go to Fairbanks;

I believe they would go to Anchorage. A fisheries program in Kenai would

attract many who don't want to go elsewhere.

No problem with tuition. The real problem is' ransferability of credits. I saw

the conflict in Anchorage as basically personal rather, than on the basis of

what was in the courses. That is unfortunate. It happened at ACC in two ways.

We decided that University of Alaska was not ;caching the students and we wanted
to teScri the same subject matter, so we just lowered the number of the course

and taught it at the sophomore level?, The University'of Alaska Said hey didn't

like the quality that was co g outof ACC so they started teachin the course,

but t,lhere really was no diffe nce, merely conflict between,teachers. There are

poor'tVachers,at both places as well as outstanding teachers. At either place

you get better education if you have a better teacher.
we

Are we making progress? Yes, I thinkwe are progressing. Yes,, more

tents are staying, ncit going outside. KPCC has no union grievances filed

ainst it. Conflicts are being handled in-house.

13S
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Florence Collin',

I am not a teacher. I'm a student out here. I think we have a nice college.

There is a lot of interest in the college and what goes on out here. I would

like to see as many progral, as possible dong'to reflect the needs of the com-

munity. I work part-time at the book store in Kenai and it's amazing the number

of people requesting books for something at thedollege, or they are interested

in something that is going to be offered here. Lots of bUsiness related to the

college. Our daughter sent here and got her AA, then transferred outside be-

cause they had r'better!library science program. She thoroughly enjoyed her

classes here: We have. lived in five states and I don't know how many towns,

and ]think thiS is one ofthe neatest schools I leave ever seen. I was raised

in a college town. I have only praise for the faculty and president. Any,

thing you can do to reach all ages, with a well-rounded program that deals with

needs of the community.. Eireryone is very proud. We get obncrious when people

don't pay attention to what we think about our college. If you can't get the

regents to do it any other way, let's elect them.

21_ Did your daughter have trouble transferring?

R: Not She had all she needed,/ Everything was accepted all down the line.

gr-

CD
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Debbie Clark:
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My name is Debbie Clark and I am a counselor di the community college. From
the student sery e aspect, oue institution has made significant prOgress over
the past few ye s. 'This, I ,pelieve, is due to the sincere caring effort on
the part of our faculty administration of the college and due to the support of
our community and our licy Advisory Board. In my mind, the students are at
the heart of this institution. Without them all of us would need to go out to

the streets and find jobs. The students are the ones who experience the da to

day fUnctions df our college. My-.frustration in serving these students comes

when'trying to help them f n in the maze of confusion!surrounding the re-
lationship between the Univer icy of Alaska and the community college system.
The multitude of paperwork generated in duplidation of application in activities -

to many students is an t ational barrier that they just cannot handle. Any-

thing thatcan be done 'mplify the system and Mike life easier for my students

will make me ,happier. r feel-that money and support should go to the programs
that are truly serving our Alaska students and I believe that that kind of thing
is happening at our community'college. I would like to share with you that I
was a counselor outside prior to coming here. I spent four years in a liberal-

ized college in Idaho. We would come to Alaska and recruit students, trying to
take away the finest of them..''.:Itwas a good school and they were ready to go
because they didn't feel the university had much to offer them, meaning the

Of416 whole system. I felt that there must be something here'to offer those students.
I felt the state was doing a poor jab in It higher education progiams. Now on

this'-side of the fence, I encourage them to stay, that the community college has

much to offer. If you have any influence, we could certainly use a statewide
campaS$n.

I agree that we need dorms or something. Efficiency apartments would be an excel:

lent i a. It iS dinicult for many of my students to get here. Another proble

for many Alask4.studeht., is fi4lancial aid, and seeing Mr. Romseburg here is gr
Student,, loans have"been,one dfithe finest things that ever happened to studen

in 41aska. . This year it has functioned more smoothly than in the past, even

with running out of money. 'The counselors knew, and we were able to...tell our

dptudents there was hope. We are bogged down with the bureaucratic functions

when my students apply for did. It's a maze and-some are just now receiving

checks for fall.: They go to Anchorage for checking off by university financial
aed people before coming here: At-least a two'week delay. I can understand the

reason for that, butwhen / am /Sitting here with a student who doesn't have gas

money to get to schdol or is'faw on groceries, it's difficult to tell him that
it's. the procedure. When I say kids, they 'are not kids, some are 35 - 40. Any-

thinq you can do &o make it more simple, I would appreciate it.

.t

I

211_ Will y u comment on tuition?

R: I have a difference in my
be nice is that'students should
suwort themselves in college.
just anyone can'come in and out

L..,need thlt help and I would like

ft
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philosophical background and whatI think would
be responsible for earning some of the money to
I would not want to see them drop tuition, where

free of charge.' However,, there are'students that

to see more money going into financial ai4 programs.
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Debbie Clark:

Room and board is a primalgy expense here. The standard budget we use in the

university, system, that we turn in to Anchorage, and thht all student financial

aid is based on, is a reasonable budget and it's also pretty lean. If you take

$300 per moth for rent and apply that times the nine months you are here,

calculate your board ligure and then try to use what the extension servioe puts

out, well. Books we estimateat.$250 a semester. Books are astronomical, hor-

rible; we are trying to get some sort of student 'buy back' program. Tuition

is $205 a semester, books are'$250 a seipster. and $E,75 for transportation if a

student lives at h me. I have, in the Fast, had slope horrendous problems. . It's

getting better. I think Chancellor O'Rourke is doing an excellent job.at the

community college, level, trying to work out some of these problems.

141
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I am the coordinator of the statewide petztleum education program. I am going
to put my remarks together on the basis of benefit to the s1 dents. We are
talking about potential modification of the adminstrative structure of the
community college system bearing on the university and the department of educa-
tion as a whple. 'I don't happen to feel that the administrative structure, with
flow sheets, etc., has a whole lot to do with how the administration works.
I have to,feel that the good you getout of an organization comes from the people
that are in it no matter what therorganizational structure, is people who are
dedicated to a c moron good cause, working together for that common cause, with
other interest that any system we put together will work. We seem to have the
feeling for ommunity college autonomkrising and falling on the basis of what
management s uctures are in place,.and:I have is say that since having taught
my first class re in 1969,things have been improving. I would give a good
portion of credit for that to people like Chancellor Pat O'Rourke, who is always
open, always supportive of what we are trying to do, in the constraints of his
office. I would be happier with a dictatorship based on someone that I could
trust than democracy where people's aims were not completely on concert with
their goals. Whatever changes are recommended in the structure itself, it's
on1y based on the quality of people we putein them: I have to go against the
present social science philosophy right.now and say that we might have to recog-
nize the fact that people are not equal, competent. Some peopLe perform better
than others. In A particular situation I have heard some talk about potential
reorganizatioxal structure, grades 13 and°14, which would involve an administra-
tive change more to the community college concept, to the department of education
sort of thing. That's about the worst thing that could happen to our local unit
here, no reflection on school district community college personnel, department
of education or anyone. Runninernto problems on the transferability of credits,
adding another division to that dOes mot seem to me to serve the student needs
at all,

About the local community college here - I think we have one of the best in the
state, the finest le. The dedication to students is surprising to people
who come to this us. I want to add my support for student dorms. Also, we
have an advisory council that would be the envy of a lot of schoolsliad'extremely
good local effort from the community in supporting this college angl helping us
with some difficult decisions. The Board of Regents is not reprekentative of
this area. Whether or not a separate board needs to be convened for community
colleges per se, that appears to have spme attractive aspects'so long as cooper-
ation is maintained between the units so that oyr students who are increasingly
taking credits outside don't get shortchanged in the process. I would like to
see advisory councils have the authority to advise, to approve. There is always
the potential that you will come up with an advisory board that is not as '

dedicated as the one we presently have. ;here probably should be sow checks
and balances'in order to test that situation. Finally, tuition of $400 a year,
can it $450 with activity- fees, is probably not a great prohibitive factor in
the bulk of students attending college. However., in some needy situations it is

the difference between being able to attend or flat. The campus president has a `
certain number of tuition waivers that can be issued. I would like to see that
discretionary money increased somewhat in proportion to the economic health of
the surrounding area
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Chris Lang:

My name is Chris 'Lang. I am the community college Outreach coordinator in Homer.

I am fairly new to the job, so I don't have the complete background you people
have as to how things came to be this way. The Homer population is fairly well

educated.' They are into continuing education along life-long lines. There is

a need for people qualified to teach classes here. It's been a problem for years.

My advisory conmittee has been requesting a budget expansion so we can meet those

needs more adequately for adults who need to go back for re-training, high school

students who would prefer to stay in their home towns and get an associate of arts

degree before they went off to a fully accredited university. To say that it's

41y two hours to Kenai so they could be students here and still live at home

isn't practical. When ytu consider trying to maintain any kind of family re-
lationship or maintain any kind of working relationship, commuting doesn't make

it. I am here to ask for an expanded budget so we can offer more-classes in

Homer. Also, probably in Jude making the coordinator position full time. I

have a problem with cancellation of a class all set up with students signed up.

We.don't know why and it doesn't make for good, community relations. We need an

independent budget that we could count on. We would like to be able to offer

upper division classes, but that would have to he wo5ed out with the university.

There are people who would be interested.

143
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Bob Orem)

I guess she touched on just about everything,
to course offerings; and upper division class
year program, I. guess they couldn't offer tho
industry people, would like it to become a four-year school. Students in that

program are planning on going out and continuing at a four-year school.

-38;

the community college as related
es. Unless it becomes a four-
se. Lots of peoples including oil

There is no beildfit t6 the 13-14 year. I don't think it would work with the

higher education of community colleges alyady offered. Dorms are a good idea

if reasonably priced and not on contract.

4

4
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Eugene Collins:

My nape is Eugene Collins, wearing three hats. Parent, businessman represent-

ing Homer Electric Company, and representing Kenai Chamber of Commerce. I

would like to enter a letter as part of .my testimony:

TO Whom It May Cancern: -

I know John G. Wilsey, Ph.D., to 1N a man of impeccable

character and integrity. A man that is devoted to his family,

church, community and vocation. Dr. Wilsey not only works for

Kanai Community College, it is his life.

Under his leadership and direction KPCC has grown in
.numbers, quality, stature and respect within the community.
With more support and funding his leadership will carry KPCC

to even greater heights.

Signed,

Eugene R. Collins, District Manager
Homer Electric Association, Inc.

7

As a parent r have a daughter who completed two years here, which was part of

the thing that got her on the right track. Silt t"Lar.sferred tc the Uni7ersity

of Nevada at Las Vegas with every credit transferred, no problem. She has a

job in the library at tfie college and a_lot of credit goes to this community

college here. My wife is in the process of completing her AA this May.

At Homer Electric Assn., we have employees from time to time that need to improve

a particular job skill. It's real nice to say, you go and make a passing grade

and we'will pick up the tab. Several are in process now.

As a member of Kenai Chamber of Commerce: We feel it is a real asset when we

are trying, to attract business. We need local autonomy separate'from the

university and made into a four-year school independently funded. This is the

ideal, but, we might settle for less. No; we deserve that.
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My namekis Elizalsceh Taeschner, twenty-three-year resident, prioY resident of
Halibut Cove. We need an autonomous community college, preferably a four-
year college. My position it health,services coordinator for Kenai Peninsula;
Borough School District and my vested interest is going to come forth in my
,first semark and that is, I am responsible for coordinating a prbgram for
registered nurses working in our school district. Many of these gals would like
to take courses, not only for their.Own professional enlightenment, but because
'now, with the emphasis on continuing education and this being tied in, in so
many states, to licensure, we need to have this kwd of thing available. We

have had an ongoing problem 14;th the University 6.1\A1A'ska School of Nursing,
trying to get courses down *ere on the peninsula where they can attend without
losing time from work. Getting certification from the'university is

posSible.

--14E
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I'm Wade Jakinsky, formerly a member of postsecondary education commission.
At the present time I am a teacher who has responsibility for the libary at
Ninilchik and other things. I am interested in seeing this local college be-
come a four-year college. We have the potential and this is the time to go.
We have had more, from the southern part of 'the pe90masula than we have ever had
before and a great deal of interest is being shown in programs. I feel that a
good academic program should be the basis for the college here. They have gone
into special and particular fields in many areas, but if we can have abasic
educational program for students to begin a program until we can become a four-
year coltege, get into a good academic two-year program, then follow right on
through with up to a four-year program. It will be a great benefit to the whole
student body not to confine it to graduates from high school, because we-have
a number of teachers in the district who are always needing to re-certify. I

just came from a librarians' meeting where we were wondering just what kind of
course we could get now to help us, sot just to re-certify, but for more skills.
We need to talk about it, but I don't know how the budget is. It's better than

before, I hope. I think it would help a great deal-if we had stronger control
locally.

Q: How do you envision a four-year college operating?

R: Independently as possible from the university system. In the oast, the

university system was jealous. I think this state is in a position to have
colleges which would not necessarily be under the university. Would like to

see some thought given to that, state colleges for instance.

Would you discuss tuition and transfer of credits? ir

R: I think that any credits should be transferable and standards should be
set that they are the'same Most people are afraid of the 13-14 concept for
fear that it won't be college level, particularly if the aim is t1 a four-year
college. Tuition should be on a par with other universities. If a four-year

is not possible, then I would like to see the community colleges sepatated as
much as plossible from the university. I have seen the jealousy happen in

Fairbanks, Juneau and Anchorage with four-year programs. They want as much as

they can get, so the budget does not, seem to come out even. I think the people

can determine what they would like to put the money into better with separation.
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Justin Maily:

I

My name is Justin Maily. I have been around this area a little while, settled
in Seldovia in 1941. TheVostsecondary commission was here a few years ago.
Anyway, I was one of the few individuals that said the community colleges should
break away from the University of Alaska. It wasn't too. popular. The feeling

seems to have changed now. We feel the community colleges should be separated
from the university and build toward a four-year college . A student should be

able to leave here and start in any four-year university in the state with
credits accepted. I feel the institution here would always remain 'a stepchild
if it remains with the university control. I could visualize where the post-
secondary commission would replace the Board of Regents, separately funded, if
not totally independent. I think that in the financial condition the state is
in that they should give a break to the young people as far as tuition is con-
cerned, everywhere, including the university.
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Don Gilman:

My name is Don Gilman. I am an ex-mayor. I am going to speak today as an ex-

educator interested in adult education and voc/tech education. I had the

privilege of starting the Alaska Skill Center in the spring of 1969. It was a

very special program for the old Manpower and Training Act, and while it was a

specific course, it was spread into two programs. Between the two parts of the

program, Governor Miller announced that the. Alaska Skill Center was going to be

established in Seward, so one phase led to the other. I had been an administrator

of the school district. I spent some time as an ex-Jofficio member of the advisory
board for the community college trying to articulate some programs between the
skill center and the community college. It has been my feeling even before I

got involved with the vocational programs that the community college system

needed to be split from the University of. Alaska Board of Regents, a definite
case where bigger is not necessarily better. The local community does not have

direction of the community college. No offense to the advi,eory board at all.

They have tried very hard to put into action what they'feer-the people in the

community would like to see in the local system, covering many square miles,

and they do try to meet the needs of Seward and Homer as well as the central

peninsula area.
4

Ten years ago, this community college was a hole in the wall beside the principal's

office of Kenai Central High School. I can remember the elation when 50 students

were enrolled in programs earning credits. There was nodecline in school popu-

lation as reported now. The colleges in Oregon had a complete separate system

and succeeded way beyond our imaginations.

The immediate need is for a full-time equivalency system. There is no incentive

for this community college to expandthe programs, to work with the yOungsters

within our own school system, to try to deteriine what they would like, if they

wanted to stay home or what, because the funding is on some 5%-8%. You would

probably have to have some cost of living adjustment for wherever in the state,

but there has to be that incentive to provide educational programs for people in

the community. I have to commend the personnel of KPCC because I rn't know that

they have ever turned awaya kid.

2a_ What is the relationship between the skill centers and the community

colleges?

R:. The skill center is a concept of on-the-job training, eight hours a day

type training, but there is no reason why the two of them cannot work in concert.,

The skill center is entry level in those areas where6'we in this state have a

need for employment. The community colleges are somewhat different, but no

reason whxmlOey cannot be transferable, maybe not in credit terms. That would be

difficultT510ay, you have spent xx number of months in a skill center, so we

are going to give you tpn credits', maybe some p credits or some testing should

go on to determine the actual skill level. You wi 1 have to define skill centers

as opposed torcommunity colleges. Talking of vocati naltechnical terms, I.

don't see that they would have to duplicate. When w were doing an analysis
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Don Gilman:

ten or eleven years ago, as a requirement of the Manpower Training Act, there
was one ingredient that had to be present at that time and that was residential
housing to serve the needs of the state of Alaska. We found in the vocational
programs that there was a segment of people who continued to be opposed to
Manpower Development Training. The "reason had nothing to do with the training
or the ability of students, but had to do with the housing, a place to sleep and
eat without having to go 20 miles. No school can'be everything to everybddy.
It would be a mistake to duplicate the petroleum program in four different places,

-.yet how does a kid from another' community get herd to take that kind of training?

Housing is one of the answers. I don't think there will be duplication ofthe
Seward Skill Center because of the hundreds of thousands of dollars invested in
equipment; particularly heavy equipment for diesel mechanics. .Every institution
has its own efficiency Jopvel and when you go beyond that level, it isn't a 'matter

of increment. It mightibe doubling, even though you have only 15% more classes

or students. You might have to double everything to accommodate the students:

-A

Q: How do you seethe 13 -14 level?

R. Giving an example of Kotzebue; it would be ludicrous to have a commuE'ty
college and a skill center. Train for whatever level, you are going to see in
the efficiency level of a program, no matter what the population, in northwest
Alaska that a school cannot be everything to everybody. No school can. I,think

what we are going to see in the university system are somewhat independent
branches of the university and that the Board of Regents will become a board of
control rather than total policy setting, so you are.going to have a university
in Juneau, Anchorage and Fairbanks, somewhat autonomous from each other, very
similar to other states that Age gone this route. You have to be careful.

It goes back to my Same reasoning, that a school cannot be everything to every-

body. I would prefer to see a very strong autonomous community college system

before we talk about any more four-year institutions.

4
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lex Shadura: t'

u t

I am Alex Shadura., president and chief of the Comanch nation of the Comanche,

Indian tribe. PresentlyI will be sitting on the advisory`souncil for the Kenal\
Peninsula Community College, replacing John Mumford. I am here on behalf-of the

tribe and Kenai native association. As I said in my political campaign, tAre is

a need for a more responsive educational system on the community level to the
,

needs of people in the area. Presently we are emphasizing only one resource and

I think that is dangerous way for an education system to develop. With the

development of resources, other resources, there is going to be an increase in

population, so we have to consider needs in the other areas. I criticize the .

school because we have nothing here to offer the youths interested in engineer-
in no basics. One of the best places for yowth to get jobs is in survey as a

pr, ucgite to engineering, and to keep yourself going to school while doing it.

Thcither thing, in t of the passage of the D -2 bill, is the demand there is

4110going to be for eople. Although, at the present time, the systems used
abidguite sophisticated, they still. wilT'need a lot of basic personnel, at least

a fifteen year project and I don't'see why the youth in this area have to

somewhere elah.to learn that trade. Also, I th.nk we should, think about ag

culture. The technology of agriculture is getting so sophisticated, we can

a lot of kings in the northern hemisphere that we haven't been able to do ore.

One of the major problems is the exodus of youth from the Kenai peninsula.

would like to see programs developed that wilt'train youth, and endeavor to work
outsomething with industry so there is an oh-the-job type arrangement, so'tne

peop )1e who are trained in the community will be absorbed by These. I think the -

community college would function better if it had...more autonomy. I feel the sys-

tem now is not giving the community college the chance to stretch out and 'be
.044)111-)

really a viable education institution as it could be. I hope the value of ars

is not being seen over other values. We need to see' institutions as a need on
,

long range basis and be helpful and, if you do something for the youth, you ave

really made a mark. I think as Senator Gilman just said, that the community 014

lege should be part of the university but have more indeperkence. lomething 'ke

the Un ty of 'California. It has its branches a they function separatel ,

but's as part of the University of Californiasy em. Matter of finances - ,S

gFob is better if you are one central, but you have to have more policy ay,

0. more dom. What you have are many, many uns led people,rnot enough prbf -

sional people. Reading ads in all papers, y see ads for skilled people. From

my ad in several papers, I haven't had a good prospect. Also for accounting and
without jobs

role of

t...

bookkeeping agbwell as director, no good response. Yet, many.peop

come asking for any kind of job because they are no skilled. -tht

community colle is to train.

21_
11

there room for a four-year school?

R: Yes, there is m for a four-year_here, the fastest growing population

cente with the in eased resource development, show( increasing population.

Of an area, this is the one for it.

t 4.

Q: Would you go in the direction of independent or as a part of the university?

: 3e° We could work something out. I'm always afraid of-hierarchy, certain lin-

fluen s on the Board of gents along with an autocratic attitude. You are not

meeting needs df people, e ng the needs,of theepesyle down iriOthe aisles. If

.. r
...:-.
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the advisory group makes a recommendation it should
is the position of the state go4ernment, because --
resigned after 3-1/2 years as the deputy director. .

man I was to go to if I wanted to_suggest anything,
The door was open but hi's ears were always shut. 0

, r.

0
A

411.
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not go to deaf ears. That°

the governor asked me why I
I told him that the gentle-
his door was always open.

ti
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KENAI PENINSULA COMMUNITY SCHOOL
,November 14, 1,980

Pat O'Connell:

I am Pat O'Connell, member in the state legislature for the past two years, but

I have taught at the local high schools for the last ten to twelve years. I, too,

can remember when the community college was a director and two secretaries, was

in a cubbyhole over at the high school, didn't have 1/3 of the room that we

have right around this table and it has grown since then for a variety of reasons.

Most are very real reasons. There is-nothing artificial, nothing imposed poli-

tically; it has grown because it meets some very real and changing demands 'in

this community. Obviously one of the main things is industrial technology that

has been the basis for ,of its curriculum, the basis for financial support----

In addition, it served Crtain apotint of the stimulation of -intellectual needs

of the community (not'necessarily degree-o iented), one of the things that deals

with the basic concept of the community college - a very real thing that the com-

munity'college has to keep in mind.

As Alex mentioned,.the community has grown, h 1 ,000 to 20,000 people in the

greater peninsula area. It is not unusual to have a northal functioning college

of some sort. I think it is not totally inaccurate to say that in some of the

communities the community college is little more than a local employment program

superimposed on the community politically. That's a harsh statement, but consider-

ihg Kotzebue with the 45 staff and 150 students, and where we play with budgets

in Juneau., it's not very hard to read what is really putting some of these col-

leges together. I make the point because I think thip is absolutely not true

with this particular college and needs to be recogni ed by whoever puts together

the budget, whoever plans the curriculum, w as to work with these figures.

Surely, I represent this community and it's a very real face that when this par-

ticular college is making a request, it's usually pretty well adjusted on the

basis of real need. If anything, we have been coming up short rather than long.

I want that for the record.

There have been some comments about US going for a four-year school. I want -

to deal with this briefly. This college may be unique among community colleges

in that perhaps we are in an area where we should look, at some point down the

- road, that in growing beyond our local technical skills and meeting the changing

needs of our housewives and other needs, this area is unique.. I have watched

students graduate from high schools and tried to get them to go to the University

of Alaska. They do not want to go to Fa06anks where it is forty below zero

by Thanksgiving, a very real consideration. Now, if we really want to keep our

students in Alaska, we need to ask this question. Do we need to develop educa-

tion outlets? I haven't looked at the growth figures for the university, don't

really knoW if the student body is growing or not, but that university has been

there since the 1920's. I think it's fair to say that it is not meeting teacher

education needs in the state. 450 or so teachers in this school district,

probably only about 5% who-have been ducated-in Alaska. Several have been

hired who are pro c s of our high schools, but not our secondary education

system. They ha' ne outside. I guess it's safe to,say we have the money in

this state. We ar ooking at the funds. Do we have the desire to keep these

students here? If-so, then the logical place to develop a fouv-year college is

here on the Kenai peninsula, a very desirable place.
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As for the 4eaking away of community colleges from the university, the Board of
Regents, as it is now - I very strongly approve of that Being investigated as
soon as possible. From the standpoint'of curriculum independence, I don't

4 think the.community college, this one in particular, will ever really be able to
develop its curriculum freely as long at the people who approve that 'currir
culum are alSo, dealing with the curriculum of the university itself. You see

it more from the inside than as ageoutside observer. Same as with the budgetary

process, there is no question that tlioney do not reflect the heeds of the college.
They reflect the individual needs after they have gone through the political
process. By thlat time they may or may not reflect the very real needs of the

'separate institutions. A commission concerned only,with community colleges?
There would be some stren there.

Again, addressing the lo al needs, this college needs some consideration given
to housing. 4We may never get that when #nchorage and Fairbanks also need it,.
and the same group of people is trying to set priorities for all those campuses.
No community college will thrive when the decisions are made at a distal nt.

is important that we don't lose sight of the true community college r
things that are two-year programs'and less when and if we consider a four,

college. If we,are going to look in that direction I wholeheartedly approve,
but it may be ten to fifteen years down the road.

2: ' What do you think the legislature will think of the tuition question?
4

R: Psychologically, I think the legislature will accept the concept of higher

level tuition. I perscinally have problems with no tuition simply because of the

old phrase "there ain't no such thing as a free lunch". No tuition could work

against the academic excellence of any educational system by simply overtaxing
you with the fly-by-night person, with no interest, goes because it's free and

then drops out. You coup deliver a wealth of paperwork and overtax the admin-

istrative system. I don't think it's too much fore anyone who really has the.

desire.
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Vern Frickholm:

I
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I am Vern Frickholm, Soldotna resident and businessman. I have been a student

in the past and also an instructor. On the basis of administrative structure,

specifically the Board of Regents in their repregentation of the whole system, I
do not favor two separate organizations running the system up heie. I would

rather see us stay under a single system,but I would like to see greater repre-
sentationCif the community college in the Board of Regents. I don't feel they

are responsive to our needs here. I don't have a good suggestion for a system to

put in its place, possibly another Board of RegentS. Of course, we have more

people empowered as the other board to make somA parallel decisions and be re-
presentative of the community colleges. I have been involved where we needed to

get things done here. jrt seemed forever to get a response, so if we had an
individual with an understanding of what we go through down here, to represent

us and one from other colleges it might help. A complete break away from the

university might cause negative things to come out, negative competition, none

transferring of credits. It's hard to anticipate, but I think it should remain

one system with a common goal of swing the students, and if you have representa-

tion from the areas on the board then the students will'be served. I feel that

we should all be responsible for paying tuition. It's not the only cost involved.

There are others like lab fees and books. However, theie are going to be need

cases where people would like to come to college but don',t have the, dollars.

Maybe a separate fund should be set up,available to the counselors,to make some

exceptions for the tuition. I don't believe in carte blanche. I am more con-

servative than that. I think this is a good college here, a lot of growth

potential, excellent instructors.

410
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George Day:

I am George Day and I want, to speak a a member of the Kenai Peninsula Com-

munity College Policy Advisory Council. First, I would like to give testimony

for the Kenai Chamber of Comyerce. I have been on the board of directors

,for Kenai Chamber of Commerce for a number of years. I was asked to tell you

what the board feels about the community college. (Mr. Collins is on the board

a;iso, and. he spoke this afternoon. 'I talked to him and what he said is pretty

mach whatI am going to say) The Chamber of Commerce reco4nizes the community

college as a great asset to our community for several reasons. The chamber

regularly responds to inquiries from out-of-state people considering a move to

Kenai. One of the attractions is the community college with a wide variety of
college level courses. People know they can come here and continue their edu-

cation in a nearby institution. Secondly, employers in the area encourage their

enployees to take courses that would improve their sk I understand that

in the last few days the community college has contacted our manager to put to-,
gether a program on the tourist program, on ways to help our business people,
meet4ktourists and pass on to them what ouetown has to offer. The college has

a good relationship with local industry. We coordinate operator training pro-
,

grams. A good example is the Rion Chemical program that is underway right now.

They are the largest employer in the area. The community college is coordinat-

ing a training program for January 4, the first time that's been done locally.

It's been done statewide - The Petiochemiqal program.

The college is constantly responsive to community needs, trying to upgrade

programs. We support their efforts to gain more autonomy, to make it even

more responsive to the needs, and be ableto react quickly ;c) community needs.

That's basically the Chamber of Commerce position, one of pride in the community

college.

Now I am speaking as a member of the advisory council. I have been on the

council since 1973 when the4college was operating out of the elementary school,

chairman for half that. time. I am,prOud of what we have here, but there are

some things we need to do and consider for improvement of what we have. The.

Policy Advisory Council, the administration, the faculty and staff have strug-

gled every year to maintain the high standards in spite of an inadequate operating

-4%
budget. It's particularly discouraging when we see comparisons betty n the

various community colleges,and realize that-our level of funding is, ne r the

lowest. Because of this, the Policy Advisory Council has encouraged our presi-

dent to do all in his power to seek .additional funding. Because the university

response has been, we think, inadequate,,we sought and received some assistance

through the state legislature. Our legislators in this area have been very help-

ful in providing this additional funding, a big improvement over what we have

been able to get otherwise. At one point we were on the verge of seeking

additional assistance from the borough. We support some form of formula fund-

ing that supports the complexities of our programs and the growth of our student

body, but that has not been forthcoming and, therefore, I personally have reached

the conclusion'that we ar not going to realize or solve this problem until we

are out from under the d ct control of the University of Alaska. I favor some
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form of community college system that gives us more control of our destiny.

1... Up until a few years ago I was stmingly in support of continued association

with the university, because I felt'there were certain advantages, but have

changed my mind after years of frustration serving on the Policy Advisory

Council. Another frustration is our non-representation on the Board of

Regents. We have campaigned hard to have vacancies filled by peninsula resi-

dents, but we failed. 4-feel we deserve better than this, and expect that a

new community college syst6m would include adequate representation on the

governing board from all areas served.

In spite of these deficiencies, and because of the fine performance of our

aamlnistratdr, our faculty and staff, there are somethings that we are really

proud 6f. The petrochemical program is second to none in the state. Tne

faculty for this program are outstanding people and are experts in their field.

Most importantly, they are committed to providing for tne needs of students.

They have worked nerd, extra hours and days in spite of tne lack of support from

the university and inadequate funding. I am particularly knowledgeable about

this program h.e.cause I worked for Chevron and T am in a good position to evaluate

a petrochemical program. I also know all the fine work nei:ng done in cne other

nrogtams, business practices, theatre arts and academic subjects.

Finally, a word of support eor our campus president, Or. Wilsey. was on tne

recruitment team when we needed to f..1.11 tne vacancy. De. Wilsey was our unani-

mous choice out of a large nilmher of applicants. We were very pleased wnen Dr.

Hiatt.-then president of the university, appointed nim to tne Position. : nave

never been dis'appointed in our choice and found nim to be everything we nad

hoped for. His main concern has been tne needs of tne students. He nas worked

hard against a lot Of resistance to gain additional funds to put together tne

kind of organization needed to meet our growing demand. With his guidance the

college nas received certification, the only one to be successful on a first try.

In addition, he brings recognition to tne college by nis work on national com-

munity college boards. We are looking forward to many more years of community

college with him at the helm.

2: Would you talk about the role of the Policy Advisory Council? Whether it

should be strengthened or left as is? Another point of discugsion is the estab-

lishment of grades 13 and 14 in lieu of community college and the subject

tuition, whether it's too high or whether it should either be minimal or elitt-

inated. Or the subject of transferability of credits or any other concern?

R: The separation, I spoke to briefly. In my service on the Polley Advisory

Council, I wiks in support and I thought we ought to try, but that didn't

produce any results. . So, last year I changed myr.pnilosophy to the need to do

.1- something better. I've always felt the community colleges were being held down

in their efforts to provide real top quality education because of the funding

we get. We try to put together programs that aren't' adequately funded. The

university appears to wantito hold everything in Fairbanks. Apparently Anchorage

is having the same kind of trouble, and that's not responding to the local needs

of the students. The people here are looking for a college education closer to

home. To get it funded by the university seems to be very difficult. The

Fairbanks campus is the university 'and that tends to lose some credibility
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if the community college continues'to grow.. Seems to me there's a very positive
effort by the university to keep the community colleges small. That;s why I
am a strong supporter of a separate community college system, where we have
open control over what we offer. The Kenai Peninsula area is different than
most because we have a very technical society, witI the petrochemical industry
and the oil refinery out here, the oil capitol of Alaska, over 600 employees,
all working witoh highly teihnical pieces of equipment. They need computer science
-courses, chemistry, physi , math and instrument courses. Things which are not
needed in other parts of the state because industry is different4 These are
college educated people who are interested in improving themselves beyond their
own job and they are looking for a college atmosphere where they can go and take
other coleuses. The fairai,y for example: the wife, a graduate, looking for other
programs and this college needs to respond to that, needs to me able to provide
it. It's in demand all the time. We are having to turn people away from these",
kinds of programs, and I suppose that's the reason I think the funding is .n-
equitab.le. To fund a Program of this kind takes more per credit hour than it
might for some other college. I feel tne only way this college can really be
responsive is with more local autonomy.

Grades 13 and 14 is a bummer. That's a college program that only dilutes the
effort of tne college program. I am net a.supporter of that for this area. If

a person is not ready for college at grade/I3, then he does not belong in-an
extended mazy sitting period. He snould e ready for college. If not, tnen I

don't think we should dilute the effort of he college system with that.

Tuition.- I think we are getting a margain w th tuition as cnarged. :f raising

it"was a way of providing some funding, then 1 ink it snould not me anreasonamie
to raise the tuition. A bargain, because nere y get a very fine program.

of credits is really important. Many high school students are destined
or college and attend this college for a short period and,take credits with

them. Aperson spending money for college does rot waste a couple of years if
credits gained at this college can be transferred.

2: - You've obviously given thought to how a college should be structured, to
favor a split and separate community college systems. If you have.that Aeparate
community college syitem,, there area couple of components you have to have - .

some governing body, still have.the local policy board. What I wonder is, if

you have given any thought to how that governing body should be selected? How

the local policy should be selected? What their responsibilities should be?

How should they relates in a new system?

R: The governing board should be geographically represented, recognizing all
the separate needs of the community colleges. How selected? I don't know. WW

haven't found the right combination yet. As far as the local advisory councils,
I haven't answered as to how much power they should have, 'vat now it is made up
in an .ideal way, /---

In terms of looking at the budget, we nave gained some impact on now the budget
is put together and that,is difficult to do, because that is one of the complaints
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have with the University of Alaska. The budget requirements come down rapid

fire. It h to be done by.the administration and the advisory council cannot

participate n that kind of thing. WiEh changes, the only people that can do

it are the pr fessionals. We get a last minute look at it before it heads out.

I think what we need is a Policy Advisory Council that has some veto power over
the budget or some really responsible contributions to the budget. I am not

saying that it has defects, but it is not providing the kind of thought that
should be given by the Policy Advisory Council.

Q: Should that board select staff?

R: I think they should have a Large degree of power in doing that. In this

last case, our recommendation was considered, but it took a little bit of

pounding to do it. We were very determined that the man we selected was the

right man. I was the chairman of that committed and I had to pin Dr. Hiatt down

to get to talk to him. That is what it takes to get it done. The Policy

Advisory Council should be a part of that and I haven't thought through whether

they should have the final vote. It's important that their opinions be given top

priority.

Should they nave veto power? 4

R: That would be good. They would have a selection committee appointed by

them. They would have talked to all tne candidates. They would bei^ a position

to see, to know, which candidate would fit in with the goals of the community

college. They ought to be given the opportunity to select down to a .iew and have

the governing board of the community college contribute in some way. Veto power

might be a good way to put it, so'that we wouldn't be getting somebody that was

not right for this community. We know what our college goals are, and somebody

somewhere ,else selects our president. Without veto power we could'end,'.ap on

another track.

11.
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Fritz Miller:

I am somewhat of a working character. b weld for a living, a rather specialized

field. I r6teived a note in my faculty mailbox that there was going to be a

meeting. Looking at our responses throughout the community, and the welding

aspect, I felt it was important for somebody to show up. We have a field, out

there that you can make with instant employment. It's a very lucrative field.
The training facilities for welding are very limited in any of the colleges I

have seen or taught at. None of these schools provide adequate training for

people to go out and weld. Here, we tr?-oUr best, but we don't have the equip-

ment for an adequate program. To give you an idea of our field of vision out

there, there are about six different welding contractors in the area who, from
time to time, call people from outside to weld - a certified pipe welder. One

thing the university does not have is qualified people. The way to get welding

instructors is to be sure they can take a certified pipe test every year -.'test

them every year. That is my personal feeling, because I have seen programs

that are not adequate. At Union Chemical where I work now as a contractor, they
needed 42 welderd, wound up with 21, seven of whom were from outside. Fib of
the seven were union men, jumped off at Seattle and came up here. The union

happened to be working here. They4taught them so we lost five there. It put

the bind on the rest of us. What I am saying is, from the Community college
level, you need a high quality program to get these people started from the

beginning and get them out there where they can serve the community, whether that

is a problem of funding or whatever. From my small world of welding and teaching

people, this does not necessarily involve a complete college spectrum. It is

something that does need to be done at the community 'college level. It's not

necessarily a professional world,'but everyday working people and we need

service that too. In my particular area, we are not doing that now. I do t

think it's because of staffing. We haye good people. I am certified. That's

all I can tell you about my abilities. Union, Chemical lets me work on their

5,000 lb. ammonia lines. The other instructor is a tail school teacher. It's

a very lucrative business. I have never had any trouble making $40,00n a year

doing it. We don't have the people here to do it. It is because they have not

had the experience and the tec cal training to do it: It's tough. You may

have 200- kids and two of them MR1 be certified welders someday.

Yo4i)are teaching students now. How many students?

.R: Yes, I am. We start with 14. This class has been a problem. I wind up

with six or seven people. The problem is no funding. We do not have a start-to-

finish program. We offer courses. People in my classes are bUilding stoves,

snow machine sleds. If these people working out here want to better themselves,

if they are just structural welding and they need a place to come, our tuition ".

is very fair. We're looking at a lab fee of $75, approximately $100 next term,

a total'of $185 compared to the private schools where it is about $,800 for the

same basic course. We have union apprenticeship programs; that is a different

situation. Not just everyone Can get in, not everyone is qualified. We need to

get people headed that way anyway, as far as .being able to make the grade.
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Joyce Fisher:

I am Joyce Fisher, a er of the school board here. Due to business reasons

I couldn't be with-trtst
th

of the members in Anchorage today so, on behalf of

the school board, Twould like to welcome you and thank you for taking the time

to come down here. During the past few years our-college has begun to move.

1r

Some of the things I am please to e are the cooperation between the college and

'our seniors, who are some of the etter students, coming over here and taking .

courses. As in the case of my son, who is saving himself approximately

$5,000 for one year's tuition b the fact that he took courses in his,high school,

senior year, and independent study,has cut off a full year of his college. With

our large family, it really is somethingrrific and also a savings to him.

Plus working and planning to marry, he is going to be able to do this. I would

like to see this school become an independent schoo4 fitom the university, being

part'of a school district. I know how it is when you Have to divide the dollars.

I think if our school was independent d given funding on the formula basis of

the number of students we have, they 63bld do a better job. I also think that if

it was a four-year program, it would be more enticing to a lot of our students

to remain here. I have a second son who was seriously considering staying home,

but he went outside simply because he thought he wanted to go to a four-year

school. The-adjustment of going outside, particularly for this son (he is an

Alaskan through and through), was traumatic, and he may stay home after Christmas.

Outside is not to his liking. I think a lot of students would stay here and it

would not detract from ta,i.rbanks or Anchorage. many, as with mine, if they are

going away from home anyhow may as well go outside. The ttudents. who would stay

here wouldn't be one who would go to the other two campuses. If you look at

the retard, the college stood still and now, in the last few years, it has really

begun to move at a time when our population is not moving. We are not into one

of these boom periods. We are noted for boom and bust, but we,are at a level

stage. Yet,, the college is growing. Any time you can keep the children at home,

I am all for that.

2: I was not quite clear on your testimony about a four -yea independent school.

R: Two years if we are not tied into the funding of the university, which is

divided with all the other community colleges. I would like it if they could

expand to a four-year.

2: How would you explain the trend of high school students planning t' attend

this colle0?

A combination, economics has a lot to do with it, plus students can get

state loans. The college has taken on the image of being something worthwhile.

They are getting the.courses they need, worthwhile courses that lead somewhere.

2: Do you think it is a trend?

.0

R: Yes", I have heard students talking abott thinking of taking the two years.

4
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John Wilsey (again):

The third topic that I was going to bring up at odd times was the idea o
the Outreach program. The mission-Naf the community college is to see that the
demands or desires of the people in the partiquiar area be satisfied and
we haven't done that at Homer'and Seward. I am not going to take the blame for
that because we have tried to get, the last time, $108,000 so we could open cup
branches in Homer and Seward (not branches, Outreach centers) withtfull-time
people, Sometimes these amounts are requested through the budgetary process,
but after being turned down a certain number of times you ,start gbing wherever

you can. Turned/ down on one thing, you try for something else the next time.

You learn this 3n sales. We did not try only once, but several times. I think

it is necessary because something else is having the first priority of the univer-
sity, of the community college division, and before that, the fii4t pridrity of
the Kenai Community College has been to establish a program to reach the people
who couldn't come here to complete th4r education. We need a program where a

person in Homer can earn an AA degree in two years. There are 6,000 people
living down,there., That's more people than Kotzebue, moire people than live in

Nome, more than in a number of locations. We. give ten dour5es. A while ago it

was five,--We offered 12 or 14, but we cancelled when we didn't get the right

number.' Unless we are able or willing to help the people in Homer and Seward,

we are actually cheating them. Then there is not equal education. They have

every right to complain, have a right to ask for th establishment of their own

community college which would be a travesty, but they, want educatiion as much as

the people of Soldotna want it. They deserve the l'ight to have one: If you

can't get them to come here, if you can't get the mountain, Mohammad must go to
the mountain. That's what we are talking about here. I wanted to go on record

with this.

A few threads seem to me to have gone through this whole day, which to me has

been very interesting. Put it down as representation from the area in the govern-

ing board of the university. There are no representatives from here, yet we

represent one-sixteenth of the total population of Alaska. We are one-eighth the

size of the city of Anchorages we are one-half the size of the city of Fairbanks,

and if people want'to say taxation without representation, we have a right to

that parallel. Another matter that was brought up often was more local Autonomy.

Many people said they believe in having the separation of the community college

from the university system. Others said they would like to see the community

college have more power in determining their own co se of events, their own

programs, personnel,, perhaps their own buildings. Th I thought, stood out

through much of this.

Another item that was brought up many times, often in response to questions, had

to do with foundation or formula funding. That is much needed because it is the

only way we have right now of looking toward the establishment of equity in funding

of colleges that are in the siMe system, who should have equal opportunities, and

you cannot get them without having equal amounts of money. We've donea lot with

a small amount of money here. Another thread which was not as vocal, but to me

it was significant, had to do with. Fritz Miller over here. There was almost a
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plea for mere vocational programs. We know that, but let me add that we have

I.- a 5.6 million dollar building that was just voted into the bond election which
includes 3-1/2 shop areas, which should really amount to five shop.. They
were large areas and now we have to establish the programs in them, one of which

is welding, we hope, an expensive program we know we need. It has to be good.

The people spoke for a four-year college here today.

Regarding housing, about 20 of the 30 people who appeared here spo f housing
and the need for it. How many units would be needed to satisfy the d- d?

The desperate need for housing, also a loud and clear item through man people's i

testimony, students right through instructors and townspeople.

About what Mrs-Fisher was talking about, the value the local _people are placing

on the college. The average age here, unofficial records, has gone from 31 years
to 26 years, including all the old-timers. I am included in the o ).d- timers. I

take courses self. That average,was brought down by the number of full-time

students, whi is 235 right now.

A: Average was 31 how long ago?

R: We figured it about, three years ago. It's figured on the median.,

I feel it'is-apropos for me to come back to some of the questions you have been

asking. Grades 13 and 14: you couldn't expect me to be for it. It is not the

same as the community college. It used to be c lled postsecondary way back in

the 1930's. They were never cpnducted on the p ane of a community college highly

technical. You heard Bonnie geimbuck who teach calculus, here, to Petrotech, and
other students. Never find in a 1.3-14 st ture, no matter how many millions

you sank iri a structure to try and teach the vocations. Couldn't be done.

About a free tuition college - havihg been brought up as a very poor kid in a bad

economic period, I feel that anything you get for nothing is worth exactly what

you pay for it. I have seen some of the students on reservations, the BIA
students, who did place just that much value on it. It was A place to spend

some time is a dormitory, a place to go to school, perhaps for a while. I

shouldn't stereotype this, because it isn't just these kids. It's the kids who

don't have to do any work at all. At the .eame time I think you should recognize

that our tuition at the community college level is the highest in 13 states,- while-

the tuition at the university is the lowest in those 13 western states. It

would be very much worthwhile to look into a different tuition structure. Yes,

it is easy to say, "I would like to have a tuition-free school." Often, in

tuition-free schools you find the fees rise to meet the costs. It's.really a

kacade, done in a slightly different way, but you still pay to,go to school...,

Another item I heard, really a thread but ',didn't know where to put it, was the

'worry about the transferability of credits. It seems to pervade many people's

thoughts. You shouldn'E\have to worry much about it. You heai.d the story of the

Unixgrsity of Nevada at Las Vegas. We could point to all kihds of other places -

Arizona State, Indiana, University of Idaho g they could say, "It,'s not exactly

what we want, but there really isn't that much difference in English 101 and 111."

It's a travesty to go to the University of Alaska and have them say "Our English
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1114 is better that your 111." That's a shame. 'They should be ashamed of it.
We have more trouble transferring credits within the state, by, far, than to,
outside schools. This should not be. Here I am going to say I like the Florida

system, and others, where they transfer blocks of credit. If you have an
appgoved program they transfer 60 hours of credit, that's it and no state univ-

ersity has, the right iko not accept the 60 hours, They do have a right to make
sure that program is right in the first place, but once you havemade a compact,
they have to,Aive with it.*/I think this mikes real good sense. If they would

do that up here there wouldn't be any great problem. There is some thinking in
that direction, but as long as they can say "Dane Clark who was here this horn-
ing", if they can gay "We don't like your accounting up here", so 1e has to
take accounting again. Dane Clark is a CPA with a Masters degree. He can_teach

it every bit as well as somebody up theA with a CPA and a Masters degree.
There is no reason why Dane Clark's course should be any worse than a:course
they give up there. The real problem comes with something else. ,Up there'they

may have four classrooms in a row teaching accounting. No two of those are go-

ing to have the same quality of teaching, same type,--tame methods. In each one,

even in accounting wh ch is a very straight-forward course, you're going to find

different instruction. Thai gli'sh 111 they tout so highly,,they can have

some off the best or wors rofessors in the four education gzIoups right there. L'

We resent the fact that they like to say that people leaving hereLto go over there
may not haLt as good courses as ours. This should be looked at.

I want to say,spmething about the value of people. I want to tell the story

about Mrs. Collins who sat4here, who talked about her daughter going below

to school and how she had a little trouble with library sciehce. What happens

to people is interesting, because Mrs. Collins came to this college three years

ago, never having seen the.inside of a college before, scared to death, but

saying she was going to try one course. If it worked she, might take another one.

She didn't believe she could do it, and she will be graduating with her AA degree.
It's people like this that we should be looking at, as well as those who come-

from the high school. They are just as impAtamr. In fact, the little old lady

who wants to take a course in art here is just as important as a student taking

petroleum courses. We have to channel money where we think it will do the most

good. We are channeling money into art and the cultural areas along with the

vocational areas. I hope this does not become a skill,center. If it does, I

think the people of the ommunity the. heavy losers.

r
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I am Tom Healey represeating the office-of the chantellor of the community

college. I work as dirTctor of academic planningsfor ,the division. Some things -

have come out here today that the 'chancellor may,or. may not be aware ofcom-
ments about tome of the concerns. 'First there was a quebtion about the advisory
council; the chancellor's office supports the idea that they should have more

autonomy- The extent of that should be decided by each area, But the concept is

supporte Budget decisions: it's a mess, from you to us, m us to the

leaders, rom the leaders to legislature and all the way ck. I don't know how

to make that better, but. will tell you soTe things that have happened in the

last year or twb. ,As the budgets come ferward from each of the its and 41
rgquired to be signed off by the advisoiy councils and they get to\the chancellor's'
office,beforsinit goes on to the regents' office, then it Does on and on. They '

take all 41-Toudgets from the community college diviSions, they looK4at them, they

11
prioritize through a very complicated system of rating and looking at past r-

formances, lookirtg at enrollment, etc., , at the budget is going to looyi. to

the division prioritized and present-them to the chancellOr,-Of-course, tihe

chancellor hasthe authority to change them. What happened'this year? .There

were 18S priorities/set. The °chancellor changed one. We hinkthe process

should be removed from one small grouprof.persons de ding what the,budget should

be for. It's not a perfect ProAss, but a phi'losopt that we are carrying for-

ward, and vhatwe intend doing this year. We reakii? that group doesn't re-

pkesent all the community college presidents, that =it p5obably ought to be a' .

rotating group. Beginning next year it wi.31 be.a. rotating group, so-that each

commurrity 'college president will have a chance to 'serve onathat Policy Budget

Advisory Committee. So, that's a concern w have as much as you. We want to get

away as much as possible from having a'sma 1 group make your'budget decisions for

'you. ..."

.

Coordinators for Outreach? -I heard this twice today and I believe I'm-correct, at

least at the, division level starting.July 1, 1981, fiscal 1982, that one full tithe

coordinator for HOmer has already been appKoved and a half-time coordi tor for

Seward. So you have those people beginnitg'at-that point. ,You, are rig t, it's

beret asked for time after time and"for one reason or another through the budget ,

process it hasn't happened. -It has, at least at the division level. One thing

I cano.t guarantee is what.happens when it gycs back from the legislature. I can,

on14 speak for the division level.. . ... ,..

I 1 ' ' ") '

Tuition levels: We support low tuiti Surpri4,ing!that ome tuition is favored
f'-----

by most. We wotAad have though everyone would SayY t"Surel,we would love to have

. .

1...

21 ', .
tree tuition."

-I
).

Student houOing: There is a lot of feedback from:the-community that student hous-
1

ing should be an integral part of the program herb, and it's really hurting the

ability at the schools, to'be able to offer thingsi ':42O people who can't drive here

or commute, within a reasonable distance. , ,
.,1 /
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MAT SU COMMUNITY COLLEGE TELECONFERENCE
December 11, 1980

Al Okeson:

I would, first of all, like to take this opportunity to thank the members Of.

the commission for allowing me to say a few words. The State of Alaska ,'id

the University of Alaska, through the statewide system of higher education,.

with the community' colleges and extension centers, have been conaitted to the

philosophy of bringing education to the people. This is,,indeed, an-admirable

one because it affoids individuals the op ity to participate while living

and working in their home communities. The colleges in Alaska, in varying

degrees depending on their resources, provide individuals with opportunities
for vocational-technical training, general interest courses, two-year liberal

arts education and baccalaureate programs. Such edUcation is broad and appeals

to people of all ages. This important concept of providing postsecondary edu-
cation makes education possible to yrany who would 'otherwise not have considered

such training. In additioh to providing new or to upgrade skills training it
also allows many to obtain all or part of their postsecondary Nducation with

less personal sacrifice of time and money than would normally be necessary, if

forced to geographically relocate in order ko pursue such educational pursuits.

Mat Su is a small community college. Offers the basic services of the com-,

munity. Mainly that of adult basic education, continuing education, vocational-

technical training, student service and general interest courses, and the firs;

two years for an associates degree in arts and- applied, science. I believe the

community colleges are responsible to the communities' needs within the scope

of their resources. They are realizing that they cannot be allithings to al

people. This community college can provide most of the basic services comn

most community colleges. At Mat Su Community College we are experiencing s6

growing pains. The need for fundin91\is still prevalent. It has equipment needs in

electronics technology to bring the'rogram up to the state of the art. The

heating and refrigeration program, which is the only program of this nature in

the statewide system, is in need of additional equipment especially as it pertains

to the fishing indlistry. This'is a growing need and will continue to be so, with

the increased emphasis on bottom fishing.
A

"The computer science and data processing programs are here to stay. mining
in this area relates to many careers. All people's lives are affected by data

processing one way or another. At Mat Su we believe in an open-entry and open-

exit'program, allowing students to acquiie new sk!lis as well as provide upgrading

for people wishing to brush up on the/r skills, eggbling them to comPete success-

fully in the labor market. Student. enrollment at Mat Su Community,College has been r

healthy. Statistics will rev* that we are enrolling more full-time students

than before. Full-time student count has'grown from 30 in the spring semester of #

1977-78 academic year to 67 ih the spring semester of 1979-80 academic year.

There has been an increase'-in student creilit hours during this same period of time

from 3,414 in the 1977-78 to 4,170 in 1979-80 academic year. We have-detected two

trends, in the last couple of years. There have been more full-time students and

more demand for daytime classes. This would indicate, that as the college grows and

is able to offer more diverse courses, more people are'enrolling in those courses

and completing thei rograms while at home. Regarding the structure of com-

munity colleles in the state of Alaska, I am in favor of leaving the structure as

it is, as a part of the university system. I believe there is a certain amount of

prestige inbeing connecedwith a university system that is recognized nationall

and in sometances, internationally. For a student transferring, that prestig
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Al Okeson:

helps. It is also helpful in the articulation process, students transferring
within the system, and for the smallericommunity colleges to draw on the
strength and resources of the statewide system. I believe the Poliely-Advisory.

Councils play an important role in the community college and they are being
given a little more'authority than they had before, but I believe they should
be advisory, although in our operation they are involved in any building planS
budget process, the planning process and they sign off Oh-our budget priorities.

They are a valdable asset.

Q:. You wfirle talking about the PAC a d you feel it should be advisory, but they
are indeed involved, and you say they sign off on the budget, whit do you mean

by that? \

s.

R: We would take to our committee listing our priorities as we would put them
inincramen;s, go through the budget with them, and say these are sour recommenda-
tions from the faculty and administration at Mat Su. They would discuss each one

and they would have input into this and could give reasons they thought something

else shbuld have a higher priority, or agree.

Q: Suppose the PAC disagre s, what happens? Do you submit thdlibudget showing

the disagreement or do you s mit the budget they approved?

R: We have never had that happen. I assume we could do one of two things.
One would be listen to their priorities, their arguments and then go back to our

staff, and if we fplt their arguments were strong enough, pr ent this justifica-

tion and perhaps it would be changed. If not, if we felt th was really strong,'

we could give strong justification. We would probably subma it with a note

saying this is'not with the agreement of the priority of the advisorylkommittee.

A: \ We have heard a suggestion that the advisory councils actually become

governing boards. You said that you think they should remain advisory. In the

areas that have been discussed, would like you torcomment on these: that the

advisory board should have actual veto and approval power of thp,budget, should

have the same kind of power for adding or deleting any programs of study and,

third, the hiring of the local president. Suggestions have been made that it be

incorporated into law that they have those kinds of powers and authority. From

your position would you say that they should remain advisory and this be left up

to the lwal community as to how it is doneorwould you agree that it should

are alrart of the statutory 'authority of these councils?

R: I have mixed eelings. Speaking of the hiring of the president of a local

community college, Ar feeling is that if there was strong opposition'to hiring

someone on the council as representative of the community, I think it would be an

unwise choice to hire someone with that opposition from the council. They re-,

present the community and this person has to work there. I do not think it

should be w]glitten into the law, but that'common sense should prevail.' Their input

on budget Atcrucial and important. I have mixed feelings on whether it should Le

veto power or not. I'm not'really in favor of that veto power. From a practical

point, you would want to get their input-
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' Q: In traveling throughout the state, we have heard different methods for

selecting Policy Advisory Committees. I wonder if you could tell us how yours

4b is selected?

R: . We are going through the process now r;if getting more people on our

advisory committee. One of the processes we have thought about doing is putting

an ad in the paper`to attract those who are interested in serving on an advisory

commd ee, asking that they submit a resume so we know something about them.

The pr ent committee would sit down and try to decide on applicants that ',Quid

be repre tative and they feel would be a %real addition. These names would

then be submitted to the chancellor.
fl

Basically the names selected by thekcommittee, as it exists, and then

approved by the chancellor?

It: They would make recommendations.
. ---,

Q: On an entirely different subject, we have been asking p le what they

irthought about tuition. We have had a number of responses. T e is discussion

that in the next legislature there will be introduced legislation that might 1

lower or eliminate tuition. I wonder what is your. feeling about tuition?'
.4

R: Rather than eliminating tuition completely, I would rather see more finan-.

cial aid programs available to students. Another possibility is the tuition

rebate. A student signs up for classes and if he completes them, it could

range all the way to a total refund, one form of Iliminating tuition

Q: What do you think would be the cost of administering that kind of'a

program? Would you collect any money for tuition or would most of it go into

administrative costs? ,

R: A good int. It may cause more work on the administrative end. I would

be in favo lowering the tuition. It gets expensive when you consider

books>\ Ev the paperbacks are expensive.

416tthere particular groups hard hit by having to pay tuition?

The single-parent family is a good example, as well as unemployed people

.F in this depressed area. In very large families it can becomedifficult. Couple

tulyon with other expenses and it becomes a heavy.burden.

Q: Let me get back to the PAC. Your last statement about that was interest-

ing. Did you saythat when you select a Policy Advisory Council member, that it

is a recommendation and must be approved by the chancellor? Is it the policy

now that the chancellor must approve all PAC members?

R: 'Yes, that is the policy that our local council wanted to utilize. They

felt it added a certain amount of prestige if the appointment came from the

chancellor.

So, Alps is not a systemwidpolicy then?
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Al Okeson:

I believe it is. I think there is e question you are going to hear frOM the
outlying community colleges more and more; that is going to be the question of
upper division classes. As you know, legally they cannot offer upper division
and graduate classes. They can coordinate them through one of the university
centers. With the energy crunch and the cost of Commuting, the people attend-
ing community college are working people, and time being money, I think this
issue is going to have to be addressed. I Ihve no solutions, but have some
ideas. We get more and more reque for upper division classes._ It's some-
thing that probably could be worke out administratively rather than legis-
latively.

Q: If you do coordinate classes through upper division, do you do it through
UAA or can yogi do it through the university in Fairbanks?

R: I guess we would have the option of doing it through either one. Right

now most of our upper division is coordinated tnrough REA, Rural Educational
Affairs. However, if we have a specific course that we want approved we go
through UAA to get the course and the instructor approved. That person is paid
through REA. When we receive the income for that, .t goes into a separate ac-
count. The college provides the support, so with more courses offered there is
going to be a need fot hard dollars to cover some of the overhead. I think
that as many of these courses as ?ossible should be offered so long as we are
not lowering quality and the resources are tnere.

17.
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MATSU COMMUNITY COLLEGE TELECONFERENCE
December 11, 1980

Ray Nelson:

My name is Ray Nelson. I am a student and the president of the student council*

at Mat Su Community College. I would like to say that Al okeson and the
administration at'the community college are really doing a superior job in

helping us. There are a few things that have to be considered in order for the

students to receive the type of education we are entitled to. The courses are

notadeguate enough. We need educational courses, health sciences courses, and

ho economics, to name a few. We do need upper division classes, primarily;

because the high cost of gasoline to drive to Anchorage is a hardship to.mo4V

5.cus, especially to those who are unemployed. Because of the lack of classroom

space, many students must attend classes held in the local junior high and high

schools, when they shduld be under a college environment, breaking down communi-

cation between student and student-body action. We have the facility for a

chem lab, but do not have the equipment. We have need of a dual-purpose room.

it could be used for sports, seminars and a place for graduation ceremonies,

instead of going to the high school. A swimmang pool would encourage health

education, but also encourage student participation as other colleges do.

Mat Su Community College is growing and will continue to grow as long as there

are classes being offered that meet the needs of the community.

Q: Do you have any feeling about the adminiqtrative structure between the

university and tne community colleges?

R: I think they are doing a fine job. I know there is a lot of red tape and

the budget is an important factor with what they have to work with, especially

since classes have increased. We have presented what we wanted and they have

helped in every way possible.

2: Do you think you should be paying the current level of tuition or do you

think tuatOn should be reduced, or, eliminated altogether?

R: It would be foolish to say that I am happy with current tuition costs.

I think if you want an education you should be willing to pay for it. I would

like to see it lowered because of the peopl' who cannot afford to go to college.

They should be given the opportunity. There are ways to work it out. My book

fee was higher than the tuition. This is hard too, on me and on other people.

We have to make the choice and Sometimes it isn't in our favor.

Q: Would you favor eliminating tuition altogether?

.

R: No, I agree with Mr. OkesonO that if you want value education you have to

pay "fox it. Ildon't thinkwe are a California situation where we could do away

with it altogether. I would have to do some investigating before I could gay

yes or no.

Q: Do you think your position on tuition is pretty-much representative of

the students at your college?

R: Yes.
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Ray Nelson:
. . .

Q:4 Back to my first gUestion. Are you familiar with the controversy between

the unlverkity and the community colleges, Were you saying that you don't

think the services will be better?

R:
ftThere should be more investigation in it, as far as I am concerned. The

way I see it now, I would say stay with the present system.

A; You, are one of the few itudents we have heard from, so we are particularly

interested in your opinion. If you think of anything else, please feel free to

write your testimony to us.

R: Thank you, I will do that.

a
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MAT SU COMMUN/Ty COLLEGE TELECONFERENCE
December 11, 1980

Forrest Hays:

My name is Forrest Hays. I am the counsellor at Mat Su Community College. ,I

would like to make some statements. In my opinion Mr. Okeson and the admin-

istrative staff at Mat Su Community College are doing a fine job of meeting

the needs of the people in the community, but they are limited to Sbme degree.
As counselor I hear students ask about vocational study areas, degree programs,

maintenance programs. We do offer some, but not enough to satisfy the people's

interests. There,is interest in the science programs but the, difficulty is

completing a degree at this college. Most of our students work and attend

school in the evening. Many don't go home f6r di r so they have a coke and

a candy bar. - used to be called the 25-cent1lunc now it's more like a buck.

We only have a few chairs in the hallways foe br s. We need a student union
building and an area where more than 35 people cak meet at any one time. We

need space to invite resource people to come in and talk. This would give the

students an idea of what the outside world and other people feel.. There could be

room for student gatherings. We,need so much, out we are doing well with what

we have.

You were talking about the need for more vocational courses. The Matanuska

Valley is known for its agriculture. Have you any interest expressed about that

type of courses, do you offer any?

R: We certainly havt had-interest expressed, and we do occasionally offer

them. We don't have a program of that type, but we hope to get into a full-

fledged program.

a
O
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MAT SU COMMUNITY COLLEGE TELECONFERENCE
D4cember 11, 1980

Al Okeson:

This is Al Okeson again. I should have included the mention of agriculture.
We will be getting' into agriculture. We do have a full -time position coming
up that will be funded with money from the Department of Education. It will

be our responsibility to develop a program, looking at some kind of ranch
management; also horticulture, including a greenhouse. This fall we instituted
a number of small seminars on agriculture ranging all the way from greenhouses
to butchering your own beef. This spring we will be doing the same thing.
There aRpears to be a avowing interest in this thing. With the full-time per-
son coming we will be able to offer more agriculture courses.

What is the funding source, voc-ed money?

R: Yes, from the Department of Education.

Is there some kind of program at the. Agriculture Extension Center?

R: "The experimental farm? There is no program there, per se:b They are
heavily into the research end. They have taken people onAanternships. We

do work closely with them and utilize their people in our Ag courses. We con-

sult with them regularly. :P

2: Could you recap whit you have in agriculture courses?

R: Just finishing'a course in
A
animal husbandry. Also, there are 12 - 15

seminars to be put on in January. Then the ull-time'person will develop the
rnew courses. We hope this could lead to an ssociates degree. A lot of the

enrollees,in this are certificated people.

The seminars, are they a couple of hours on a certain subject?

R: Yes, short term, one evening for about four hours. We evaluate these and
from this ask, what would you like, more of this type of thing in more depth.

Q: Have you asked for a more extensive agriculture department? Through your

budget procedure with the univbreity, have you asked for more funds? If the

full-time person is paid for by the feds, I am wondering what their response
has been, or if you have requested any funding from them.

R: Yes, next year through the allocation process, the Ag person will be, on

'hard' money. We have requested, in our capital projects, more money for
agriculture and it has met with favorable response.

I
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MAT SU COMMUNITY COLLEGE TELECONFERENCE
December 11, 1980

Mary Lou Marsh:

I'am a member of the advisory committee and have been since 1967. I sometimes

feel I have stayed on too long. We try to keep up on what people are needing
and wanting, and act accordingly.

A: Do you have any thoughts on tuition?

I have always thought you value anything that you pay something for. It

wouldn't hurt to reduce it as far as possible, butgnot wipe it out altogether.
We have been discussing the idea that, as an incentive to Complete classes, they
might yet some tuition back.

Q: One of the issues we are looking at ims the roe .of the advisory council.
Can you tell us how you feel about increasing the authority of the council?

R: Ours has worked together very well since the start. If there were impor-
tant differences, then you might need to reorganize some way because I feel
the citizens, one way or the other,should have the ultimate say.

A: o you feel that there is sufficient input from the community and that the
college does respond to the\needs of the community?

$1

R: Yes, as far as we go, but we need more community participation in it.
Attendance is only about six.
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MAT SU COMMUNITY COLLEGE TELECONFERENCE
December 111 1980

Charles Marsh:

. My name is Charles Marsh, State ExecutiOe Director for the Agriculture Stabiliza-

tion Conservation Service, with Offices in Anchorage. have been close to the

community college all these yeais because my wife has been involved in it. I

would like to add to wilt she said. I think the community college has played a

very important part in meeting the needs of the community. Do you have any

question, since I am involved in agriculture?

The;e has been comment aboUt the agriculture program being quite small at
Mat Su Community College, but beginning to grow. ,1 was surprised that agri-

culture has not played a more direct 'role in Mat Su. Can you tell us what the

community opinion is about strengthening and possibly addins a degree or

certificate program?

R: That would be a good beginning. There is the need for credits given for
agriculture courses In this part of the state as well as at the university in

Fairbanks. Certainly we need it here.
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TELECONFERENCE WITH MAT SU, KODIAK, SITKA,,
DILLINGHAM, HOMER and SEWARD 4

December 12, 1980

Charlotte Calhoun, Homer:

-1-

I ani Charlotte Calhoun. -I ani representing the Homer area advisory committee
for Kenai Penihsula-Community College, as well as myself. We would like to

voice oursupport'for a strong Outreach program for communities such as Hgber.
We feel that the current structure of the Outreach sponsored through the re-
gional community college is appropriate; however, we feel we have a suc7

cessful program in Homer. It,can and should be better. Onescritical problem

is the lack of funds for additional course offerings. We: feel that there is

a need for more courses in the Homer area, as the 80 mile drive to Soldotna

prohibits a daily commute. It is virtually impossible for a working persoh to

take courses at the college 4n Soldotna; therefore, the only appropriate
opportunities for such people is what we can do throughour local Outreach .

program. Our advisory committee, has become aware of the need for more courses

in a variety of ways - through the enrollment in courses that have been offered,
by the number of suggestiOns and request `made to us personally and through a

mail-out survey we conducted last summer. Although not scientific, the survey

represents a trend and confirms what we had been hearing,in conversation.

Idteresein the community is divided flrlto three broad categories, academic

courses including core curriculum thak can be applied to AA or BA degrees

his includes courses that can be transferred to other institutions), personal

enri 'ent classes, such as crafts and physical fiapness, vocational, training,

office or business skills an0 mechanical trades. 14e can generally offer about

eight ourse a semester. If we tr9 to offer courses from eadn_of these groups,

it is diffic to offer an on-going program. -ipin on-going program is essential

if any kind f core curriculum is going to be offered. It is particularly

Lyportant f r someone working toward a degree to be guaranteed that they are

going to be able to get their English or social science credits.' 'They have to

know when, if it is not offered every semester. I would like to stress that

we feel there are many resources available in'the community. We ee no need

for separate, expensive buildings and maintenance,perations as iated With

such fa6ilities. This spring we are going to offer a radio jou alism class and

it is going to be taught at the local radio station. We hwie an excellent

relationship with the school district to use their facility. So ar we have

paid nothing for the equipmenc,used, but the college needs to be a are that

some contribution for replacement in the future may be necessary. e have a

successful ceramics program with,pdf fine arts class. However, we h ve never

paid anything for replacement of any equipment or for the propane tha is used

to fire the kiln. We feel the local advisory council has provided a .orum to'

identify the community needs and seeks local solutions to the problems. We

found in our survey that knowledge of the community ollege was a problem. We

are working with the community schools for shared a vertising, but we,have no .

money for Advertising. We feel,_to be successful this community, th

Outreach programs need a certain degree of ihd ndence, so that local solutions

can be implemented and courses desired Ocally can be offered. We-feel t is

important that when Outreach is funded by the legislature, the admininstr tion

at the regional college should not have the authority to transfer those ds to

other programs. ft is our understanding that thei can do this at this ime and

((1A.
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Charlotte Calho

-e,:

we do not feel /.14 appropriate. I would like to Point out that two__people
have received thei.r4A4 degrees by taking courses Through the Homer Outreach
program. One of 01ggrhad to take courses for eight years to.get enough credits,
because we couldgtbffer more than that at a time. We kn ?w that the Outreach

program cab.ac*-44 mood results and we need to have the opportunity to see
more of th14. ing from my recent experience as a personnel d}rector, IIL4 'am very avidt0" o4,the need for skilled job applicants.', It i$ not unusual' to take
'40 appA.leatig s",aor agemi-skilled or skilled position and have less than ten that
are qualified. ',The more qualified' applicants were relatively new-Comers to our

' community and, frequently, new residents of Alaska. This was not universally
true, butAt was a trend. 'I find it disheartening that ilany of the young adults
that grew 346 in this community were not as well qualif4.ed! The reason for this,

is that is lack of opportunity in the required educational background
and of appropriate work experience. While work experience might be limited in
Homer, we can certainly provide the educational baikground-Nif we have a we
balanced Outreach.program. To acquire that will require increased funding from

-2-

\ the legislature because the physiCaPfacilities are available loCally, that fund-
ing would go direttly to more classes benefiting the local people quicker than
through major administration.

4
2: Are youafaihiliar with the, separation issue:?

4

to,

R: Yes, I am.

Qs Do you have a posit4 on that issue?
ti

....... , -4 I
'

R: Our colimmittee has.not addressed it. I am against duplication of adminis-

tration. I think the problps can be worked out within the structure of the

university.
40

/
Q: -.-41ou said that your committee doesn't have an official position.'

.

.v

R: hat's correct.

Do you plan on having one?

,

R: hink the first chance we will have to discuss it will to January.
.

t

. . .

Al.;

0
.

Do yo haveany feeling about tuition costs? Do you think it 073411 be

Towered Or raised, or eliminated altogether?

R: We had comment;abouf tot on our survey. I don't think they are ter-

ribly high, The
4t..

community college'is reasonable in mparison. The skpgram

where high School seniors can take community college t dits tuition-free is

. very gbodc. Maybe something along that line for kids ju t coming out of high

school might be a good way to go. /
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Dave Knapp, Sitka:

I would Ake to make a fewtomgents here. Some of my own and some Jhat are

,refleca4g the views of our Policy Advisory Council. First in terms of some

of our needs here in Sitka. Probably one of oux'most pressing needs is for a

new facility. -It's a nice kim of a problem, we have outgrown the one we are

presedtly using. To b4'able to offer full-time career-education course work,
we do ne4d a building of our own. .In my opinion we have an excellent working"

relationship with the local school district and can, and do, utilize their

facilities on an after-hours b sis. That limits our evening program. We do

have some career-ed in office upations our present facilities !'day and

' evening.
.

S

would also like to make some comments on behalf of the advisory council.
Ih our recent meeting we talked about tuition costs. The proposal we looked

at, and the council unanimously endorsed, was that there should be a differen-

tial between communitY colleges and universities, insofar as tuition cost's are

concerned. We'are aware that there isa rather high rate of difference in the

number of students who start a course and those who finish. How about a

tuition rebate? You pay the full fare at the beginning of the term and if you

pass You get your tuition bade.' This. would accomplish two things. One, it

would be encouragement for individuals o complete the course Work they have .

started. Secondly, it would in effect reduce the tuition corn to the student.

;2: I have a guestion.about the rebate issue. Will you comment on two issues

concerning that. One; how would you counteract what fbcall,grade-grubbing?'

Sin& you may.get.money back, would there-be a tendency for all kinds of

scampering around for a grade of C'or better? How about a D? Second point,

would it encourage students to take courses that they already know just to get

the money back? Plus, get credits`. Would it wlrp the educational process at

all?

R: In terms Or
V

the grade inflationI woulAnvision this as, if y6u pass

with a D or better, you would get the tuition rebate. If we said C or b4tter,

it could encourage the grade inflation factor that were alluding to. In

terms, of repeats, that could be handled, by saying, if a person received a satis-

factory grade, they could not repeat it to. get a tuition reflpd. Let's say a

gtudent iS attending under a consolidated fee. It 'Gould be_a pro rata. If

they passed all their courses, they would receive all their tuition back. I

don't see the grade inflation as a great problem.

O I really didn't mean taking the course over again. Let's assume T had

worked as an accountant ii an accounting office for a year or so. Then I

would take accounting because I already knew it, for three easy.tredits, es-

sentiallyf free. This is the concern I would like you to address-.

R: If you had been functioning ab an accountant t4or-a period of time and

you and a stddentgadvisor both feel you know the material but have never

jD 1429#'
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0 Dave Knapp, Sitka:

-4-

received credit for it, then the logical route taktake would be credit-Sy-exam,

which .31ready has a lower fee attached. Rather ehan $25.00, it is $5.00., A

three-credit accounting class would cost you $15.00 instead,of $75,00. You

would not be using class time to cover something you already knew. If, in the

advisement precess, it turned out you did not know as much as you thought you

did about accounting, maybe you should take the se.

Q: Will you give us your opinion of how well you think the present advisory

policy set-up works and whether you thincit should be strengthened?
Yr

R: 1 tough one and I think we should tall about it in phasepsh. Various

councils around the state have,differing philosophies and varying relation,

00, ships. On the local basis ours is fupctioning very well. I would support the

concept of the advisory council in concert with the chancellor. It _should have

a' mutualvoice insthe selection and retention of a campus president. Perhaps

there are some areas'that Should be strengthened, such as the budgetary approval -

one of ;he issues that. I have in mind. I'm sure you recognize that this is .niat

a.unilattral opinion around-thestate: Ybu put the-campus 'president-in s little

bit of a box. The council is oglicy to the, campus president, but advisory to

the chancellor.
-1

-

Ai Comment, if you will, on the current structure of having the colleges

unified under one system and under the university system, whether it is working

out or Whether it should be continued. ;f jou think it would enhance community
college ability to meet.the needi,of communities, or to have a separate system

where community colleges are unified and have their own governing board? Or

the tArdalternative that has been discussed is whether or not the communi

colleges should be more closely- affiliated With the local school district to

a 13tH - 14th arm of the local school district under the superintendent.,

R: I am opposed to the grades' 13 and 14. There are relative advantages and

disadvantages to either separatial or the current system. I feel that the

community collegps in the last year or so have fared very well. The potential

disadv to theocurrent system is on how theoommunity college fare is

subject he 4,unction of the philosophy and administrative style of whoever

happeni-to be the chief executive office* for the system, call it the

President's Council, and th Board of Regents. Right nowbie are doing well. If

there were a change in pers nel, a change in philosophy, with ferent
14

philosophies, it would be tough to say where we would come out

a
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John Coffee, Sitka:

I would like to comment on the issue of whether the school district should take
over the administration and operationApf the 13th - 14th years of study. My

comment as school superintendent is rWouldn't want us to do that, partially
0'becayse I feel we hive a tou time doing what we are lOpposed to be doing

,without taking on a ob as e iAve as that would be. Sometimes we should be

limiting more what we Are Atte ting to do. Abetter idea could be typified by

what iS occurring in Sitka. I think we have a good cooperative set-up, where-
by the community college uses our building. We talk of coordinating programs

better: That's a better way to go than by putting the community colleges under
theiliprisdiction of the school district.

S

-
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Janis Patlow,*at Su:

-6--

I am a student at Mat Su Community College. I feel the College is providing
excellent services and is presently meeting the needs within the scope of its
resources.' I would like the community college to 'offer a larger selection of
upper division courses. This is important for those of us who live'some dis-
tance from a university campus such as the University of Alaska. It means we
would have to commute and it is costly both in time and in dollars. For example,
for me to be able to take the upper division course at the University of Alaska
and should this course be offered.in an hour-and-a-half time blbck, I would
commute twice week1 for three hours of class time. This means 200 rules of
travel as compared to 20 miles to the focal facility.

Q: We would like to get your opinion on tuition, whether it should be re-
duced or eliminated.

R: I think that the tuition-is not exorbitant, although there be cases,
such as a single-parent home, where it could be a problem. I woul like to see

the area of financial aid expanded. Personally, I feel that paying tuition gives
incentive to make good grades, but I see some people needing some kind of finan-

cial assistance.

ti
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Phyllis Kirkpatrick, Mat Su:

My name is Phyllis Kirkpatrick. Iam a Student 'at Mat S1 Community College.

I am also secretary of th4 newly-initiated student goverWment. I am also a

realtor in the valley. I was three years here before becoming aware of the

facility, I think due to'the lack of advertising. Something I would like to

see is more money put into the budget for advertising. We on the student

council have initiated getting more signs directing traffic to the college,

but more advertising would be benegicial. I am a business administration major'

and I would like to see more upper division courses, not only in business admin-

istration, but in any of the fields we have.at the college. We have about 800

students presently attending. I would think that, with the price of gasoline

and to conserve energy, that they would go along with more upper division

courses here. About tuition, I have received "loan to attend college. With-

out that lOan I could not attend. Unemployment is nigh, but I think with

financial help many of the unemployed would consider attending college.

2: Exactly what is tour position on tuition?

R: I would like to see more loans available, and lower tuition. Books cost

as much as tuition.

1 s 4
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Mark White, ,

I am an instructor at the community college in Kodiak. For a number of years

I have been involved with setting up the schedule. One of my major concerns

is that we have a number of teachers, especially in thelprimarx and secondary
grades; who need additional credits. We have a tremendgus problem with get-

ting upper division people here. I am wondering what we can do to expedite

that" little bit.

I assume you would talk to the president of Kodiak. It is a problem we

have heard other places.

R: I Was hoping you might have,some handle on something we could do.

Another sub:ect: r am involved with the building departhent here and we put

together about two buildings a year. I would like to see a program set up in

the future to do some type of experimental types of buildinge,as earth centers

and solar energy. I nave thougnt of some kind of a pilot protect.

I

a
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Beverly Cronin; Homer:
I

My name is Beverly Cronin. I have been working as director of the community

schools for the past 2-1/2 years. In this Capacity I feel I understand the
composition of the Hbmer community, that being one of a variety of people who

have chosen to live here. A strong artisan contingent, a community very top
.heavy intelleOt4ally, with high values on learning as a life-long process. I

have receivedmany requests for educational classes, some of which are met by

the community schools program. Many cannot be. I categorize the unmet needs

which I feel would be appropriate for a community college to sponsor. First,

a, two-year core-curriculum giving the'rlocal people the opportunity to get

basic classes toward a degree program at home. Secondly, a need for credit

classes. Third, a need for graduate level credit. Fourth, vocational improve-'

ment classes, training for available job markets in Homer. ThisrelAtes to.

business office skills as well as fisheries management. Another area would be

self-enrichment. This often dovetails with vocational enhancement, but par-
ticularly in the area where certification is aesired or required;' such as

ground school, scuba diving, computers, energy or welding. Anotner area there

has been interest in is adult basic education. I feel the community college

can be of assistance here. It is three-fold, the opportunity to give .credits,

document certification of a class, and they are in a position to make payment

for specialized instruction and/or equipment. I feel Homer is very fertile

ground Por the growth of the community college and I feel tne colltege,would

benefit from expansion as well as the students and community of Hamer.

2: You listed unmet needs as a two-year core curriculum and also a need for

credit classes, could you telP!me the, difference between the two?

R: In Homer there are people working toward a core-curriculum, toward a .*

regular degree progran, Others are interested ir? taking some of the classes for

credit, maybe people with degrees continuing educational pursuits applying to-

ward another major.

Are you speaking of upper division courses?.

R: Not necessarily. A,lot of those classes could be upper division, but

there is interest in having lower division credit classes.

Do you have a feeling about the current level of tuition?

R: Only on a personal level. Understanding the cost of education these

days, I think that the $25.00 is reasonable.

A: Can You tell me what kind of relationship the community schools has with

the extension'?enter in Homer? Extension of Elie community college?

R: It,has been a very good relationship. We see ourselves as mutually en-

deavoring to meet the educational needs of Homer. Also, we see ourselves in he

role of being mutually supportive and helpful of one another to meet those needs.

156
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Beverly Cronin, Homer:

4
Q: .What, specifically, dO ybu do? What do you mean when you say there is

good coordination between the two?

R: I have been asked to be a representative onthe Homer Recommendations
Committee for.the community college and I do attend those meetings. The

coordinator fhe the community'college and I work closely together on surveys

that we have developed. If she has requests for classes that don't fit within
her program, and J the same, then we let the other know and we try to formulate

those classes into the best vehicle for presentation to the community.

2: Can you give me examples of courses'that the two institutions offer

together?

R: In some cases we have offered courses until such time that they could be

presented by the college. We are looking at 'certain classes where there is
interest by some in credit, :while others may not have an interest in credit.

These include music and art, biology, marine technology and fisheries manage-

mento, and_office skills. _
tl
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.Glen Massey, Mat Su:

Mould like to say a few words about the efforts to reorganize the university.

.I think, in general, the existing system wcalks very well.' There'is no need to-

separate the community colleges to ferm another system, even though there appears

to be ample money within the state. That'would be a duplication of expenses.

I would like" to comment on thequestionnaire that mas circulated from the legis-

lature. That is it number three where it says, "Do you feel that the current

organization of the university is satisfactorily serving your needs?"
would like to point out that for the oknes you received from Mat Su stamped with,

that 9 645, you will get quite a number of''A46''s' and I think that may be be-'

cause of the mAnner in which thde'question is stated. Many of the students,

particularly ones interested in upper'dillision work, interpreted the organiza-

tional question to mean that if they said no, they would get more upper division

work. They didn't really understand what you were'asking.

2: We will take yo explanation ofthe questionnaire into consideration. I

am interested-in your a about the tuition. Do,you have any comments on that?

R: Before I answer that, I want to ask you a question. When you talk about

eliminating the tuition for community colleges, would you also be eliminating it

for the university student's?

R: Only thinking of community co*lege students at this time.

R: Then, I don't think it will work, is my firs't reaction, unless you'are goina

to do it systemwide because of the students in Fairbanks who are cross-registereaf.

The same problem would exist at Mat Su. We, also have students registered in

university classes as well as at the community college, under the consolidated, fee.

The idea:is appeali", certainly. I think the idea of a rebate would % a.good

way to approach 2.1. f do think the student should pay, 5ome money. 4

S
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Ralph Hurlbut, Mat Su:

I wish to express my appreciation to the administration of Mat Su Community
College. University research at grass roots level is well established. The

same role is played by o her col s in the community economy, I find myself
at the library researchin ener ficient systems for possible Alaskan ap-
plication: Necessary dat that comes from sources within Alaska . . . the

library resource books co pled with computer - search and inter-library loan
capabilities enable me to obtain this basic data. ,With these vast resources
readily obtainable, research capabilities are greatly expanded. Specific
trade programs offered at Mat Su have benefits beyond those received by the
students. A project I am currently involved in deals in viable refrigeration
systems r.Alaska fishermen. The refrigeration program is the only one in
the state.) It is expected that this program will help Alaskan fishermen
with their refrigergtion needs.

Q: Do you have any feelings about the structure of community colleges with
regard to the local Policy Advisory Commattees, whether or not the college
is responsive to the community, et.?'

0
R: I think the commanity college is very responsive. Z am not a studeii

'right now, although I haye participated many of the mini courses coming
out from time to time on a wide variety of interests. I find those valuable.
I think on a larger scale the courses, such as refrigeration, have value be-
yond that received by the students. 'Alaska, as I see it, is different, with
unique problems, particularly on /the research leve.. Not enough is }mown

about Alaskan environeent. As a/unique business setting one could 'envision
the college at the local level most responsive So this pioneering effoct,
whereas industry traditionally located outside of Alaska will not really know
about the unique problems or applications. They have to be made aware of what

is different for anything to get done. The local MIleges have the potential

of fulfilling this need. This was mentioned in the agriculture programs.
Here the Agriculture.Extension Service has done amazing things, and conse--
quently, the valley is noted for unique agricultural potential. .I think

this can be extended to many other ranges.

189
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KatedCloud, Mat SU:

(Unintelligible)

I nad '14chance to see the computer network at the university and the potential

there. is,fantastic. It could have enormous impact on the community college

network, alleviating having humans there, to relieve some of the tedium.

Another thing that would help the community colleges would be to include

more student and community participation. Volunteers could provide a lot of

useful services, if no pressure was on them at the times they could not be

there . Another .thing would be to encourage more projects directed toward per-

sonal development, such as computer projects and aids to instruction. Credit

could be given fon_such things. There would be a tremendous learning potential,

that would enhance the educational System.' Students could provide monitorial

services for other students; thereby eliminating a demand on the educators.

The community college could be a center for.the community with some redreational

facilities. Library facilities- and reading areas need to be enhanced. There

is such potential that it wouldn't take too much. Communication within and

between institutions is necessary. .

Q: ,
Have you had any trouble with the transfer of credits from the com-

munity college te) the four-year institution? Do you know of any?

-1k-L
R: ,Personally, I am just there for education for my own personal benefit,

not for aft degree program. If they had a degree program, I would notiwant

to encounter any problem in transferring my credits.' I don't know of any

problems.

Q: Would you lake to see tuitionin the comm y colleges elvelinated?

R: Yes, in terms of making the service available to more people, particularly

'young people just out of high school.

4
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Phil Butler, Mat Su:

My name is Phil Butler and I am the principal of Palmer High School. I just

r want to mention that we liave had a long, continously positive relationship
%

with the Mat Su CommunitysZallege. The community college provides a.good
service, to the community with a good cross-section of course offerings. In

my fifteen years as principal, I have had a good working relationship with the

4 college. We have been able to offer each organization, high school to college,
with varying degrees of services for students through the facilities at the
high school and also the course offerings that the, college provies. We'have

been able to have some credibility on college course offering taught on the

hig school campus, particularly our electroniCs program which tarted at the

co unity college and eventually moved to the high school. Ano er area of

cCrtern to me is teacher preparation. This is a strong service t at the
community college provides by offering in-service programs updatiag their
certifications, and-offering courses in various levels of classwork. Of

course, here our concern is to be able to continue upper division level where

the on-going teachers can continue to expand tKeir proficiency. 'I would like

to see the college grow as it has been. _..f

, e

Q.: How would tau react to a 13-14 year approach?

R: I think what we see here is an option for students to stay in their own
community and go on to something if, for some reason, they are not able to

leave. I don't see a viable organization in the 13-14 year attached to the

secondary program. I think it would have some facility competition, thinking
we are trying to serve everybody all the time. By law we. are mandated to do

this but, practically, it is difficult to do so., You have t6 let the people
define their vein goals, so I am not in favor of that concept within the school

'district.

With regard to the community service function of the community college,
how does that interface in Palmer with the community schools function?
Is the community school handled) through your school or is it farmed out in

some way to the community college?

R: Speaking of the community school program that i am acquainted with in my

building, it offers many programs throughout the yea;. The interface that w4 have

now is theft thecommunity college uses some of our facilities. It is scheduled

through the community school so that there isn't a dual role being played in

some areas of wanting to use the rooms whre, the community college has tradi-

tionally offered courses.

191
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Gene Tweiter, Mat Su:

I want to make a comment about classes that are sckreduled outlying or

rural areas by Ma't Su Community College. I was a community college coord-

inator in thWWillow area and I'm very. pleased that the community college

0is scheduling courses such as ground school training; emergenc edical

technician training and business coprses in the rural areas. I id have some

input on this; that there is.st'ill 4 greater population that could be tapped 44

out there, with more funding resources put into that kind of effort. I am

aware that the college has offered some,short courses and seminars. They

have been successful and the people in the community have enjayed them.

Examples of thoSe are' home construction, agriculture and gardening. The

college is cooperating with other community agencies and they have provided

use of their building forSaturday seminars and conferences. They have done

that specifically for the Women's Resource Center. Finally, with a the

Women's Resource Centeriwe do work with ,displaced homemakers. We are aware

that the community college is offering refresher courses in clerical courses *

in bookkeeping and typing. Many of these women have been out of the work

force for many years or have never worked before. Thelirare finding themselves

in a situation where they need to work. These courses are preparing them'

for their future in the work force. L
'

I

.

Q: For women going back to college who have been homemakers, would free

tuition be a good idea, or should they be .charged tquition? Do_ygu have qiny

thoughts on that? .
...-v.

R: That is a pertinent qu stith, especially with the persons I.am dealing with,
in our program. Many of them don't have fin4ncial resources. Ma/be some kind
of a payment plan could be worked out where a person could make payments on a

deferred rate. I don't want to see it offe?ed,absolutely free.
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,

My name is.Rick Bordeau, representing the Mat Su Borough school district.

Here are some of my comments regarding my feelings about Mat 'Su Community

College. We think our relationship with the college is an excellent one.

We will work closely with them to establish a high school prerequisite for

,fle.incorporation Into the community college program. We are anxious to explore

r every avenue possible for high school students to avail themselveaLbf the

community college program and receive some kind of credit. We are working

on that. We are not sure what avenues we will approach on that yet. We

ave a subcommittee researching it. They will find out what problems are

' Involved in offering credits to high school students. We will work those

things out with the administration of the communitxocollege. They have

been extremely cooperative in providing service for us presently by having

an electronics teacher come, to the, high school and teach electronics to

high school kids. He is a fine teacher and it has been a real plus for us

this year. We are very appreciative of this cooperation. We want to ex-

, 'plore such areas as having, students take community college courses and,

perhaps, have some other agency pick up the, tuition. We are not sure how

that, will work, perhaps as an incentive for high school studehts who tare

motivated in that direction. I

"")1: I ha,e a question about4the administrative structure of the co lege.

Do you have any feeling about the burrent structure and whether or ndt there

should be any ch s .made? I

R: I don't th there Should beany changes made, but I am new here.

I dkon't-think *thdre should be any reduction in 4ministration staff. I

caniot address mydelf to Xhe issue of separation.

</N
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NOTE;. The tape recorder Malfunctioned at the beginning of the hearing. The

. following is a summary of commentary by Bob Arnold.

I. The importance of ACC in the Statewide System

A. .Anchorage Community College is by all measures the most important
single institution in the University of Alaska system. Based upon

Spring, 1980 figures:
--ACC provides learning opportunities to more persons than any other

postsecondary institution:
--ACC has a greater full-time OquiValent enrolment, than any other:
- -ACC enrolls more pertons in more credit hours and non-credit hours

than any other.

B. Anchorage Community College is the only comprehensive community

college in Alaska.

II. The place.of the ACC Policy Advisory Council

A. With regard to ACC itself, members of the Council
- - believe that we are reasonably effective in representing the com- N-

munity's conc,rns to the ACC President and that he is responsive
to more concerns to the extent-that he is free to be

-acknowledge and appreciate the steps the ACC President takes to
provide information to assist.the Council in performing its functions.

4

B. With regard to the Statewide System, 'the Council
--appreciates the efforts of Chancellor O'Rourke to increase the

powers and responsibilities of the Advisory Councils; but

- -believes the President of the System and Regents, although oc-

. casionally responsive, are largely indifferent to the Policy

Councils; and
- -believes that we are, at most, of only marginal importance in in-

fluencing the kind and qual.i.ty of institution that ACC will, e.

III. The governance ofthe U of A Statewide System

A. The ACC Policy Advisory Council is not satisfied that the present system

of governance for the Univertity of Alaska serves ACC or the UAA yell.

-We believe financial support of units within the System is not

equitable. In 1979, ACC was responsibiefor providing more than

30% of the credit hours of the whole system but was allotted only

11% of the revenues available to the System. And, though ACC had

twice the full7time equivalent enrollment of UAA, it received only

half as much money.
- -We are not informed of pending policy changes, such as the increase

tuition, until the Heoents have adopted such an incr...ce.

- -We are not consulted by the System President before he recommends

rejection of funding added by the Legislature.

195
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B. Despite our conclusion, this Council iS hOt persUapdof the clear
desirability of any one of the several alternative systems of gov-

ernance being considered.
--We are altogether opposed to adding the two-yeaeACC program to the

authority of the Anchorage"School Board; and
- -We; have strong misgivingslabout the establishment of a separate

governing board for the community colleges on a statewide bisis 'or

the establishment of UAA and ACC as0:4eparately governed institution.

.- -We do not believe that this series earings, though
to

useful; can

be a substitute for the analytical effort required to produce a
plan fOr a fairer and more responsive system of governance.

IV. Recommendations

A. We recommend that the Legislature fund theldeveiropment of a plan for

the reorganization of the system of governance Of the U of A that

would more nearly assure substantial, local control over each insti-

tution and equitable funding for each.

B. We call Attention with regArd_t.o funding that the Board of Regents has

ignored capital rinprovementS needs for ACC in its FY'82 proposal. ACC,

alrealw ten years behind in its building schedule, requested 6,000.0

for its Aviation Complex, PhaSe 11; 4,000.0 for its Applied Science'

Bldg. Phase 11;'and 15,000.0 for its classroom/administration building- -

all badly needed. Not one of these requests was granted by the Board

of Regents,,with no reason given for the decision. Perhaps this

should be called to the attention Of the legislative finance committees.

N,

C. The olicy Advisory'Council urges the reduction or elimination of

tu ough a variety of means to stimulate community college at-

ten d urges a corresponding increase in legislative appropria-

tions for community colleges).

D. The Policy AdvisOry Council%rges the legislature to assure that skill

centers, if established at locations,served by community4colleges, be

administered by those community colleges.

E. Thq Policy' Advisory Council' believes that duplication of courses by two and

four year institutions in the same community is undesirable from the

standpoint of the learners as well as wasteful of public funds.
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Transcript resumes:

Bob Arnold:

-3-

Q: I have questiins 'about the bwdgetary process. To what extent does the
policy advisory committee participatiRg de.4.71d.se what the budget will be?

R: . In the past .the PAC haS not had as'substintial a role as the college

president. We are-increasingly being brought into it, but it is a combination
of problems, one the necessity to move ahead two, the infrequehcy of our meet-
ings. If there'is a more important role to play, that is what O'Rourke is

looking for. Then our meetings will have to become more frequent. So it is

probably our problem and not ihecadministration's.

NIS

Q: Your fifth recommendation was where you addressed duplication of courses.

Will you be more specific. Where is the duplication?

R: In Anchorage we have 'course work that is being offered by the University
of Alaska resembling Courses offered by the Anchorage Community College. I

think this makes no sense. This is one of the concerns, t do not want to see

the community colleges become technical training institutes because philosophy,

history and literature are important in the lives4f all persons. The ones of

,us who have lived many years know that life is much more than the living you

make. These liberal arts are crucial to Our making our way through the world

in a happy way.

0

I.
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CHARLES ROUSSEAU:

I ant a retired instructor in the electronics department at the community

college. These are my opinions and that I have heard from other instructors
in my twelve years that I taught with the communily college. About the role

of the community college, it is obvious that the community college,should
provide the education that a four-year college does not have the time or staff

or faculty to do. Meet the needs of the community, provide the special
interest Courses, provide the opportunity for people to continue in education

that they might have had to quit in an earlier time in their lives. You men-

tioned the governing structure. I question the mention of an'umbrella, and as

I undlastand it, an umbrella is suppose$ to protect people. Tile only thing

this""'umbrelle has done is deluge us. It has not protected us trim anything.

I served on the university assembly three times in my twelve years with the

university. In those three times I have never once heard the university

system look with favor on the community college, it was always a "stepchild".

Dr. Woods made the comment that one day if he was lucky hOpmould get the com-'

munity colleges put under boards of education and get them out of higher edu-

cation. When you talk about a government structure, the community college

has always existed as a stepchild. Anchorage Community College, since have

been with it, starting in December 1968 has continued to turn out a rge

proportion of the student credit hours6in the state! Has continual suffered

the "short end of the stick" when it Cagle to appropriations for equ ment and

buildings for faculty to meet the needs of the community. So I would suggest

you take another look at the umbrella. There are some leaks in it.
'9

As far as the advisory councils are concerned, I think that ttley are not only

a good-thing but ecessary to the operation of any school whether it be a

community college or a senior college. The advisory council for the com-

munity collge major structure, from all I have heard is a very good one and

a very active group. I wish .1 could say the same for all the advisory euncils.

Too Often a position on an advisory council iS a status thing. The members do

not do their homework, they come to the meetings and give all sorts of advice '

about what they would like to see done, the improvements they would like to

see and when a faculty member says, "Would you mind putting that in writing so

we will have something concrete wo work with", they say, "I'will get)it to yoU."

I personally pursued two of our advisdry-council members for three months try-

ing to get it in writing before I finally gave up. I even offered to bribe

them by 'taking, them out to dinner ifthty would give it'to me.
t

As far, as the7:,tralysfer of credits goes; I retired in June at the age of 52.

I.considered myself an adequate teacher; I have been told I am a damn good

teacher., r got out with abOut 20 more years of teachingabili,ty in me because

I xas sick and tired of fighting the system. I was upset by the fact that my

community college electronics students would come back frop,registration and

tell me they-had been told that although they were majoring in electronics

'71

techn ogy, they -had td sign up at UAA if they wanted to get'cxedit fqr courses

or b able to transfer credits to UAA. Students have told me that thetUAA

instructors -said that the community college instructors were not competent.

T"slback.biting between the "senior" college and the community college, not
, , ,,
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only does not accomplish anything -- the students can see thro h it -- but

it tears the hell out of the students. They suffer for it. They are told

they cannot transfer credits to the four-year institution. Bologna! Who says

,so? Instructors teach both! I have taken courses in both and, with the ex-
ception of two instructors, in most of the courses I took at the senior college,
I consider them a waste of my time,money d patience. I suggest the com-

mittee read a book called This_Sure Beats V rking for a Living. It was

written by a tenured professor who is about to retire. We have a chanceto see
that education is upgraded and updated, that the degreesre riot empty pieces
of paper, that they mean something. We have a chance to _promote research in

dealing with problems that no other statein our union can. Cold weather

problems,' applications of living in this environment, techniques for energy

.conservation. I think the legislature should look toward funding such programs:

As far.as-budgeting is concerned, I think that the legislature should insist'
that, when a budget application is made it should be line-itemed, tha

be explained. I came in here today with a4;head,of steam" ready to r
and Mr. McCann informed me that I was in error. What I was going to comp

about was that just before I retired there was a large chunk of money I h

thought was allocated for voc/tech equipment to upgrade the programs. Yo

not teach vocational technical courses without current equipment. U yo
it with out-dated equipment the students go to the employer and the empl

. says, "You are seven years behind your time. I cannot afford to hire

would cost me too much to upgrade you." I 'found out that when that $

item went to the legislature, the only explanation of it was that it
establish a TV station and some other minor thing. Nothing said

ing equipment. The legislature insists that budgets be itemized.
against spending public money but the citizenry has a right to
money is going and what it is going for. The legi

for the citizens, has the obligation to demand th
When a budget is submitted you should be able to
is going. If zhe organization that gets the mone

"kill all the buggers and teach them alesson".
tion with the community college. When UAA went

first two semesters they 7ere a four-year colle
year material that was already being covered b

so they were shorting out third and fourth y
They did'not have the faculty to do both.
lationship I think something should be do

each item
se hell,

ain
d

can-
do

yer
u. It

00,000
was to
ut upgrad-

I am not
ow where the,

the "watchdogs"
t the money be accounted for.
ee where every penny of it
puts it to some other use
e university is in competi-

to a four-year college, the
e, tney were teaching second
the community college and to do

r 4.WarSes that students needed.
4stud oL,this cat and dog" re-

e abodt forcing. If they do not do

it on the basis.of common sense, or mutual interest, then somethihg.ShOuld be

done about forcing an attitudeof cooperation between the senior and community .

coll9get: Idon't care about title as educator Or scholar, etc.' We are all

teachers and oir job is to impart knowledge. We are supposed to teach students

how to think, how to find the material they need and to use it Once they have

it. If we are not doing that then, damn we are not "worth our salt". I

am sorry if I sound like I am "full of venom", but you have just heard twelve

years

Al

of fruttratiOn. Thank you for your time.

Q: In the legislature two important arguments against line-iteM' budgeting

fm the university system we have heard. One, the principle that yoU are

illerfering with academic freedom. ,
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R: Automatic excuse that has bien,used to cover up a lot of nonsense.'

Q: These are not necessarily MY personal views. I was just wondering how
you felt about these two things. The other is that if you line-item every-
thiy,,if one particular legislator didn't like so-Ind-so who was in such-and-

.

isuc a.position or didn't like so-and-so who was teaching such -and -such a
course or didn't get what he wanted in such-and-such an area for his college;
therefore, if he was on a particular caucus meeting he would mark out some-
thing else in another area. Those are the principal arguments against it.
Do you have any comments about that?

R: Any'legislator that would Yes5rt to thatisort,of tactic should not be in
the legislature. We are supposed to be adults, we are supposed to be doing a
job. I worked most of my life .a.sa technician.' If I could not have done the

job I would have been fired. When I say line-iteming I am not saying you have
to put down $12 dollars forpencils and $10 for erasers, but this money goes
to this department for its use in this area. On that basis there would be some

definite purpose for the funds. A few years ago the legislature voted a large
increase in funds: At that time facultyLltas(laid off because of a shortage of

funds and used that money to hire administrators. 'I am not saying that admin-

iitrators are not necessary, but you can over-administrate a program to death.
If the money had been line-itemed or designited for a specific purpose, then
they could not have done that. The previous gentleman commented on. the fact that

the Board of Regents is often unresponsive.' If I could do it, I would dismiss

the entire board and start a,new one. Their past record has proved that they
are largely ineffective and unresponsive and do not take an interest in 'the

interests of this school that they should. I know they do not do their homework

as far as community colleges are concerned.

Q: How do you see the duplication of courses between Anchorage Community
College and the senior college?

R: I do not think it is necessary for the four-year college to teach any of
the courses that are covered by the community college. They could teach courses

in addition, but not the ones covered by the community college. As fax as not

wanting to see the community college, become a technical institution, hell now. '

The technician with only a technical background ii not worth a hoot.

Q: Where would you pit English 101?

R: In the community college. It is necessary to everyone, necessary for the

person going on the four-year education but the techniCian who cannot com-

municate is not worth damn. .

Q: Are you saying t the student who wants to graduate from $AA should take

English 101 right here,e`

R: It.would cut down on the dupliation of courses. It would allow the

four-year institution to put more of its time, effort, and its fatuity into

building the higher end of the program, and it would save the taxpayers money.
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Q: Do you see, the first two years having the absolute necessities plus the.

community type courses?

,

R: UAA could have additional courses in the basic le%;els.

A

Q; You made it' clear that there is a poor relationship between Anchorage

and the community colleges - ? 11.41"114 )

4

R: Excus&me, there is a poor relationship from the University of Alaska,

Anchorage, Tbwards the community-college. I have never heard a community col-

lege instructor downgrade a'senidr college instructor.

Q: You alluded to starting over again as a solution, do you have specific .

ideal on what to do to change this entity? When you have changed the problem,

have you altered the situation?

R: The first suggestion I would like to make on that 'score is that I would

like to see a separate Board of Regents for the community colleges. That

shOuld have been done several years ego. It,was suggested but nothing ever

came of it. That would give us a body that would be mainly conce4led with the
community colleges; therefore, we would be more responsive to them. I think

there is a trend in the United States for Boards of Regents appointments to

be made on a political basis, instead'of on the qualifications of the individual

to do the job,'or the interest of the individual in doing the job . . . what

can you do with a board that pretends to listen to what you say then disagrees

or ignores you and you'have no recourse? ,I think if you took a survey of the

students on their attitudes on an encounter between UAA and ACC poll would be

able to get a much better picture. I was told that the reason for student

being told .hey had to registerfor UAA was that, that would build up the UAA

registration. We 're not in a battle for points. If we are in a be,ttle, it

is to educate students.
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Tony Lucass;,;,

I am an electronics instructor at ACC. have been therd ten years. I worked

for Chuck. I.am not quite.as fiery on some things as he. Although I am not

insensitive to some of it, I am a_little embittered about some of the things__
that have gone on with the years.

are

thing I would 'like to talk about is our

,program and its' credibility`. We are ix electronics. It is a very expensive

program comparedwith some of the academic areas, with the materia1 we ed and

I
the classroom technical instruments that are much more expensive than a piece
of chalk and a blackboard, stAnere,you look ata community college and deal with
credit hours i.n an.dcademic setting where it is strictly lecture. In our case

you need labs which can become prohibitively expensive. A student came into

our office who had graduated two yeare alb andhe was complaining that 'Uncle

Sam', this year, was going to get $19,000 in income tax from.him. When I

hear something like that I wondgr where does it get to be expensive then.

Someitimes I have difficulty with our, administration, that they are penny-wise
sand pound-foolish because they want to take away money from here to develop

some other areas. ,Should.we charge more lab fees? Maybe tuition should. be

based on the desirability and productivity of a program, the more of each it

has the higher the tuition should be in order to pay for 'the technical tater-

ials that class needs. Maybe that should be a consideration. I don't think .

i should be the' highest in the 13 western states either. I was very fortunate

to be able to go out on a professional development leave last year. I left

last August to go ',to Colorado VocationalTechnical'Community College. Their

present situation isi disaster. What,they have done is take all the technical

courses and make academic courses that apply to the technilicarcourses. In

English,- well ygu know what an adverb is and a noun,it is not English 101.

I am firm believer that we must have college level academics; howevet, I

woul like to say that I am absolutely pro-autonomy for community colleges.

411I b ieve that the university and the community colleges_ phirosophically are

mutually exclusive. By that I mean the university, I believe and righy so,
should require a student when he goes into the first year of English 101, com-

ing from a high school level, that you do have the ability to write at a senior

high school level; whereas, the community college should have an open door

policy and they should say, "If you have gone to the 8th grade, we have an-

English 69 and English 75 and we will teach you about adverbs, nouns, adject-

ives and we will teach you sentence structure. Then you.will have that 12th

grade level and be ready to take English 101. I-believe the community colleges,

/ should be governed`by boards. I would like to see that board comprised of

local citizens who are on advisory Apoards ,today, programmed into the community

colleges much the same as Oregon_ analashingtoll. I went to Oregon State on

my leave and took education courses with Dr. Charles Ferguson and Dr. Hatcher,

who-are very knowledgeable ofIcommunity colleges, and I might suggest you get

these people as consultants. Or if you need people to reference ton corn-

...amity colleges, D. Charles Carpenter, / believe, is Director of Community

College Education for Oregon State and he is -in the Department of Education

there. Dr. Hatcher is Policy Coordinator. Both ace eine gentlemen and very

knowlOgeable about community Tolleges. I would like to, see us develop an

'individual board for each community college in the state and then have a con-

solidated board. This board ought to consist of school board members, local
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.citizepry and advisory board members from the community college. I think each

community college should budget as an individual entity. The board would con-

solidate and present to thelegislature the college sytem budget.

I would liketo see the colleges broken down to'different things; I'do not

think we should compete with other community colleges, -We should establish

our needs here and they, their own needs, separately. Hearinasshould be '

conducted in that manner. . We should not have to compete for bunch of

moat}, that comes down. I do not think it is right, not the correct way to do

it. I would like to see tuition in community collpges based on, maybe; three

`criteria. First, in an academic sense, probably no tuition. For the tech-
, nical, based on how desirable a course is, ipd how much it costs to run it.

Community interest courses as baking' might consist pf paying for ,the,ingre-

dients used but a course that teaches a person for a job as cook on a pipe-

line, for example; that course should cost the amount of materials used. Say,

$15 to $25 a credit hour. One thing I would like to get away from ,,s that overt

and above the charge for credits is the charge for lab fees. Some are prohibi-

tive, $200 Ito $300 for a semester. That's getting a big high, b4.1t if you use

- a lot of material it could be split up some.way'so it is not so costly. It

does cost you to go there.

A4P
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Carl Frasure:

I am an historian at ACC. I think, first of all, what f would like to do is
be candid with you'andtry to explain what I think has occurred, then try to
deal with some of the solutions'for it.' If you look at the university system,
what you will find in classic terms is a division of resRonsibility. Es-.

sentially the first two yearsthe students are taught bylessistant profesiors.
or teaching assistants. The second two years are taught by associate profes-

sors. Graduate schools are taught by professors. What happens in any system

or any like this is that there is a hierarchy of values, placed on education and
at the lowest 'end of this university system are the first two years ofceduca-

tion. Those divisions are being taught by 'teaching assistants. I belieire

what'has happened in the last eight years of education in Alaska is that' the
traditional administrators of the unimirsitysyttem have been hired at the
dedision-Making level of this systemglEd, in budgetary considerations of edu-
cational systems within the state of Alaska, have considered the community
collge the first two years of an education. In that hierarchy of their judg-

ment and their budgetary considerations in terms ofeducational decisions, we
have been at the bottom of the list. This has caused in the faculty of the

community college an inherent sense of frustration and despair. Despair is

precisely the word I yould like to use. If the people at the top do not re-.

spect what you are mooing, and do not understand shat you are doing, then you
will feel a general hopelessness in the professionalism that you have tried to
exhibit. It is the source of unionization of the community college system and,
ultimately, the source of this committee meeting you are having today. Put-

ting that into perspective I have recommendations. In conversations on this

i sue I was called, by a friend,of mine who is an associate, a radical fence-

tter. That is a fair estimate of how I feel about this. I believe that

mmunitAcollege autonomy is a necessary thing, but more necessary is college
authority, authority to make their owns system prosper, authority to bring the

best possible delivery system of educatioR to their students.

My" principal aim testifying today ,is to say, first-, yes' community college

authority/autonomy is a good thing. Two, this is a perilous journey. What

we are talking about is how to make this the best possible educatid for

Students. What we do not want to do is jump from a hazardous, hopeless situa-

titm into a worse one. Community colleges must not become political footballs.

They must not become irldividuilized or particularized. I strongly favor a

community col;ege system throughout the state rather than automoMizing them. I

strongly oppose, in any sense, briny them into the school board system.. I; I

had only one thing for you, in terms of the faculty, the way I_read the facUlty

on this'issueis we want an opportunity .to fully involve ourselves in educe

tion. One of the things that has happend.to us in the last eight years is that

an aktrftordidary amqght of efforthas been used in fighting the university- system.

It causes a an like Chuck Russo, who would 'Ave given his life to the school,

to leave it. It is a jolt i the Anchorage Community College faculty to look at

the incidence of ulcers and intestinal problems caused by stress. In my divi-

sion alone-I know of at least-a half-ddzian instances in which people have been

hospitalized from this stress situation.
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I.spent the first year of my graduate school trying to figuredOut.-whit-I wanted

to be and what I determined in that year was, a community college teacher.
That was because it was a'l)rand new revolutionary system of education. t came

here because the community college systems articulate the value of their

societies, so I share the values of Alaskan'sdciety. What I found in this

particular system is that, I have found myself back to 1948 in an educational
''"'system,.a traditional university system that felt that community colleges

were, in fadt, t junior colleges. That they were the bottom end of the
educational system and the people were just kind of high school teachers that

had retired. I find that distressing and terribly perplexing. What they-have

done to"us, both the high school teacher who is a professional and the college..
talacher who is a professional, is ditregard how we pr4pare ourselves. Com-

munity college teachers are not simply university teachers. They are special-

ists, and they have a mission. They need to perform it.

21_ How do you perceive the community college being different from the
first two years at the university, or how should it be differerit?

R:' It has two primary missions. It sets out a whole series of 6Unity
education programs, programs that search out the needs of the community:. Out

of that need it sets up skill building and information building concepts on
these particular issues. The second thing that I am stiong13, 'in favor of is

that a, traditional community college is supposed to teach studentt how to be .

- students. Many of our clientele come from backgrounds that are not traditional.'

One thing I often see in my classes, in the last three years, is the growing
incidence of females' above the age of thitty-five. Part of the community college

,mission with them is not simply to,"boggle" the data on theM. We teach them how

to study, how to prepare reports, how to make reviews, how to search out mono-
, graphs. That is not a traditional university mission. That is a community

collegemission. At the end of two years when you leave'the cothmunity college
to go into a,university system, what you are supposed to be able to do is enter.

that university as a fully equal student. It is a game of catch-up. f feel

good about doing that

You say thatiever9one here is opting for as ulcer.- Is that because

of status,or money or WfiAt?

R: I am one of the victims. This is one of thestrongest faculties I have

seen. I have been.at the University of Washington and at Berkeley as a student

and I have seen 'very strong faculties. This is a truly professional faculty,

but we find ourselves teaching in what looks like a prison. I was in the CIA

and, in the central bowels of that, there never was a bleaker looking building

than we have. The second thing, when I look at my colleagues, is the presenta-

tion of a new curriculum and what that ties to is budgetary expansion and

what I consistently see on their part is searching out for that approval from

the university, described by one of them as "throwing punches into a'marsh-

mellow". You could have the most dynamic, concise idea of how to,create a

new piogram, but by the time you push it through he decision processes of the

University of Alaska, -first you will be six years older and secondly, you will

Save an ulcer. It is not really explicable.
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The final one,is a personal'one for me. I think the administrators at Anchorage

Community College Ore extradordibarily forceful men. They have intellect,

drive, professionalism, but they do not have authority. These men are held
responsible for the community college but.they are not given the authority to

administer it. They are not given enough authority to make the system prosper, . ,

i 1 I it.
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I am a'member of the.sociology faculty at ACC. I am working on"my first ulcer.

I would like to bring to the attention,of the committee the findings of two

specific efforts which we-conducted at ACC to determine some of the educational

needs in the community'.of Anchorage. I.think this information will have a
significant bearing-on the future direction of the community college, in the

,community.. I think it has some implications for statewide panning for com7

4 munity co legs programs. First of these'efforts is a survey that was condticted

in 1979 by the Committee of Faculty and Adminntration here at ACC'in-coopera-
tion with the Federal Executive Association Training Subcommittee to determine

the educational needs of federal employees in the Anchorage area.and how ACC

could address these needs. It was felt that a lot of money was being expended

by federal agencies for in-service training an4 staff development. Many of the

resources they were using were not local resources, they had to bring 04ople

m the 'lower 48' to conduct workshops and this kind of thing. It wasfelt

hat if these resources could be developed locally, it would save money for the

federal agencies and the training the people received wopld be more relevar{'t

to the jobs they were performing. It was also an opportunity for the community

college to take a look at other more personal edUcational needs of those

people. We sent out 7950 survey questionnaires. The return was 2623 of these.

This is abaft a 33 percent return, which we feel is excellent for this kind of

survey. If this represents a fairly good cross-section of our total
community of 8,0q0 people in the work force in Anchorage and that we can make

eome,reasonable inferences regarding the educational needs of the total com-

munity. Our findings made a number of things clear. First of all, interest is

high among federal employees for higher educational opportunities, if made

reasonably accessible to them. Secondly, and I think this is very significant,

over 80 percent of the respondents were primarily interested in job-related

educational opportunities, programs to upgrade their skills for future advance-

ment in their present occupations, opportunitiesfor trainin so they could

move into higher level job categories 9T to earn required cetificatior in

their vocational fields. Third, relatively few of the respendents labout 27

percent) expressed a primary interest in a college degree. ,There was consider-

ably more interest in the specific job-related skills rather than a degaee per

se. If they could get a 'degree along the way that's fine, but this was not

their primary interest. Fourth, 24 percent expressed interest in personal en-

richment opportunities not connected to a degree or their job. Fifth, there

antobvious need to extend our offerings into the community. We cannot meet all

these needs with a strictly campus-bound program, We need to get out into the

community and offer courses off-campus.

The seconq,offering that I was involved in bears on community need. I have

been working for the last six months on the deve;opmehab of a human services

education program at Anchorage Community College. This encompasses training

in a wide range of human service programs from mental health, substance abuse

programs to child welfare correctional programs, aging services, etc. In

this effort I have had contact with the local human services agencies. On

Nov r 22 we held-a coilferenceon campus which 4 was very well attended py 70

peolltefroethe'community, representing about 35 local agencies. We received
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very valuable input from.those agencies about what k4.c1 of programs they

would like to\ see developed, They are interested in people who' have certain

competencies in working with ppople. We have to go beyond our traditional

programs to adequately train people at this two-year level to work in human

service programs. Secondly, actual hands-on or 'experiencial' educations'
opportunities were essential,'as well as liberal arts. Third, many human ser-

vice workers hawe job-specific training needs. These are common in a variety

of settings. :People in alcohol and drugs will have needs and it could well be

that the agyig programs will have the same kinds of needs. These programs are

not necessarily related to the earning of a degree or getting,a credential. It

is beginning-to be. crear to me that staff/development and in-service training

sleds might occupy the majority of our time in this program. There 11 a need

to develop a degree program and we are going to do this, but we will be serv-

ing the agencies helping them to meet some specific traisting needs. Mary of

these are being done without the community being aware. A workshop that one

is doieg may be of value to another. There is a very important roles com-
munity college can play in this area, a coordinatin'' role, a kind if clearing

house and the agencies are very enthusiastic about it. I`pee a very exciting

role for the-community college to play 4./this area. f at gonvinced that the

community is unively suited to these kinds of needs. This is what community

colleges are all about. We are going to have to think differently, develop

inovative approaches in providing education. We have got to take out services

where the people are and offer them in a variety of formats. I am hearer

more and more that the typical semester is not appropriate because of the

needs-in the community. To be successful at this, two things are essential for

us here at .the local level. We have to be able to make our own decisions,
major decisions regarding progrim development, how we are going to schedule

our program and all ot-these things. We-have to be able to establish our own

priorities and.how we are going to use the available resources here at the local

level. If tie are going to-be successful, we cannot depend on the decision-

makers in the highest levels of the university. Experience has shown us that

we cannot deliver these kinds of services with the present organizational

structure. Iopava, for a long time, been an advocate of separation of the com-

munity college"System from the university. It is so clear to me that, with the

present arrangement, we are not being successful in addressing these kinds of

educational deeds. The present arrangement is more of a hindrance than a help. -

We aft severely limited in our ability to make necessary decisions at the local

level. We lack resources. I also feel that we must compete unfairly in the

university system for available resources.' While ,I think that a separate

system not a panacea, it would enable us to compete much more fairly. I am

also awareeof the political realities. I lobbied hard last spring for.the bill

forseparatiorl. I was in Juneau testifying before Mrs. Buchholt's committee.

I believe that the prospects for separation of the community colleges are not

too giood, so I will confine my remarks to what is the next best thing. If we

cannot have total separation, how can we have maximum local control and autonomy

within the system.

At the very least, the tommunity college system needs to have more decision-

making clout at the higher levels of the university. The way we are set up now,

Pat O'Rourke is our chancellor. He is the chancellor for all the community

colleges and rural education programs, one chancellor for all the community

college*, UAA has its own chancellor, UAF and UAJ have their own. It is .n-

comprehensible!. I have never been able to understand why the largest unit of
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the university, ACC, must compete With all-the other community colleges and the
rural-education program for its needs to be met while its sister institution,
with its own chancellor, has direct access .to the decision-making powers that
be. I think we have told() something abouirethat. It appears to me that the 1-

coMgetition betwepn the urban and the rural programs within the community f,

college system is not a healthyone. Aft does not have to be there. There is
no queion that the developmental needs and the cost of delivering education
in the rural areas are very great. They need a great deal of support. It does
not make sense to provide that support at the expense of the urban programs.
I hope this i formation will give you some -idea of what our needs are too.

ttConsidering e financial-resources of the state there is no need for that kind
of competition. So, what I propose is that we have two chancellors within the
community: College system, one representing the urban and one the rural campuses.
I think that Aes,ed some of the other urban colleges would get a fairer hearing
when it comes to gtailable resources. I propose this as a viable alternative
to separation. This would help to resolve many of the problems here. . I would
like to address the question of tuition and thg cost of education. In both of
our efforts, the federal survey and human service work that I am doing, one of
the deterrents to getting-e community college education expressed by a large
numbei of peopleis finances. I do not think anybody should be denied com-
munityFollege education for strictly financial reasons. The financial-rs-
sources in this state are great enough that we could provide those opportunities
to everyone who needs them, preferably at no cost or at a bare minimum. I am
in favor of as low a tuition as is possible. In closing I would like to say
that the possibilities for Anchorage Community College are very exciting. I

would agree that we are depressed and discouraged much of the time, but that in
the decade of the 80's we really have an opportunity to develop a community
:college system that is second-to-lbnone in the country. r

Q: When you speak of tuition, are you proposing some kind of grant or are
You proposing Iimination?

R: I am propoising elimanatiob or very minimal tuition for everybody.

Q: Your comments about the traditional semest.er were intriguing-to me. In

all the bush areas that we visited it was unanimous on that point, that the
traditional semester does not work. Are you saying that ir4 Anchorage it could
work?

"it

R: ram not saying that we abandon the traditional semester.

You mean for certain *pea of courses?

R: Yes, peOple working in social agencies cannot take the time to enroll in
a whole semester class. With a little imagination on our part, I think we

.could package this thing in a way that they can take advantage of it. We need

to be a lot more flexible in doing these things.

Q: Let's assume that the community colleges were totally split from the pre-
vailing system, that they were eutonoMh40. Let's go back to English 1pl. what

At'
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do you suppose that a student going into a,four-year 101 would take at Anchotage7
.

Doiyou see-a duplication?
c

mean thereR: Just because courses are offered at both institutions doesn't

is dupl cation. Much of the problem locally aros&because-each of them were ,
planning without, regard to what the other was doing. This was particularly
true about ur years ago when UAA made its first incursion into the lower divi-

sion. They set up courses all over the place without regard to what we, were

doing at ACC. Understandably we were very upset about it. If'we are offering

six sections of hoc. 101 at ACC, I don't think we will be too concerned if they
are, going to offer four or five at UAA if there is a need for ten or eleven
socv sections in the community, and if it will facilitate things for students.
I cart see that it would be more convenient for four-year students to take it at

'UAA. I have hp problem with that so long as itis not cutting into the needs

at ACC.

How would you see the transferring over of English 101 if the student

came here?

R: There have bee problems, but for the most part I think the basic intro-
ductory courses have been accepted, not toilet much p`f a problem.

ea
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ANCHORAGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 13, 1980 .

Jim Donnally:

I am a mathematician and also a scientist at Anchorage Community College.
I want to state my recommendations fir4t. I think $400,000 in books should

be allotted to he consortium library the next fiscal year; $200,000 '

every year after at for three years. I do not want total separation between

the community lle and the university system. I do recommend that the

community collee'es b given fair representation on the Board of Regents. I

lwant to Launch into he main part of,what I have to say. How do you punish a

person? The hest \suppose is to take away the things he needs the most. If

he is a nonproductiv person, you take away his freedom, put him into a cell.

If he is a productive person, a real professional, you can be extremely vicious
to him. Take xamay his tools. If you want a painter to go crazy take away his

painting tools) If you want a pianist-to go crazy give him arthritis. If
....

you want a-pr essiohal to,go crazy take asiay his books and heap on him the

4need for the oks so he feels the pain. Make him a responsible v3.able per-

son with a professional set him in a to unity where people are ask-
inglhim questions about Ole cosmos, bake sure he nas no books there to talk

about 'and you have a man with an,ulcer. I have seen a lot of that around here.

I see that-the best physics 1 96oks. in the consortium library have Alaska Methodist

University.stamped on them. These books are at least ten years old. This

cosmos business started in the last year or so, which meals we are ten year
behind in research and questions are being asked about what is happening now.
I think that somebody -in the higher echelons of authority does not understand
what prbfessionalism.is. 'Takes one to know one. I suspect if they do not

know what a professional is, they themselves are not professionals. They must

not realize that professionals,need books. I am insulting them now in a way

that they have insultedts. This is a community college and as such, we work

with the people of the community. This means that we need to have books avail-

able so the people can be referred tohthese books. I am working on a greenhouse

project (community college teachers do research you know).. It would do my

heart good to have,some good engineering hand books' which I could refer to the

people who are callintg me up this projeet to .1.60k into. It would do my

heart good to walk into a foiest of mks rather than a desert of books. I _dr-

need stimulation. Math and science .,... e s can be very dry, very difficult to

read and I am not a leprechaun who cipl make things look interesting. I need

food just li4e.everyboy else. There a real hunger there. The community

needs it, the faculty needs it. ,

Q: You have a proposed budget?

R: The $400,000 is what we need to catch up on what has been neglected. We

need to re-subscribe to the professional journals, subscribegto solar

materials.-- The usual way is.for the library to pass around to the faculty',

what. books would you like to see and the faculty submits them. They have been

so discouraged lately that they do not submit them. I heardtthere was $10,000
floating around somewhere,-but it got snapped right up so, not only are we

being insulted, we are being teased. v..

Q: Are you equating the lack of money to the lack of decision-making?

R: Lack of.understanding, lack of money.'Yes.
10-
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ANCHORAGE COMVUNITY COLLEGE
December 13, 1980

Lin Bauer:

I am currently a teacher in the Engineering Technology Department. I would

like'to make my comkents very brief and specific in the area of facilities.

Those are the, things that some people perceive as being buildings and space.
I am.a committee member of the Campus Facilities Planning Committee. What I

have tozsay is my own opinion and does not reflect the opinion of that com-
mittee. I think it is very important that admission statements between a

N\

university system and a community college system are different. If you were

to read in the university's pdlicy statement, they were very specific in ad-

/ dressing the point Viat community dolleges should respond to their own parti-

cular service areas. I see this as a deficiency on the part of Anchprage
Community College responding to whit I See as our. own service area. We are

in a position at this, point to inquire about community needs, to identify with
community desires and I think everyone on this partiCular campus feels it is

important to be honestwith those responses. I think a problem that exidts is

the decision to be fair and honest with this response is not at this
but at the Board of Regents' level. I feel that is quite a bit of responsib-

ility to ask local individuals to make determinations on what may or may not

be best. The educational needs are in the city of Anchorage and the borough
area, specifically with facilities. We are a different type of campuS,' °Ur

student is a commuter type of student,, he does not come here in the morning at

'eight o'clock, park a car andfstayuntil ten. We have them coomingiat11 times

and periods duking the day. That requires a response to, not necessarily an
educational need but something indicative of the whole area, the automobile.

.

The university system perceives campuses as buildings. The community college

may not necessarily be a building. We are offering services' thrqughout the

whole area. That is important to understand and also, through the,ellocation

of resources that it does not only have to go here, but it goes to the com-

munity,- I would like to talk about the current capital budget request procedure,

funds available for buildings: It has been frustrating on the part of my

colleagues to generate program requirements, based on response to community.need,

send that through the system and then have those particular needs lumped into

a total statewide system request. I do not advocate separation at this time.

I think, somehow within the -System, there has to be a connection between what

the community needs and how the university system responds to that need at the

local level. Specifically in capital requests, a separation of statewide-
.

system capital request in the community college.
V

Q: Can you say a litt1e more about your last point?' How-Can that be achieved?

R: I do not have any specific recomMendation. Operationally I can see two

proposals on a voter ballot,one for community colleges and one for the state-

wide system. It would allow me as an individual to come in and rkspond to my

own community college.
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ANCHORAGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Decembet 13, 1980

Mark Tysdn:

I am a senator with the Anchorage Community,College'Student Association.
I think we should have a complete split. We could have separation but still

be in the,same system. We feel a complete separation is necessary. A prob-

lem with not having a complete split is the joint use of facilities. Example

is this sports arena; one side is administered by ACC, but the sports.
facility is,rdh by UAA. The conflicts. are unbelievable. Students need to

feel that their opinions and committee recommendations are seriously con-

sidered.

We need more looks for the library. I would like to make it clear that when

you are talking about $400,000 worth of books you are talking &At process-
ing, so you need added staff which should be included in any allocation. I

have worked for the library. We do not have the space even if we had the

money for the books. The library has not been given a justifiable priority.

Some of the rooms that are library space are'being used fOr administrative

offices of UAA. Another thing that was discussed was the books being available

to the community. The problem with that is, with the people in the com-

e munity coming in and'using the books, they are not there fa./ the students when

they need them. The Community college takes the brunt of the lack of fund=

ing in'the 'municipality. We fe le]. the community should be involved with the

library, but since the college serves the students we-should have firs

-priority for accessibility to these books. We have talked about funding for
the community college and I. would lils.eio,take this time to discuss the funding

for students. One misinterpretation I heard (when I first came here) about

tuition,was that most students have tuition waivers or grants. That is not the

case at all. Financial 'aid is very stringent on hew much money you make to

qualify. It is not reasonable at all. I 'would like to stress the state's

4 student loan program as it exists now. We-feel that the money allocated pet

academic year needs to be increased. Fro $3,000 for undergraduates to at

least $vpoo or $5,500, for graduate work($5,000 to $7,b00. Another aspect of

the'stddent loan program, under certain criteria 40% is eliminated. We feel

that this should be/increased. We feel that perhaps 4% of it should be

resolved, but the criteria is stringent. To assist Alaskans, if the amount

was raised to 80% then the rule of timeworking here be raised to five to seven

'years. After that we would have fair knowledge of our state in that amount

of time so the 80% would be justified. To qualify, the person should be at

least a two-year resident, and maintain at least a C average. If they leave

the state or do not graduate, then it should be mandatory that they pay their

loan in full.

Comment from a member of the audience: There is going to be legislation filed

addressing the increase in loa4 and some of the thingp you were talking about.*

SZ: Are ,you a student 'at ACC?

R: Yes, I am.

2: Do you have an idea how much It costs you? Do you have a budget for a year?
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I have a budget that is very, very conservative. I am living in Eagle
River Ondhave some unique circumstances, but conservatively, I need at least
$6,800 for nine months, and. that is also subsidizing that with a twenty -hour
week job. If you are a full=time student you need all that time to study. If

you are subsidizing with a part -time job, you are jeopardizing the quality of
-1-715.w.seducation. If you are constantly worrying about the amount the program
does not provide, then(you are losing the whble perspective of,What you are here
for.

Q: Another thing, when you started your testimony you were talking about the
split°and joint use of facilities. What did you mean by that? e"

R: One instance is media services. It is stationed ot the ACC campus but '

for UAA faculty to use it they must call ACC. It must be brought over to UAA
and placed in the library for the instructors to come over and get the
equipment.

Q: Does it bother you that after four years at $5,000 you would owe the
state $20,000? 0

R: Yes, but I can remain in my home and 40% will be forgiven.

Q: Would you be in favor of elimination of tuition?

R: Yes, mainly with the C average to obtain that I think that is important.

Q: Hp would you perceive the rebate idea working, with a C average or
forced t pay if failing the course or something?

R: It could work several ways. The first way could be that at the end of the
first semester, the Financial 4id Office could review transcripts and if they
did not maintain the C average then the following semester they would not be
eligible. /

t
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. ANCHORAGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 13, 1980

Ron Reed:

I am a senator in the Anchorage Community College Student Association, reve-

sentative, of that recognized organization on the campus. I want to emphasiz9t

that the views I am about to outline are my own, but I have no doubts they a*

representative of a large number of students on this campus. I would like'to

sr, speak to the role Of several noncurricula matters involving therole of a well-

rounded, dynamic community (ACC), about credit hours and course offerings, and

in the number of students served', demonstrating its potential to become a really

first class institution. However, I am concerned that unlike many, other com-

munity colleges 'insmany other states, the sense of community college,involvement

in students lives is entirely absent. I think that is primarily due to two

factors: The first factor is the lack of low-cost housing-that would offer

the student the choice Of living on campus and becoming part of the, campus

community. Second .factor is the wide range of the feeling of victimization

of the student population. They are 'victimized from almost the moment they

arrive on campus with the higher cost of tuition to uncertainty of course

offerings, the endless problems of taking courses at both UAA andACC and trans-

ferring credits. I think that these problems cannot be solved by further in-

fusion of money into the statewide system unless the Board of Regents has a

change in attitude toward ACC and, by extension, to the community college in

general. In the absence of such change, I think Mr. Russois proposal for

linp-itemization in the budqet is a step in the right direction. The regents

s1i 6uld not have the freedom of action to designate money intended for programs

in the community colleges for other purposes. Free transferability of courses

is a must. Why should a student be unable to transfer credits across Prov4dence

Driv ; the same credit that is assumed to be;of sufficient quality to transfer

VanywS4e else in -the state and the lower 48 colleges. This problem is related

to duplication-of courses at UAA'and ACC. ACC's offerings are at least of

equal quality to those of UAA. That has been my personal experience. It is

practically criminal-that the energy and skill of both faculties .should continue

to be wasted in this manner. There have never been convincing arguments ad-

vanced for coordinating offerings of both schools for the maximum benefit of

students at both. Students are, after all, the reason for existence of any

educational institution., I would like to expand Oiefly on this theme. Students

are not the only reason the University ofAlaska gystem exists. It represents

an investment on the staters part in the future. A society which considers

higher education a low priority is a society that has abandoned the hope of

meeting the challenge of the future- For that reason I find it distressing

..0"
that in Alaska, a state with enormous resources, the legislature can abolish .

income taxes and pay its citizens to contribute to political candidates, but

still charge higher tuition in its community college than most other states.

The state can and should encourage enrollment in higher education by abolish-

ing tuition. This action should be coupled with an incentive program to

encourage the students to use their acquired skills and knowledge in the

state and for the state.

Q: I have a question and a plug for my legislator. We have already pre-filed

a bill that will articulate a document that lists what courses are transferable,

...

where you, the student, can go to something that is concrete for transferring

ilk
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Ron Reed: '"

credits. I wes intrigued by your comment that you have problems taking
courses at UAA and ACC. Will you elaborate somewhat, 1lease.

R: 'Part of the pro em is in the activity fields in those schools and
registration at both. f you register at ACC, you go to UAA to take.your
course. S imes you can get in, but sometimes you have to register at
both schools, paying the student activity fee twice. Then, whedn you try to
transfer your credits back and forth the credits you took as an ACC student

are not applicable, Sometimes courses are withdrawn and not offered.

Q: You still have the problem of dual registration? You cannot just
register at one and take courses on both campus

1

?

i....000-

R: That is right.

Q: What about the costs? If we abolish tuition, do you think there should
be some type of grant to pay those fees?

R: Yes, I think there should be incentives for keepingostudents.within the
state and putting that resodrce to work for Alaska. Another thing I would
like to see is the related costs picked up by loans that would be forgiven
after an°amount of time, if you spent that time working here rather than go-

'ing out. Tuition is by no means the largest item of expense, especially
considering the high cost of housing rl Anchorage.

Q: You think it should be a loan, not a grant?

R: Loan or grant.

Comment from a member of the audience: This is not the first time we have

heard about transferability of credits. I really think one thing the college
system is going to hear loud and clear is the fact that there is a transfer-
ability problem between the community college and the senior college, and also

between the Anchorage and Fairbanks senior colleges.

Q: Since there is a problem with registration, of which courses are avail-
able and logistics, why are you gong here rather than another four-year

college?

R: Personally, I am taking computer science and the offering heke is superior.

2: Can you give me ah example of what course does not'transfer to UAA?

R: Most recently, a friend of mine who worked on the ACC newspaper was
unable to get transfer of a couple)of courses in his major field of political

science. They were taken at ACC because they were not offered at UAA, so he

had to wait an extra year or so to graduate.

Were you told they would not be accepted for your major?

R: It was my friend and I do not know.

4
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21_ I am interested in how. students feel about Al 4lese itsues. You said

your views are representative of the students at this school. Do you think

that is true of the nonpolitical student, one who is not interested in student
-4

government?

R: I think that the idea of free tuition, expanded grants and loans, the

idea of having dormitories on campus are definitely primary concerns of DAny

students on this campus.

est
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I also sit on the student senate of ACC. L would like to back up what the - .

other two senators have said about.problems in transOrring credits. One of
the main thingi I'see here on campus, critical for the native students from
the buph and one of their reasons for dropping, is having'to liVe off campus.
I would alsg like to comment on the programs being offered here at ACC. Most

i\
native students are able to bring themselve up, to a412th grade level. Most

of us ace aware that Some of them coming fro the bush, even though they have
a diploma, do not have the qualificgtions ^to go far in a higher educational
system. I see- C working in this direction to' help these people. The native
corporations mak headlines every day about they're not doing as well as .they
should. I know some non- native corporations that go bankrupt but do not make
front page news. One thing I think the people of Alaska fail to look at when
they see corporations failing is that Alaska is failing also. If We.had the
educational system that could train our native people, more jobs would be
filled here and these millions of dollars would saiWin the state. We need a
stronger native program on all campuses, but especially ACC. We have a 'large

enrollment of native4. -I would recommend that these programs be funded to 4
help with self-determination, as the government calls it.

4: If Wits are a problem, why are. you and Others going to ACC?

R: I am 32 years old and married. I am

American Indian from the lower,48. I have

seven years. .ACC, is the first institution
is trying to help develop prograts for the

not an Alaskan native. I am an
been,living'here for the last
that I have seen in this area that
native people.

Q: Since Fairbanks has dormitories, why would they not go there?

R: I would be willing to wager that if there were dorms, the enrollment
would be higher here, because of the programs that are available. I am talk-

ing about the "zero" courses., ACC developed an SOS program .(I am a counselor)

where we help the native students find housing and'try to help them Make'the
transition from the bush to the urban setting. We held an orientation for

two days last year or them. These are the kinds of things that are going to

give the-students t ckbone to continue. It is mandated by the government
for Indian Self-deter= ation, but as I walked into some of the offices I

wondered why this is not being practiced. We do nohave the ProfessiOnals
up here to staff positions. I will give an example: The hotels in Anchorage

th4Ure owned and maintained by some of:the native corporations have hardly,

any natives employed because chances are,cIlle natives themselves did not write

the contracts. It would be simple to put a clause in there that a percentage
of employment would be in a training development for getting the native ir
people to run-their own businesses, That is one of the main reasons that 'I

am back in school. For years_i thought, as a native, I did not need it. I

awoke one day and found that Iam not only a native,-but a-member of a society

that requires this, That is basically why I am in school.

0
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Craig Coray:

r

I,am from the Anchorage Music Department. I sometime wonder if it is a 0
department. It is made up almost entirely of part-time faculty. We have

two full-time faculty and I cannot say how many part-time because I do not

gee them very often. I have been teaching here about six years. .I have seen

things go up and down. What I am specifically concerned about is priorities

r"Fit funding and I would like to ask a question. .How is the U of A able to run /

s with three students in them, when we at ACC are threatened with course

cancellations when we have adtmany as twelve taking t1e course?, I was able to

igs;lieep a class last fall but I had to fight for it,'a require course fok an

_Associate degree. I think there should be some investigatg into this. On

the problem of priority funding, we have had meetings, we have one every year,

Nin the ACC Music Department, wherelke talk about building up our program.

But sad-to say, we had another cut in the program. I can verify that by

pointing out that we just lost two half-time positions this year in this

department. I beliee that the community gpllege should support the com-

munity. How, can we do this with-a-department made up of part-time faculty,

a situation where the instructor doesnoi knoW from one semester to the next

if ecourse will be going. I think that if UAA can guarantee degree courses

to their students, then we should be able to do the same thing. Why can't

. we keep, a full-time director of humanities at ACC? The one we had Left three

year ago. We were witheit one for a year. The one we got thenopoved*into

a higher office. It is difficult to find anyone I can talk to about these
/

problems so that something might get done.

fic2: How do you see the role of community dolleges? Have you given thought to

that? 's
.

0*
. 4.

R:

!./have. ,There was a gurationaire that I saw and passed out to my

41-114students akt fall. " -It was herd fdi' to decide, 'not having all tha facts.

I wondered Of things here might not imp ve.. The Music Department has been

very much shut out.

Q: This is the Music DePartment within he community college?

. R: Yes.
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Edith Wells:

A
1

I am an instructor in the Office Occupations Department at Anchorage Community
college. I have been a teacher for twenty years, fourteen of those in high

schools. There are eight full-time instructors in our department, four to

six part-time, and we hal.4two full-time para-professionals. We have a number

of program options available to the students. We have an office skill center,

asdegree program and, on -site courses. Our primary concern at present involves

the limitation of program expansion because of staffing limitations. Al-

though we have one of the largest departments on the campus, we could utilize
the services of several more faculty on a full-time basis. The Clerical

program we o er is currently funded only when we can qualify for a CETA

grant. Altho gh this a legitimate and needed service, there are many private
di

students denied, access to the program. The enrollment is limited to 25

students. We have in the past enrolled as many as 47 at a time, from both .

/ agency and private students. Thivwas-discontinued because the staffing demands

could not be met. We are &unding it now by paying salaries through the grant

programs. In our on-site Nograms, we have one parson on a three-credit release

working with the business community to set up on-site courses. They are going

to business and industry and offering on-site courses in Eiglish, business

communication and office procedures. Although we are teaching 12 semester

hours per quarter, in this way there is much more demand than we can fill.
110

Every semester as we plan,our schedules, welhave to think about where we shall`

use.oux full -time people. Shall we use them on campus or off campus? We

have had good to excellent4support from Administration in maintaining and up-

,

grading our equipment. I am pleased in our particular

vocational area there is continual change i material and machines. There are

instructional devices and systams,that we cannot touch becau4e of the cost and

because of rapid changeover in this type of equipment. We caild use some CRT411

some video tape equipment; some micro-computers. We try to remain current and,

walk within whatever budget limitations we have. We would like to look ahead

to the establishme f some kind of secretarial office within the department,

where we'could'emto our own students an the job entry level so thay could

get actual job-e ence on the campus. Sheltered work experience for those

who are really not quite ready to move out into the community, This would

cost the services of a full-time supervisor, plus the salariet, minimum though

they might be, for the students who would work in that situation. I am an

advocate of cooperative education. I have seen it work. I have worked as a,

co-op coordinator in the pichprige district for'six years. I served as the

Anchorage diitrict duperVisor for work programs for two years. There is no

"program like it as a means of providing the real thing to a student. As an

avid instructor, I covet that same type of experience. I have been in the

classro* too long without benefit of work experience. I am teaching about

office environments I have never seen.' This is'not mod. I would like to see

the'legislaure project the idea of cooperative education programs for voca-

tional teachers on a rotating basis. Then the students would find infinitely

bettexprepared,teachers in the classroom. You canna buy all this equipment

for us and we cannot afford to leave our teaching position to go out and get

* the experience. However, if we could be released by the funding pf substitute
/ 4
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teachers to replace us for short periods of timep'anywhere from two weeks to

eight weeks, that would allow us to become better prepared to teach. There

are programs like this that exist in other states: I was concerned last

year when there was so much consideration given to the construction of a skill

center in ,Anchorage. This may not be needed. The types of programs that

might be included in a skill center should not compete with the community .

college. We have fapOiities and space available but lack staff. We could

serve a greater number of students if we could expand this program just a bit.

In r ponse' to the question of the relationship of the community colleges to

the iversitlAsystem, personally, I favor the creation of a state board for

occupational education that would dltect the activities of the community

colleges and the skills centers rather than the 13th - 14 year concept. I

.do believe that for the good of the community colleges they must be separated

from the university. We cannot serve the community without running into

duplication of services. I think there must be some way to get us inter-

relating under one agency, one control, so this duplication is minimized. I

am concerned that there are so many mandates against the state board of edu-

cation that quite often the vocational education prousms are lost. The adult

education population is increasing everywhere. When I came here they said

there was IL 41-ey hair in Alaska, but I have gathered some of my own since

then. People'come and stay now and we need to be able to serve the adult

needs. We have not begun to touch it so far.

Q: You spoke of skill centers. There is one, going in in Kotzebue. How

does that type of situation fit in with community college structure onipschools,

or do you have any thoughts about that at all?

R: Yes,, I have. In places where there are no community colleges to offer

this kind of thing, I think the-skill centers have done a marvelous job. The

skill center in Seward has an excellent program. I served on the advisory

committee for the office program for a year and I w4t very pleased with what

they were doing at that time. It is not that I feel they cannot do A program.

It is just that I hate to see duplication when it is not necessary.

Q: Speaking of duplication, do you see any between ACC and senior colleges

at Fairbanks pr Anchorage?

R: In office occupations, with which I am most familiar, there has been

vex}, little' duplication, because most senior or four-year colleges have little

interest in an occupational program as it relates to business education. We

have some problems with degree recognition. Students who come into a three-

year program, an associate program, should be able to move freely to business

education or business administration'if they wish to do so. At present I

feel very uncomfortable trying to
counsel'a student in courses to take at the

community college, because Tam unsure what is going to be acceptable in t

transfer program. I have tried'to become familiar, but it is almost impossible.

22__ As an example, do you think both 'schools should be offering English 101?

R. 'If we had tremendous enrollment where both had to offer, then I could

see it. I personally prefer the community college for those lower division
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courses, because many people will not attend the university. They are afraid

of it. Older people back away, but feel comfortable in a community college
setting., I think we will miss a lot of people who would like to come back
-if we eliminate those programs in the. community co ege.

Q: Do you have 41g feelings that tuition is a probl for the students you

have in programs here?'

R: We have had some reaction, but not 'a great deal. A student taking one

course is more apt to think it is an overcharge than the student taking the
full load. I don't really know.

4
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Lois Lester:

I am a teacher of chemistry the last eight years here at the community col-,

lege. I would, like to speak to separating. I prefer separation provided;

it was not caught up in. grades 13 and 14. My logic behind that is that milLny

of my studfnts transfer and there might be some hang-up there, as far as 1

transfer outside the state. We have anumber of students taking chemistry

that are going for chiropractic. For some reason or another that seems to

be the 'rage' now. I am concerned for that also, in that if there was separa-

tion then we would get better funding and could offer more classes. As it

stands now, we only offer two evening classes because there are only two of

us, plus a part-time. We do not offer 200 level courses in chemistry at ACC.

We did, but once-the senior college started up we no longer offered those

courses. As far as getting an AA degree, unless they are a transfer it cannot

be done. I think that if we had a board to handle policies we would get

fairer treatment because this would be the only concerns they would have.

Our students, taking chemistry that are going to be dental assistants, tech-

nicians, medical technicians or nursing; we d6 get older people and we find as

it stands now, some students must wait an'entire year before they can fulfill

their prerequisites, because we only teach certain courses that they need,

once a year. You have heard our complaints so I won't elaborate.

Do you have any feeling about tuition as it is?

R: We leave older people coming back to the work force, especially in nurs-

ing, who have financial problems. I think tuition-should be reduced'for the

community colleges. If this were so, I hope they would not look on it as

that our courses are not up to par with other institutions.

Q: f Do you have a problem with that? Do you feel you have the stigma of

courses not up to par?

R: No, I'do not. We do get comments
and, after two weeks, they come over to
over there because they have no empathy

from students that enroll 'over there
our side saying they can't take it

for the student.

I
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Robert Douglas:

T ach Engliih and humanities at Anchorage Community College. I have been

tea ing here for about nine years. I grew up in Fairbanks. I went three of

my dergraduate years at the University of Alaska there, and I have my

Master's degre4 from that institution. I would like to speak in favor of the

separation of the community college in Alaska from the university system. My

remarks will deal with an identity crisis we have had to deal with. I think we

can sell ourselves as community colleges, on our own rights, to compete for

state funds against the university, There is a place for the university and

there is a place for the community colleges. I cannot think of any better way

to use our oil ravenues than to put them into education. There seems to be

enough funds for both. I believe in the kind of comprehensive community col-

lege that not only offers the career development community education, but also

programs with transfer function. For that reason I do not support the 13,

14-year proposal. I would rather see the community college separated with its

own board of governors. I think we do suffer from a kind of identity by being

in the university system. If we were apart from them that would be very,clear

to students when they made a choice between the community college or the

university. That is not true now. It is not clear if they can take some courses

here or there, or if they are the same courses. If the two institutions weie

completely different, then'they could make their choices and I think that would

be healthy.

21_ Do you agreth the people who say the university system gives the

community college am status it has by being part of that system?

R: No, I don't. My education is a product of the university system. I never

went 'to a community college, but since I hive been teaching here I believe

they have a mission that is different from that of the universities. Students

are older and sometimes more committed. The community college is more people-

oriented and more idea-oriented. That's all right. I don't see that type of

prestige. It's a mattor of a difference of interests, the difference in the

kind of attention you get.

21_ Are you speaking about community colleges statewide or ma' from the

ACC point?

R: Mainly from the kinds of problems we have had here in Anchorage. I am

not aware of what the problems are statewide.

20L_ Do you see the first two years here as a stepping stone? How do you see

meshing that with the senior system?

R: 1-,would like to see it operate here the way it does in a lot of communities

in the states. Statistics show that students do as well transferring from

community colleges as the ones who start from the beginning, so I see an im-

portant transfer function where we offer the courses for those people who chose

to do so,
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21_ You see the'community college as,a fitst'two years' function?

R: Absolutely. A probjiim I do see with transferability here in Anchorage

is in the teaching of English 111, which I teach. I think the community col-

lege should be teaching the lower division classes so the facility in the

upper division could be released to teach the kids of classes they-should be.

f
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I teach philo py at Anchorage Community College. I spoke last spring on the
question of autonomy. I sp9ke in favor of autonomy. Since then I had an
opportunity to see a reporf on the kinds of things you have been hearing from
various community colleges throughout the state and it has made me reconsider
some of the thing that I originally concluded. I see the probleMs similiarly..
I am not sure I see the answers. I had the tendency to see things from my
point of view or as ACC's point of vi,ew. They are still the same problems,
but I now realize that ACC's problems are not the same as the rest of the
State., It dawned on me that there is a danger in my thi ng. Moving the
colleges out from the university system may not solve 11 the problems, be-
cause all,the problems do not simply exist because we a under the university.
Some of them exist, I think, because of the way we are o ganized within the
university. I can appreciate why, in a small community ollege there is a
need for support which must come from outside the community, and perhaps that
kind of 41-going support is provided by the statewide system. Whether that
is best provided by the university or a community college systeth is one
question. Given those kinds of community colleges in our state, that they
need the help only a wider system can provide does not, however, entail that
all community colleges are in that position. Anchorage Community College, also

' within the university system now, is unique. It is unique in that it does

not need that kind of support. It is a ft4X-fledged, full-blown community
college. It offers a multitude of service's. It has within itself the capacity
to deal with all its internal problems and needs. It has f lty on hand to

deal with its need It has a vast'community to draw part-tiTte teachers from.
ACC is larger than in terms of student credit production, faculty and in
just about every criteria used at the university. It is disproportionate that
our president reports directly .eo the university president and must go through
the chancellor for community colleges, who is responsible for all the community
collegei. The structure within the university makes it seem that all community
colleges are the, same. It makes it sound as if there is a need for our presi-
dent to go to the chancellor for community colleges for a kind of support that
perhaps would be needed itou were in a smaller place. When there is a need
for outside support there is a good reason to go to a central_administration
for that kind of support, but when you do not need it, to 1e to go through
that kind of intermediate administrative level layer can cause problems rather
than provide solutions. We are held to policies that are created by the com-
munity college level of administration to serve all community colleges. We

are not like all the communityicolleges. It seems to me that something to

consider. Your recommendations might well be to acknowledge the differences
in community colleges within the state. Create classes, Class 1 and Class 2,

if you will. Some of them are in the process of becOming-like Anchorage, and
that is to 4,e able to handle their own business, 'masters of their own destiny'.
These colleges should habe,a unique place in the university structure if they

remain within that. These presidents should be at the...same administrative

level as the chancellor. What I am asking is that within any kind of community
college system statewide, whether within the university or not, there ought to
be the possibility for a community college to,grow up and to shape its own
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policies. That, at the moment, is only allowed to universities the way the

structure exists. To me that might recommend that the community college Be

allowed to petition within or Outside of the system. Petition to change

status from Class 2 to Class 1 by meeting some kind of criteria whether it

be in to 2f faculty, student production or 'credit hour production. How-

ever that Alto be done, there ought to come the time when the college is ,

terme4 as grown-up and ready to make certain decisions for itse f. I am say

ing tflat a way should be found to make that distinction.

'Q: The only distinction you can make between community colle es is produc-

tion structure and that would be tased'on how much support service they need?

R. If you look at this campus, it has reached the size where it needs and

supports a business office. It needs and supports library services, media

services and a financial aid office. Aings needed on a full-grown campus.

Maybe in a small community there simply are not people available. Given the

number of students you are serving, if you have 20 students, it makes no sense

to hire a full-time business manager. Say, with 50- students you may 'not need

so much outside support, but only a part-time business office. Small com-

munity colleges need to call on experts. ACC does not require that kind of

service from outside. If it doesn't need the service, it does not need the

control.`,

ou think ACC, since it is more' comprehensive than the others, should be

higt3ef in the system than smaller community colleges?

R: Only because it is able to handle its own problems. Aeministrative

structure makes sense when it is providing you with a service. When it ceases

to'provide the service it will block your capacity to act. The central com-

munity college administrative structure in this state, that now exists within

the university, is in our way at ACC. When we, look to the statewide office

herelin town, we are asking what did they do to us today; what 16nd of deci-

sions have they made today that are going to mess up what we are doing. That

is really a different situation.

2: Are you suggesting that there be a second chancellor for the Anchorage

Community College?

R: I guess if you want to talk in terms of titles, I would suggest that

Anchorage Community Collegp's president be a chancellor.

Q: Do you think that philosophical differences can be resolved so that each

part of the system can meet its mission?

R: I think so.' At the nt, the way the administrative structure exists

you are reporting to the pr sident, a chancellor for the 'University of

Alaska. That is a real problem because the interests and needs of the community

college statewide are not singular and if you have one man speaking for all of
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us, somebody is going to get shorte4.. As far as I can tell it is usually
Anchowe. is because her is responsible for all the community colleges.
He has\taaverage out the problems and they are not average. If he was just
speaking for the rural community colleges, maybe he could speak with a voice
that would make some sense. Let us have a chancellor and he can speak for
us. We need to have someone speaking directly for us. If we had a chancellor
that could address the president directly at the same level as the University
of Alaska, Anchorage we could win our case. We have programs in terms of
interest and function with anything that 40 being done at any other unit in
the tate. All I think we need is the opportunity to present our case. We

cann t keep presenting our case at a lower level becadse, by the time it gets,
he top, j.t has already been shot to pieces.

21_ How do you think that having your own chancellor can be more effective
than ving a separate system?

R: You respond to what you hear. If the Board of Regents is hearing from
what tends to be university - dominated voices, policy will tend to be shaped in
that direction and the community colleges will be adversely affected. The

policy in the university is nac going to always make sense for the community
college unit. IfIthe only.voice from the community colleges is speaking for
rural concerns then that makes the Anchorage Community College find itself
shorted. If ACC can speak at the same level as the university, then when Kenai
is ready to make that kind of move, Kenai can speak at the same level. Then

decisions that are made will have to be made taking.those voices into considera-
tion. They will be heard. That does not mean that ail problems will be

solved. There will be fights and there will be losers.

Q: Do you think, under a separate system, that each community college ,

would have a betterChance to win the fight?

CR: To the extent that community collees have similar needs they ought to
band together to make their voices heard loudly: However, if you got ten
community colleges and two community colleges with quite different needs, it
may well be the ten voices will drown out the two, even though the two represdnt
a much larger constituency. The chancellor is trying to treat all of them

equal and they are not the same. In that, ACC gets hurt. ACC needs a kind of..

autopmy. I don't care whether it is within the system or not.

2: Since you are a member of the university assembly, I would like to ask you
if you feel that under the'assembly system the community colleges have an
effective voice?

/,

R; 111 would' prefer not to answer that. I have not been a very active member

of the assembly.
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Bill Mackey:

I am a history teacher at ACC. I have bee* with the system about ten years.

Since.r just arrived, I hope I am not reps what has already been said.

I want-to talk about some of the problems that'ensuefrom the existing

structure; in terms of receiving support services and other needs that,

somehow, get left out. A problem that we have is that there is a complex

structural layer that goes through between needs and appropriations at the

departmental level, where needs are first worked out. Things then go up to

1
the level of the administrators. Then they 'go to the chancellor's office

where it is worked out and prioritized among the community colleges, and then

go up another level with the four chancellors. Again, it is prioritized. I

think it has already been said there is one voice there for the community

colleges and three for the other schbols. This tends to show you where the

priorities get worked out. Then it.goes up to the president's cabinet; again,

one representative of community colleges. Then to the Board of Regents. So,

by the time it gets to the legislature there is very little significant associa-

tion between what the needs are at the lowest level, where the schools actually

operate, anckwhat actually gets through as a request to the legislature. It

seems to me that some means has to be worked out to eliminate a great many Of

the steps, so that there is some relationship between their needs and what

goes into the legislature, saying that this is what is needed at the teaching

level where it is really needed. What sort of structure one uses for that),

I don't know. It could be a..peparate strISture within the university or a

separate, structure outside the university. I have tried-to think of a number

of ways icould be worked out, but I just really think the point is being

made that in someHway, jpy some means, there has to be a way that the reality

(which is at the teaching level), gets to the legislature and doesn't go this

complex prioritization process through so many different levels. By the time

it reaches the top, the relationship betOeen the needs and the request is

purely. coincidental.

I
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Form ly, 'was a rural school administrator and am now with the community
college both in Anchorage and Bethel, the University of Anchorage and
Fairbanks. I am also a former ACC faculty member. I am presently a part-

tirte student at ACC. At this time I work for Technical Services Contractors.
I wanted to come in today and express some of my frustrations as the receiver
and person who has dealt with the community college and university system
and specifically the ACC. I'll tell you, there are times-yhen it is bloody

frustrating. First off, I see 'the community college program (and I'm think-
ing now in terms of technical programs) as being pointed toward an open entry/
open exit type of situation. A situation where the community college is

oriented toward career development at an applied level rather than a theoretical

level as we might find in a university program. A program in which we are%ry-
ing to promote local hire of people, where we are putting on programs to help
people of lOcal,hire appraise themselves and a situation where we can provide
people with courses where they are. In terms of the rural situation, the

college in Bethel puts on courses irLvillages around the area. In Anchorage,

we put on courses in different business firms around town, etc. These are

not necessarily locked to a campus. I think that these kinds of goals require

that money needs to be put where it is going to deal with people and jobs, and
affect their ability to function on a job, the ability of an employ to find
people to fill jobs. We find that in the case of the community college here,
there are someshreas of technology for which people in Anchotage and Alaska

simply do not exist. We're not training people in some areas and, to me,

it's a crying shame. For example, we have in Anchorage Community College the

Architectural Engineering Technology program, which I have taught and have

been a.student, and we find that program itself has developed from scratch ten.

years ago to a point where it is at a tolerable fevel; however, the curri-

culum is oriented towards building constructiowtet-finology, constructural
systems, electrica systems, the mechanical and heating ventilatiRg systems,

etc. We have another aspect of it which deals with the land; how land is

sub-divided, surveys, etc. We have a survey text program, but we've all been
concerned about energy and we find that we are teaching energy technology.
This last fall semester we had one three-hour coarse dealing with energy tech-

nology in buildings. Ln,the spring semester we, have a one semester-hour

course, and people are crying for information - employers are crying for people

that know something.' Are We doing anything about it? On the petroleum
technology level - it happens that now I am looking for a person to come into

my shop as an entry-level technician. Can I fi somebody? Why? Because

we are not teaching, and I think it points out that the community college has

stated a mission, bUt somehow, betWeen the lev4s of the regents and the

legislature, and the classroom level, the bureaucratic maze is so involved

that oftentimies a program"happens in spite of it rather than because of it.

It sew, to me that at times administrators feel like they exist, not for

progress as students and teachers, but for their business. Now, when we have

a problem and take it to an administrator, he gets bogged down, and do we hear

from him again? Nothing happens. If we find a program that has a hole in it
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and we need to develop a new course, do we do it? Forget it So, in the

end, I think if we're going to deal with the philosophical and the adminis-

trative level, if there are changes made from the present structure, it needs

to be done in a way that somehow, the people that are doing the administrating

get the feel of a pulse at the classroom level, and what you're going to do,

I haven't the foggiest notion. I would suggest that perhaps, one way would be

an elected board locally elected, where that board is a friend and neighbor,

or somebody that would have access to a board that meets periodically around

town, in the area, that we have access to. All the counsellors in the world

and all the administrators in the world are not going to solve these problems

until somebody finally gets down to the claasroomlevel and finds-out what's

happening and what's not happening and is able to depl with it to get some

change. That concludes my testimony.

I-
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I am speaking as a private citizen. I have had the chance'to travel exten-
sively in the bush in western Alaska, and I have noticed a shortage of career
development in the small engines technology area. As I travel through bush

villages, I notice literally scores of broken snow machines, Mbtorcycles,
other engines and people in the village that can hardly repair any Of them.
As I've had a chance to aotually experience life in rural Alaska, I'see "that
people there are crying for mechanics in general. I've had a chance to stay '

on at places where I'm sure that I could live forever, in a'- number of areas,
and be gainfully employed as a mechanic. It night n be a very lucrative
business area for some, but on a local level I'm sur hat a person or two

could make a living at'any village in Alaska. The local =sidents tend to

depend on small eng'nes. I noticed that here at the co .unity college there

are no extensive co offerings. I just wart to make nte of the incon-
sistency in view of the fact that people in Alaska depend . sma ,engines for'

their very existence; fishing, hunting, snow-mobiling activit , just trans

portation. Of course where there are no roads there can be no cars, and sn

,mobiles have to be used. In village locatiops, motorcycles could be used'.

People along the river depend on their outboard motors for basic transporta-

tion aneto feed their families. Driftnet fishing is of course, of major

importance to feed your family in bush Alaska. So, having made note of those

areas, that's all I wish to comment on at this time.

Q: I'd like to ask you a couple of questions. We have been having these

hearings through all of'Alaska, including the bush villages. Could you be a

little bit more explicit about what villages Be specific about villages and

then tell me if, in any of these villages, you saw any kind of extension
services out of the,univecsity or rural education? What kind of subjectsrwere

there, or were not there?

R: O.K. Let me start with Bethel as a base and 4brk south and then up

river. Those are the areas I'm most familiar with. BetDel, of course, is the

home of KCC and there is, I suppose, I don't really know what is offered there.
.1

I do know that enrollment is low and that it's difficuh to fill classes there.

I can't be too spedific about that school. I recognize that there are shop-

type classes offered there. I know for do.fact that there are some instructional

car-type, motorcyle and small engine repair courses offered; however,.I under-

steed that enrollment is very low and that there is no concerned efforts for.

career development in the small engine field. There may be current courses

offered in that-area, but a; far as training independent mechanics, indep ='

ently-owned businesses, I'm talking about setting up small businesses.' ese °

people would have to be their own bosses. I don't know of anything being done

at that level.

21_ In all of their villages are there not high schools ar In them there

is some kind of a vocational problem? Are you saying that these things are

not offered or the problem is that folks are not interested?

410
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R: It's twofold. First off:it's true that a ,pt of folks are not inter- .

ested, for one reason or another. I don't know w.hat.their particular hang -ups

are in that area. .Whether-they don't need tile money or whether they aren't

career,oriented or motivated. I don't know what their.partiCular Obblem is,

but it's true that the majority of folks arg not interested in being An

indeperident businessMan ind.wo'rking,on'smalllengines. It may be though, that

since technology, as we know it, has been thfust on their culture within he

last thirty years, it's not been ingrained in their life sty/e and that pkrt of

their culture needs to be upliftedto the present standards, if you will. But

it's true, there are some courses offered. r don't know what their extent.is.

I'm talking about sparking a demand.

A.

0

0
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I am a faculty member at Anchorage Community College. I teach psychology and
this is my twelfth year qe the campus here at Anchordle. A couple of concerns
which probably tie together and look at one concern. I know the separation
-issue is one thing that has come up all over the state and has probably come
up here also. I guess I "feel pretty strongly that separation is the only way
that community colleges are going to be'able toMgrow. Here at Anchorage we've
been no-growth pattern for five years, to my knowledge. There are no new

faculty memberi hired. In fact, we are steadily losing positions, although
there are no positions taken away. When someone retires or is deceased, those
positions_ simply are not filled aga4h. I think we have accumulated about ten
td twelve positions olpr the last few yeiXs. So the result is that we are los-
ing faculty, there Ire no gains. I do think this is a community in which we
could expand the community college. There are needs out there, we are trying°
to orient, .to meet different kinds of needs, of course. I just think that,

due to our enrollment records and the needs that we have found in the com-
munity, that there is a need for expansion here.

Another problem with being tied in with the university is that, of coursIL
our basic approach to what we are trying to do is different. Philosophial
differences, I guess they could be called. The university, of course , is

intAlested in research and they have research centers, professors are soon to
be doing research at a different type of orientation. Articles are more

broadly debated, we have a lot of community needs phatwegve not been able
to meet. I think I mentioned .that I teach psychology, mi particular area of
interest, my expertise is in the area of development. Now, in this community
there is really a crying need for all sorts of courses having to do with
development. As you,are probably aware and.as the statistics show, we have
more child abuse per populatidh than anyplace in the United States. A parent

said that she was greatly amazed that there were no parenting classes at the
community colleges. The only one offered in the community is the one she had
offered the last couple of years, and she was going to have to go back to the
lower 48, because she was a VISTA worker and had come up here. It's a gap and

I am just choosing that as one example. In many areas we hear the needs,-but

there is not the air of expansion here: And again, in my particular depart-

ment,

harder and hl ter to present fascinating lectures with just my
ment, we haven't had new equipment for about four or' five years. It's

personality. It's really nice to'have some up-to-datq, fi4paa" media; we can't

buy films, so what about makinfi films? No, we can't afford to rent films.

Well, what's the problem? There is a zero as far as equignent budgets.

just been chopped off. I guess it's lrustraiting looking at the way the money

pie is divided up. Wo see expansion going on, ,and on thefour-sear campuies

I believe they had eight new positions this year.

dimas.

The -cuts have always come out of the community college, not out of the four-

year, as to my perception. It's'always the community colleges that have to

pick Up the 10%'that is cut. We've seen a lot of expansion o building

every place, but here we have just barely se,F,ged to keep up.'4 alao ham
worked on the Faculty OfficesCodaittee for qu e a few years and know what's

g6ing on in that situation. We're just now at the point where all of our
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faculty members have an office and yet, we've been on this campus since 1970.

It took us ten years to get enough offices for all of the faculty members.

During tke first couple of years 1970-71 we had twoO groups of offices that

came that the legislature. nce then we've had to go for separate bonding

issues., what about ,equipmenf? Well, again the same way. As far as

office equipment is concerned, we had some about four years ago and,.other than

that, there is no equipment, such as for furniture for keeping the offices

up. Like I say, I me it gotqg down411. .I feel the need to go uphill again.

In my perception, i e had some local control instead of having to go all the

way up through the layers to Fairbanks, who I truly do not think begin to

perceive the problems we are having, I think that would be helpful to us.
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I teach philosphy for the community college. I've been teaching for seven
years now at ACC. Taught'at a four-year school before coming up here. I'm
speaking to you as Chairman of The Anchorage Community College/University of

Alaska, Anchorao Articulation Committee, which ds equally composed of faculty
and administration of thelcommunity college - faculty of the four-year school .

as well as the Dean of ,Academic Affairs, as an ex-officio member of the
,community. I have two things I want to put before you. One is simply a report
on what our committee s s found in regards to the relationship between the
community college and four-year school as a result of the separation andlli
the creation of an independent four-year school here in the same city and . .

veritably'on the pame campus. Then I want to make some personal remarks about
my experiences w he faculty of the community college over a period of seveni1p
years and the way, e current administrative structure appears to have af-
-fected the running of the community college.

. .

First, as the chairMan of the articulation committee, we were charged by the
president and the Aancellorof-the.community college of UAA, I believe
acting Under President,4arton's instructions, to create a way of working out
problems that'existed-primarily with students who were simultaneously attend-
ing both schools. Many.students, some Working for two-year degrees, but

.

primarily thoseworicing for four -year degrees do attend both schools. They
take courses at/both schools because it's convenient; because. the courses have
equally high standards.Apn both sides of the street and because it fits their
time 'schedules. There is an additional problem and that is, luny of the courses
required-for their degree programs are not offered frequently enough at the
,four -yeah school, so they need to come to the two-year school to take them.

te
ancelAo.r-Rarrison *ould like to rectify that with additional faculty, bu

, serveu,.studentsTiho are presently taking four-year schools and serve em
adequatery,,We bilieve,lind many Of the students believe that. .The co ttee
eXists.to eliminate problems when they occur for students taking courses at
both'schoOls at the same time as a result of the separafion of.those schools
administratively. The primary problems that we've found are three-fold. be

11' first kind of. problem.we found are complaints that counsellors in .the fo
year schooi. have told students -the course work they took at the communkty

10. college /ohldn't satisfy their prograR requirements, where a comparable course
taken at ',the four-par school would. The community college faculty thinks
this is prejudicial and unjustified. The four-year school's official policy
is that any course work taken at any community college is then immediately .

.1 acceptable for credit for the four-year program, but whether that course,.
v- would satisfy some particular degree or program requirement, is at the disposal.-
"'of the four-year faculty in that program towards that degree. The problem is

t that, where the same course is offered in both Catalogues at the same schools,
--\ the Community faculty feels, that the students are being advisea away from

taking courses in the community college on the grounds that, somehow, 'the
same course work is of inferior quality and we've been having to fight that

J particular fight wherever it occurs. Part of the difficulty is'undoubtedly
that many of the students who are working fox a foUr-year degree do not want
to te a difficult situation for themselves with the faculty who are going

4
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to be their advilpra and who are going to award their degree. This has not

occurred in very many cases, but it has occurred.

tombtimes the difficulty is one,of sharing a communication and we've found

that this is a problem, not only between the four-year school anO'two-year

e-school, but between the various divisions within the four-year school. We

had Ms. Kay Wilson, the registrar from UAA come and address us, as well as

the registrar from the_communitgcollege. The primary problem she has had

ti!
is that s times programs within the four-year school make decisions and

don't let e rest of the school know, and this'creates difficulties for

students. We have found that the most explicit problem created for students

by the separation itself is a srictly technical problem, and that is simply

-
that the administration'offices are run independently. The student who is

taking course work at the Community college is not having the course work 0

automatically registered from their transcript at the four-year school. So

they have to get a separate transcript anti carry it-over every semester from

one registration office to the other registration office which creates some

hardship, and certainly a waste of time and bookkeeping, because there's no

facility at the present moment for that course work being automatically re-

gistered at both institutions now that they're separated. This already exists.

If the!community college system was set up as an independoet system, it

Wouldn't get any worse. The roblem that exists now is the same problem that

Would exist if the communi college systedwas In independent system. The

other problem that has me before our attention is Differences in scheduling,

the appearance of t schedules, the differences of registration periods

and the f -- our semesters don't always begin and end on-the same date.

These problems *re, in some,cases, serious becise if there's a gap in the

continuous taking'of courses, students who are under scholarships or'VA support

are sometimes in jeopardy of losing their financial support.

These kinds of problems already exist.. They certainly wouldn't,be exacer-

bated by the separation of the two institutions. The faci4relis that exist

right now are trying to work out these problems because there is a will to

make the students' experience as troublefree as possible due to their taking

course both schools. I don't believe that administrative separation be-

tween the llege systems could make it any better or worse. The facility

exists Agh ow to work with these problems. The problems exist right now

within the un versity structure. There is good will on the part of most

faculties on bipth sides of the school. Tilere is son% personal bitterness"of

very long standing between certain members of the faculties in certain depart-

ments.- This would not be made any better or any worse by separating the two

institutions administratively. In effect, they are already separated adminis-

tratively and now that they are separated, as a matter of fact, the irritation.

has lessened markedly; the four-year school is identifying independently

within its own faculty an n the student's mind. Separating the community

college from the four-yea hool wouldn't anything one way or the other

with regard to resolving these lasting feelings of bitterness because they'are

personal, and they're going to be there as long as the members of

the two institutions are there. The only other problem at we're finding as
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an articulation committee s that information sharing is slow;,. The getting

of informAion from one i titution to'the pother institution is slow even

when they're running across the street. It's knowing who to get it to, it's
getting it out, but that exists already. I don't think putting the community
college under an independent structurtrwould make 101/dny worse. It depends

upon then will of the two institutions to communicate with each other, and
whether they're under the same budgetary structure from Fairbanks or under two
separate structures isn't going to affect that dne way or the other. There is

will on certain parts of the faculties of both schools to keep channels of
compunication open. The difficulty right now is keeping them open. It's

establishing them. They don't right now exist. There are various attempts
at trying to get that sharing of information open. The registration offices
of the two schools cooperate 1:311y and, as lar as we know, they move indepen-
dently yet cooperate fully wii each other, because they're serving the same
body of students to a very large extent. I don't think that would be affected' -

negatively or positively in either way,y the separation. The separation is
only two years old and there is the will to try and ameliorate these problems.
I don't think that process willebe\nterrupted or accelerated by any decision
or recommendation that-you might make, or, any that the legislature is going

to make. So as a person who has been volunteered into a situation where I
have become aware of what some of'the problems are from the student's point
of view, I don't see that an administEative change at this point, whether the
community college remain within the university structure,or it become part of
the separate or independent. structure will have an impact upon the students.
One thing ,that is needed is the re-establishment of something that existed
many years ago and that's a sort of statewide standardization policy.

When I first arrived here, there was a statewide instructional committee.
That committee has evaporated I think, in part, because the four-ykar school

felt it needed room to create its own program. I think right now the students

would be well served if there was some sort of orderly standardization of .

programs in requirements and courses' This exists in other states, but it can

exist whether the two units, the commaity cbil.eges and the four-year schools,
are working under the same administrat,ive structure or working under independent

administr e structures as they do iii:other states. It's just the will of

41111rthe two itutions involved to create a standard format. Right now-there's

been good reason, with the growth of the four-year programsW this state
(and with the growth of the two-year progran too, in some extent, in the out-

lying areas) to keep that situation open, and fluid. It As worked some
difficulties for students who don't know what they're going to need to take

when they begin. For example, if they're going to a community college which
isn't directly approximate to a four-yepr school, what courses should they take
if they're going to want to satisfy these four-,year program requirements. There

is no firm book that says that if youd;re going to major in this in a four-year
institution, these are the courses ytou ought to take now. That doegn't exist,

partly because Fairbanks and Anchorage as tour-year programs,don'thave the

same programs any more. That's a university problem. But it is a problem

that impacts upon our stu ts: That's all Nhave to tell you as chairman of
the ArticulationCommitt e, but I'd like to make a couple of remarks Just as

a person who has taught here, as a member of the faculty at
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the community college. The -way I perceive the effect of the existing structure

upon the community college has to do with the sensitivity of the Board of

Regents.- se-bits to me that the Board of Regents is primarily oriented to-

wards the
seems

of the four-year programs, and this has worked to the detri-

ment of the community colleges. It has seemed much more important to the

Board of Regents that the four-year programs hold students in Alaska from

going 'to schools in the lower 48. It's beginning to be cheap, but it's been

sometimes at the expense of allowing for growth in the community college and

sometimes it has worked to the detriment of the community college. In order

to make the f04r4year school here in ,Anchorage loop successful, it has been

mandatory that they attract large numbers of students, that they keep students

in the state./ In the last two years, if you looked...at the time schedules of

the offerings an the four-year schools, you would see that a vast majority of

the course work that's being offered is offered in the freshman and sophmore

years. Last year in the speech department they offered, in the four-year

progam, nothing but lower division courses. They offered no upper division

courses. In philosophy this semester, they just hired their first full time

philosopher, and he's offering nothing but freshman level courses. This is

an obvious attempt to attract students to make the four-year program look sub-

stantial, but it is not serving the nee' of the four-year student. :t is

serving the needs of the institution, but it's not serving the needs of the

students who need upper division work. If you only have two faculty members,

or three or four faculty members, in a program and tney offer 35%, or more

than 50% 70% of their time teaching lower division courses with large

enrollments, then those students who are trying to get a four year degree in

a reasonable length of time are suffering, because the institution is having

to offer all those courses to make itself look good and is duplicating course

work at the community college. There has been the very definite feeling, I

think, that the four-year program is trying to keep their students from taking

any courses at the community college. We've heard from students that their

counsellors are telling them, "Don't take anything from across the street, if

you can help it. We'll offer everything you need here". But the cost of that

trying to keep students frOm crossing the street to the community college has

meant that upper division course work hasn't been offered in very many fields, '

and so the students who are trying to complete four-year degrees have to wait

five and six years in order to get the courses they have to have in order to

fill their degrees, because so many sections at the freshman and sophmore level

are being offered. Now, I don't know whether separation is going to have any

effect upon that. It sounds just like sour grapes, in any case, from a person

in a two-year program. But I think the fact that this has happened, and the

way the funds have been directed, does reflect a priority within the Board of

Regents in favor of the expansion of the four-year program without the considera-

tion of, well there's always been. the assumption - we've heard it from Dr.

Landauer, and I'm sure, in his own way, Dr. Harrison, that the community college

is there, and it has its students, but we don't have to worry about that.

What we have,to worry about is building up our four-year program. And there's

just 'been, as Ms. Pond said', putting the community college programs on a back

burner, so that the four-year programs could grow.

What's happen is that the community college hasn't been able to expand where

there has been an obvious desire for it to expand, because there have not been

funds to expand outward into the community. There were problems getting to
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firn dl to put the community college funds in the detente facility here in
ch6rage because there just wasn't the money to do it, but there was an

obvious request for it. There are various places expanding into the calk-
munity to provide cervices in the Federal Building, to go out into the high
schools, where pailliof the problem is that the faculty Members'who go off to

teach away from this campus, in the community, at the convenience of the
citizenry of this community, haven't been able to do it because there's no
facilities for having equipment there, because there's been no money to support.
it. So we've had to go to John Pepper and ask if he'll, share his facilities
with us

t
so that we can do it, because we haven't had t e funds to do it,

because there's been no sense tha there's a justifica ion for growth in the
two-`year program here in Anchorage. That's some of my thoughts.

2: We'll go way back to the very first thing you said, about did ybu
say that any course will be transferred from the community college to the
four-year institution?

R: Let me explain." Because the community colleges are recognized and have
been certificated by the higher education, the northwest higher education, and
because they're part of the university system, the university has a principle
that any course takehin the two-year school will be accepted for credit in
the four-year school. The question is, what will it be allowed to count for?
Whether there's a certain amount of credits towards satisfyIng some large
graduation total, or whether it will satisfy, sty a requirement that you have

11/

so many courses it he area of social sciences or so many courses in the area
of mathematics, o in the humanities. Whereas, a particular fear -year program

requires so many electives taken in that particular field to g '-ate with a

degree in that program; a certain percent of them have to be up_ sion

courses, but some of them can be lower division courses. Thedstudents,said

that they won't count any course work taken,-in that field at the community
college towards satisfying that program requirement -,that's the kind of thing.
Well, you have to take it with us or we're not going to count it towards
satisfying that degree. That's the kind of thing we're worrying about. The

difficulty is documenting these things, because the students :ust don't want to
jeopardize their program with the faculty that they're going to be taking that
degree from.

27\ How about the vocational, courses? Are those courses also accepted by
A -

the university?

R: I don't know. That hasn't co up. I would assume that they'll be -

accepted For credit. What that cr dit will be taken towards satisfying,
don't know. That hasn't come befo the committee as a problem.

2: You spoke of this articulation committee. How long has it been in

existence?

R: We were given a charge last spring bye, I think,Dr. Barton, some time in

March or April, communicating a request from the regents in response to com-

plaints ftom students.
0 4

IC. I !)

2n. oh, That's 1980, then.

R: Yes, spring, 1980. Dr. Barton charged the two institutions to create

.some facility to help ease problems that students were having because of the
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separation of the two institutions. The committee was brought into existence

at the very end of the spring semester. We met once prior to the spring semester.

We or4dn't meet over the summer because of some personal difficulties on both

sides of the street. We met four times this fall and we have meetings scheduled,

one of which will be directly addressed to students, and open to students,

in the spring. fi

Q: One Of the Problems I've heard today that.I have very little patience

with this problem`with registration. Perhaps the reason it frustrates me so

is that I don't understand why it's a problem. Why can't the student at one

campus register for courses on the other campus? It seems to me that it's all

part of the university system. If there's a computer program that needs to be

paid for - what's the problem? ;f I'm a student at ACC, why can't I register

for a course at rJ.A?

R Given that they are now at the request of the Board of Regents, separate

institutions, the state mandated that there should_be a separate'four-year

institution in Anchorage. .It has been found very convenient for both institu-

tions to serve their students better that they have separate service facilities,,

including' registrars, so they run an independent registration. The difficulties

that have emerged are greatakecause the four-year school is a four-year scnool.

In order to take course woe in it you have to satisfy certain entrance re-

-quirements. That is, you have to apply to the four-year program to take any

course'there. So, if you are an ACC student, the problem is having to pay the

S10 and fill out the application to become-an enrolled student (even for only

one course) in the four-year school because that's the nature of the four-year

program. They afe an independent institution.

2: Excuse me for interrupting. They're an independent institution within

the statewide system?

That's certainly true.

Isn't it waived for that kind of a situation? Isn't there some simple

way of solving the problem, either the legislature could take care of it or

the university could take care of it in- house9 a cross-registration system, or

something?

R All it would take would be the will, for the university. Part of the

difficulty is a result of.the funding process. The institutions are funded in

terms of the number of students they're serving and the number of credits that

are being taken by students. The question is, who counts that student? hose

student is it? nd there is, necessarily, a certain amount of competition

for counting the students. The way of getting a grip on that is to require

students taking courses in the four-year school to apply for acceptance as

.matriculated students in the four-year school. Part of the difficulties that

have recurred is just the fact that the registrations are at di,fferent times,

so that you register three weeks earlier than you register at the other place.

This already exists. Separating the institutions independently wouldn't make

it any worse. If you want to know'how it could be made better, it would require.
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great lead-in time for the planning'for it and the will tollork together
between the two institutions. Although they do, serve a body of students in
common, they are also serving different purposes, and have different programs

Otfferent directions. Many, many of the two-year programs do not
begin at a fixed time or end at a'fixed time in the same way that the four-
year programs typicaikly-do. Many programs aresopen-entrance and open-exit
in the community college for the convenience of our students. A very large
number of our students are part-time students. The vocational programs do
not always begin and end at the same time as the regular academic programs, so
registration is run independently and sometimes this amounts to a certain
amount of inconvenience for the students. The student taking the four-year
program doesn't know whether to take a course or not to take a course, not
knowing whether they're going to get into a section that they'd rather have
because of the convenience of time, in the two-year school. Numbers of
students have voicid this complaint. It would lust require that the schoolq

codrdinate registration procedures. I'suppose it could be done. It would

be .up to the registrations of, the two institutions. I suppose it could be

mandated by law. There would be a certain amount of griping by both the ad-

ministrations.

Q; In short, what you're saying is, as far aS in your perception, it is not
the will on the part of the administration that both schools work out the
problem? It can be done, but it would oust have to be considered a high
priority problem?

I

R: There is a desire to the the situation as easy as possible. It is
buSdensOMe for students taking courses at both institutions. Ir'm on the com-
mittee which exists to try and ease those problems. Some of those problems
are simply problems with planning. Some of those problems are problems of
sharing of information. Some of those problems are problems of attitude. I

would say that the difficulty with regard to coordinating registration is not
one of attitude. It's not one of ill-will. It's not of not caring. It's one
of the:difficulties of coordinating two quite independent programs. It would
require additional efforts to try and do this. It would mean the time schedules
would have to be fixed at approximately the same time at both schools. The
commitment as to faculty and programs - what courses are going to be taught,
when they're going to be taught, how many courses are going to be taught, how

t
many new courses are going to'be initiated, whether new positions are going to
be hired or whether positions are going to be fille - that these decisions be
made at roughly comparable times. Now, that's not asy to do. It could be
done. I'm not saying the will isn't there to do i , but it would require addi-
tional effort.
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I teach Spanish at Anchorage Community College. I have been here for eleven

years. I just wanted to respond to the question Ms. Fitch asked Mr.

I don't know if he got the answer, but as I understand it, only courses numbered

'100 are transferable automatically to university credit. I'd like to follow

Up on some of the things that Brian "'said - the fact that, in -essence,

we are two separate systems and I'd like to tell about something from a teacher's

point of view. For this spring schedule 'the University of Alaska offered a

Spanish course and was unable to find a teacher to teach it, although I ttied

to help by contacting everybody I knew in the city who might possibly be

interested. I'm probably.the most qualified person in the state of Alaska

to teach that course. As fax' as I knoW I'm the only person in Anchorage with

a Ph. D. in Spanish, and I wbuld like ve4y much to teach the course as part of

my regular teaching load. Several years ago it was possible for teachers to

teach between the two institutions and we had a lot of trading of faculty

back and forth. Usually, there was no money that changed hands. It was just

that a teacher went up there and talked or a teacher came down here and talked.

It was handled without any extra pay as part of your regular load. Because

the community college teachers are unionized and the university teachers are

not, this is no longer a problem. As I understand it, or as it was explained'

to me, it would create a precedent for hiving university teachers organized

if they were to une union labor. I think my students have really been suffer-

ing, because I k14.7e been teaching for the last three or four years, a course

called "Readings and Conversation" and it's kind of a catch-all course where

I'll take students of any level beyond first year. I change the book each time

I teach it, to thatthe students can repeat a class. I have students in there

who are taking it for the fifth and sixth time just because it's the only

Spanish they can get at the advanced level. I end up working the clasOs in

three groups and sometimes using three different books, sometimes using one

book and picking part of the readings for the more advanced group. These

students really need to have upper division Spanish, but they have been unable

to get it because I could not teach OVOK there and they could not find a

teacher at the university qualified to teach upper division. They will be

hiring a full-time teacher in the fall at the university, so we will now have

two Spanish teachers in the university area. "It seems to me a wonderful

opportunity for both schools to benefit with a variety of teachers as each

teacher has their own strengths and weaknesses. At its best the students can

be exposed to different teaching styles in the same field, but probably this

will not happen, because probably we will be each locked into our own school

and not be able to work across the board. In a way, this wouldn't happen if

we were separate systems, because then I could go over there and teach an

extra course as a job of my own without jeopardizing my standing in the present

system.

The other issue I'd like to address today is the issue of tuition. About half

of my students are part-time students; that is, they take one or two courses.

They are very heavily tuitioned. The cost of tuition has just gone up to $25.00

a credit. For my four-credit courses, that means a student could spend $100
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plus $7.00'for student activity fee and $9.00 for building-use fee, this facility

we're in today. Many of the part-time students don't use student activity cards
and don't use the building facility, but they must pay the fees. I an a

strong believer in universal, inexpensi7, higher education. I think it's one

of the greatest things that America hasroffered to the world. I've had the

opportunity to travel to a lot of different countries, because I an a language
teacher anti I can certainly see the difference between educational systems in

other countries and here. I would hope that the community college would have

a lower tuition than it has now and, especially, I think the consolidated fee

is not good - it's $200, but at least you're getting a lot more for your money

at $200 than,you are for $100.

You said the tuition should be reduced. Would you favor a total elimination

of tuition?

R: No, I don't think so. I was reading a summary of testimony that you had

already had and I think students should pay something for their education.

I think in our system, we tend to value things that we pay for, but we have

to consider the fact that an awful lot of our students have families-. They

are not ordinary 18-year oldAs.xchl7bv being supported by mother and father.

They have children. of their own to support, many of,them are working at jobs

and are coming here to try and upgrade their skills to get better jobs.
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I am director gutlhe Media Services here at this community college. There are

a lot of issue at have been presented here today that I think are becoming

part of another syitem, if you will, that was instituted by the legislature
this past session, and because I am involved in the media services I am directly

involved in that particular system. That system came as a result of Senate'

Bill 165 which created, and is in tte'process of being put, together now, an
instructional telecommunication system for the state.. This is a cooperative,

'effort, as I think most of you know, between the Department of Education and
the University of Alaska statewide system and that, in itself, I think is an

historic event, just the idea that it's a cooperative effort between the two
major educational institutions in the state. The thing that brought this about,

I think, is the basis perhaps for some of the problems we've spoken to today.

That is that this state,, unlike its sister states throughout the union, has no

basic transportation andiwe have no basic communication system, and because of

our size and population and the way it's scattered arpUnd in the state except

for a couple of instances, where we have large urban areas, the lack of being.

able to get together on a regular basis to discuss things or to communicate

with each other on a regular basis on any kind ?fa convenient fashion, which

is essentially the right of citizens of other states, has created some of the

communication problems,_ and the breakdown of communications between units

within the state which have brought about many of the issues which you have

heard today. As this communication system becomes, a reality over the next

couple of years and its initial institution by the legislature this past year,

to me and to many of the people who are involved and see some future for it,

it is a major milestone. As Pat Spartz spoke, earlier today, we have the

opportunity to create university history. I think, in fact, with this system

we do have that opportunity to create educational history, which brings about

some new problems and it brings about some issues which have to be spoken to

and are covered in the things you're looking at now, and I hope will be spoken

to in your recommendations. Those are some of the things that were mentioned

earlier today. Anchorage Community College is one of the apmmunity colleges In

the number of community colleges in the university system. Itis the major

resource base for that division Of community colleges. Most resources in the

system, in the way of faculty and existing complete programs are houied here at

Anchorage Community College. This telecommunication system is going to make

possible an extension of those resources, not only in service areas here

Anchorage, and it will be quite usable in the Anchorage'bowl,;within the :Wv-

ice area here, but the extension of those same kinds of services to other

. units throughout the state. That brings about some problems. As we look at

the development of this communication system, some of these problems that have

been mentioned today, about traneferlof credits and about credit hour produc-
tAlCiabout tuition-free education, are issues that are going to come to the

forefrdnt very rapidly when we start to apply this new technology. When we

start to expand a class in Anchorage CoMmunity College to include students in

50 or 60 communities scattered all over the state of Alaska, indeed, whose

credit is that going to be?- Who is going to be responsible for signing those,
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students up in that p4rticular course? Those are issues which will be ad-
dressed, but I think they are issues that are part and parcel of what you are
talking about 'here and I feel, in particular, an urgency about those thift4,
being addressed. As I looked at the material that you disseminated earlier, I
noted that over the past ten years a number of studies have been made about

' the community colleges and a number of, recommendations have been made. I,would
hope, ti s

a result of things you dd this year, that some of these things would
be finalized and I hope that they will finalized successfully and to .the

satisfaction of all, but a lot of the things cannot be allowed to-continue much
longer because, as you saw, as Carl talked about this morning, they're not only
creating ulcers, they're going to create some problemS of administration and
some problems of articulation and cooperation between units within the system
which .are going 5p. be almost insurmountable if we don't speak to them very

quickly. In addition to wanting to just point out to you that this'telecom-
munications system is coming about very rapidly, I also want to point out to
you that in addition to the benefits it brings, it also heightens some4of these
problems of which we're speaking now, because when we have the ability ttalk
with one another aver the states and to create classes which include students
of almost any mix of communities of the state, to be able to commudtcate with
their instructor in one lOcation simultaneously and receive their instruction,
then we do have some very real-problems:

I would like to mention one thing that I think-is important and I know it's a

bias of mine, personally. Media services was mentioned in the context a
couple of times in different contexts today. One of the things, and speaking
only to program, and I recognize that this is very'biased and very selfish on
my part - one of the tAllifgs we have faced over the past few years is that we
in media services, along with almost every other program in Anchorage Community
College, have. done literally hundreds of hours in planning, reams and reams of
setting down on paper timewise and program-expansion, the justification for
those program expansions, only to see those resources slip away from us and
never materialize. Although the resources never materialized, the demands for
the services continued to increase, and as the demands continued to increase,
the use of the resources (which were slim at best) to meet those demands be7
comes more and more difficult. When we moved into the K Building complex, for

*instance, in. order for us to occupy that area, wehad to occupy classroom
space, because there's no additional space on this campus. We're looking now

at getting into, this telecommunicatiOn system, which is an absolute necessity.

We have no place t4 _put it, but we're going to put it. That's a difficulty

that we have to deal with and yet, as I said,' in a time whenever people are
talking about the challenge of plenty, we're still talking about problems that

haven'tepe solved, that have been prOblems for a long, long time, and I am
quite concerned that something very realistic and.hatistactoiy, I hope, but final
to some extent, comes out of your deliberations. .I suppoA wishing you luck -

is kind of trite, but I do wish you luck.

'-
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I am a teacher of political science here at Anchorage Community College. I've

been a resident for better than' 15 years. I entered the system as a teacher.

in ACC in 1967, was a community resource part-tip _teacher fora year and a

half and became.a ful4member of the faculty in 1961:- I say all-, of that because
,

I want to give you some idea of where'I'm coming from in terns oe emy-own x-
t

perience." That total experience has been the agonies and ecstasies of being a

.
part of this university of*Alaska, Of serving this great state. I think when

list
i clan here this morning I didn't have'any intention of testifying. After

lis g toksoms of the testimony, somewhere during the day, I realized that

some things here not being said that ought to be 011A on the record, at least --...

from my own perception. The way I perceive things from a teacher's point of

view, or a citizen's point of view, of from the point of 'view of an obsery of
.c

,lik the educational process and from the point of_ view of an observer of the laska

politica em - Alaska seems to be a place somewhat asalagous toa c

pillar to'becomea butterfly. We're not through that stage of a- .

morphosis where we have beccra butterfly. Whether we perceive ourselves as one

r-- caterpillar, many caterpillars, the fact is that we are one cate lar and-

.t.- undepbtedly, if it happens; we'll pec9me one butterfly. What we' talking

about is the process of Metamorphosis. We're talking about that ess of

hange and ce4ainly'education is an important agent of that ch I'd like

to call yours attention to two event that I was a party to within e last .

year and a half. One was a conferee e sponsored by the legislature last year

called "Future Frontiers". The documentation in that conference; I think,

I would be very valuable to this committee's research. The second event-was held

last spring on the ACC campus as part of,a program which we called the Denali

Program. It was a series of forums addressing several policy issues in the

1- state, one:of them being education. ilf invited four panelists, one of them ,

Dr. Romesburg, representing Postsecondary Education; Dr. Barton, repres4Ating

the:University of Alaska; Mr. Vince Casey, representing the Board of Education;

and Mr. Robert Lang, representing the Alaskan Nat.ve Foundation. 'All (11 these

gentlemen had their own perspectives on the edqcAional process. Each of them

ke eloquently from their own point of vOw as to the future direction of

ducation in Alaska, not necessarily with respect to the university, butVn a

re holistic fashion. There were many significant points'brouglkt out in that

particular discussion. I have thaton--.tepe. If the committee wihes to avail

itself iof that particular forum, T would be very happy to furnish copies of

that tape too. As far as the university is concerned, we're no different, I

donq believe, as a university frog any other part of this state orany other

part as that metamorphosis that is going ,pn. We're Changing, we're growing; if.

you Apc at the history of Alaska in thelast ten years, specifically with re- .

1
spect tcline community college we've grown tremendously n terms of the

expansion of t number of communit colleges in this state, th number of

diversificati n of programs and services and needs, the problem of the identi-

fication of hose needs, the problem of sharing resources, the distribution of

resources, not in days of plenty but i a of shortage. There have been a

lot of problems, as we well know, in transfo the University of Alaska

from what it was in the 60's to what it truly can become.

I

i
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As,you well know, the university has three public responsibilities: beaching,

public service and research. The community college's responsibilities are
basically teaching and public service. We'-ve-never been ably to really,make
a clearcut definition as to what the roles and the missions and the relation-
ships ought to be between those two functional elements. We've striven through

A number of agonizing administrative, structural arrangements, perhaps to

accomplish that in a period of growth. None of them have seemed satisfactory

to any element of' the_system. I guess what I'm advocating to you in terms of
change, in terms of that metamorphosis within the university,' is not necessarily
a question of structure or economy or turf. It's a question of facing realities,

using all of the resources of the state of Alaska and its 400,000 people, truly
to make, in a procedure; way and a process way, this university with its re-

searo responsibilitierrand community college units and, university units - truly
an instrument of change through education in this state. I've been through the

agonies myself.' I've been.ilKolved in the politics of separation and integra-

tion between ACC and U of A. I've got marks all over MY back from some of those
experiences, and yet we still try rin some kind of a vague fashion to accommodate

ourselves to this kindeofthing. I would like. to call your attention to one

instance, one part of that agony, that occurred in 1975. The university was in

the throes of some financial and managerial difficulties, and yet, the president

of the university at that time, Dr. Robert Hiatt, whowas under fire for a lot of

'other reasons, was desperately trying to find an accommodation between the

University of 41aska, Anchorage and ACC. I personally worked with others long

and hard on a process of accommodation where'the faculties of both schools could

work cooperatively together. We invented something at his request, caitelkthe'

Baccalaureate Track system which would use the resources of UA4 and the re-
sources' of ACC to accommodate those four-year bound students, independently per-
haps, of those students who had more limited educational objectives. Turf

proglems arose, people saw that as threatening to them on both sides of the

creek. Nothing care of that, except perhaps, a harder attitude and a more dis-

tinct separation between those two units. pin my view, that is not the way to

go with respect to this creek out here or with respect A the whole state. If

we areto becore a butterfly and if education is to serve that process of*

change, we've gotjpo develop a system within the university and even beyond the

university; within the entire educational community of this state, to make this

state what it truly can become.

A
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I worked for the Anchorage Community College frog 1988 to about a year and a

half ago. I was the administrator of the adult education program. I am now

working as a private consultant and as a vocational rehabilitation Specialist
with private students or private clients. I want to talk about the college
growth as I saw it and as I looked. at it in the years that I worked at ACC;

also now, as a citizen who is 'ending students to the Anchoxage Community Col-
lege for educational retraining. First of all, in all of the yearsk the
Anchoxage Community College kind of stopped growing. When I was hired we- used

. to use the facilities at West High School and then'finally moved onto the -\\

campus and used Me buildings-that today are ACC: After that, the university

began to grow and ACC stopped grow Ae political and internal strife that\

existed continued to the point that of us were at the point of giving up

,and saying "We're not getting anyplace". e students suffered and, I suspect,

continue to suffer because of the conflict. competition between the

university and the angry community colleg . I think the time has come to

separate the two institutions. The university does have a philosophy on one

side. The,Anchorage Community College has another philosophy. I think if

you - without going into all the details of the philosophy - the fact is, the

community college advertises it schedule to the general public and the

uni0ersity does not. In other words, the ACC is looking for students from

the entire community, the non-traditional students, the traditional students,

all kinds of people; whereas, the university is catering to thbse people who

are working towards a degree. This is fine, Itt I don't think these two instir

tutions can exist together end I think the community college always suffers

when this kind of a tie exists. I would advocate that they be separated, that

there be a board for cmmunity colleges, a statewide system for community

colleges and that the chorage Community College and each one of the com- .

munity colleges in the state have their own advisory council or an'advisory

A council that has enough power to be able to, not dictate, but truly advise

on the programs And the educational needs of that community. The community

college in Anchorage cannot be the same as the community college in Sitka

and certainly nothe same as the community college in Nome. If it is a,

community college, it must serve the needs,of the people in the community, the

educational needs, and we know that all of these communities are separate.

Once the structure has been established, and I sometiles think that maybe the

community colleges in each area should possibly be under the school district

and graded in the same Way as the school districts in the community operate.

I don't know. I want two things to happen: 1) that the community colleges

have an identity of their own, that a community college in a particular area

answers to the ne s of that community and, 2) that the political and the

%a,internal strife k% of things be kept away fr5n the operation of the
i

com-

munity
pl

college. My only fear with separation s
- that academic freedom will be

jeopardized. In the local community, if you get into the kinds of hassles which

some school stricts have had, I don't want to...see the community colleges in

that. Bu I. want to see them locally oriented and being able to answer to

the needs the local community. The university can grow on its own and

develop in the ways that it wishes to. O.K., what is a community college?
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What do.I see that the Anchorage Community College in particular needs to be
doing? Well, the two areas of the community college that are so ique and so
different from the university are the community service or the co ity edu-

cationand here is where you have the non-traditional student, you have the
person who wants to take one course, they want to learn photography, dancing,
what have you? These programs should be available at a lower cost than they,
are currently. I just heard that someone said the tuition will go up to $25
a.creditl I didn't know that.It's outrageous, at a time when we have plenty,
to charge more for tuition. I think we should be charging less rather than
more. These course uld be available both on campus and all-over the city.
There is no reason why they should even,have to be in other schoolg. They can

be in office buil ings,a,variety of buildings here.(in town shopping centers, --.

for eliample). They offer courses,to people who are interested in developing
this particular skill. The other area which is so important to community
colleges.is the vocational area. The vocational programs have n- -nged

that much during the years since we came on campus. Granted, th= ty

college has hot had money, to change and the money that's needed f ment
to install a new vocational program usually is a lot more than the s of
money that you,need for an academic program, so because they were shortchanged
and because our budgets were out, and beca e there has not been the direct
contact withthe community that I think is i portant, we have not been able to
develop the vocational program, that which ets the needs of Anchorage. For

example, there are many people that need.....to retrained and right now I'm

meeting a lot of these people. An associa e degree program does not fit their
, 'needs. They , re scared by an associate degree program. They need short-term

intensive kinds' of vocational programs, both training and retraining, and up-
grading skills for people,who aie-currently employed, who need to know what
the new mechanisms are in their field and what's happening in their field
that's going to change in the next few years. The community college should be

leading the way-there. In the years that we didn't have money, we still had
the neighbor don the street and that was the school district, and the build-
ing over just a little way from here (the career center) always has been under
use. It's a finely-equipped building. 'The school district has not used it-

properly. There has been a need. Between the...facilities of the community

college and ,the facilities of the career eenter, an articulated program fol- a
skill center with shart-termv vocational trainIng, for job trainirW, all of
these kinds of things, should'have been devel6ped,and should be developed.
Now that we can get the money, if someone can come up with a plan, that's
where we should be going, but the community college should be the leader.
Community schools is another area the community college should be doing some

leading in. The community schools progr.. has developed in Anchorage and it

has developed completely without or ith ve ttle input from the community

r
college. st
Another area that I think there is a need for, and I think there has been a
continual need for, is the person who wants to go into a college progkam,

an academic program or an educational program, but does not, at this Point,

have the basic skills. Adult education, GED, but not only that, a support

system, a developmental educational system, so that people' can go into programs,

be it vocational or' academic,' who need this kind of preparation. Language

prepakation fob these people who do not speak English correctly, liflipping
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kinds of skills; all of these kinds of things are the kinds of services that
a community college needs to provide for its citizenry. The only way it

can provide that and really know what the citizens want in a certain area is

for some local control, so that there's local input into the college. This

is not to say that ACC didn't do some of these things, but I think there's

just a tremendous need for them to go ontand to continue to -improve. The

college atmosphere should be one of a community college,- where the student

can come and pick and choose, and know that he doesn't have to take a full

two -year program, that he can come in and not have to pay an enormous amount

of money, and get the kinds of skills and kind of education training that he

would want.

Q: Do you favor elimination of tuition for-all types of courses or just the

courses that you mentioned?
4

R: No, I don't favor elimination, just reduction and certainly not increae-

1,

.

ng it. .
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ANCHORAGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 13, 1980. .

Ralph McGrath:

J

I am president of the Alaskan Community Colleges Federation of Teachers, which
is the bargaining agent for the approximately 260 faculty of Alaskan com-
munity,colleges and rural education_ centers, and I would like today to address

some.of my concerns.

'I think that the studies we have done with our faculty, the polling we have _

done with our faculty in past years has always supported that 80% of those faculty
support separation., That was in 1976, 1978 when the surveys were taken of the
faculty relative to, separation, how they stood on the issue and what were the

results. I think the past record of the community colleges has been pretty
clear on that issue. There were concerns at times to have support separhtion
with a two-plus-two idea, whidh I think has mot of attraction and I think
you heard a number of faculty today address rm as well. One of the manor
'developments that I think has occurred Ego back to 1972) can give you a little

bit of historical perspective. But in 1972 the Anchorage Community College did
do a self-study accreditation report for the Northwest Accreditation team and
Ithink one Of the things that occurred' with that, I think it has to be borne in
mind that that particular undertaking was done without any permission from the

University of Alaska. We happened to then have rather a dynamic campus presi-

dent. He didn't last very long. That's what happens when you buck the system

the way he would. One of the consequences of that study was that the Northwest
Accreditation team did support accreditation standing. Some of the develop-
ments that came out of that - Oile of-them was the community college library and

I don't know whether you know'it or not, but it used to be the community college

library. In fact, it was the only on in thitaret. , The University of Alaska

really. did not come on the Anchorage campus until about 1975. 'Most of the im-

portant courses prio to that time were offered through the community college.

The point I'm makin is that the library'' disappeared shortly after accredita-

tion. The library of moved off of the Acq catinpus to the present location. it

I note from atten ng the Board of Regents' meeting in Ketchikan day-before-

yesterday, the next step is to exPandlthat library and move some of the admin-

istrators out of the UAA building, and build new buildings. I'd like to

just comment that in the 1972 accreditation study there's a kind of fascinating

picture of what would then be theUniversity*of Aldtka system in Anchorage,
and what it represented was Buildings ?k through K ;which are on the ACC campus.

There were no other buildings, and I would just ask that you view :from that

period of time - from 197h forward. Haw much construction? How many facili-

ties have been added to the ACC campus during that time? I think the growth

that you will find, Roberta Pond addreSsed ear4er today, something like
$750,000 for faculty offices and I want to assure you that that was resisted

by the University of Alaska vehemently. The only wal that it came into existence

was by collectively bargaining. The faculty of.the university had to negotiate

to have faculty offices. But I think that's one way of viewing that the Board

of Regents has not Oben sympathetic to the concerns of the community colleges.

The second ar where I think there has been some major shift is really in

body count. Tess no deodorant can even cover the body odor that comes out

of that. When on looks at the University of Alaska, Juneau, which was created
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fby the Board of Regents' Executive Session about a year ago, statistics on

that clearly showed that IL students were attending Juneau-Douglas Com-
munity College and there is a body count of around 1400 students attending

Juneau-Douglas Community College while the University of Alaska, Juneau

represented around 350 full-time equivalent students. The Governor's Efficiency

Review Committee recommended that the senior division of the University of
Alaska, Juneau be dissolved and those faculty transferred and become an in-

tregal part of the community college. The Board of Regents, did theis-
understand that when they shut down the community college and trAsfsfered-"--

25 full-time faculty from the community college to the University of Alaska,

Jun9au? What you hear today is the great growth of the University of Alaska,

Juneau. You know the bodies are all over the University of Alaska, Juneau.
Well, it's very clear thatiit's not an increase of enrollment. It's just

a transplanting)of human flesh from one area to another and rather than calling

them community college bodies, they're now called University of Alaska,

Juneau bodies, and so the next step, as tne Board of Regents approved Thursday,

let's spend $100,000 to build a ski athletic program for tne Universityof

Alaska, Juneau. What I'am suggesting there is that:I don't think the Board of

Regents listens to the state, listens to the legislature, they don't listen-to

the Governor's Efficiency Review. In Anchorage I think you have the same trend

development. Not too long ago, Frank Harrison, Chancellor of the University

of Alaska, Anchorage went public to say that the. body count of the University

of Alaska, AnChorage is growing by leaps and bounds - 32% Increase in enroll-

ment over the previous semester, and of course the thrust when we grow to

that size we need more buildings, more physical plants. I tnink any historical

perspective on that would reveal that around 1975-76 there were sometning like

15 courses being offered at the University of Alaska, Anchorage *_::at would

duplicate courses offered at Anchorage Community College. Men in 1976-77 it

jumped up to abbut 25, the next year it was up to 86, the next year it was up

to 125 courses ithat were being offered with UAA duplicating courses at ACC.

I believe in the fall semester it's close to 160 duplicated offerings that you

can take on one side of the creek or the other, but we find that to be a'

tremendous waste of faculty talent for both institutions. I think, more im-

portantly, it is an effort that we see to undermine the effectiveness of

community colleges. I would also add that in the yeas that we saw that so

called l25 courses being offered at UAA duplicating ACC was also tie time that

ACC was suffering "short-falls" while the rest of the system was running

smoothly and the ACC administration threatened to cancel like 190 courses. I

think the combination there pretty much tells us the direction anethe commit-

ment of the university to community colleges. Frankly I donLt think we see

that it's there. Thirdly, I would hope that your Commission is studying, I'm

surelLyou've looked at the past ten'years I hope you have, of community

colleges of Alaska. There have been all kinds of studies and I recall the'

first year when Senator Holman was involved. in an interim legislative com-

mittee to study .the future community colleges in Alaska. Decades passed and

all of those repor have pretty much gone to naught. I would hope that ,we

don't see Another d cade of similar action by the legislature. I think it's

instructive that one of the issues raised earlier by the career education

faculty that testified identifies the university's approach to career educa-

tion. The faculty that were in the taireer education programs either were not

eligible nor could they ,;seceive ranking in the University of Alaska system.

That again came under the presidency of William Wood, but there was very strong
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opposition of equality betWeen the community college academic faculty and the

career, ,education faculty, but I think that's where there's dust alack of
understanding - what we do as a faculty and try to do in our aRproach to

education. Finally, I would hope that, as various adminittratdrs testified,

and I'm sure you will hear more come today 4nd 'subsequent present'ations, the

argument will be made to give us more time, we're working on it, things will

get beter, there'sdanew teal, there's a new approach. I just don't see

that any credence elould be given to that argument. The university has had

a good ten years to clean up its act and it has failed to do that.

What is the union's official position on funding for a separate system?

O

Rv 100% state funding.
nit

What kind of process? Just the same process that the university now uses?

R: .No, I think what we're looking at% we've always viewed community colleges

as created by the legislature, not by the university. ;lir 'position is tnat

those should be regulated asany other state agency would be ander th community

college system. We don't want a blank check. I don't trunk that we take the

approach as the university does--; that they snould get a blank checeand they'll

determine the priorities. I think what we look at and I do not mention it, but

I know most of the commIssion knows that we have, since 1976, introduced bills

to separate the community college from the university. It's somewhat spelled

out there, but I guess the point I would make is that tne policy boards and

local boards should be active in the budget-making process. We feel that they

should control hiring and firing, that the campus presidents should be under the

control of that community, under the control of this system that stops in to see

him once a year as the regents do that the funding snould be subject to legis-

lative approval.

Is there a positiqn on federal funding at all?

R: I don't think we've gotten into the details of that. We'vethAd some

formula funding developed by the university central administration that'we've'

had a lot of problems with, but I don't think in concept we've had any prob-

lems with it.
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I
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In my schedule I have to take Business Law II. There are three classes - all

of them at night. I think we should share the load a little bit, half of
them during the day; at least split it up a bit. I've checked into the parking

here on campus and they, only offer 30 spaces available to students. I note

here that we have an enro lment of about 8,000 students and I think 30 spots
available for children. a system _is spiting people who need to take care of

oux children. I am a full time student and I am a single parent, and I'm not

the only single parent goin to college. I hope you can help us.

I wasn't sure what you meant. Were you concerned that they weren;t

available at night or were you concerned that there Dust weren't enough slots?

R: There are none available at night and there are not enough slots avail-

able. I'm concerned about both problems.

It's not open at night. Is that what you're saying?

R: No, it's not. It closes at 5:30. The age limit that they take is one

year to six years. My daughter happens to be four. If they open it up at

night, they'll have to change and get some older requirements. I've talked to

them, I talked to Nancy Smith, I believe she's one of the directors. She was

the lady I was directed to talk to when I went Over to find out about it.

"Well, we're not licensed for it." What's so involved about 4changing a license

so that you can have it open for older children if you can get the hours open

at night. I also note that their rates are a little bit higher than the other

day-care centers here in town.

4/
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I am here to speak for myself. I am affiliated with several different organi-

zations, so I suppose to establish my credibility and acquaintance with the

community I might say I am the Vice-Chairmanof the Federation Community

Councils, Chairiman of the Taku Campbell CommUnity Council, I'm on ,Tugat
Citizens Advisory Board and I am on the Anchorage Schools Science Committee.
The other aspect of credibility - I have taught seventh grade through senior

college at private and public institutions, including Anchorage Community
College'. My early education possibly is one of the things that interested
me permanently in education, because it was so deficient. In a town in

Indiana the people that were teaching me were so ill-educated that I felt_

like I was self-taught from about the seventh grade on, and when I went to
an urban university I might have felt handicapped, but managed to get along all

right and go on to get higher degrees at several top-notch institutions. So

I say this to establish that I don't come to this with any particular ax to

grind. I don't come to this with a narrow perspective. I might add I left

education'and am currently employed by one oE the largest employers in Alaska

and my wife is -like -wise, with one of the second largest, which I suppose you

might say is public employmOnt with the two largest governments in Alaska.

That provides security and gives the latitude - you know,. we don"Ljaave to con-

tinually dig for bucks. Now, what I'm here for i0.in my involvement with

community affairs, I am struck at the extent of confusion that exists as to

who's doing what and who's doing it well and who's paying for it. Most citizens

don't want to pay anything and some don't realize that they pay one way or

another. So we have the community school movement which is confusing to a lot

of people because they seethe community school as a community scho instead

of an organization devoted to maintaining a staff under a municipal' y to

provide avocational stuff in the evenings. .That's not always the case, but

that's usually the way it is with comunity schools end many people involved

there feel they have a really good function, they should not involve themselves

with education per se, such as giving supporting stuff, tutoring, etc., be-

fore the public schools. So, in checking over the courses - I forgot to

mention I am Vice-Chai of the Campbell Community School also this yeAr, but

have been involved for years ever since it was established at the com-

munity college. We've had this proliferation all over the country. Confusion

of credit and non-credit courses where whether you're going to belly dance or

whatever you're going to do, you can pick up credits and these are academic.

At this time I was at the community college and watched the process of down-

grading the requirements for certain types of programs, such tat Mr. Joyner

here, for instance, found'the area he was teaching in SonewHat deficient in

students. That there were two primary reasons: 1) it wasn't a very popi;lar

thing to do a serious job of teaching political science when the students were

only concerned about their rights. They weren't concerned about how you have

'ca workable government. Aside from that, it also was a comedown because the

requirement was what the students have - a non-government Course or a political

science course in theirs course - I don't remember specifically. This happened

all over the country. A boy was up here doing Christmas tree business in his

year off. I imagine he was on a flumking line and they always take a year off.

I
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I said, "What's your program?" He said he was going into land management. Land

management? With an undergraduate degree at Harvard. "Well, it won't be allowed

after next year" he sai Now, that was a couple of years ago and they don't,

because they have down -g aded, too.

.

I don't know what's going on here. We need to have institutions serving a
limited function and doing a good job of it. Even if we got all this largess
coming in from the oil, it's wasted human resources whether you can afford

it or not. To have a confusion, to have people thinking they're getting an
education when they: aren't. In some cases" if they're lucky, they might. To

have a duplication of services and to have, as I know, in at least ong community
school currently, a coordinator, who I imagine raid somlphere around $26,000
a year and is supervised who is then again supervised by another supervisor, sp

we have in that person - I would say the job would take about two,houis a day

to do what is being done. Now, actually tIlet person is handicapped in the com-
munity because the community isn't that much cbncerned to help, and he was told

"The community will help". I think we should get two thingsffor the overall

positive. What can we do insd of continually saying where can we expand so
if you can do what you do well and people know what your task is, and others
*ill recognize that you've done it well. We had a basketball team from those

community colleges in Florida if you rec&11. I'm alluding here to another prob-

lem that has plagued people, that I think we're getting over now and that was

the recruitment. We had some cases we had the great Alaskan shoot-out.

J
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Martha Valliant:

I'm a teacher with the Associate Degree Nursing Program here at ACC. A little

background,- this program was started in 1971 and has graduated about 150

graduates who entered the nursing field. We received an eight-ye4caccredita-
tion from the National League for Nursing about 1975-76 which is the voluntary
accredited service granted to nursing education programs nationwide. A little

further background to explain my feelings.about nursing education being in a

community college setting. The associate programs, which are two-year-terminal
programs, were started about 1952 as part of a pi.ot project sponsored by

the Division of Nursing at Teachers College, Cglumbia University. The idea

that nursing education could be put into a collegiate setting is not a new,one,

but it was felt by the componentsof the state that, nursing education could be

shortened from the \traditional three-year hospital based program, which was a
service-oriented type of on-the-job learning and training and could be shortened

to two years in an academic setting. The idea that it could be done in a com-

munity college program was based on several assumptions, among which was the

assumption that education for nursing belongs w thin an organized framework; in

other words,' a nonservice setting. The communi y c liege setting, the post-

high school educational institution was specifica lyuited'to semi-professional

or 'technical education and this made it the very logical institution for prep-

aration for this type of nursing as opposed to the professional or baccalaureate

graduate. The assumptions were made, of course, on the basis of philosophy of

community colleges, which you've heard thousands of times,'-probably even today,

but just to emphasize a couple of them because they refer to part of my thinking

too. The community college does comprise the first two years of a liberal arts

standard type of education, and it also includes terminal education consisting

of both general education and vocational education of a semi-professional and

technical nature, including supervised work experience, which are regulated to

educational or occupational opportunities in the community area served by the

community college. Because of the terminal nature of this type of program, of

the terminal education offered by community colleges, the students who are

graduating from the program do need the requirements for graduation with an

associate degree of some type or another, as well as requirements for licensure

.which must' be met by the major program. We have to meet some state standards

in order for the graduates to be eligible for licensure after graduating. It

would also appear that the nursing program does meet a community need and cer-

tinly medical personnel are needed in a community. My own background involves

graduate work on a mister's level in teach g in community colleges, as well as

seven years of teaching in a program which w locally-governed type of comr

munity college, not a statewide system. We had a locally elected board of

trustees and a local tax base as well as state support on an FTC basis. One

comment further. When I say terminal I mean that a terminal program student is

eligible to write the boards and to become licensed and to practice at that el.rel.

It does not mean they are precluded from further education and many.of our stu-

dents do pursue a baccalaureate or further education. Here, at this particular .

time, being under the same roof as a baccalaurate program hag proved to be no

a.
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particular advantage and Our graduates do have to enter,as any other graduates

from any other nursing program around the country, so being under the same
roof does not give you any particular articulation, so it's no particular

advantage. /'

a
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Mary kale:

I am assistant tO the president of ACC, Directai of Public Services. Here

at the college we serve about 500 senior citizens) 60 and older, each semester
and this is really a very small number of seniors compared with"the number
of seniors Alt would like to be served. We have not gone out and made a market
of sep4dis as some might,have the impression, but there are seniors who come to
us very much wanting the stimulatibn that can be offered. They are looking
for a couple of things. They are looking for self-enrichment courSes., Some
of them are' re-entry students, going back to work because inflation has hit so
very hard: 'They have limited incomes and they're-coming back to upgrade their
job skills. The majority of sedlors, who are served on this campus at the
moment are served through what we call self-enrichment courses: These are
normally the courses that we call self - support,, They are the ones that we
have to subsidize with a 'course fee from the student in order to pay for the
expenses, mainly the instructional cost of the class. The seniors that are com-

ing our way, the evidence this year for the first time, a very serious situation
which I hope you will, be aware of:because, pa4icularLypn the urban scene,
the cost of living has risen so traumatically because inflation is so difficult
to deal with do an income that is fixed and not flexible, \not with anything
built-in to take care of the inflationary factOr. A number of these people are
not, what is called by Medicare and Medicaid, on the poverty level. A number

citizens have felt the pinch to the point where they cannot paY,for course
es, for material,s fees, and for lab fees. As you know, the tuitiOn is waived
d this is wonderful and they're very grateful for that, but a number of

these people, in registerin3 for the special set of non-traditional things we
-through my office, called the ten'til-two series, have requested assistance

with these other kinds of expenses which are attached to the self-enrichment
courses that they are seeking here. I do not believe these are necessarily
people who are looking for something for nothing, nor do I feel they would
underevaluate the service of the college if these costs were also subsidized.

What-can be done about this? Frinkly, I do not know but I believe it 4s a
situation primarily urban, although it may also be rural, which should 'be
addressed because these seniors do deserve a chance for this vest importdht

kind of mental stimulation.

Q: What's the magnitude of the fee that would be charged?
.

ve.
R: For example, this series I was talking to, you about is a very flexible

one in which we have four-week segments and we have an eight-week segment.

We have one eight-week segment that has a very nice buffet luncheon in the
middle of the day, the socialization of that hour being very iMportant. We

have another eight-week session which has no luncheon attached therefore,

the fees vary. For the eight-week session on travel whic th y .d requested,

with no luncheon attached, the course fee is $32 for the e eries, but we

had 29 seniors who could not afford the $32. The fee fo he series with the

luncheon is $64 for the eight-week series and, again, t s is a stnin on

some seniors who would very much like to,participate. Th ur-week series

runs $16 so the costs vary, depending on the length of the series itself and
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whether or not the luncheon is involved, but these costs are reasonable for the

services rendered. It's just'that the inflationary crunch is getting to be

sovery tight that even the $16 is becoming,a problem for same of them. So we

were turning away 29 for one class and 24 in another. 'This is the first time

we have had people coming to us and talking about it, in other words.

0 Q: Just for the record, what is the, situation for the person who has the

fee waived but can't afford the costs.involved in taking that course? .

You mean the tuition waived if they were Se,TrtiNtuition?

Q: Well, if they'an't afford ,Ohe course fee?,

R:' Oh, O.K., It's not like there's tuition andoan additional fee to pay on

to that. I can't tJaink of a good example. Let's take for example "What's

fclirmWomen" This course is primarily one that serves women.' 4It'S c lled "Allt'

About Eve" and it was sort of an inter-disciplinary thing to talk aut.physio -

logical differentes of being a wean - psychological, socialogicAl, tc.; in

fact, men participated in that. There are two ways/ YOU can enrolf in that

purse: One is for non-credit, the other is for c edit, ,If the senior enrolls

for credit, the tuition, of course, is waived. addition to the tuition, be-

cause it self-supports AO I have-to make my/ udget, 'there is a course fee and

the course fee is either $32 or $64. It ge42a little complicated because of

the flexibilities we try and bUild into ip but that's the way in which it

works. The difficulty seniors were having was that somehoW the $32 was begin-

nipg to really pinch in their inflationary bind.
- % 1111b

i
I wantto tell you about a survey we made last week., We had a public forum on.

agiu, whic 11N w w ld on this campus last Friday all day fOng, the purpose of15116A

which was to om uo with resolutions to be addressed atthe White'House Con-

ference on Aging which is scheduled in '81. We made a survey of over 1,000

seniors. We sent out the survey to'see what their interests were at the moment -

what kind of services they wanted from this college. About 204 of them atten4141 .

the forum and brought their surveys back. We have now processed those surveys

and here's what.We find: that more than hall the respondents and half the

people who came (100 persons responded)' said, "We would very much like to see

you. begin now to budget for a senior center on this campus where we might have

very special services. Sometimes require very special counseling." This

wa rather interesting, you know I wasn't sure that seniors were still seeking

cc seling and so now this ha ns, very hopefulbfor the future. Also, they

had specia ]Jfinancial needs. ey felt that they needed job placement, because

some of that were coming back and needed to upgrade their skills and tog, go again

iitto0the job market, as well as entering again into the world of education.

They lsited a number of services,_ about six, which they would like to see sort of

coordinated in a senior center. Of course I knew what was going to happefp when

I mentioned this to Ed Biggerstlff. He was going to say, "But Mary, you used up

ril9'last broorMloset." So, there's never room on this campus fibr a senior center.

Itis very diffiCult to find room. We are ten years behind in our building

program, as I am sure you're aware: But this is ond of the needs that seniors

are coming to usjwith. They want that chance to get together as a particular

community within our community when they come to our campus, and that's an

(
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additional need'that I see in addition to subsidy for their additional edu-

cational costs.

Now you want to hear about women. Well, let me tell you abbot women. Last

year we had a very wonderful bill that was introduced into the legislature
anethat bill made it through all the hurdles of .the legislature, including
getting incorporated in HB60. It made...it through both the senate and the
house and the Free Conference Committee only, alas, to get the ax from the

or after the session had ended. There was nothing anybody could do about

it, ate special request for funding which ties to be added on to the regular
budgetary requests of the university was to have established a women's center
here on campus that would serve both men and'woMen, but primarily re-entry
women who were coming back into the world of education and/or back in order to
upgrade skills because they have to go back to work. This would have provided

for personal materials that we use, special counseling assistanceand all
kinds of aids, generally like the seniors we're talking about. That was vetoed,

so what we did C.cas put together a volunteer staff and, on a very limited basis,

we,have'been able to offerShort courses and few seminars and workshops, par-
ticularly the brOwn bag noon time topical discussions about things they want to

know about. How to write a resume, how to get ready for a job interview, not
having been involved in one of those as they've been taking care of children
`for the last 15 years, etc. On a limited basis we've been able to introduce
enough programs to know that it's'quite valid, thjt it's.very much wanted, that
it's very,efective and very much appreciated, so what we have done is to make
a,survey again of, just what the needs of these women-are, and to put together
again a, request for consideration of funding to be.addedto the regular funding
request for funding of the University of Alaska budget for a women's center.
That will be in your hands by Thursday of this week.

iou may need to know, by the way, that us women are coming up In the world.
We are more_than 50% of tUe students.at both ACC and UAA. This center does

serve both studelps from both sides of the campus. But it's interesting that the

statistics for the last two years pointed out that there are more women students

than men. You klpw, that might mean we should have a little more consideration.

There's something about both ofthese causes to which I have spoken, women and
es.

seniors, that if I may, I'd like to make one more comment. This `is indeed the

4111 kind of thing we face et Anchorage Community College as being a part of the

bureaucratic,maze. In the rural settings of the othdt community colleges in-

vOlved in the system, I'm not at all sure that the causes, the need to sort of

catch-up on the part of womentand seniors is as acute as-it is on a very large,

urban campus like this. As a result, when our priorities are established at
,ACC, there is a high priority for working with women and seniors and finding the

money to do something effectively for both those groups. With that priority,
iwhich is highwith us', then goes to CCREE. In CCREE that priority is massage

and looked at and examined from all sides, 4nd ends Up 144 out of 150-

Q: `I don't know if .you were here this morning Mary, when Kerry was talking

about the report that the Commission,submitted in addition to the report that

this committee will submit to the legislature, but I think in one or the other

we do plan on haM.ng a..section that talki specifically about the needs on certain
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campuses, So that everyone is aware of specific needs, not just in general of.

the problems at ACC. This type of thing with women and seniors will definitely
be included-in that section and a lot of people would read about it.

te

R: This Is another point that the Chancellor at ACC cetad speak directly to,

needs of particular programs that perhaps other community colleges ate not

.sharing at the moment.

Q: Don't go away. You know the four issues we're talritng about. Do you

have any other comments on those issues?

R: The Advisory Council happens be the group with whom ram the liaison

with the office of the campus president., I would thinit that it would be very,

very good to strengthen the hand of the Advisory COUncil if indeed, you want

to see them continue. For example, on our council which I originally helped

put together (with the then President Stewart), we have some very busy and wise

businessmen. We have 13 members. The time of important business people is

worth a great deal., To use that time well means that your voice is going to be

heard in such a way that it will make some sort of difft rence. It will be help-

ful in some way to what is being developed here in the way of, hopefully,

better education. At the moment, as I think Bob Arnold pointed out very well

this morning, there is great despair at times on the part of, for example,

our Policy Advisory Council, because its membets simply have to wonder, "What

am I doing?" and "What really, what difference does My voice make?" The

thing that seems to be frustrating to them, and I despair over it betau4e I

want to see that high caliber business community leader-remain on our advisory

group and I don't know how long they're going to remain ere if they 1 im-

potent in doing something constructive and helpful for A The thin at

bothers them is that there is never recognition even of any communi hich

they send directly and they're terribly frustrated because they know the Board

of Regents doesn't know they exist, or if indeed, they do know they exist, they're

not listening. They're not asking this council any questions and here is a

group.of people who could speak directly to the Board of Regents and to help

them (maybe) to know what was going on. If only they were concerned enough to

ask, "So I do not know how legislatively or otherwisee can encourage our

Board of Regents to wake up and find out what's going on", but here is one

advisory council that could be'very effective if there-was a Alike for them to .

give some significant input to the Board of Regents. So there's a sort of two-

way communication there, as I'see it, which would be very helpful if we could

establish it. and I really do believe that (if President Barton is sincere, and

I have every reason to know heNis, in wanting policy advisory. councils; I feel

we must do something to change the presentystem so that something dynamic ian

occur. Otherwise we &LE wasting the time-of some wonderful people. So as to

the Policy Advisory Coligbil, yes, J think they have a !great role to play, taus

the fact that if you wish that role to truly be more than jult advisory, then

you realize you must give them staff support. If I am.going to work,with the

Policy Advisory Council on things of budget, to put on the agenda certain im-

portant decisions that must be made about budget at this time, etc., then I'm

sure Ed is going to look to me to come up with some fort of workshop which will

help those members to be something other than'an understaff to a bigger staff.

But don't forget, when you give them increased responsibilities, you're going

to nal0e to g them staff support and that means you're going to have to fund
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us to provide the staff support. I hate to throw that in, but if we-don't
help them, we're going to put them in an intolerable situation - we're going.
to losethem, because theYlre not goiing to serve, to make decisions on budget

when they don't understand what is involved.- I want to make that very clear

to you. So, what else do you want to know about the Policy4hdvisory Council

or do you already know all you want . . .

Q: You alluded to a government change. Do-,you want to elaborate on that

at all?

R: Let me say that having underlined theidea of a chancellor for Anchorage
Co inity College what Bob was saying today made a great deal of sense to me.
I really think when the voice is heard,, in the Board of Regents as well as
directly to Dr. Barton, things will change, because we are now so''insulated

from thoseenvirons in which the decisions are made, that we arewirtually
impotent to achieve the funding level that would allow us. to do some catching

,,up of these five' years of losing because we have no inflationary increase in

our budget to make up forthe money we were losing. It just seems to me the

time has come when we need very much to haveksome sort:of change so that the

true needs of this community college will be addressed. But in spite Cif

Governor Hammond'sthreats to veto all the funding, Deep hoping thatyour
report will be so dyn C and so inspiring that he will Ay, for the first time

in the history of th s state, "Were going to adequately fund higher education."

(Unintelligible)

Two years ago I was thoroughly convinced that was the only way to go. But now

I'm beginning to wonder if we ought not'to try one more thing. Please make_

it work! Try it. That one thing would be the sort of structure in which the .
Anchorage ComAunity College president was indeed a chancellor with equal footing

with the chancellor of CC4E and the chancellors of all the other universities.

Don't fqrget that we are twice as big as we ought to be right now. According

to the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (please correct me if I'm wrong)

it seems to me that the optimum students to serve and to serve effectively was

about 5,000. We're knocking on the door pf 10,000. In five years - 15,000.

We.could be four community colleges, and, you know if we, were three colleges we

would need a chancellor, right? So you might get started on that just a little

early.

*
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I'm representing the Anchorage Association for the Education of Young Children,

. which is known as AAEYC and I'm a140 representing the Early Childhood Task
Force. I'd like to speak to you of a community need Which is concerned-with
both the tuition issues that you're concerned about as well as policy advis-

ing. That community needs training and recognition of training for people

working with young children. My understanding is that there's a difference

ween community colleges and junior colleges. The community colleges provide
needed classes that adults would want or need as opposed to junior colleges
which proAde a degree program for those interested ipecifically in completing

degrees. Our organization applied for end received a $72,000 training grant
from the state of Alaska to try and train day-care staff workers in the Anchorage

area, because we felt that training needs were not being met in the local com-

munity. In Anchorage there are just short of 15,000 children under five years

of age and in over 4,000 households where both parents are employed, at least

one child needs day dare, so if you figure 1-1/2 kidsArer household, there's

at least 6,000 chiYaren that we know of that need sordliform of day-care. At

present there are only 2,675.-licensed spaces available in 52 centers4 There's

a lot of care of'children going on outside of the centers. We need more

centers than we have. We need more trained staff. The licensing require-

ments for day-care operators are minimal and, at present, the director of a

center can be 19 years of age, a worker can be 14 years of age and no training

requirements for either directors or workers, or any incentive to provide this

training. We wrote into our grant $5,000oto be paid for 20 operators and 50

staff to take courses at the college because we wanted to support the early

childhood programs at the college and,to see them increase. We-wrote into our

budget $8,500 to hire an on-site, competent trainer because we knew that there

wasn't sufficient staff to provide the kind of training that we wanted and we

particularly wanted a kind of trainins that is on-site, competency-based, where

er
the structor goes to the student in .the classroom rather than students gather-

in o the instructor. So, $13,500 of our $72,000 grant was to support credited.

"N\ ed ation fozr day-care workerS. Bethel is providing this kind of training,

Vorthwest in Nome and the University of Alaska in Juneau. In Anchorage we are

not able to work out our participation with the college at this time. The

An6horage Community College is dropping its degree in raarly childhood and we

think we've got 50% of the state population and 52 licensed centers, so there

is a need here that the kind of training be provided that workers are abley.to

b participate in. The community schools occasionally offer early childhood

.
courses, but these are haphazard andsan't be regularly scheduled. The muni-

cipality provides minimal training effort opportunities, but there is only one'

staff person available for Mining. In 1976,which is the last year an assess-'

merit was done of centers' training needs, 85% of the centers responded that they

wanted additional training and yet only 8% of chin care peksonnel were able to

receive some sort of training. Centers for training are minimal and almost

nonexistent, the pay is row and there are no criteria within established codes

for eligibility for child care personnel. In other words, certification. Only

a few child care centers have a career ladder or a pay scale incentive if a

per on wants to seek training and yet, training is needed. Operators ask for

it, taff ask for it. Thrhigh turnover Of staff reflects a need for training.

. .-
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The Early Childhood Task Porce Plans an educational campaign to inform the
legislature of the need for competency-based,on-site early childhood training
through the community college system. This-is a statewide proposal that

are making. Also, we plan to talk up for the state 'to grant a CDA certificate,
a child development certificate, through the university college system. This

is done through credit courses. At pre;ent 18 units are the courses that have

been developed for credits for a CDA training program that is in existence,

though it's not certified. There's a national certification program for CDA.

We'd like the state to adopt its oen certification program. We would like the

state to recognize the k training that is given so that it .can be corr

sistent, it can be state ide, it
.

can be founded in good early childhood prin-

ciples based upon a so model of early childhood arid we are going to strongly

work towards that this year. We're hopeful that we can participate better in
the policy decisions that are taking ciace at ACC so ;n at not only do they meet

the local needs, but that they can also link up with statewide offerings in

early childhood.

I
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December 13, 1980

Ed Biggerstaff:

I.am president of Anchorage Community College. tI.have a number of thbgs
which I would like to relate to the committee, perhaps also answering some
questions that you have, but I feel it kind of important because I feel that
this is'e good chance to drop in and try to enhance the relationship at this
point,by some explanation as to ACC's position regarding the Early Childhood
Development program which has just been discussed. This, I think, will provide'

the committee with some insight into some of the developments on t41 campus,
some of the things we are doing and also to show that we can be responsive to

the needs of the community. I'll spend Just a couple of minutes on this. When

I first got sere I asked for a total review of all the programs and the curri-

culum on the campus. I was looking in terms of weaknesses and strengths,

programs and what'have ysu. I asked the person who at that time was in charge

of the division to do a complete analysis, to tell me what we should do with
the programand certainly work with the advice of the Advisory Council. As

a result of that, the decision of that review the decision was made to do

away with the formal program of Early Childhood Development but not to do 'away

with the courses, not to do away with the viability of being responsive tqfthe

needs of the community in relationship to' the course offerings. We were not

having enoulth students to sign up for the degree whic:f, in fact, if you keep it

in the,cUalogue you are setting yourself up for a very difficult situation of

false advertising. We transferred the five courses in the area to psychology
and social science and asked her to go ahead and pursue the development of

courses and programs, not degrees and certificates. The reason for the delay

in responding to your requests on that had to do with a time that r had 18

course proposals submitted over my desk. At the time I was serving both as

President and Dean of Instruction for a year. There were 18 single courses. I

found myself having to review those courses, finding myself also with the pos-

s ility that I was losing a full-time instructor who was going on sabbatical

ing the semester that you were about to start your program on. Secondly,

it needed some more review in terms of the total process. In the meantime

we've had some changes in administrators. Evidently what I thought was a re-

view was not. I found it out thisAlast week. I know now where the bottleneck

is. I've asked them to 46 ahead and process them through to my desk as soon
as possible and get back to you as fast as we can.

I have an observation to make befor& proceeding with my 'testimony. That is,

the appreciation that I have for people that, in fact, have offered testimony

today. ,I've listened very carefully in terms of information or misinformation,

perspgotive and opinions I have watched out for that, so that I could be.in

a position to perqaps mike some comments if necessary. The position I find my-

self Al is saying in essence, what has been reported to you today, in a very

valuable fashion is correct. The issues are pertinent issues. They ate

issues that should,' in fact, be addressed to this group and I d6preciate the

people's willingness and their' articulation in being able to do so. I also

appreciate your fatigue factor, and what I was picking up, a true willingness

to listen to what these individuals were saying. What they are saying is long

overdue. What I am about to say is from the perspective of a presideR5 who has
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been here for a little over a year and, therefore, has learned some things
and yet 'has more to learn. I would say that during 1979 and at present the

ACd continues to provide an ever increasing opportunity for people wishing
to continue their education is one of the ten community colleges unde'r the

4* organization of the University of Alaska. In my opinion, .G,CC is the only

comprehensive community college.

(Tape malfunction)

414
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 15, 1980

Linda Fleming:

We have no tuition here, but people that I've got who have taken their GED-
and passed it,do have a problem meeting tuitions. There is a circle of
them that have had this problem, and I have some that are very gifted and
cannot go on to &pllage because of this problem.

(Unintelligible)

I
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 1,5, 1980

_Jessie Levshakoff:

I'm Jessie Levshakoff. I got my GED herR and am now in the process, of

taking classes. I think that tuition should be somehow lowered or refunded.

The government is giving away all this monty. Couldn't they give it to

people who are trying to learn. We don't live in a college atmosphere. I

am raising a family and existing, trying to find all this extra money for the

books, so you end up taking six credit hours. You just cannot put that much

money out and so it takes a long time to get anywhere. It would seem

that some sort'of an incentive level spmewhere could give a person a little

bit maybe you could give part of it back or that type of thing. It's

very difficult for me. One of the things referred to is the4tuition, as it

is now, hurts part-time students even more than full-time students. Whorl

you, take one or two classes maybe, a term, that breaks you when you're rais-

ing a family. In one class I have this-term the books were $30 plus your

tuition.',

Q: Suppose we eliminated it?

R: I think many more peoplawould start opening their minds, especially

marrieds, raising families, palople who would have gotten a supplement, I

think they woulRd definitely support the college and go forward and do it.

I think we'd hav%4a much better program.

Q: Would you suggest a rebate or eliminate?

R: Eliminate.
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I think I would be in favor of eliminating the tuition if it didn't create
aqv major problems - if it is a major obstacle to people being in classes
whether it would create havoc as far as registran is concerned. Let's

say, for instance, and we had twice as many students lined up, with the
same number of sAidents we have now, and the other 50% dropped out. One

problem is, suppose a person has to withdraw" when he is halfway through.

Do you rebate that person? There are a lot of decisions that have to be

made. It sounds simple on the surface - rebate. It may not be simple

operationally. Elimination definitely would be simple. You have so many

people signing up who definitely care. Actually there is no way tuition is

going to be free even if you do eliminate it, because we've still got book
costs and other costs.

N
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December 15, 1980

Jim Lefko:

I would like to express a concern. I have very limited knowledge 'of the .

community college here in town. i am teaching part-time and this is the

first semester. I have limited experience in the case of taking credit

and non-credit courses. I'm offering a credit course that A4as a minimum

number of students in it. I offered a non-credit course and it had 50

students. It seems to me that's saying something about where the emphasis

seems to be ift terms of the community and community needs. Non-credit

courses seem to be in demand and I would like to set more emphasis given

to credit.

Q: We've heard this before, something similar to these, and I think

this especially was true in Bethel. They were feeling they should be do-

ing a lot more in the way of non-credit courses and they felt sort of

OW hindered in that'by the present structure which is built on the number of

credit hours. The other thing which they expressed was the feeling that

tying everything into semesters, tlie semester system, was too inflexible,

that lots of things needed to be done on a short-term basis. Is that

kind of thing what you're feeling?

R: ThAt certainly would help - being able to schedule blocks of time

with flexibility for credit br non-credit, and do that on community demand.

rcourslif here, fortunately, are small-enough that we can do that. For

tance, in one class I have, it turns out that a certain night of the

week that we had the class scheduled for, if a number of people have

conflicts during_that particular wSek, we'll move the class to another

night. We generally find one night a week that everybody can meet. I

think in a small institution like this the more flexibility you have the

better.

Q: What were the courses you are teaching?
41

R: Well, I'r teaching a course called the Literature of the Sea.

Q: For non-credit, now?

p

R: Yes. We're going to offer that again. I think the enrollment will

be quite a bit greater the second time., Then we offered a course, just ,

- a sort of evening's entertainment course. My wife and daughter and I lived

on sailboats during the last ten years and we have a slide Show - we gave

kind of a biographical presentation using our slide show. Itwas very well

attended and we had to repeat it three times. The Literature of the Sea was -

a regular tuition course. There were no other fees attached and the other

one was free, three hours a week.

Q: Are you suggesting that people in this area might just be interested

in'courses for self-enrichment or whatever you want to.call it as opposed

to locking up courses for a degree? ,
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R: It's hard because I dorj't have any real feel for that. In terms of
this morning's instance, it seemed to me that was the case. It seems to be

much more in demand. You can't haye them side-by-side, I don't thibk. They

are not compatible. However, it seems to me more credit shoUld be given to

the institution for providing credit courses.

Q: Like in the Literature of the Sea.. Was it the money that stopped the

course or was it the credit?

R: I think it's probably a very complex thing. I doubt thatiit's any

single thing. I suppose it could be the money. It could be the credits.
It could be that it's scheduled over a long period_of time demanding a rather
serious commitment, whereas One night or one-week courses don't demand any

,sort of commitment. I think people in a place like this tend to-be rather

busy and they have any different commitments. .1 think that 1 ng-term com-

mitment to classes probably interferes with enrollment.

2: Do you think students are ipy less serious about it when there is no

tuition? You don't value a freewlunch.

R: I'm pre3udiced here I think that education is- kind of an excite

thing and that if it's wel dote, people are going to be excited abonm it

whether it's free or whether you charge. I don't think that it's too relevant,

mydelf. Tat may be true with a certain kind, but certainly the stuokats in
the'Literature of the Sea class - I don'tophink it makes a bit of difference

to them. I don't think it makes any difference whether there's credit for--rt

as far as that goes. They're taking it because they're interested in it and

they're a very lively. group of people. "-%

Q: Older students?
I

Yes. In that particular instance I don't think it would make that much,
difference, but I do think credit courses offer, somehow in a time frame,
it, doesn't demand that kind of continued commitment of time. It might be

more popular than

For instance, if you offered that course on Saturday morning or Sunday

afternoon from 3:00 to 7:00 just over a month. Could that be something that

you're talking about?

R: I think it would be worth trying and seeing what happens. We're doing

Moby Dick next.

Q: I thought that you started your comme s by saying that you do have a

certain amount of flexibility. If it seems that a regular semester-type

course is too much for people that you d ave flexibility to change it

around people's schedules?

R: Yes, the colleg2 also allows us to compress courses as long as we meet

the number of contact hours. We dort't have to me every week o the

semester, so we do have that kind of flexibility oo. I,baxe a ling that

shorter type courses might go better. .1 dd thi there's a lo of interest in

4
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the community and-educational type things and maybe offering some of these

things through a non-credit type arrangement might be more successful than
st4ctly tough a credit type thing!.

Many community college students are not particularly interested in

degrees. They want things either 'for their own self-fullment or things
that will.imprve their job skills, but they're not particularly inter-

es ed In degrees. Would you say that's true heee'in Valdez?
0

R: Ag. I cantt speak generally, but it's certainly been my experience

so far.
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John-Owens:

OP
One of the problems the community college haS in doing non-credit is the
fclim of accountabily, and we would do more. We can be very lively-in
non-credit and Sometimes there is a value judgment placed ogi_credit vs

-non-credit that shouldn't be there. One Shouldn't consider non-credit
clasjes as being inferior because they don't carry credit. There are job-
relatedskills that soAttimes We're forced into a position of molding
them into a credit offering when they could be done less expensively, and
possibly we could expedite them if we didn't have to fall into this mold.
We are told that legislatively we are funded for credit courses and the
non-credit production h to be done from local funding or fpm another soft
line. That really A.nh s us. This past yior Valdez, a principally sound
community c9llege,has ome out statisticaetly good in a number of areas; but
the one area we look really*bad in is the area of - if you take the credit
hours generated and divide 'them by the students you serve,, the university
comes outwith about the number 6 and ours comes out about 8/10. . We're

serving lots and lots of people, over 1,000 people a semester. You know
'that's a very large percentage, but we're serving a lot of these people in
life-coping skills, survival kills, and these are not areas that generate
credit hours. In contact hours we rook great.,

Q: What is your relationship with the community schools in terms of
these courses?

4111

R: Very good. Last year the7Tri-Agency group, which is not going to be

here, and is made up'of the community college, .earks'& Recreation and'com-._

munity schools. Our director of vocational programs was our representative

on this Tri-Agency group. Gene Kalish, who was at that time in charge of
community schools and Rutherford, who was in charge of Parks & Recreation
got together and they wrote a proposal an it was funded for, I think $5,000

which is not a, tremendous amount of money. But they did a study and they

did it together and that started a cooperative effaxt that Marshall Lind
has now rrred to in his speeches as ilke Valdez model, and w9o're very
proud of it. I think Valdez is one of he few communities that has this

degree of-cooperation. Last Saturday we had-Santa's Workshop.here. It wak

a,Tri- Agency function and we had 80 or 100 and not all:kids, we had some

adults in, learning crafts. They get it up where they taught Christmas baking

in one of our rooms and they taught Christmas tree ()Anent making in

another and, loop embroidery in another -.thig".type of-thing all over the buildilg.

2: Did people pay for this'service?

R: Only fop the materials: There's no charge on that.

r

2.1. I assume you have some-non-credit courses for whidh
_
people pay?

.R: Yes.

Q: And there are non-credit courses where people da not pay?
.1

R: Right.
1111r 'or
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Q: Depending upon whether you can get instructor volunteers, of whatnot?

AR: Exactly. For the non-credit courses it costs us nothing and "We pass

that right on to the student. We act more as a broker than anything else.
We provide the space, the planning, whatever it requires to get the course
going.- If it's somebody who has a skill and they want to teach, they don't
want the involvement that is required in the terms of a credit class, then we
pay them something. We go to $6.00 an hour, I believe. It's the going rate

that we're using now. Then that <je t is reflected back to the students.

Q: So you really charge the exec ost of the instructor, no overhead?

R; We try to break even on the non-credit.

Q: John, would you favor a greater budget in order to bring really
interesting people here?

a
There was this_fell,oy who has done mushroom studies in Alaska and we'd

ftke to see him come in the fall. I think it would be just tremendous. All

kinds of people from theAtommunity Ant to learn about. mushrooms. It's

difficult in the piesent situation, with the low budget. It's easier for us

to do it than many of the colleges because ye have some very strong city sup-

port. So, we can do some of the things such as Jim is suggesting. It would

by easier for us, bUt it's still difficult,. The breakdown is that the
municipality should be providing lorrthe non-credit and the state should be
providing for the credit. likBut -in truth, if we did that we would not have muck;

4ef a credit program because the state doesn't provide very much mone . So

the city provides us with more money than the state does in terms of

budget. W4 have to put a lot of city money. toward the credit collies because

there is a demand there, also.

Q: How does the city pro4 vide money?.

R: It's a direct grant.

11111
Howe much is it?

R: This year it's 00124,000. Next year the city's grant will go up to al-

most $500,000.
'

la
1,

Q: o funded money - You've got to use it, for your credit-bearing courses
* alo ith the non-credit?

R: It's sort of a vicious cycle, because the legislature is looking at us

' and we don'tlhave formula funding and we're probably the only community

6 college that would favor formula funding. We don't see how anything could

hurt us. Any formula,you put together is bound to come,out in our favor or

completelyiruin the system. But we still are evaluated based on the FTE and

you don't do it with the non - credit courses, so if you're going to be evaluated

Aland next year's state budget depends orkwhethe r not we have generated enough

credit classes and we have enough programs, an at's_another question

that's frequIptly asked. How many programs do offer? Well, sometimes

*
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John Owens:
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you're forced into the unhealthy position of creating prArams just because

that'9 what expecte.. We want to see a good, strong program and it doesn.'t

matter if there aren't too many students. It really does matter. I'm being

a little facetious when I say that', but I think you understand what I'm say-0

r-1,g, Right now some of the problems that we're faced with, and some of them
ou'll hear from the people coming in, are stemming from the way that the

Board of Regents and the legislature evaluate the community college and you
have to 3ufp through those hips. If somebody says, "We're going to fund, you

next,year based on the numberof credit hours you produce,":.then that's What
you do., You start produce credit hours.

41

Do you.thinksth t in addition to this basic problem, the way that you're
evaluated, the fact that the city does provide so much support, might make
the legislature less prone to giving you support oust becaude they figure that

, the city is always going to pick up the tab?

R: Yes. I am very concerned about that. I had lunch yesterday with t}

mayor and'the city manager and we discussed that, because they were concerned.
The city is now going on a calendar fiscal year from January to January,

so the whole budgetary thing; in fact, tonight we vote on-the final budget.
They oust provided almost 1/2 million dollars to us.. Now their question I's,

"Do we really nave to tell the legislature this?:' They aren't going to pick

p, because if they know we have strong city support, tne,legislature's%pever

going to do it Now I'm' in ;ear a little bit of the city saying, "The way to
get the legislature to stIrt helping is to cut out the city money." We couldn't,

honestly we could not survive if we lost the city money You,know tnat would

be it it would be over. We operate a full program in Cordova and we operate

another full program in Copper Center. There's full-time people there. It P

N/ would be very difficult to operate that extensive a Program pn the meager funds

that were allotted'44y'the legislature.

Is tre problem with the legislature or with tne way that the university 4'

presents your case to the legislature?,

MP
R: I don't knOw. The univers; , put-us forward as the top. We nave been

the top Priority "or the community college system for four years straight now.

Last year we got almost 590,000.out of tee budget reques.ed for us.

. -

(,-: Do you know where that was,cut? #

R: It was ,takel out of both house and senate. Then it got put back in
. ,

.

through congress and thfen the governor. If it had gotten through 'the way the

university had originally presented: it, the governor would have said, "O.K.

We.11 go or with this budget for the community college." But then, when it

came back to home it looked as though it was a special appropriation. I

don't think he recognized that we were really plugging back in, a backidor

approach, for the money he had already said was O.K. ,---,

1,-: And he was of fact? ,

K
R: ; I know the communications are not as _good as they shpuld be, but they are

getting better. That was a,weakness on my part. I should have known what was

going on and kept him informed of thid.- I really think he would have allowed us

to keep the money if he had known what was happening. ,

k 4 2 8
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John Owens:

Is your situation herelbrvique or pretty much the same as other corn-
*munity colleges in terms of servicing such a wide area, in the faSt.that
you're taking the education ounto the people? It's very different from say,

Anchotege, where you have a centralized campus and the people are coming to

you. For instance in Cordova, Chita and Copper Center and, all that, you've

got the added expense of having to take the education to the people and

ing your resources out. It seems to me that should be taken into account.
I

i R: We're not based on a borough boundary or a legislative district boundary.
We'reach - well, we should be doing something in Whittier. We just haven't

been funded to do that, but in that direction we go to Whittier. We go to

Cordova
.
and have a request from Haines, which I don't think Juneau would ap-

preciate too well. Haines claims that they're not getting services and they

have requested us to reach down that far. Obviously we can't possibly do
anything like that, but we'are. servicing as far east as Navesna and that picks

up a lot of small communities like Chitna, McCarthy and Kinney Lake. I could

go on and on. It's a lot of people. Small communities of around 150, 200,

maybe 300 people in these communities and we're crossing all of these bound-

aries, so you don't have a nice political subdivision you're working within;

so it does make it much more expensive. Last year Keith Eponds *rote what

I thought was a fantastic grant proposal to FIPSE for fur4ng to lake survival

skill type programs out into the bush. This was around a $400,000 two-year

proposal and we made tne final cut. We got down to where they said they were

going to fund it and at the laSt minute - we were down to about 24 groups

and they cut it out. But it is one that ally should ,come back through be-

cause there is a great need for providing services in places like Tatitluk.

Tatitluk isn't very far from Lit but it's very expensive to do anzthing in
i Tatitluk because you can't get there from here or from anyplace else. It's

a small runway, you Can charter. We can fly into Tatitlukor we can take a

coat over, but that's the onl/ way we can getoto Tatitluk.

What kind of services are we talking about?

R: Tatitluk is a native community, a group of natives. They fish and they

are very successful. During the summer they fish, naturally.
C

They need

bookkeeping skills, courses on tax, business courses.

Comment from a member of the audience: It's where Alaska used to be 100 years

ago. There's no electricity. The village is run by generators.
a

Comment: That's right. If they break down:there's no light, no money.

There's one telephone booth.
)

Comment: Medical aid is needed. If it's like this, they could die before we

could get to them. So it comes to survival courses for these people, because

they don't know how to takt care of themse,lves. All they do is fish.

.Q: They said, "Help us, give us," and you just don't have tesOurces to

do this?

R: That's essentially it. We just cannot afford to go any further than we

are now. We're just spread so thin. The way the college was formed there

were three extensions of the university; one in Cordciva, one here and one in

2 7 j
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Copper Ceitter.. Valdez had petitioned two times for'community college status.

We were presented with the argument that we didn't have a sufficient population

base to be able to justify ai community college. I was hired and the advisory 0

council's main objective for me was to getus a community college, because
that is what we want. So I pit together a 'third needs' assessment and at

that time suggested, "Why not hat a region widelcommunity college that would

encompass the other three- centers?" We went through t4e Board of Regents.

The Board of Regents accepted it. The legislature didn't. Of'course that was

at the time that the toard of Regents and the legislature were not in good 4114.4

accord. Chukchi was formed at that same time. They.came in more or less on

our shirt tails. We had the better argument because we had the larger,popu-
latiOn, we had the operatibn longer and we weregeneratiag longer. By doing

that and then not being funded, what we were given was just whatever the
budgets were for those three centers. Suddenlrwe then had to take on all of

the tupport services that the community colleges had without the additional '

funding that community colleges get. We didn't thiik that was going to hap-

pen. In three years we really have no received the additional funding. If

we get a little bit more each year - this last year Was the best because tney

did give us our first two instructors, but thf legislature, just this past

year,- has funded two instructors for us. In he past we've been doing it all

on part-time people. For us to think about going out and taking the limited

resources we now have, and going to Tatitluk or to Whittier, because Whittier

has asked us for services-iover there. Now, our ABE program is going to do

some/things in Whittier. really difficult for us to think about expend-

ying anything in terms of these other prvralat. without additional resources.

Wit is your population base?
4

R: Region wide, it's between 13,000 and 15,000.

Q: John, whbn you said Tatitluk requested survival assistance, you mean
they w6uLd like to have a course.where somebody could come in and teach them

how to take care of that generator?

R: Yes.

Csament from a member of the audience; We had a request from Chitna which is

kind of unique. A group of people there want to get together some stories

about Chitna, some traditional stories, put them together in a book and sell

it.to tourists. They need softe professional help in writing. We don't have

and budget to do it, so I guess we'll just use traveling expenses to get over

there and spend a week doing it.
140,

Q: Wh;kt's'this place?

RrChitna, a very histor cal, interesting place. They're not only inter-

ested in courses that might be job-related or related,to bUilding the economy

in some sense, but also for just basic survival.

Comment from a member of the audience: You take these peoplelhip- you bAng

them here to town. Right now I would say we have' about six ofignem here

working., We bring them into town and we have a social problem. These people

aren't uged too 14ving in cities and is really hard for them to exist here

250
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and yet, in order for them to exist they have to be one of these two cities
'that they pool from. So when you take-them out of town there, it's actually

worse for them. They'd be better off taught how to survive there. The

youn'er genetation down there are the ones we need to touch, at least the
ones I work with. We have a big hassle with it because it's hard for us to
bring those groups into here and place them. Hard to stay here and learn,
because we don't really have a place for them or to take care of them.
You'ire pulling them out away from their faiolip. Itks ha.rd on them. It

would be like taking one of us and'putting us down there. Being that I repre-
sent the Valdez Native Association, I can tell you what the college has done.

4 If it hadn't been for John Edmondson's staff, we probably wouldn't exist.
A year and a half ago Johntook us under his wing and we have our own office
set up, our own facilities. He's taken a lot of young people through here
and my son was one of them.

2: What. do you mean by "coming through here"?.

R: Well, like in my son's situation. He got mad at the school system
wnich, at tnat time, was pretty raunchy and he quit Ehe last six weeks of

school. They brought him down here and he went right through no problem.

I've seen where they picked up several kids like .that and it's not because the
kids come running' down here with a big, sad story. It's a fact that two out

of three
.mes,

som4dy.from here will know of somebody, and they geget
them and bring them down here. They say, "Here, here it is. Now all you have

to do is sit down and take it serious and we'll'help`you "

gnat does the alley's Neighborhood Association. do?

R: Primarily, it's an organization set up for thegnatives here. We work

with the Johnson O'Malley program for the native kids. We have our own

CETA program. We see that tne pebple here in town get medical and dental

social services.

So ypu're sort of a people come to you and say., "I've got a problem.

How do I take care of it?" and you lead them to the right place.

R:- Yes, we have a staff of four in our office. A fullrtimes.secretary and

three part4time persons. It's oust mainly services for the native popula-

tibh. If we can't come out and solve their problems for them, theh we have

an office in Anchorage that we can go to, several. If one can't find it,

somebody else does. Its oust a service for the native population.

,;2: How large a n4five population'do you have here?

bThiy families and we also take care of the kids that are in tne

hospital there. We serve them ao well as the kids that aik on the streets.

We have sofewhere around 50 kids over there that weser
A

2: So most of the,pedple in these'areas haven't'moved tad Valdez? Most of

them still live in the,villages?
.

* I
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R: .Yes. The natives that live here are what were, I call, 'imported' here
when they were just little kids. The went to school here"or they came from

tt, Anchorage. There's very few living here that come directly from the vil-

lages, except for 20 or 30 years aib. They just don't move into town except

for. short periods of time.

2: What arepthings that you have that none of the other community col-

leges have?

R: Tpa facilities that we're in are on a long-term lease from the state.
It's $1.00 a year. TheA were apartments that the state had and were

provided for the people. The state decided that they were going to get out

of the housing busineSsand so,hey provided these for us. We now have some

apartments that we can use for housing; therefore, we can now service some
of these kids that need to come into town. We can bring them in lor a
short period of time and put them up in, what we call, our dormitories.
We've. ad some donations from Alyeska to help us furnish tne rptMs and get

things going. In January there will be five occupants from the Auknut group.
'They'll be coming down and will spend four months_ with us getting pre-
employment training and then they'll go to work for Alyeska. Valdez is not

a bad transition point for some of the more rural natives. It's not as

dramatic.

AL_ get the feeling that you are only scratching tne surface.

R: Yes.

I'm sorry to be so ignorant of just a basic profile of the schcol, out

can you tell me wnat kinds of ,courses youeteacn?

R: Our top priority is in the area of fisheries and marine transporbation.

We're putting most of our resources in that direction. Coming in a very

close second tolthat is a program in the area of developmental disabilities.
We have the only program in the state teaching our professionals to work with

handicapped kids and wp have Harbourview, which Is the state'facility for

the developmental disabled that's here, anci we have a very good, potential

program right now We're still trying to hire an instructor, a director for

the prograar. The state has funded that It's just that we haven's yet

found the person that we want, but I would say in the next month we will'nave

'that person hired. There's 120 individuals at Harbourview,that are in peed

of(this type of teaching, not to mention the training that can be utilized

for the mainOream activities that are going on now - preparing aides.

In addition to. that, they also have an office occupational program that really

isn't off its feet. We have the'program but we don't have any students or

teachers and we don't have any equipment. I think that goes back to the

statement that I made earlier, that we don't have any programs. But, we will

Aevelop.that and we have in our 82 requests for money for equipment so we can

set the ?itice Occupations program up.
I

2:' What about pipeling-related programs?

252
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John Owens:

.R: Pipeline-related things? We will probably be developing A petro-

marine program. We had the statewide petroleum program and we talked with

Dennis about this. We'r7Saying that our piece.of the action should probably
be the petro-marine area. We have probably one of the busier tanker ports

so we are into that. We're doing things in electronics at the request of

Alyeska. When they come, they're going to put all their students through
and they have committed funding to .help us set this program up. I don't

know what they're committing. They're a little vague in terms of the man-

powef that they're going to need.

2: The building that you have -'this is it?

R: We have this one, that one, we have three. This complex that you can

see right down here. We've been here about two months now. Prior to that

we had about 2,000 sq. feet of space and we sort of sat'on each other's laps.

Our biggest shortage right now that I see is ih the area of snops. Some

place to do vocational programs. We can't do that here and we can't use the
highschool'sahopfacilities, because of the conflicts tnat One runs into
with pto3ects, carrying their protects on or carrying ours down.

4
2: What I'm really interested in is now your courses relate'to tne economy

and what kinds of :obs you'll be providing people with. Is there any area

of the Valdez economy that you/ire not serving with courses that you'd like to .

ce serviting?

R: Certainly the Office Occupations. I would say in terms of the physical
support, equipment and buildings, etc., we're weak in every area. We're

strong in areas such as our liberal arts area, because it doesn't reguire
shop facilities qr laboratories. We've got excellent people. We are ex-

tremely fortunate to have botn Jim and Nancy teaching for us oh a part-time

basis, but we utilize them :List like full -time people. Jim and Nancy run

tne charter service here during the summer.' They both have Ph.D.'s ah4 are
excellent kinds of people to have in a program such as this. We nave another

lady who is in the final stages of her doctorate, so we have some really

strong people. Keith is the. director and he-is finishing his doctorate out

of Harvard, probably this winter. So, that's a strong program and it doesn't

require the kinds of facilities, but in anything on the vocational level -

well, because we have anything to work with.

2: Basically the equipment - you don't have the mag card machines; the

typewriters, plus you don't have the room to sit somebody down?

R: Right.
3

(Unintelligible:- disiussion-concerns accreditation)

No, they've been accredited for quite a while, haven't they?

R: For a number of years this whole university was accredited as one whole

system and then they went to a kind of regiinal accreditation, an then they

have gone down to each individual institution being accredi . So, tlft

community colleges are 3ust.in..the process o getting their ac ditations.
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Q: This means fight now our credits at the community college level will

transfer direc y to, the U of A and that'credit is not gone?

R: Accreditation, in my jytagement, has nothing to do with that, with the

university. Itjfhas to do with it elsewhere. If "a student at Prince William

Sound Community-.Qpkkege would/trin. r to the University of Washington, one oft

the questions that an admiss,4.ons oIicer asks is "Is the school accredited?"

There's a book. It has every accredited institution in the country; in fact,
every institution, whether they're accredited or not, so they can look up

... Prince Williams Sound and' see that it is not accredited and there may be some
questions, although my experience has been that there would not be'that
question now because it's a ne school. No new schools are accredited.

Chances are the credits would be transferred to the outside. Within the
university, that's one of"the'problers that we're hearing, is the big prob-

lem of transfer of credit from the community colleges to the university.
Indeed, problems of transferring credits from one university campus to another
university campus, Anchorage to Fairbanks i'f you will so that is really a

separate issue from accreditation.

2: More pro ms are tf<sferring within the system than there would be

transferring outside the system?

R: We've been nearing much testimony aicout that. A student can go to

Portland State and lIawe everything accepted, but if tney go to Fairbanks

tney don't. Now there's some prodiems with that. We nave to make that very

clear. Some people say theydid not accept their credits, when indeed tney

did, for the major4 in English 101 for instance, or let's say world lit and

they're an English major. They may not be able to use tnat for their majqv in

Englisn, but they can use that as an elective credit adding up for graduation.

There are two separate issues there: It is not cut and dried.

fi
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..,/ PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 15, 1980

Jill Rasmussen:

I'm looking at this as a student, because there was no community college
here three years ago and I didn't want to fight weather conditions in Anchorage ,

or Fairbanks. I went outside for the first two years and got my AA degree,

boat when I transferred to balks I had credits that weren't accepted, so'

consequently I left Fairba and came back down here fOr numerous reasons,
andam paying $75.00 to take a class that I have already taken before: I'm

glad that they offer it here. It's marvelous that I'm able to make use of

this time that I'm here, but I would hate to take an English class for the
second time and go to Anchorage a`d find that, again, it's not carried over.

Would you explain that. You said you had an AA degree from an institu-

tion and you went to Fairbanks and you had 66 credits. Are you saying that

tpley only took a portion of the 66 credits?

R: No, f transferred. We were on a-quarterly basis so the hundred and':

whatever transferred into 66 credits semester hours - in Fairbanks. The-

problem was I completed my degree. d can see that within the state they have

different requirements. In Alaska we have a political science requirement and

we have a history requirement that they didn't have in, say Washin on, so

I'm short those'credits--no problem there. But when I completed nglish
rr

requirements outside, that's out of the way. I don't have to worry about th

paid non-resident tuition fees to get those credits. They were not accepted

at Fairbanks'and I wasn't there long enough to go talk to th% registrar to see

what we could do to get them changed. They accepted them as general university

credits, but not as a major. I had an accounting major and you need Epglish.

222_ If you took world lit, you had to take it over again in Fairbanks?

R: I took English 101, 102, 103, nine credits. They were completed as

general university requirements in the state of Washington. I came back up

here and they didn't accept one of them, so I ended up right here to pick up

that English 21I, which is the equivalent of English 103 outside that wasn't

accepted in Fairbanks. Now could it happen that my English 211 from Prince

William Sound wouldn't trantfer.into Anchorage? Yes!

You were'talking about what it costs you to go to school. Do you go

oh tuition? Do you think the tuition is all right, it's too expensive, too

cheap, should be eliminated or funded or somehow changed?

Q: f think, the,rates in Alaska are very, very reasonable. I found that

they were more reasonable than Fairbanks. On the university level they are

more reasonable than they were at the University of Washington or the junior

college. I am very pleased with the rates. I made it sound like I'm com-

plaining. The only thilk! that I have run into, 'and I'm sure I'm just one of

those people who got caught in a bind and I don't think there was anything

anybody could do about it. For my reason's for..going Outside my family lives

here, my-hudband is in business here 'and my chiLdren ard., in school here. We

thought that I needed to go away to school other thin the whole family making .

2 5 5
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Jill Rasmussen:

the move, so I was living away from home. I did not like the weather condi-
tions or living away from home without a man to keep things going, so I went
outside for two years. That's when I discovered, when I came back,that

residency, is a state of mind. You've got somebody that's lived in the state

of Alaska for 17 years. I owned a home for 11 of those years. I have,

every month,'paid my house bills and my utility bills in the city of Valdez,
liut I'm considered,a non-resident for tuition purposes in the state of
Alaska. I also found a problem in that after having paid, and my husband and
kids doing without to put mama through College, when we've run out of money
for me to go to school, I'm not even eligible for any kind of funding -
absoluttly,none,because I'm considered a non-resident and I don't know,what
anybody can do about it, but I think it's a bad situation.

Why are you considered a non-resident?
L

R: Because I paid resident tuition outside. After I came back, I paid

non-resident even thciugh I live here. I knew when I went back to Alaska

that we were running out of personal funds. We sold everything tie owned other

than our home to put me through school. This was our family decision and

it's what we wanted to do. I have a daughter who started this last semester

.too, so w have two people in college. Suddenly money is a problem. I knew

I couldn °1! get a federal loan in Fairbanks. It appears that the Jniversity

has the option of their state loans or their federal loans, b u you can't have

both. They opted for the state loan because it pays $3,500 instead of $3,000
for a federal loan, so I wasn't eligible for anything beccause I'm a non-
resident.

'2: How about your daughter? Is she getting anything?

R: She got some loans. We were live n

hasn't gii'74n up her residency. I-don't now

that later. She stayed outside-andis going
maintained her Washington residency. I know

yoU have to have standards. I guess we Just

where' ymt don't fit in and you need re- Classification. But suddenly, I do

get a little irritated when I see people who complain because they have to

maintain a two-point grade average to keep their CETA funding, to keep their

welfare. And then you see somebOdy like me. I maintained my two -point grade

average all the way through, besides maintaining a home and being mommy,

and then you can't get the funding. It doesn't sound equlietable.

the state of Washington, and she
if we'll run Uto problems with
to school outside, and she
you have to have rules and I know.
fell into one of those situations

Q: What do you feel about eliminating tuition?

R: No, I don't think that'sithe answer. I don't think people appreciate

what they don't have to pay something for.

2SG,
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 5, 1980

Robert Larue:

I appreciate her comment. The colleges are able, at this point in time
to provide to the community itS educational services, its needs. In our

business, I don't }relieve there are any courses here that would help us in
our technical aspeAp. It.t.h.ink these things are needed and I think they

will come in time, but it still seems the equipment and those thihgs are
needed to produce this type of program. There's no question about that. Of

course I'm looking at the engineering and technical fields as more and more
consultants come into this area with increased growth that came to Valdez.
There are certainly other areas, but without\luA1 expertise in training,
people coming in from other areas with the expertise already and they go to
work. There are those that could fill these Jobs if th were adequately
trained but don't get them because we've had somebody t re that knew what

they were doing. This is the main drawback from my point f view, with the

community college right now. I'm sure Jqhn has plans working, but I would
certainly like to see a more expanded program in this area.

A: Does the high school have a computer program?

R: A meager-type program. Basically the reason that we don't have one is
that people have never even been familiar with it enough to teach it to
their students. We don't have a basic computer program for students, so
they don't get introduced to that field. If you had it introduced, then
those'students who were naturally inclined towards that expertise would then
be engaged in that field of study. Maybe we need to introduce it at the com-
munity college level to get some interest in it. In fact, I know of one

student who bought his own Apple II computer so that he could continue with

his o field of interest.r
s_

I
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 15, 1980 A

ohns Owens (again):

Right now I think pretty good argurents could.be levied in both directions.,

My own preference would be for the community colleges to stay within the U

of A switemj give President Barton an opportunity to try and stlaighten out

some' of the inequities that; we have. I think that communicann problems are

one of the MijoF problems that we're faced With right now, the ability of the

community college to communicate .with the senior campuses and in return ;we're

hurting our students. That's where the r 1 sin is being committed. It's

one thing forthe academics to sit aroun and argue philosophically, but ,it's

another thing to have a poor studAt who puts in two years at the community

college and then tries to transfer to the seniorigampus and gets.a rash from

the senior campus. I think that's a real problem: The othecthi g that 1

wouldn't mind going_on record as saying is, 'if there was a sepa ation, I

think, Prince WilliaSound, unless things start to become straightened out,

I think we would prefer just separating completely and become a private

municipal C011ege rather than to continue seeing the problems that we hav

seen in the past. I would hasten to say I do think that there is 'a great

improvement in the four years that I have been here. I have seen a lot of j

improvement. I think the system is better I can remember back fouf years:-

ago when we had a grant that we tried to c se out and the granti agency

kept saying, "Hey, we owe you $20,000" a we couldn't find anybody in the

system that cared. I don't think they ver did get 'billed for it and today,

so thing like that absolutely just would not happen. We see much bettei sup

port services coming out of our Anchorage force now. There was a-time when

you couldn't get an answer fr m anyone, now we'regetting help. I feel en-

couraged about it and what I d like to see the situation resolve itself

and better communications provided. We get a little "antsy" about a

recent occurrence. fit was the statewide fisheries program. It was pulled

together and it was made up of representatiAreifrom the community colleges

and it was heavily laden with people froefche senior campus.' Now, fisheries

to me, and I'm nbt a vocational person (I have a research ba:Ocgrviand, so I

Pk gue4S I'd be one to be leaning towards research), bu I look\it fisheries ih

this state asbeing an economy. We should be doin something,t6 get informa-

tion to people-so they can get out therehnd catch bottom fish,:so they can

learn how to hanfle their money, siethey can learn their geir. The second

thing, when you see the proposal that came out of this committee, it was

super- laden towards research. We're- going to turn out doctorates in fisheries

when what we really need to do is teach some poor guy how he can catch fish

and earn aliving, and that:s not where they wete putting their money. That's

why the'cpmmunity collegesare complaining becatthe t y're saying, "Hey, every

time it comes up we get into this big hassle anethe ney so it gets siphoned

off and it goes into research or an area other than e community colleges

feel that the need is. We look at our'own problems ere in Valdez.. Three

years now we've'been struggling along; We laugh abqut it, but it is kind of

serious. We've got classrooms that you can't lee in. uWe only had classrooms

by the grace of the \qtate becauie they'didn't know hat to do with these

buildings.

Q: These are owne.i by whoin?

288 .r
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John Owens:

R: Thesp are owned by

they're in administration

Q: Does the university

R: The university owns
a bit of land in this are

4.'

-20-

the state of Alaska. They were in social services. Now

and leased to us at $1.00 a year.

own anyt(ing?

40ok acres, but not this. The university has quite

a.

$2: What do they do with the land?

R: It's still sitting there. We've(got a beautiful piece of land down at

this end of town, about 81 acres and we've got'30 some acres over here next

to tht small boat harbor. They have some more land out the road-and then

wese got some really nice land up the canyon. It's trust land that was given

to the univ@rsity some years ago. '

Q: Do you find it valuable tobe attached to the university in the sense

that you get - what kind ofi suppOrt services? For example; in some of the

other outlying areas that we've been to, I think it was in Bethel that_the

librarian gave the example that if students want, some 'books -othat they don't

have in Bethel,,they call'up the university, and within a couple of,weeks they

have the books. Are there any kind of concrete services like this that s u-

dents feel '- an impacton their lives - that they might miss ohr that high' be-

_afore complicated if there were two system's?

R: I can't think right now of any yes, we do get some of the fiscal support

out of the university; dget management, student documents, this type of thing.

( A few years ago we we t ng.better support in terms of library support.

I'm not pure what's. ha ened'on that, but it seems to me that we're getting less.

4 support,\particularly gut of Anchorage, 'than we have had in the past. It's

hard being concrete about it because actually, you get turned down a few times

with one excuse or another and then/you start looking elsewhere. I think we

have reached,a point where we reach elsewhere first. We used to gt to them for

help in terms of identifyingileed for student financing. We don't seem to be

getting much support in that area anx more- .Wb are seeing considerably more

super out of our central office in the- community college system now. How
,

.

support our central office gets from statewide, I really don't know. I

don't know what kind'of a problem that may provide.

You mentioned that yOu feel that if separation comes about, what would -

really be ideal in Valdez would be a completely separate entity. What if the

colleges were separate, and were. fun4ed'under-some kipd of a formula' system.

Would that make you want to be.part the system?

R: When we have discussed this within the community colleges, I suspect

formula funding is not a popular idea in the community-college system. We can't

fmagine a formula system that could hurt us because if there's any equality

atall,'it would have to come out better, because right now we are by,far, the

most coat 'effective-community college the most cost effective university
f

program in operation right now. If you average it.out between cost Of in-

struction in dollars for studentg; for credit hours, and take it on an

Anchorage'-base, it would come out something like $38.00. Of course, we

wouldn'thbe that cost effective if they gave us any money. We rank with the

289
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JOhn Owens:
e

- . *'

top three colleges in the "state in terms of.percent pop lotion: We're about

8% of the population. I thi9k in any way the form wou d count, we would

come out in pretty good shape in a formula funding. ght now.I think,we're

"being abused. I don't blame the univetsity, as much as I blame the state

legislature. The university a.p least does go forward. Now, maybe they don't

.do a very"good job of it. 3 &nit have much to judge that on, but I know

that at least the university is putting uS forward as a priority item and ,

the legiSlature is dropping the ball somewhere along the way. We just aren't

getting from-them. My anger is not with the university so much as it is :with

the state legislature. We've got all the disadvantages of the reams and

roams of reports and paper that flows in here. We have to fill out just as

many reports, just as much paper work as any other campus with just,a fraction

of the support service. Now they've bodght two instructors and this is the

first year, and that's it. That's all they're pay.ing for and the rest(of it

we're funding out of soft money from the city. -So what happens? I go out

and I can beat 'the bush. I have better than average success at finding .

supplemental sources of fundizig. I come back and I say, "Here I've got this

$200,000 grant." Well, you forgot to plan on that last year, John. 'What

you've got to do now is write,this up in the form of a revised proposal, send

it to the Chancellor's Office. They'll review. it and send it on to statewide.

' They'll review, it and send it on down to the governor. The governor's, group

will review it and they'll send i.t over to the legislature and if they say yod

can have the money, then go ahead and splend it. That takes months. What ,

happens? I lose it. The granting agency says, "We can't wait months for you
0, I

to get started on this project." It's a project we want done. We'd like to

buy some education.
/

...

Last year the city of Valdez gave us $240,000, I think it was: We hadn't t

budgeted that because we didn't know the city was going to come in, but it

saved our life. The year before the city put in $50,000 to get us over the
, .

hump, aAd then said, "Hey, we can't go on. We've. got to have some instruc-

tors, we've got to have some support services, we've got to have cleical

help. We've got to have some things." So the state gave us $24,0%. We put

it together in the form of an RFP. We sent this in. In fact, it,w s on

July 4th that I put it. on an airplane because we worked all that day putting

this thing together, putting it oh a plane and sending it up.tosAnahorage.

Along about October we still didn't have permission to use this motley. You

know, you're pretty well into your first year by then, and .here we're sit-

ting here wondering what we're gOing'to do. We need to hire people, we need

to start spending this money and we didn't have any perMiNiCh. I got ahold

of Jake and I said, "Jake, we're in trouble. What's happening on:this?" He

says, "John, I don't know where it is." We start tracking it down. It had

been lost in the university system. The university system got it out and .they

got it down to..the governor. I'm off to Washington, trying to dig money out of

Marriot in Washington for our ma 'time program. ,I gey. a telephone call

?that the governor says he isn't go' g to:sign it. _He's not'in favor og seeing

these funds spent in Valdet. :I go .right on the,plane and flew to Juneau.

I coulfin't see the governor; but I did get to see Jesse and his other assistant.

Went in and sat'down and chatted with them. "What in the world isgoing on?

What's happening here? I've got to have. this money." Now we're into November

and it still hadn't gotten on the governor's desk and he is saying he isn't,

going to signrit. We went through some arguments! I finally had some un-

complimentary remarks 'to make and said, "0.14., ,I'm leaving here., I'm going

out to the newspapers and I'm going to tell the newspapers that we're no longer

290s
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going to be part of'this System. We can afford to do 4,if we have to and

we'll do it by ourselves:" Back in my hotel the telephone was ringing and
they.said, "We've reconsidered it-and probably yoU should be able to spend

this money." So now, we still Fad to wait another month before it got off

the governor's desk. Then its went to legislative budget and they kicked it

around for a Vile. Then we're into January or February and they finally

get back to us and say, "Sure, you Can go ahead and spend this $240,000
that the city gave you and ,ilipport your own 'damn program!'" It happens

every year and it's happening again this year because we got $240,000 last
-year, so they put,another $240,1000 into the budget for us saying "Yes, you

can accept that much money." So what does the city do? They play a-dirty

trick on us. They give us $424,000 this.year, but the Fity would like to see
us spend that money on something that's.going to help them. If I've g6t to

wait until January or F4bruary blefoie I can spend that money and get it back
into the system, the city is going' to look at me and say, "Hey, you're not

doin a very good job with our money," not to mention the probleMs I have.

I don't entirely understand this channel voucher where initially were making

a bet that we're going to be able to use all of this. So we start to expend

heavily against the state general funds with the idea that when all of this
gets straigntened out, we'll be able to transfer it over and be able to

balance everything out. Some place on the,way, like right now, I get very

nervous and it's kind of my professional reputation. that gets laid out there

on the line. You've got to go with .it, but something could screw me up

royall) and'I get worried about it. I think that's my real concern. I say,

"Hey you know, talk about separation. I'd rather oust get out of the whole

blasted outfit and say to the city, hey, kick it another $500,000 and let's

oust have a municipal college. We'll run it and 'we'll balance our budget,

things will work and September 1, we'll have instructors on board. We don't

have to. wait to see if everything's,all right." Logic tells us that if a

city wants to* putimoney into its college, certainly the state is going to

accept that.

f

4

4
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Decembe/. 15, 1980

Ralph Ellinger:

(
-23-

You were explaining-about either bding in the.uni3stsity system or es-

tablishing a separate-system. The only thing, I'd like to say is I have

three children in the .universitiright now And I just can't understand how
in the hell they 91.1i operate in Alaska the way they do, with setting up at
charter for the community college and then no funding. It freaks me out,

the system, and I understand about your trouchers. We operate the same ',ft '4

way. It doesn't make sense to me. The legislature says you can take over

low cost housing and that't*the budget.
, .

There's a lot of potential here, not'only for general education, -like. the

.area high schobI seniors. For instance last year they had a group from the

.1)ibilofs up here, some young fishermen. f talked with them a couple of

times about what a checking account is, what a savings account is. They

even invited me to their going-away party. They were hungry for-education.

There's just tremendous opportunities for this little campus right here,
especially with some buildings, foi people like the Pribilofs. I just dOn't

understand why they are so niggardly with fand.tfig when they did establish

this as a bona-fide community College. That's my Only complain*. Margaiet

Branson said that we had the campus. Well hen., how can you run the campus

if you can't hire any instructors.

r

at_
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 15, 1980

John Devens:

My entire cOntraetual budget is $24,000. You can't heat these three build-

ings for a year, on $.24,000, .let alone all of the other'services that yo1.34

have to,have. That k24,000 is not just supposed to cover Valdez area. We,

beg, borrow or steal from anybody that wilnvive,:, We're constantly into

trading. Greg's got a Ph.D.,in economics, and he's got a master in business

admi'nistration. We.need somebody to help us with our bus ;ness program. We

traded hinvfor hbusing. _He'sdoing far more important work for us than.

he's getting out of the small amoigit of value in the apartment that we're

giving him. That's the way we're operating a campus. It's a sad thing that'

education doesn't get better support. I know the'city of Valdez is coming

from the direction that the reason we aren't getting better support is be-

cause it's Valdez. -Valdez is viewed fly the state of'AlAska the way the state

of Alaska is viewed by the nation, Nand we're suffering from that.

Q: Isethere talk about this? You mentioned separation and makin2 a muni-

cipal, independent community college. Are other people talking about that?

R: I don't think anyone is actively promoting it. r'm certainly not.

Last year when they sai.d I Fouldn't use the money, before I made that threat

I certainly called back hers apd talked to the city manager and the mayor,

think the mayor's response would be posiive: but I don't know what any

other tesponses would be. We hadn't talked about that.

Q: When you mentioned earlier that the university had made Valdez Com-,

munity College one of its highest priorities, do you mean'that the Division

0 of Community Colleges has made it a high priority or the regents have made

it a high priority?
-1.

R: I know that in terms of the Division of Compity Colleges, we rank up

there as one of their top priorities. In termt of capital, at this time

we are priority 43, 4 and 5 out of a list of probably 80 so I feel a

strong support. I talked to the regents and I found them to be a very

pleasant, agreeable group of people I begam my'conversation- by saying,.

I'm John Devens from Prince William Sound Community College, which most.of

you don't know, but that's in Valdez which is a little,town." ThenI de-

scribed where Valdez was, said that we hadn't seen any ¶f them down, here, but

would certainly like to invite them When theycome thistway. /Afterwards

.some of them came up to me and said, "Gee Johni._ we'll Certainly, make a effort

'`to come down and see you." That was eight months or so ago and nobody has

come to see us.

Q: May I pursue that? You are suggesting tnat:the difference is because

.*you're so fat away and also.you have that image of wealth?

R: I guess the Board of Regents is likeeverybody else: They're made up

of very, very busy people. I wouldn't say that we,are foremost in their

thoughts. I have no specific complaints about the regents. I don't,think

they have done anything to harm us, but whether or not they are promoting us

as heavily in the legislature as they can, I ddn't,know. How can I Say it?

4,934
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John Devens:

.

I know we go .forward. The budget looks pretty reasonable when' it hits the

legislature: When they get done' with it, it's just not there any more.

There's a draSt that's been put out. I think it's put out by the regents and,)

1, it's the minimum that should exist for the community' college. It goes along

/4p with, you should have $15,000, eta.

a

. 2z Do they have a criteria that they're developing?

R: We're a community college going into our third, year and we're nowhere

,near what they say is the minimum where a new school should be, minimal

funding in support services for your campus positions. There is a difference.

When you have to.backinto'it - well, we've had to beg money from everybody.
It makes a real difference in terms of how you 'can spend hat money. it's

.

one thing if the state comes to you and gives you so man dollars and says,

"O.K., we know you need a registrar, you need a business manager, you need so
many clerical .support people, you need so many instructors." Then you godo

it, you'set it up and it's done right. But when you beg and borrow

from other people, then they get to call the shots. They say, e we'd

like to help you, bUt what w want you to have+is - -." You say well, that's

better than having nothing. e'll take one of.those and one of theie. So

prIkty soon yOu end up with a.hodge-podge ,program. That's something we have

to be conscious of and cautious of. ,
4, /

,- 1. I

If you really look at our staff, the people tli'Aet we have here, they're goody

people. They're well qualified. We've had several positions open now ford

quite a while. Ntt that we haven't had lots of applicants, but we aren't going

to hire until we get somebody that is good. So we're working hard to have good

people here and I would much rather put my efforts towards people than facil-

ities, but obviously our great lack now is in facilities. The people can't

teach in the dark. They can't teach when there isn't heat,. You know, the

basic minimums. We need a counsellor. I don't know how colleges operate with- .

out having a counsellor. We do get A librkan next year. That's a free one.

It has todo with the transferring oftfunds between units, so everybody lookedN1'7

it Over and they decided that we would get some of our top priorities and one

of them is a, librarian, because I couldn't imagine having a college without a

librirlian. N0

q
'

What percent increase have they put in your budget for next year?

R: I don't have-tale percentage. This is.the budget document that I picked

up, at the post office on Saturday and haven't really had a chance to look at ,/

it yet.

2: Can we talk about last year?

R: Last year, in terms of priorities

I think tIvow prioritized both capital 0.nd Operating.
o

111

R: Capital - we were in for a $ million and a half building under t'e G.O.

.bond and a were pulled 'out in Free Conference. That was- in terms of capital

an4 we get no. equipment. In terms of operating budget, they did give .s two
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new instructional position's this year that we didn't have. They gave us any
extra $30,000 for outreach programs that we didn't have previously, but they
didn't fund the two' positions.. When we asked for Vhe positions we asked not

pnly for salary but for the support to go. with the salary, like travel. You'ye

got to send these people dut and we asked for equipment to furnish,,their of-
fices.with and things like that. We didn't get, those. We just go? the

positions.
.we

Q: You 'say you didn't get any equipment money. (*vioully you asked for it.
Did the regents ask the'legislature for equipment money or what you wanted?

R: Some of our equipment was cut at the chancellor's office. Not a lot of

it. I think we did 'get $4,000 for equipment,, but we were asking for things
like electronic equipment - major capital requests. But this year they have
gone through-and I feel fairly optimistic for $82,000. Every year I have felt

fairly optimastit, but .

Q: Am I right that the two positions are in office occupations and welding?. \

R: \Yes, those are the two that, will be coming up this year. Now, we get

two freebies out of O'Rourke's re-distribution of funds. We get a librarian

and a language arts position. The language arts 1osition is currently funded
by the city. We'll just transfer it to state funds and then with the money
for that position from the city, we hire sdmebody in humantties.

Q: So this year you'resure of building up the liberal arts. But 'you need

to build up these other areas that you were menti'o'ning. What did you ask for,

next year that will build those areas up?,

R: It's considerably over $400,000 in equipment - welding equipment.
We're also trying to get a mobile unit, where we can take engines and small
engine repairs and run it up and down the highway. We put it on the ferry and

go to Cordova with it, we `can go to Whittier with it.

Q: So what's your other biggie item that you've asked far, besides the

equipment? You've asked for the office occupati9A4 position.

-

R: 0.X., We've got a'welder, a teacher of welding; +a teacher of office oc-

cupations, a registrar. Well, what we need is a full-time registration clerk,

really. We need clerical support in our outreach. centers. We have a coordi-

nator an the outreach center,'but/we don't hava Secretary. We need office'

space up there. That was another high priority item thatI asked for this
/ year, money to rent office space. Last year otx program in Cordova was

operated out of the basement of our coordinator's home, but he quit. Actually,

he said that we couldn't have that space any longer. Our coOrdinatbr at Copper

Center is in the basement of the publ-rc school up there and the fire marshall

thre ned tp throw her out last year, and I asked to please allow herone

more ar. He says it's a fire trap and pot safe. 'So, we know were going
to have to have some place tO put them. It is in the budget for 198.

2: This'budget represents what will go to the legislature froth:th'eNregents,

and all these things are in there.

R: Yes. I am not unhappy with this budget. If the legislature doesn't eat

it up when it gets there. We think t14,p.s our year.
Z.)
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Ralph Ellinger: I work from three incomes I work for, theDepartment of

transportation and am in charge of a section that has a lot of engineering

people? Justitas recently as a week .ago we were talking about theopportuni-

ties of continy,kng on in their engineering career, ,Two of them expressed a

desire to 'ere the employment of the state and go outside to get a degree

and come bact-. We discussed many aspect's about how they could go back and

forth. One of the things they meioned was "Wouldn't it be great if the

local community college could have the courses we_have to take, so we
wouldn't have'to leave the state and go outside, lose the opportunity for

the earning capacity and then have to come back and try to make a start."

I told them it would be great, bUt we're just beginning and I hope that some

day soon it will be recognized as a grpat need in this community and it will

be made available to us. The other is a little bit. more personal. Back in

1972 I started a master's program with 'the University of Alaska in Juneau.

I was in their engineering training program and so I was transferred, and

so I couldn't finiSh it. Finally, when I landed in Valdez I attempted con-

tinuing the program. There was no semblance of a compunity college here at

that time, so the university would be willing tg.....sen4 instructors here for

the course, to continue, the master's program if there were'20 more students.

Well,- Valdez was small. There was.no opportunity then. Since then they,

have brought some but, in order to keep it continting, they would have

have CD'more st.jdents to continue for the wholeprogram. I, myself h

drop out of the program and, 1n-1972 I chose to go outside and get a

master's degree in a y6ar's time in order to accomplish this personal goal

and also something that would help me infiliy occupation. So had there been

an opportunity to continue the program, 1\ would have. Also, there was mother

individual who started the program back in 1972 and he landed in Valdez with

the same lack of opportunities that I experienced, and he had one more course

to complete the masters program and it was offered in Anchorage. In order

to do it he had to drive there every Tuesday. So you see there are problems

that could be eliminated if the facilities were here. The other one -relates

mostly with the.fact that right now most of the people'that are in my sec-

tion - we are having to send them to a university-south side for specific

training. I think that these are courses that would be offered bhp a com-

munity college and they wouldn't have to go outside to get this seminar -type

of instruction. I"think if we could look at the possibility of forming the

core around the community'college then courses from the university could be

brought in, seminars from these'other private institutions and from some of '

the other universities such es,Northwestern University, in January, is going

to bring in a whole slew of work sessions and seminars to Anchorage in order

to help some of bur people get instruction that they need. Otherwise we'd

have to goh.lback to Chicago to et the instruction.. A community college would

help us in that respect. It ld be a'great help towards localizing some

of the inektruction and also b in some of -the. outside instruction.

One of the things someone brought up earlier, which we hadn't really

looked at at all, is telecommunications and what' role that might have in the

future.--I think we're kind of sitting on the.brink of some major changes, in

terms of telecommunication.' When you talk about'An engineering program, 'hen

you nave Something where you don't'have enough people in one community that

could support that kind of thing. How much could be done with telecommunications?
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R: It would change the whole economics anddelivery of any kin4'of edu-

cational program. So, from the economist's standpoint I think that the
points that'have been brought out here appear not only on an engineering,

but any kind of course tor that matter, are very valid, not because we are
a very small plao0, obviously there are some lifestyle benefits to working ('

in a small placo'because these technical educOtion delivery.services are
availaple now. If you compare the cost of delivering to the satellite, to
the cost of bringing an instructor in, whether he's in here ,for a week, I
can assure Altu that it costs less.

Q: In terms of statewide the most recent series that they.put on.
What are the four or five courses that are now on television?

R: ! Earth science, (unintelligible)

We've had a remarkable number of individuals out of this area that have
registered for.theM. Keith has said that we have the 'highest registration

of any of the schools ofrthe state. I'm not sure that's 'true, but 1.'e have --

promoted it pretty highly.

Q: Now, they. last the whole semester, do they not we'ze heard%from other

/ areas'where they may sign up, but then again this notion that people are re-
luctant to spend the whole semester on. these.- what happens is they sign up,
but then they all drop out, or many drop out,, so you have very few finish-

ing the course. I'don't know if that happens here, but that's what has bean

happening elsewhere.

I think that the greatest problem with the courses is that they are

pre-empted by just damn near everybody. A student schedules to watch it,

they turn it on, and they see ebasketball gape or something else. 'Right

now I understand the schedule is way behind because they pre-empted it so

. 'many times.

52:i_ That wouldn't be a problem with telecommunications, would it?,,

R: Hopefully, not .\

Another blem that Was mentioned in other areas was the notion of

having the person on the screen instead of physically there for questions,

etc., the idea of communicating with the television screen. That presented

some kinds of problems for some people to concentrate as-well as tq retain.

You do have some television communication now, so you'd have some idea?

R: I don't know if Irm answering your question well enough, but one of

the things -:I've talked with Jgee Demmmert extensively about it. That was
A early, crude communications-syttem that the ATS I satellite provided so

many hours a day of communication they had, but part of it was for education,

and the health-part of it allowed physicians to communicate with bush com- .

munities and work with the health aides, I'm an audiologist by,training

and so the state was looking for someone for the education part of it that

wouldn't/be too insult.ng to the medical part, $o the educators said that

an audiologist would b8 a good guy to bring in, so they hired me. I used

`it and travelled all over the bush and u$ed this means of communication. The
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thing that we learned (we spent a lot Of money learning just a little, but

we did learn some tings) is that the quality of it has to be good and, if

it isn't good, people aren't going to use it. If we put in more television

and more telecommunication of a variety of natures, we better also have some

bucks there to produce' some good Epftware or the Duke of Hazards will take

overand we',11 lose to the dukes. To try and make some hokey things like a

rot of us cant do in our back yards with our one television caMera,and poor

lighting dust isn'tgoing to be something that you can sell.

Q: /ouswere talking about production costs and one othe concerns, I

know, is the fact that many colleges outside have developed TV courses, etc.

There has been a lot of concern as to whether those are applicable in Alaska

or whether we have to go,the route of developing our dwn? .
F.

R: I personally, think we have something of a phoney, romantic notion that

we're so different things that, are4done, elsewhere are not applicable to us.

Personally, I think algebra,is algebra whether it's here or there.

Q: r'm sure that most of you ssore familiar with the fact that Compton Jr.

College, back ip the 50's,,was almost exclusively television-oriented.

I'm sure they did a lot of research'on that...and there are a lot of reasons

why they are no longer teaching TV-oriented.,

,

R: What I themistake was back then they had the,talk4 ing head con-.

cept and that's al u saw. I think where television would fit iN would be

like this earth scene and;skies series, where you can show something that yOu

couldn't otherwise show. Use it in a way a good instructor would use audio-

vieual materials. There wera lot of'famous failures in the 5010 but what

you had was a very dull, talking head, just sitting up there, one camera.

-

Q: I wonder if the point that Mim brought 'up is applicable te Valdez in
.

other arpas. 'I think for a lot crf native communities they felt the program

material had to be adapted not only for a different culture, in one sense,

or whatever. Maybe it's not so much a problem here in Valdez, but perhaps in

some of the villages you serve, it 'might b4 a problem. You know, where Eng-

lish 101 in Los Angeles might have to be adapted.

s.

R: I suspect there might be some truth to what you're saying not as much.

in our re n, . but in our native villages. You have some more remote vil-

lages up north where maybe1lthe language structure would present a problem.

Most of the natives in the region .that we serve are fairly sophisticated

individuals on various levels. There were some major problems with the tele-
..

vision.programs. For example, the very first program was pre-empted because

of the presidential debate. ,Suddenlyswe had 10 or 15 students calling us,

asking us what the problem was. We really, didn't know. They were pre-empted,

for theWinter FollieS. The only solution o this is for the University of

Alaska to get their own television station,and I think the possibility is

there. I'm sorry that instructional TV got off to such a shakstart.
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I think it's a mistake to think there's just one answer to what we need.
We probably need'some stuff from outside, some stuff of our ow?, and then
some stuff - for example; a highly motivated person who wants engineering

'probkoly'doesn't need to have the )rind of lavish production that you're
talking about. with some other things that would hold some other people's
interest. There are several different kinds of things-that we probably
need.

Comnultnt, 'from Judy Somner:

I'd like to add to what we've said, along the same lines. .We too have
children that are in college and are graduating. I myself have taken two
or three courses and really enjoyed -them; anc11 fel.,t that it was a wonderiul
opportunity, We're in an area where we're kind bf isolated.

Q: Your testimony brings up a point. Somebody'told us earlier today that
somebody said that we're here to see.if this place should be abolished or

not.i We're-not, .That has nothing to do with it whattotver.

R: We feel that for the children to be able to attend here for one year
or maybe two would be within our means financially because there's two of

them so near ih age. -They can then go on toFairbanks or Anchorage for the
last two years.
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like to hitch-hike on that a moment from the high bchoel pqint of view.'

WA like therprograin devdlopiRg down here and would like to see it'a little.

more Solid.' We can use thiS program lo help some of our'students who have

come from out of state and lost credits. We have a studentwright now who
has enrolled in the program.. We also could use a program that lad could feed

some gifted kids into.

Q: What do you mean, ldst credits out of state? At the'high.school level?

R: Yes.

Qr

,

You mean you have actually lost creiii transferring in'high.schools?

R: 'We have knowledge of students who have -left Valdez and gone up tb
Montana, who have had a crunch 4 they've only had a morning program or an

afternoon IDogram. In particular, the young lady who is down here now was

caught'in that. Luckily enough on the equal opportunity program, our board
allows some crediCtb the lOcal community college, so she'll be able to

graduate.

Q: One of the things that's been discussed throughout the state is the pos-
sibility of the community colleges being the 13th and ,14th grades. How do

you react?

,
R: I am the product of a junior college. I went to California. I think

it's excellent idea.
ft.

Sr-
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TELECONFERENCE with SITRA

December 17, 1980

Because of a lack of 1ublic response

the Sitka telegonference did not take place
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I

First off, I would like to welcome the legislative committee to Ketchikan
and I hope we will make'your,stay as pleasant as possible.

r A

I am Gene Scheer,, the campus presiderlt of Ketchikan Community College. The

University of Alaska system exists for the benefit of all Alaskans, as well
as others who choose to 'live and study here. It is dedicated to the improve-;.

went of human capapilities through expanSion of educational opportunities
regardless of age, sex, race, cult Ural backgrohnd or'economic status.
Ketchikan Community College is one of eleven community colleges, ten of
which are funded within a division of community college rural education_
extension of the University of Alaska. The mission of the CCREE diion
is to provide postsecondary educaLon and continuing education services to
the po ulation of Alaska in locations as close to home as possible. Non -

cred' , cerei.cate and degree programs, are developed in response to community

ne and preferences. Ketchikan Community College was established in

August, 1954 under the Community College Enabling Act'of the Territory of

Alaska, 1953. In April, '1962 an amendment known as the Community College

Act was adopted. This act made the community college an, integral part of
the University of Alaska's statewide system of higher education.' We are now

in our 27th year of service to the Ketchikan area. The college service

area,included all of southeastern Alaska south of the 56th parallel. The

major communities in this area are Ketchikan, Thorne Bay,, Klawock, Hydaburg,

Metlakatla and Craig. The college received full indepehdent accreditation
from the Northwest Association of,Schooli and Colleges in June of 1979.

Ketchikan Community College maintains an-open door to All persons who can ,

benefit or profit from the college's instructional pr6gram. This includes

educational opportunities in the academic transfer and pre-professional-fields

and disciplines through education .training at the entry, re-training and up-

grading levels to meet the changing job market, adult basic edu ation.and

GED services and programs, general interest and self-improveme courses,

and seminars to responsible coMmunity service programs design d to enrich the

quality of living for the individual. A 15-member licy Advisory Committee

has been appointed to assist the campus president planning and implement-

ing the policies of the University of Alaska Board of Regents. This committee

is composed of service area residents who have'volunteered their,services to

help improve higher education opportunities within their community. The

college possesses an excellent faculty and the ability to provide moS,t

transfer study needs of the large area; however, we are understaffed.in our

existing vocational programs. In addition, we perceive.a need for several

new programs'to meet emerging demand. Thede include skill training to meet

the needs of-,the marine maintenance facility and the developing mining activities

of U. S, Borax. These include marine electrical electronics,, marine diesel,

auto/truck mechanicS, welding (commonly known as material technology), car-

pentry, marine-industrial accounting and busihess administration with a'full-

time adult basic education instructor, on hard money: As you may have noticed

when yo y drove up to the campus, our parking area'is severely limited. we

have e4.erienctAd extreme difficulty during this past semester. On Friday n&ghts

4
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'
there,are approximately 245-250 people in this building. This fall we also

provided class space for the University of Alaska, JUneau intheir art and

engineering program on Friday nights and Saturday, which further compounded -

the problem. The problem is'there Monday through Friday. I have reviewed

the various govOcring structures and found that none, substantially improve

the existing University o Alaska statewide system. The simplicity of the

present structlire in various divisions and campuses provides easy, access and

input to the decision-makingprocess. The value of a University of Alaska

tr script to students-transferring to Outside colleges should not be over-

loo ed,. Whether we agree with the process or not, the status of the univer-

sity is measured bY'dts'tontribuions to knOwledge and through the research

performed by its faculty and staff. The University of Alaska-is recognized

throughout the world for its northern research programs and through

steadily gaining status",through the Sea Grant college. 'Community ca4leg-es in

the state of Alaska snare in this status through our affiliaion wit the

University of Alaska. The dollege has three uildingt, the,Paul Building,

the Ziegler Building and the Robertson Bu' ding. We are approXimately 4-1/2

miles from the PobEiltson Building. The Robertson Building-houses our adult

basic eduCation programt and the major portion of our industrial vocational

programs. The'Paul Building was occupied in January 1973: The Ziegler a

Building in April 1.969 and the Robertson Building rh July 1976. We possess

a total of 18 classroom labs, 19 offices; one library and one bookstore.

We have eight full -time teachers,cone fulf-time librarian and one full -time

counselor who is split between counseling and teaching psychplogy. The

classified staff numbers eight. Three of these are custodians, two are

secretaries, one,is a librarian assistant, one is a secretarial science lab

assistant and Cne is an accounting technician. -Professional staff is, three,

one Af which is vacant, that of the fiscal officer position. We are advertis-

ing and screening fort. We have a defector of instructional services on

a ten-month contract and, of course, the campus president. Our total faculty

and staff consist% of 21 full-time people. During the fall S-einester of 1980

we employed 49 part-time-credit teachers and 19.part-time noncredit teachers.

The college expiiienced a minus .1% growth rate in FY'80. We anticipate we

will gatinto a plus growth rate in FY'81. Our student enrollments in the

academic clasm are about evenly divided between the day and the night

classes. In the vocational Area we are heavy at night; approximately 100

more students. The college experienced a growth in 'full -time stuclent enroll-

ments durihg,,the fall semester, most of it attributed to the satellite nurs-

ing program, the APN and the LPN.- We are running the fall semester with

17 full-time diesel students, 10 are first-year. In secretarial science we

have 12"fulltime students. In liberal arts there are eight full-time

students and the nursing program has 19. Student head count at the present

time is 1,050 unduplicated for the fall semester.

You said 7'sffu need sqme professional-programs. Will you give us dome of

them again?

R:- Marine elecrical electronics. In this case the college is blessed with
__
a faculty,member that is recognized statewide and in the pacific northwest

for his expertise in marine electrical systems. We are calling it marine/ but

would have practical application in the interior. We have a very efflptive

and outstanding instructor, but he Is only one, so when we start getting into
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some of the marine applications which. include the transfer, drive syStem, we

do not have any right now, and electrical power generation. Our electrical
instructor handles that effectively, but. we .to need to expand our diesel

Program\so we can bririg our diesel mechanics in line to encompass all as-

pects of marine application of diesel. If we add marine diesel and auto truck
mechanic Cppability to our marine electronics, we would have a total project.
poing this and using media, foie can develop the most effective mechanics program
in the pacific northwest. The only marine diesel training available is in

-Portland Communi4y College' at Portland, Oregon. The last I heard, they have

a six-month wai4,ing period just to get into that program. There is an obvious

neet. When we get into the marine Maintenance, there will be a need for an

increasing 6umber of welders. Ketchikan employs a large number (If welders.

We offer, through a past -time faculty, almost a full-time welding-program right

now. By using part-time faculty, we are spread to-shops in the north end of
town, to our Robertson Building and periodically back into the high school

shops. Carpentry, we refer to it as marine carpentry, is our primary,interest.
It is one of those skills, no matter what we call it, that is still going to
cross into many areas outsidethe marine area. There are certain character-

istics associated with shipboard carpentry. Marine industrial is already

assured lg`the next fiscal year. Accounting and business administration are "-

offered with a part-time faculty. The problem is the availability of these

people. On a part-time basis there is no one to tie together'these courses.

Q: Will you comment on the role of advisory councils? 1°-

R: Ketchikan Community College probably has the most viable and active

Policy Advisory Committee in the system. The exception might be Kenai.

Attendance at meetings is usually 80-90 percent. Unusually high for a volun-

teer group. My experience with our PAC is that they can handle responsibilty

easily.' In a reoknt meeti.ng they agreed with Option No."-2, which was estab-

lishing through legislative action that the PAC have veto power over the .

budgeting, participation fully into implementing university policies, rather

than just advisory. I personally believe'that it would be a step forward

to put in considerably more local autonomy as far as the local counc4s are

concerned, more diredt input. The manner of selgee-i-ion might be a 'problem.

I have mixeefeeling on electing versus appointing people. In disclthsion

with e5e PAC members about going under a system that givesJthemkthis kind of

authority, I-cautioned them that they open themselves to the sue-and-be-sued

concept that is 'associated with such a board. I feel that would not bother

very many of them.

A

0: ,How do you fedl about the tuition in community colleges?

'I am Opposed to eliminating tuition and my logic is based on a horse race.

Horses running in a circle, put two dollars On the nose and the complexion

Changes. I do think that tuition'is too high for the community college student.

Ours is considerably higher than the pacific northwest norm, although our

university tuition is low. I advocate reduction to no more than it was before

the last change. I like the total to, be a round hundred, enough to give an

incentive.
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Q: A hundred for what?

fonsolidated,
three or more courses.

-4-

If the PAC signs off on a budget after it was, submitted tothem and '4111

now they submit that budget to the chancellor, does the chancellor then have 0

'veto power on that budget? A

41: What happens, is, ,;':1 he disagrees, that disagreemen would originate

froin a budget committee made up of five campus presidents, changing each year.

If that committee comes up with a question, each individual campus concerned

is provided the opportunity to discuss and defend,thcir position. If they

so de4iire, they cdn bring the chairman,of the PAC with them. It pas not

,happened"that I know of. Usually the president goes in_and defends that

approdch. If he pis not able to cpnvince the committee that this should be

changed, then the'committee's recommendation to the chancellor is wh he

aqcepts.

Q: To get approval of programs, you go to the chancellor again after the

PAC approves?
N.,

)

R: What happens unde the new programs ark degrees concept is that, for

example; in the electrical, the Pieulty member on this campus would write up

the proposal after doing his backgrOund work andSubmit'it through our in-

structional council on the campus for approval., Once that approval is

ceived, then we go to the PAC. If:theylpuNt their stamp of approval on it,

the president would present that to the President-- C6uncil, composed of

campus:presidents from all the community colleges. It would go forward dB

this council approximately two-months before it was going to be received on

a statewide basis. If'the4campus presidents then approve the proposal, it

would go forward to the Board of Regents for final approval.

Q: So it is three steps: appointing the president, the budget sign-off

and program review?

R! Genera/ implementing of Board of Regent policies.

;2: We have heard that the president serves two masters - the PAC and the

chancellor. Can you comment on that?

R: 'I would see the role of campus president since he does work fpr the

chancellor. I believe the chancellor would,maintain the right of hiring or

firing without consultation with tha PAC. Probably more like thepresident

of the university's relationship between the Board of Regents and the legis-

lature.
1

iQ: As I understand'it, the reason for this was to increase the autenomy of

the cotmupity. I don't know how that happens ifthe chancellor has veto,

power over everything this PAC does.

R: .
At the present time the PAC can tell me - we do not want to do that and

I can still go forward and do it. Under the other approach, if .they said

they'did not want to do this, I would have the option to take it forward, but
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I would be doing it at a risk, because I would be.serving at the will of this

50ard rather than at the will of the chancellor. I think it would be like any

other management decision. You would weight the pros and cons and go the

way you see it should go, then hope you had hit the right combination.

Under Option Two you said the Chancellor sti,11 has the right to fire you,0-

so would he still have the right to keep you on? If the PAC is the last word

o hat,' then the chancellor still has another last word?

R: The original proposal was goingrto have PAC determine whether or not

they could be terminated. As far as the selection process was concerned, that

was cut and drapd. There are certain relationships that the campus president,

can develop with the PAC. This could possibly cloud a 141C decision on whether

or not to retain a particular campus president. This might be counter to what

the-chancellor i thinking if he is encountering some insubordinati9n. I

believe the chanC llor needs that authority.

2i_ seems to confuse till issue because if you didn't agree with what the

PAC felt about a program you coulpli go to the chancellor and tell him, not what

the PAC wanted, but what you wanited so your job wouldn't be on the 14-le?

R: Anything the PAC wants, we have documented. The thing I would need to

do would be go to the chancellor and the other campus presidents, to.each mem-'

ber of the board and the university president. The whole thing here is the-

possible circumventing.oethe authority of the Board of Regents. A fine line,

giving to the local P4C members certain levels of authority. It is not in- -s

conceivable that an individial campus president could offend the Board of

1 Regents. They would not come through with' a public announcement that'this

individual is terminated. They would work it trough the chancellor's° it

would be done quietly. We all serve at the executive level. That meads 90 day

notification of departure. This is different from the management level of 18 .

months, or faculty where it is 'just cause'.

21_ Will you get us a copy of Option Number 2?

R: I can get a copy for you_fromdownftairs.

Q: I am wondering how yOkir Policy 4dviso Cormlattee is selected?
,,

R: The chantellorhas a policy and, in ketc4kan, we follow ,hat to the

, letter. We submit two names with at least a half-page of leading information

on their background fo; each vacant.positio<oh our PAC. The chinbellor, fro+

that,Iselecte one of those people t& fill ',hat vacancy. The chancellor is

actually the Appointing authority of PAC Members.
. . .

.2.1_
Is there a time limit?

R: Yes, three years. jf d vacancy is, filled, it is for the remainder or"

that term, which in many case's is for a year.

0
2: Are the ones already on the advisory committee the ones who suggee.t

new members? .,

1'. :
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R: , It is, to a point. They try to find at least otif person and our group

7ci-ed to prioritize within this. That wgs a recommendation, not a directive,

to the chancellor. When we'were looking for eight new members, they gave us

eight names. I went out with an advertising campaign addressing Various
service groups, so thatwe could come through with two people for each posi-i

tion, In this case the,,chancellor did select. They were not the order

which the PAC had proposed, boat they weEe happy with it.

.22_ Another variation we mound was that the members represent different
groups such as the Chamber of dbmnerce and school boards. HOW is yours made

up?

R: Ours has decided .hat there should be certain groups that should by re,

presented. In forestry we 'have the manager'from the LPK. From the coast

guard weihave the commander of the area. cline school board member is designated,

but we have three. After discussion with PAC about those individuals we

decided that it would not make that much difference. With the librarian, we'

have four people from the public education "system.

Hasthere been any interest in the 13-14 year concept here?

R: .None. I would think it would be a negative interest. The local scAdbl

district and the superintenderit. are satisfied with the 'status quo. One thing

here that we have to keep in mandiis that there is more than, one school dis-

trict here. Metlakatla has its own; also Cr'aig and Klawock. The Southeast

Island School District is also in here. With the exception of Ketchikan, we

have no representatives of school boards from these outlying areas. We have

one from Craig who was on their school board at one time. We save a paid

repr'esentatie who is the superintehdent at Klawock, also a paid representative

'on Annette Island who is a paid member of the local Indian Council. She has

an 'in', with the schooi district. They are not representative, specifically,.

of a board.

Q: As I understand.it,Vunder thp last, the school district has a pretty

strong voice in the selection. How does this operate in Ketchikan?

R: The superintendent has veto power., He can reject according to the agree-

ment that the univdrsity has with the local>school district. There is another

small problem with the colleges that serve More than one school district.

When this-comtunityloollege Was established, it was strictly Ketchikan area.

'hat should be looked at in any legislation dealing with the community college.",

The original concept was gdbd when there was no population to speak of int

the local areat.

2: One of the reasons'you supported the present governing procedure is that

it is a stlitamlined procedure to get a ne, prograth. Mow do you go &bout that,

assuming that the background work has bee k done? How do you'get approval?,

R: If we are going to the general fund process to fund
.
it, itarting right

now, if would be 18 months.' The reason I say that is that by Ehe time we got

approval, we would be developing budgets for FY'83, starting about a month from

.2
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now. If we are writing it in the form of a grant, we would have to hold

until cep refreived basic apprbval of the grant request. At that point, it

would (take us approximately (depending upon the Board of Regents) four

months. The four stages of the deVelopment approval process are not neces-

sarily for approval. I .have never heard anyone at the presidents' council

meeting question the intent behind any particular proposal. TWe question

has always been, what is the'data that you have to back up the need for that

program? To review the program itself, to make sure that it is academically

sound: Does it, in fact, fit the criteria of the university if it is goLng

to be a degree program? Are we trying to generate some new class or course

number when there is one in the university system that handles that? Your

reaction would probably be that it should have already been accomplished at

the local unitl When you are getting into a whole new associate degree pro-

gram it's very easy to-overlook something. if you are surrounded trees,

it is hard to see the forest. Whereas, when you have someone else ooking at

it with cold, hard eye, not emotionally involved with it whatsoever, they

can start looking through and say, did you back up your data? Are you asking

for something that you don't need? Can we do it in some other degree program?
. Does another college have a structure similar to that s) that all you have to

do is wed it into it? A good example is what Kenai hasigoing right now with'

the forest service, an associate degree, working with the Seward Skill Center.

This thing went through its initial mailing a month ago. Vie next presidentS'

council meeting will be'in February, so with the lead-time that:we have had

on this we have been able to review through it and they have done an excellent

job, by the way. I imagine that in the February meeting this will slida. right

on through with total approval. Then it would be 311st waiting for the next

Board of Regents' meeting so it can be proposed for anal approval. In this

particular case* it,would take about five months.

You have two processes going on simultaneously. If you want a.new

faculty member, you have to go through -the budget process. You are talking

about 18 months?

.R: That. 'rs,manimum, because you may not get it through the board.

2: .The reason I am'raising 'the question is, can they act with some degree

Of immediacy when there are changing Situations? You are talking about 18

months and maybe four months after that. "rf you find the need today you are

talking about,'it is two years before you get it?

R: That would be true no matter how we did it, unless we had an open purse

9 to some contingency fund or an 'in' to. the legislature where they could give

us a direct appropriation. That is because the budget process starts'so far

ahead of when we can get ilAto it. To get'a faculty member is very difficult,

not so mdch from the university's point of view, but trying to get it through

the legislature. The governor hays review and decides whether we need them

'or not.' The only wax I see to get away from the minimum of 18 months would be

a contingency fund available. Any immediate action is through the state

Department of Education. I like what yoU are saying. If\we did have a-

'blocked' fund that we could write into, as writing-in fpr grants, then we

could bypass a trememdous amount of the development process. Coming back to

the 18 months, is ibNreally all that bad to ave to wait that long? There

would be the trauma fhiring a full-time faculty member, bring them rom
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Florida or Arizona,-then have the program die in a.year. That response to an

imediate need could do the, instructor and the students a disservice. I tion't

like to react to problems. I like to predict what is going to happen. If we,

in fact, dó our groundwork prOperly on the,development of new programs, we
will not end up having one die.
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I.am Don Cumming, an ilstructor here at the community college. I also have .-
.

some communication electronics business here in town that I have attempted

to keep 'separated as far as student input is concerned. 'I have

in the community college' and have been a long time resident here/I think

'that if'the community dolleptact hadbeen followed a little clOser, there

would Ilave been more input from the local communities in some of the program

developments. We saw quite alteparation take place for awhile. I think we

need programs that include core classes in English, math,'some of the liberal

ortiand sciences, These should be established for-the 4i.rst two years in

alT comAnity colleges. The details of these classes should be standardized

for directtransferability;from one campus to another, for our mobile citizens

in our population. We ha.ve a problem in some areas of course aRfigptance from

a community college to a senior college in the same city. With a standardized '

. core, they would be able to work with more of the specialized areas that the

community would need. There are divdrsities from one community to another.

A'greater amount of local input is needecrin the selectioh of local campus

;directors, with a greater concern on working world experience into industry

management than on academic degrees. More classrooms and lab space.are needed

in Ketchikan. We have been five years without ahy advancement in building.

We`had a bones issue passed for a new building on this campus. That

did not get 64ilt. Another building was bought and renovated at another

ft
location in town, which split this Lampus up consid bly. It is difficult

for students going ffom one area to another. More ull-time faculty and fund-

ing is needed in this community college in order to present the core classes

in its service area. From this it is evident that an imbalance of funding

exists between the university's senior campuses, particularly in southeast

Alaska, and the community College. At present the Juneau senior campus has

ten unfilled faculty positions. In attempting talkustify its present posi-

tion, it is sending faculty into the local community college service areas to

put on classes that are available from-the ldcal community college, but the

community college is not able to send faqulty into these areas, due to lack of

funding. _
/

,

An estimate o4 Juneau's .spudent,cost is $15,000 per Student per year. Seems

high'compared to what this'local campus operates on. In the early 70's we

developed a program in industrial technology, basically in marine add industrial

areas. There is a need for skilled tradesmen in this area. It was through

them that-we would have a marine maintenance facility'here. In the outlying

areas of the camps'and communities there is a lack.of skilled maintenance

people to even maintain the survival equipment, the generator systems, ap-

,pliances and other equipnlent., We wrote up and presented the proposal. It was

then taken to Juneau and I was-told that Ketchikan would not get it, that

Juneau would put it on. It is this type of thing that is discouraging and can

be a\rtal letdown for a community. There were people who.had input from in-

dustry to the basic core of the - program. S9,,, I feel there needs to be some

proteqtion for a local .community in the dev416pment of its own programs.

Since we have no housing for students coming in, we could not turn out a skill

- center. There, is nothing budgeted, that I know of, that would let us bring in

.1 ,
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students. 11rhave some students come in_for the diesel program. They have

a heck,of a time finding housing, particularly if they are married. This

brings in the point that a great number of our students in community colleges

are working people. Many full-time students have gone outside to school,
.

bombed out and come back to live in the
.

local community where it,is economically

cheaper for them to live. We are not in a position to draw outside people to

ott. programs. We base them mainly for our local people. If we ie." good core

we will keep local people. If we are lacking the personnel and the programs,,

then we are going to consistently see our local people gradate from high

school and go outside someplace to go to college. The 'bombing out' is caused

by the students not being able to take the academic shuffle that takes place

on a bigger campus and wind up coming back disillu nedwith college. In the

development of our PrOgrams we nave to be'concern t the students are not

necessarily two-year students, but the ones on campus at intervals over many

-years as they progress in their educational steps,

f ,
Q: "The problem here is not with classes being overfilled, but with the need

for a variety of classes. Is that true? ,

--- g

R: That is true. When I spoke bf the student not being able to go o utside,

there 4s no provision for a student,:whp i-s interested in a science*or engineer-

ing field to be able to advance even th the second year level in this com-

m ity college. To take maths one either has to take it by correspondence or

fa

ake it on a self -stidy program. This. -is` fine as long as we'bave the faculty

ore to supervise that type of program. rl am concerned abodt,the two or

ree people who would want to go into the sciences or engineering fields,

ighly profitable and beneficial for employment here. Ke. could never raise .
a

fight students to take a trig or calculus class. If one student iri this area

showed interest and initiative to try for one of those classes and couldnot

afford to go outside, I do.not see denying that student the opportunity to work

on this campus.
--,

Q: ,There are more things becoming available through telecommunication.. Is

that going to help Ketchikan at all?

R: Telecommunications has some advantages but some very strong disadvant-

ages. Ketchikan is on a closed-circuir-TV system. It has one satellite TV

that has been taken over by the local FM state-sponsdred public broadcast Sta-

tion.. Operation is very limited. The condition is that time must be bought

to take any classes. If, through the university, we were able to put'on a

live TV program through satellite and effectively cover this area, then I could

see advantages.

Q: In some areas it was pointed out that the semester system is in some

ways not a workable system, gting people to commit themselves to that period

of time. Is that a problem here in Ketchikan?

R: Yes, it is even a, problem to get a working person'to commit themselves

to one semester. We have looked at' the possibility of breaking the classes

down into increments. The fishing industry people donot calie on the campus

in a regimented time simply because fishing is not finished. Logging starts

J
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4
in the spriqg as soon as the snow is back down o knee high; therefore, the
people who might have taken some classes are heading for the bush again.

4
. .

Q: We have heard statewide the need for variability and floexibility, Do

your classes meet once or twice a week?
, - S

ZR: Our technical and science programs should be broken down into shorter
instructional times. I am presently teaching classes' four hours twice a week,

: tough on both the student and the instructor. Dr. Sheer is interested in my

housewiring class that I hold on Saturdays. We used to put it together in

short blocks, and so Would run a sequence of classes for four weeks, two or
three weeks, every night a week for a short block, then have a break period.
People followed that. They would never sign up for a whole program, but the

short blasts they would follow. The wiring class will be on Saturday's from

1 8:00 'til 2,:00 and it will run ten weeks. It is a three-credit class. I

think we will have a lot more input than if we tried to r\in it one or two nights

a week for three hours a night. This will help working people who cannot take

classes during the day. This is where the faculty must have the flexibility

to be able to move out and do these things. We can go into the outlying com-

munities and-do these things on reek-ends.

Q: Programs in outlying comswiities, are they centered in Ketchikan?

R: Yes, but we have discussed going to Craig.

Right noy there are none of these prograv going on in outlying areas?

4 , Right.

Q: You sail/ you do not think you have any local input in the selection of

your clopus president? Will you elaborate on that?'

R: '/ have to defer back to the Ferguson era. There was a search put on for

campus president, We were told it would be refined down to three or five.

Twi people came to he campus to be- interviewed. The second was selected by

Di. Ferguson. Except for a little review there was no chance ,for any one

locally. There were about seven applications, but there was no advertisement

locally. It was. screened down to that select few:for the local committee to .

select three. Then only two were brought here for interviews.

21_ Was there local input into writing pp qualifications?

R: At that time, very little. Ketchikan went through a trauma about four

years ago when Dr. Simpson was fired. At that timeKetchikan had five full-

time faculty, had,the same student enrollment and pore FTE technical unit

programs, but Juneau with more budget had 25 full-time faculty with cost over

runs. That upset this campus. I was teaching technical classes hired by'the

school district at that time.

Were people upset that they were not consulted about it?
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R: There was quite a furor ,that took place, yes.: -There were no steps

understood or made available. After the processes of the 60's.have finally

reached, Alaska, there is awareness of the steps that are possible today,
to have recovered from that shock.

Q: Were you unhappy about the firing of Dr. §, n and the hiring of

Dr. Enos?,Illas that because there was no local in Is there a concensus
in the colleqa.communitythat there were problem,with the administration of
Dr. Enos? Why were people unhappy that they were not included in the,procesa:P

R: e There was a lack of communication completely. People capable of fluency
in their speech swayed many people; yet, if yola look at the P and L ,statemept

it doesn't show what they were saying. Most peQjle accept at face value what
it presented, without facts to back that up at a given time. It was difficult

to dig up the facts.

Q: So you are sayingithe people were unhappy because of the lack of com-

munication? '

R: Yes.

,Q: Have things improved?

R: There have been strained relations, but we hope that communication chan-

nels can be opened. We do not-know what is being dealt to us from up north,

f5pm an absentee management. This is the same thing that causes many corporate
ptoblers when 4 business expands itself over A large area, and decisikns made

about local policy that the local people have no awareness of. There NI* dis-

, trust from the past experiences.

% Q: Are you saying that you distrust the chancellor,' the decisions that are

made by that office? Is.there a problem here on campus or is the problem

withhe regents?

R: Probably some all- along the line. I don't think there would have been

unions onthe campuses if there had been, open, decent administration.

Q: ' I think this is a lem I don't have a handle on. if7Can you'sayspec
pfically, other than the laCk of communication, what the problem i*?:-

R4 People have to work together. What one does in his personal life out--
side o-le working world is his own businesSJ Once on a. board or a job; its

.Is necessary to acquire maximum output so that people Are able to work to-

gether and thatdecisions that are brought forth, discussed and presented in

Such a manner tha)eryone feels satisfied with the deci'sion. Not that eVer_ y-,

one is satisfied, but there is a logiapl, reasonable answer for the decisions.

I have seen this so many times in the working world whe3ie people get'to the

point where they say, "Don't say, anything, the boat Is going to run aground,

he told you to keep your mouth shut and sp the skipper has gone back for coffee
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the vessel has gone off cteerse, so get ySut life jacket ready to jump into

the-bOats." the people have been concerned about unionization on community

college campuses. There have been pressures against union faculty members.

I guess this can go to some of the court decisions that have been based, not%

on facts, but on actions taken, whereby re have seen an influx of an attempt

to put on more part-time faculty. They can hire part-time faculty for less

money than they can hire full-time. Again, if vie lose our part-time faculty,

our academic,standards: From the community point we are concerned-more with

stable cooperation on this campus, the ability to take our students and say,"0.K.,

this class will be presented at this time and next year ypu will be able to

step into the following sequence." With only part-time faculty this is not a

capability, because you do not know next year or next semesteppif you are go-

ing to be able to hire a person to fill that hole. There have been pressures,

and threats over severs years that have gotten smoothed out and r

the faculq( has become stable again, wIhere has been no direction..
,

Q: That has,been,through several administrations? You are talking about

threats. *Mat do you mean?

R: Cancellation of classes.
)4

12: Your class would be cancelled if you didn't do what?

, R: If you don't get eight people in a class, we can cancel, thatolhas been

/ standardized. That has not necessarily been true as we have held classes

with four - six people this semester. Stacking classes or setting up in such

aomanner that a studeat cannot step from one to another causes students to not

want to sign up or go to classes. We have conflict in class structure.

3.

4,

Q: Do mar in basic requirements?

R: scheduling.

,Q: That two are offered at the same time?

R: In a time period t1at the student cannot go from one class to the other.

O.K., Ja_studvtywho needs to take twoligurses the same semester. They

are both offered at the same time or they coliT,lict or overlap?

R: 4hey overlap and this creates a considerable problem. We hope this'is

going to be resolved next Semeato*

I

q
would like to pursue your threat. I feel that is W strong thing to say

and,I would like to know more. You said your Class would be 'cancelled?

R: No, I haven't personally. There have been other faculty members who

have.

O 01 If they didn't do'some particular thing? .
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Yes, if something didn't fit. I don't have facts at hand, but I could

come up with some. Again, we hope this has been esolved for the next

semester. -
P

cause you are so unhappy with the present state of affairs, are you
interested in some other kind of governing structure for the college system?

41

R: If the university would allow the community colleges to perform under
the'present community college act, I believe we would have a manageable., system.

Do you tEihk most people in this community share this unhappiness?

R: There are many that are unaware of itiand there aie.pany who do shaje it
and have been concerned about the classes promised but never materialized. 4
This has created an atmosphere %that makes people feel,"What the heck, we'll

just forget about it." We have a private technical school being started here,
Shenk Technical Institute. .Evidently they have gone to the Department of \s_

Education and other sources trying tl get funding.
*

A

A
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I am Bob Warner. I am the librarian here at Ketchikan Community College. I

would like to make. it clear, however, that 1 am testifying today as a con-

cerned citizen. I appreciate the opportunity.to have the chance to express

my views here. I think it is unfortunate that we don't have more people in

atten ce. This may have something to do with the way the publicity of this
r

hearin was handled. I checked and the information is not on the main
bulletin board in the public library downtown, and I am sorry that the word has

not gotten out the way it should have.
4
The issue that comes to mind when want-

ing to discuss the community college is the issue of separation, Whether the
community colleges should be separated from the University of Alaska. This

has been on my mind for several years. I have been one of the people who

`) 'walked the tight rope' and 'straddled the fence', and not until recently have

I made up my mind. I was hoping I would see some change within the university
structure that would demonstrate a positive attitude toward the community

college, the community college student and faculty, as well as toward the com
munities served exclusively by community colleges.' I have not seen this change

and I really 11104.eve that the time has come for separating them into a

separate statewide system. I thipk it is time to develop the community col-

leges here in Alaska into first class institutions of higher education. Too

long we have had a second class status under the present system. There are

several reasons that I, as a concerned citizen, support separation at this

time. The first is what I call a fairshare concept of available funding.

We all know that the amount of funds available to higher education in this

state is limited and the 'pie' can only go so far. I am wondering under this

-system whether or not the community colleges, as units of the University of

Alaska, have had their fair share of available funding. Let me demonstrate this'

by some examples that I have observed in the eight year that I,have been

librarian here. In 1972 the university library in Juneau and the Ketchikan

community library were relatively the same size. They were staffed equally

with one librarian and one library assistant. As we look at 1980-we find that

condition* have changed considerably. The University of Alaska, Juneau now.

employs three professional librarians and at least six library assistants.

Ketchikan has remained the sage, with one librarian and one assistant. Another

area which I question, as far as the fair-share concept goes, concerns what all

librarian have in mind; the book budget. During the process of preparing the

university budget for the current fiscal year, we were told'by the, statewide

services that it was going to by a positive budget year. As I recall, some of

the announcements indicated a 19% increase in the available funds for the

niversity of Alaska. When we get down ,to the grassroots level, however, I

otice that in current fiscal year '1981, we Are experiencing a $4,000 cut in

our library book budget and a $200 decrease in our periodicals budget. ,Need=

less to say, the price of has not decreased by the percentages I men- ?

tioned. I ani also concerned about the differences in the work-year for the

c un ty college librarians Versus the unj..versity librarians. Att is pretty

standa for the work-year'for university librarians, and I also understand the

state ibrarians, to work twelve months. The community college librarians

aveoh d a fong struggle to secure ten months. As a result, we experience a
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two month off-time in the summer when our professional work backlogs and
when we return in the fall se are expected to accomplish the backlog that
generates during the summer months. Again, on the issue of the fair share
of available funding, I have been concerned about the process of develop-

fing university bond issues. We had testimony' earlier day concerning the

Jgrowth of the Juneau campus versus the Ketchikan campus. think it is

interesting that the b8hd7issue recently submitted and pass by Ehe voters

had nothing in there for Ketchikan Community College. I notice here at

least a $3,500,000 itemfor the university center, phase one, in the city

of Juneau. My second reason for supporting separation at this time is that

I believe it can eliminate excessive layers of administrative bureauracy.-
Quite a bit has been said concerning the different Wens one has to go

through in approving a new prbgram for the communitIrcollege. I encountdr

these layers in submitting basic library operations budget requests. Back .n

1972 I could prepare a basic library budget request and, after some profes-

sional discussion with the campus president; I Could feel confident that tlie

request would receive a fair evaluation through the legislative process.
Today my,budget request enters several layers of bureaucracy and I have fe t

that the actua' budget submitted to the legislature for review has little

actual resemblance to the original request. This is a feeling that I have

had that has developed over the last two or three years. A third reason that

I support separation at this time is that I think a separate community college-

system ha the potential for-responding More directly to community needs. '

I don't, waft to go into a lot of personal views on this matter except to cite

one example that I feel is relevant to this community. That is a decision-

that was made last spring to replace our permanent campus president with an
interim administration for a period of a year. This decision was Introduced

to our community by the chancellor more as an _informational activity rather

than an activity to gain input views from the community. As a result, we here

at Ketchikan Corrunity College have faced an interim year without any active

involvement from the community or contact with PAC members as to whether or

not an'inte)im year would be acceptable to the community college. Finally,

my fourth reason for favoring.separatiod is I feel that under a single state-

wide community college system, we can make efforts to replace the part-time

approach to education with a full-time approach. WhentI,describe the part-time

approach td education, I Wm directly concerned with the lack of commitment

that exists 'toward establiuhing full-time faculty in the community colleges.

In 1972 we had eight full-time faculty members and three pat-,time. In 1980

we have nise full-time faculty positiOns and forty-nine part-time positions.

This is in relation to the credits program. I am not addressing the community

service program. The administrative level in 1972 consisted of one full-time

administrator and in 1980 we have three. It is my understanding that the bud-

get request far fiscal year 1982 includes a request for two full-time admin-

istrative positions, and ram not;pwareof any'requests for itew full-time

faculty positions in that budge "process. I appreciate the opportunity to

express my views 'as a citizen'alld as I said, for a long time I did not come

out in,support of separation. I'felt there was a chance that we'coUld nave a

single system of higher education in the state OU'Alaska, but events in the

last year or twohave changed my thinking. ,_feel that we need to take a

serious look at evelopinci a separate statewide community college system that

can be more responsive to the needs of the people. Thank you very much.
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Q: Have you given any thought to how the PAC's function would change under

a separate community college system? .

R: My view AS a-citizen, and I have been a regular attendee at the. PAC
meetings, it that' I think their role should be strengthened tio cover some of

the issues discussed earlier. My-concern about the council, as it exists nor,

- is the4appointment process of members. It has not been a clear process from

year toNyear and people have thought that it is a self-perpetuating group

process. Andther concern with PAC is the time it takes for individual members
of PAC to become informed of the intricate details of the operations of an

institution such as. Ketchikan ComMunity College. I think this is a tremendous

challenge for the members and in the selection process, the people should be
informed about the, task that they have, and they need to stay informed on issues.

Q: You say You think that separation would eliminate excessive layers of
bureaucracy, especially regarding the budget process?, Have you thought about

what the structure of a separate system would look like?

R: I envision a structure where the basic ,planning process would come from

the local level. There would be a statewide services area, to handle such
things as transcripts, that could be computerized to take advantage of the

statewide computer network. There needs to be a statewideadministrative func-
tion that controls relationslips with accrediting associations, etc. Local

councils may have clear community needs that they need frra the college, but in

order to provide a comprehensive community college, you have to have,standard

quality education.* There is need for leadership on a.statewide basis in that

area. The grassroots process of the budget preparation process and the program

development, I think, have their rots within the community. There should be

no need for heavy administrative, taff in the program planning areas.

Q:, ,kou see some kind-of advisory committee whswould have input into the

budget and would report to another statewide boardIAJ nb

R: There is a need for a statewide governing board that has jurisdiction

over budgets and can tie the whole thing together. I do not favor the attach-

ment of local community colleges to local school districts. I think that is

a step backward. Instead of being the second class institution in relation tov

the university, we would be attached to the, high school. I do'not favor that.

Q: You said you thought there would be less bureaucracy. I would like to

find out why ,you think so. Do you mean a streamlined network that would.be

responsible for the budget? Exactly what do- you see as the' administrative

unit that would have control?

R: I see, in this separate system, the grassroots planning /activity being

the important function at the local level, but at, the statewide level, the

handling of issue's as coordinating the budget between units

within tate and also, concerns about Standards for accreditation. I do

see, der the separate system, the possibility of eliminating two layers of

bur ucracy. We seem to have. four layers; we go to the local level, the chandi__

cellor's level, the ug4versity presidents office, then to the Board of Regenti.

Hopefully, I see elimination of at.least two of these.
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Q: Under your plan, wouldthere be a president for each individual college?

R: Yes, he would have responsibility over the budget but with statewide
coordination of budgets. I would riot think that we would want ten or eleven

institutions going off in that many programs offering too many' duplications.

Q: You were saying the separate system would respond more directly to com-
mUnity needs and, that the current system does not. Then you brought up the

presidency being appoiAed without any inpUt from the community. I got the

impression from a letter I read on the union bulletin board from Chancellor
O'Rourke, that the community'had been consulted about whether they wanted an

interim president. The community had asked that the interim president not be

put in a 'holding ipatterri' but that ,he. be able to act. That the community had,

in fact, been consulted and asked that those things be done. Do you have com-

ment on that?

R: That is the chancellor's versiontof the meetings that took place. There

were two meetings; 'a faculty meeting and, becauseof the quickess of this

deci.sion, the special policy, ,advisory meeting. T-think it was a noon meeting

that was called and it Appeared to me that the meetings were more announcement
than attempts to solicit community input. He was making the announcement that

Dr. Enos was being transferred to Fairbanks, and that he had two or three people

in mind for interim administZator down here. He then proceeded to rule out two

of these three people. I am not questioning the personalities involved here.
I am questioning the procedure involved and the fact that the one member of the

PAC, as I recalled at the meeting, did say that he had someone he felt was a

good person, that could.take over this campus for a 'ear. That wag not too

well received by the chancellor. That meeting was an informational meeting and

not a meeting,that took place to solicit input.

(*): I am still not clear on whit the relationship is between the policy ad-

visory committees and the stateloordinating board in what you would like to

see. How would a state board be different-from the present Board of Regents?

R: I think a state coordinating board would have one focus that would be

the centef, of their attention, the community colleges. Last week we had a

Ward of, Regents meeting hete. I had a chance to observe that meeting. I found

it very informative from the standpoint of my being able to see the board as a

group. I feel their input was principally coming from the four chancellors

frOm the three university centers with their direct input to the' board. There

was aly one chancellor for the community colleges with the responsibility for

ten campuses. I saw the inequality in the information that was being relayed

to the board for,their discussion, advice and decision making. t enjoyed the

opportunity, later that evening, to meet a member of the Board of Regents and

chat in detail with him. It gdve me the chance to understand -the complexities

of the information they have to deal with as it is channeled to them by the

university adninistratio4.1 They concentrated to some degree on questions re-

garding the budgeting prodess. 'The Comment was made about what a complex

system it is now and the difficulties of understanding it completely. With a

separate statewide'board I think the lay people from the different communities

would have a chance to zero in on thtcoimmunity colleges as separate

institutions.
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Bob Warner:

Q; Whatrole woull policy advisory committees play in putting their
stamp of ai?proval on budgetsi, What recourse do they na;.re once the budget
determination has been made?. Under a statewide" system what would you en- '

vision for policy boards? WOuld you gleve them that recourse?'
- -)

R: I think there should be Sorice-.channel' tf recourse;, however, as I tried
to express on the fair-share funding concept, there is only so much money
that we can expect, that the taxpayers ;fan allocate to higher education'and

,there is a need for a statewide system to guard against a local pressure
group going on a localized tangent. I see the need for a coordinating sys-

tem rather than decision-making.
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KETCHIKAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 18., 1980

Gene.Scheer:

7
-2Q-

V

Earlier, I was asked to substantiate or give a point -- I do not wish to
rehasH the situation we have been through on this campus. I do have copies

of two)letters, one 4as the 'faculty's copy to Dr. O'Rourke and the other was

from Dr. O'Rourke. I would like to submit them for your review. On the
point of threats, this was resolved. I will point out that there was one of

non-retention given, to a faculty member, Pricilla Shulty. That issue was

resolved. It is this type of thing that leads to the faculty being uneasy

and inspires a lack of confidence. That is not knowing if more'effort should

be put into working a program. In relation to full and p
have the constant pressure for mock part-time faculty to
time-faculty, as such. There has been a shift to partia
positions.," Presently, there are two administrative posit
the budget for this next year for this campus. I believe

-time faculty, we
lievethe full-

administrative
ons being funded in
this was administra-

Lively placed, not so much from the local president's position as from a
pressure Tbsition of the accreditation committee. From the value of these two

positions'Which is about $50,000 apiece, 'you could hire three full-time faculty
or more, giving each one of these one or two assignments in the area of adMiin-

istration and get more 'mileage' from the faculty as far as students are

concerned. We feel some pressure because pretty soon you will be dealing

with hierarchy you cannot pin any decision on. It will be buried in the

administrative shuffle to the point where on gets tired of running afound the

wheel looking for the axle. We have a clas6 being offered in the psyChology

of adjustment with a three-hour block on a Monday night. An tudent signing

into this would not haveaccess on Monday night to'some otheiMplit class, or
shorter period class?: This.adding of classes takes away from the full-time

instructors' classes and spreads the small student body over a greater area to

the point where we wind up with classes not making it. We need a solid core

being taught within the peripheral subjects in such a manner that they would

not be tracked from the core program. Mentioning the funding capabi],ities of

,the Juneau campus, there was a position advertised for a coordinator for

coordinating thei-enior college with the community college. That is needed.

We have students who would Lbte to stay home and take a tour-year program,

but we find that the coordinator hired by Juneau lives in Hydaburg. It is

inaccessible a great deal of the time which makes me wonder how much input
this person will have, and how much contact, except by phone, to coordinate.

The statewide computer network was promised to Ketchikan in January, but is

now postponed Until later! There has been a greater effort toward consolidation
of computer networks into soap of the major focal areas rather than trying to

teach some of the small campuses-. Ketchikan is not the only'one suffering

from this. It would be nice to have that cqmputer hookup and we are looking

forward to the day it will come. I hope wevi.11 have,an inter-tie with

campuses with television., Then we can'utilize top qualified personnel on all

campuses for specialized presentations, which would enhance the students'

growth.

Q: Do you have an instructional council?,
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R: ess we are supposed to have. It is not solidified, 'but we did

have an instructional council as-such.
. .

The r ason I am asking is, were any of these academic problemd as

decribed token to that instructional council?

R: The instructional council has rr6t yet been funttional this emester.

There was some problem in organization. We will have that irone out by

next semester. We did' have an instructional council established I have

not seen a copy of the grievance, but I was grieved about-the way the council

was established. One was,that according to tip contract, it is to be elected

from our small number of faculty. The election process, somehow, Was lost in.

our breakdown of communications. L decided if that is what it took to re-

solve a grievance, then I would abolish the Council. I don't have the

council according to the contract. I want the council desperately, but if

the faculty does not want it, then until we get it straightened out, that it

how we will have,to work it. Once I get the resolution information back

from the contract managek we will get back together and re-establish what we

had going. The council Will be responding to a number of these things when

we go back through. The implied threats to the one faculty member relative

to non-retention was a result of a conversation with the union president, the

campus representative, myself and the individual based on a cancellation of

a class for small enrollments. The intent was to re-assign this person to

other work comparable t the three7credit hour class. Discussion was that

theydid not feel I cou d Ao this if, in fact, we cannot come up with a

comparable assignment o work, then there is no positiop, which is basically

the contract. They were questioning my ability to cancel the class. The twd

new administrative positions were referenced in the budgeting process and]

prioritization of positions was taken tare of -by my predecessor. His pr87

cedure was that faculty, administration and the PAC members had equal vootes

to determine the priority on how they were going-to leave campus. We began

pickin4 up favalty positions,, but during the beginning budget process tAere

was a cut-off of a number of dollars. We ended up with two, going forward

under the university's proposal. Only one of those is remotely high enough

...to be funded and that was the student services director.' In reference to the

Monday night class, one of the problems of any community college is-dealing

with part-time faculty and availability of fatuity. The instructor'is

available one night per week teaching one three-hour clads. The conflicts

'referred to here would The only way we can offer' any kind of

class without a conflict would be to offdr only one class. 4We have about five

on Mbhday nights. The biology class is a four -hour lock class. This class

sits in, filling a need for a particular grbup of students. The Substance

Abuse Counseling is a statewide project funded out of Anchorage. We have a

grant and the people that enroll in the Substance Abuse Counseling, by the

very nature of the grant, are required to be predominantly from the Alcohol

and Addiction Treatment Center and the Youth Services Center in Ketchikan.

This semester that class is toIAlly taught lay-pare-professionals and none of

them are'enrolling.in any othili classes. The coordinator referred to is

half-time. By the nature of half-time duties, we are talking about five,

four-hour days per week or one, two-and-a-half hour day. I was not' here

when. the -UAJ.counselor came to this campus. He indicated to thy director

that he was going to be looking for an apartment in the Ketchikan area.
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Gene Scheer:

When we refer.,t6a. communication''problm, and you see the logic behind all

these, theyetre very obvious.? Y ,

CI understood earlier t4at" in the problem of the courses conflicting with
each other, that one student 'needed both of the ones offered the same time in

order to continue on. Is that the case?

R: In this case, it would not be identical students involved. The question

here is do we exist for the faculty or.for the students. The studepts are
telling me through their advisOry conunittee some straight things and with the
instructional council, I expect to bring this in'front of the /council. We

try to come in with a full slate of classes available to the academic student
going into their second .semester and, at the same time, try to offer a begin-

, ning freshman class, for example: English 111 and 211 on Monday and Wednesday
nights. Along the same line we offer a full slate of business administration
and accounting classes for that grqup of students. These are usually, or in .,

many cases, entirely different groups. We try to schedule for the minimum of

conflicts.

I
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KETCHIKhN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
.December 18, 1980,

. Sharon Walker,:

-237

My name is Sharon Walker and I an a member Ci.the Ketchikan Community College

Policy Adirisory Council. I am representing our council as a member of the

State Community Coriege Advisory Council to the Commission on Postsecondary

Educatiom. I am also a membel- of the Ketchikan Board of Education and presi-

dent of the Ketchikan Homemakers' Council. As a member of the local PAC and

the school board,,I would like to share a concern I have in regard to more

of our.high school graduates not attending our local college campus. I am

aware-of them going -instead to community colleges and junior colleges in the

Seattle, Portland areas. We are sure there are many factors contributing to

this situation. One area I feel we are lacking in in this state is around

student services. I feel our course offerings are limited. They are not

geared to the high school graduate. But More, than the course offerings, I

am concerned and feel6ere is a real need for student services in the area of
extra-curricular activities that create and promote social activity, friend-

ships, camaraderie and school spirit. These are also important considerations

when students work for and choose a college campus on which to further their

education. I believe there is a wide spectrum of student activities that . .

could be developed throughout the state. Perhaps there is interest in this

area elswhere. At the time, I was not aware when I made this presentation

to the Board of Regents. I underptand there has been interest.' I do not

know how far this is going to go, but rI wanttd to give testimony' today to re-

inforce my feelings and to see 4ohat you couldVdo at the legislative level.

I am not here to suggest how kt might be done, because I do not know. I am

expressing y individual concern and hoping .that there is an interest, and

you will what can be erne to implement extra-curricular activities ion

community college campuses' throughout the state.
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KETCHIKAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
December 18, 1980

Erma Meed:

A
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I am Erma Meed. I am a school librarian in this district. I am interested

in the college: I have been for at least twenty years. I have sore questions

I want to ask. Someone told methat there'has been a study of the status of '

community colleges in other states, as to administration, for example in

California, separate administrations. The second thing I would like to know

is, did Dr. Egos accept the permanent positon as president of Tanana Com-

munity College?

R: I-don't know.

Q: -I was wondering when the search for a new president would be underway.

R: We were wondering the same thing. No one here knows.

One would assume it would take at least six months, so'it should be

getting under way very soon. The third thing I have is budgets. It is

extremely difficult for the average person to understand a budget. May I

makg a suggestion, that when they use initials like BRU or,MAU, they put a
footnote indicating what they stand for so the person reading it would know

what it is?
.

R: BRU is Budget Request Unit and MAU is Major Admi4.stativ, Unkt.

21_ Does this refer to Ketchikan Community College?

R: Anchorage is a Major Admin. Unit. The -BRU is under the MAU's. The

MAU's are'within the university budget.

Q: The univEsity budget, is this plus all the other community colleges.

Isn't organized research mostly federal?

R: Mostly, yes. There is a substantial amount of state monecgoing to

research.

Q: In this/state., would it, be fisheries, forestry, mining, that kind

of thing?
,

R: Yes. -The state funds are over ;en milliond011ars for research.

I do not undeistand why they put) under academic support half of the

administ'rator's salary. Why isn't it all there?
1

R: It depends on what that particular administrator's assignment is.
oo

0110
Q: I suspect there are some regents who do not exactly understand.

Is there something'available whereby the PACs throughout the state wouldSe

able to have some kind of training in budgets?
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Erma Meed:

R: I do not know why that could not be done. It would have to be funded

through ti-1 university as An additional amount. Right now the state school ,

board gets motley for conducting traininoNfor local school boards. They run

periodic workshops.

Erma: It seems to me that if the PACs are going to have more participation

in the overall policymaeing process of the colleges and budget planning,
they better have a little more understanding of what is happening.

-R: Along with the added control, suggested, should come some training.

Erma: After attending PAC meetings and listening to them, I am sure that

most of them clid not know what was going on. Another thing, there was sup-

posed to be a "gentlemen's agreement", a verbal thing, that if the Methodist

church Tut in a university, the University of Anchorage would not'materialize.

Of course it did. I have often wondered why.it was that the University of '

Alaska chose to go ahead and put that in, in the face of the "gentlemen's

agreement", which was not written down as an ironclad contract.

R: You have answered your question. There was not anything written down.

21_ Regarding goals and objectives., for the dergge person it is confusing.

;a there any way that this kind of thing can be simplified?

That particular format you are looking' at is the one the governor's

budget office requires of all government agencies requesting money'from th7

general fund. I do not think it is the best way to present an education budget.

Q: One other thing, it would appear that much of this budget.is related to

a program budget.

R: There is one disadvantage to that. Say, in my qwn school library we

have program budgeting. I have 'x' number of dollars they say 'r can spend, but

if for some reason I would like to hold some of that until fall, but in the

meantime,the building runs short of money. They take my library money because

it is there. Now is the sane thing going *to happen here?

R: It depends on what level it is. The university has a number of restric-

tions placed on whah agency does and whefe they can transfer money. gepenls

at what level the appropriation comes doc4n. Unfortunately, in some people's

opinion they do not have enough flexibility'to transfer money. The regents are

asking the legislature to give-them more flexibility to do that type of thing.

Q: I am confused, about the proposed separation of the community colleges

from the university. -Are we going to havea double bureaUcracy?

R: We are looking at alternatives, one of which would be a 'different bureau-

cracy. I don't know if you would call it a double one or not. It could be two

bureaucratic structures for higher educatioh in the state.
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Q. Let's say separation occurs; you are going to have the sate adminisiira-
tion throughout the individu41 community colleges and you will have a head
of the 'whole group wftah is similar to Dr, O'Rourke now. So you would have

another Board of Regents?
14

R: That has been suggested. They would be calling'it a board lt goverribrs

or something like that.

Q4 As I understand it, 50%.of the instructional funding is divided among ' /''

the community colleges. Are you gbing to get that division?

R: What they would get is 100% of the instructiona dgetfor community
colleges. Whether or not that would represent 50% of le total appropria-

tion for higher education is'debatable.

Q: If you'go on a basis of half the credit hours, an over ha f of the

students are in the community colleges, for three institutions t receive 50%

as against ten of the otherg receiving 50%, it soPInd unequal. It is my

personal feeling that if the community colleges receive a fait share of the

' funding, abia it the present Board of Regents'could be more equalized as far as
:4'4

geographical area of representation, it might not be necessarys'to have separa-.

tion. But if equalization and some sortof more equitable representation does -\

not occur, then I don't see'how we can get away from it. How much buildup

for separation throughout the state is there?

R: It varies in different sites. There are, some areas we have been in

where they Are very strong for separation and sortie have been agestrongly

opposed- Only one, said they would like the community collegeolnder the local

school district. p p
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Mike Yabower:
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My experience with the cbmmunity college was as co-director of the cooperative

education program. I designed the program and I think therbstil). use it.

They had absolutely no criteria, nothing whatsoever. I had outlined the

procedure for evaluation, more or less from the top to the bottom. It was

met with some opposition. That would be business, education, vod/tech and
-..

science. The reason 6or this, I believe, was-in the lvecond phase of my
.

program, it demanded from the teacher, or the discipline 'What are you going
to provide the student with?", which told me a whole lot, Apparently they

weren't providing the student with 'anything. They just wanted the money from

- the legislature. I would guess we were heavily. funded through Ted Stevens'

office. After going-out to the villages, and T went to all of them several

times. I spent months, lb I'm aware of what is going on. People would come to

me and say, "Mike, I have got credit for caursee that I haven't even taken." , of

Inother words, they were phoneying up the records. I went back, an I had

this happen more than once or twice. I went back.and asked the registrar, who

was a Mildred Patterson at the time, :Have you noticed any discrepancies in

our enrollment or credit given in Juneau?" She Said, "Yes, I have." We

chatted a littte bit about it and she said she was finding the same thing,

that there were credits everywhere or credits due. After that I said,."Welll
let's just keep our conversation quiet. Mildred apparently was getting to
really hitting some sore spots, tting that she was wOrking right at the office.
It was strongly suggested by,a Dr. Doris Frank, who gaid that she believed
Mildredwas ikompetent and that she should be replaced or whatever. My re-
sponse to that was, Wellftee, I_get nothingut cooperation from her. I

wonder why you're saying )his." Being that she was listed,as a teacher and
most of her time was Sperit out in the larger cities such as Anchorage, Chicago
or Washington D.C., and that was another thing. As teachers'we all asked
who is this other teacher, referring to Dr.Doris'Frank who was supposed to
be helping us. Things got pretty hot.' I think Mildred got ahold of Jerry /

Bomoci on this. We collaborated that there had been some phoney grades to
the'files on two or three different occasions and found there were large dis-
crepancies. There was a point where one pemeoh was going to graduate with an
AA degree and it was found that he was 40 hours short. This particular per-
son happened to be sit ing on the committee for the'community college, al-
though I do not'at all sugqikt that his integrity was'in questiolci. It's not
hid fault. As this thing eirted steam-rolling, Pat O'Rourke started looking
into it. I was told by two different teachers, at three or four different
times apiece, not to continue proceeding in the course that I was or I would
lose-my job. I certainly thought about it some, but I'm the ost that has ip

.
-- go to the villages and I'm the one that has to explain why there is no aca- 1

;.teachers where he told us we were paranpid, suggested that the faculty at4
demic criteria at all to give you credits. O'RoUrke had a meeting wjth theth

the comity college %lb less than objective, so we found no real satis-
faction there.. Then hercalled an executive meeting and Jack Fuller entered

-.<. into it, who was another one who really wanted to clean Up the situation.
They had aboard meeting. Somebody goofed. The guy called for an executive
session that was supposed to be.,:open to the public. Pat O'Rourke aAked the .cr

school board to fire the presiders ssid the executive session was called thin.
..,
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Mike Yabower:

The persop that,called it was truly on the teachers' side, so it really was
just oof. An executive session in Nome before the laSt word's out,

it's e y downtown and you know just how the vote has gone. In fact, it's

already en printed in the paper and what-have-you. So that was kind of a

' farce. he school board, by a narrpw margin,' voted to keep him on. A Ron ,

Hohman was involved. He was on thrschool board also, and he voted to keep
him, which either shows you need something or the other. The benefit of a

doubt, that he was unaware of what was happening. Given the 13 charges that,

he had been up against - he should have beenlvell awae of what was going on.
Another one that voted for him happened to be one of the members of the board

who received 4) credits on an AA degree. Needless to say, the president was

retained, which is to say the school board was in his back pocket. The

evidence, the bookkeeper, an executive secretary, the registrar, they all
-came forward to say yes, this was geing on at the college. O'Rojirke told Don

that, in no way, was, this to appear in the paper. Should the staff be re-

primanded for the actions taken? Whereupon, the tefcher who was running the

voc/tech program, another ddctor, his voc/tech program was to include the
.business-ed program which took a chairmanship away from the.business department
and put it .under the wing offthe voc/tech which that, person was a backer of.

The monies for the program that I was running, and Then there was Aother gal
involved with my program as a co-drafter, most of her work was done in the

educational field covering for the often-absent Doris Frank. So I didn't get

much help with my cooperative-education program. They did away with the whole

program. They gave back the money, which did away with our two positions, to
Senator Stevens! office, saying that the state did not put up matching money
for the cooperative education, which would be going into its third year at

the time. The money was there, and it just showed how the school was really

run. It was just too late then. The teachers that I had worked with, the

t
three of us, it's not easy to put together'a program in the bush. There are

fantastic obstacles. flying. Where are yob going to s ay? -1 think the other

two teachers really tried, althodgh we were never in the same village at the

same time. I know that the business and the education departments, we would

. try and cover for each other as much as we could, knoWing that simply logis-

tically, 16 villages in winter41 its a horrendous task to get there. That's

just one structurally - what can be done about it? It-left me with a feeling

that the community college cannot even control itself and I have since applied

to commtioxty colleges in various capacities, one here at the Juneau-Douglas

Community College,,l(btzebue, and back in Nome. I wasn't even consideted for a

0 job. The one here was with the cooperative educition program. The gal was

telling me that I didn't make the to five cand±eates for the job. There musf

have really been some strong candidatea, but then when I see the final selec-

tion, I wonder again, what is going on with the community college. ,I tried

back at Nome with Mike 2*-tty, andpe wanted to hire me on an emergency hire

with the voc/tech program because the voc/tech person didn't show up. 'I felt

that he really wanted me and all of a sudden he said he didn't feel 'comfortably

hiring me. To my way of thinking it doesn't look like they really want ex-

pertise aszuch as'tAey want somebody that they can control. I think' that's;

goinl- to bPdifficult, expecially in rural Alaska where one of the unique

qualities of the person that you're looking for is that the person has t

very much of an individual as they will Joe placed in situations where you

can't back down. These are my perceptions. They are very real to me, but I
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Mike Uabower:

can't speak for the whole community college system. I've met a lot of

people with'the ?stem and they seem to be very qualified and dedicated

people.

_3_

REAA, I understand they are tb.get inio'the college accreditations. They

have a two -year type thing,,Their policy, as far as I know, is that they do

not furnish housing. If they're taking their teachers and using them again

for the college inslactors, when does a teacher have time to pack water, to

pack fuel, 'to do the things necessary for survival in the villages? I think

it's really impractical to adopt the REAA system they are proposing as

opposed to the community college. Think that an adequate deliVery on the

this" Molly Hootch thing, wh re they building a lot 4 high sch ols where111fr

1 part of the community coll should be in conjunction weith REAA, tecause of

they are fairly well-equipped and I think there is the beginning of an answer

to the pxobleM. -

If Jk

In Kotzebue or in Be;hez they want one college teacher for four villages, but

they would pay, him administrator's wages rather than teadher's wages. Again,

if a teacher is going to stay with a. job, where does he find the time to

pack his water, to pack,his fuel? There's no per diem given to him where he

can have someone do it. -Seems like Vie're kind of gearing to someone from

the lower 48 who\Wants to ,cote up ana get their ,Alaskan experience, without

really telling them what-the Alaskan experience is all about. I think it.was

22 people killed up there last yeaw,in the some area,'through snow machines

and flights. ,to far thio year there's been about four and the tyc that they're

'looking for now, friends of mine. So, even if you've lived there for years,

death is a reality in thatAlolabe., Why the turnover all the time? You'd

better startlooking at Alaska and the people who have lived here-and know it.

I worked with a 'gal fromochicago, one from Minneapolis, one from Ohio, and

were absolutel7 scared to death of flying. It was the Alaskan

peop that flew. - , 4,

a.
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Wallace Olson:
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MI," name'is Wallace Olson and I am a teacher here at the University of Alaska,
Juneau. I ,have been with the Alaskan university system, in vatious capac-
`tties, since 1966. I have two areas of comments, One is on the quality of
education within the community college system and I think this is especially
Import t for legislators to pow. 'There is a tendency to measure things ,

today in terms of productivity and prodUction,hours - how many units you are
producing. It's a very easy thing to measure, how many students you have and
how many hours you produce. So there's a tendency to place a lot of emphasis
on that. That gets passed along to the lower level, where there tends to be
an effort to 'turn out"4he student hours' with, sometimes, little concernjor
the quality that is there. I have seen this here in Juneauin specific iA-
stances. It was not under the chancellor. It was at a much lower level '

than that, where a person was pressing to create coursel which looked to be
academic courses, and would even water down the quality.just to get the
bodies in .there. This is a very serious danger in the connunity colleges.
I think there has to be a.certain amount of truthlin advertising and letting
the student know exactly what they're getting. For example, I can give you

one from my area. I am teaching a course that's on comparing reli7ioh to the
layman or men and god, that sort. That iA not Ian upper division levekcourse.
It's a popularized thing if that's what the community wants. .I'm sure you

can apply that'to welding, automotive, bookkeepingA and in those areas where
there is a great deal of 'competition, the'students going out are expected to
have very defi9ite skills. Then I think you have to have a'firm quality
control, go thlat: fdr example; a person who lakes mathematics here; I

don't know of any way to make algebra that easy or make it tWat popular, but
when they get through with the skills here, they should be able to transfer
that to the university at Fairbanks, the University of California. Wherever -

they go, they should have those Skills they say they were trai.ned in. If

' they don't then they flunk the course. It's hard to measdre that quality, a

lot of things get in/blved. How do you measure the quality of education?
I know it's more expensive to produce credit hours and production in remote
areas. Economically, the cheapest way would be to have one campus for any-
body that wants to go there, and teach courses of 50 students each. Once

you dikerse the syitem, it will be more expensive. I .dbn't think the only

measure should be the number of students or the amount of production. If'

it is, then the quality has to be indicaAd, what kind of course this is,
and .what you can expect when yoR get to it. That's m1 first area.

My second area: Within the university systein we have gone through a certain
-,

re-organizatioh' where we began with the University of Alaska. It was then :

called the southeastern region. Several of us began as assistant professors.,

With the coming of the b fining in 1974 -/iagthe atement there was that

tenure was eliminated and at your title would e changed all across the

board to teacher. Not that your rank was being anged or you couldn't get

lilt
tenure, but that while you were in the union, you coul 'get tenure.

We've now been returned to the university system and se al of us have

applied for tenure. After going through all the steps r up through December

14 , we were given a memo written on December 23rd, returned back to us after
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Jour applications hai' gone in. important note .here was "this excludes

years as community college teat rs at the university or elsewherei" Now

the university policy on tenure says'that y6u mutt have completed six full

years of service in a faculty position at the rank of assistant professor

or above. Four of those six years must have been completed at the University

of Alaska: The earlier policy that was used before this -that we were given

says Pmust hve completed a fifth year in a faculty position at the University

of Alaska"; it has nothing to do with the cothmunity college. Evidently

what the-y.decided on December 23 is that in some way; teaching at the com-

munity college is not a' faculty position at the University of Alaska. If

that ie. what they have done then, they are, in fact, saying that they are not

teachers, or they are not somethings-.

Q: This refers to collective bavaining, is that what you said?

...

R: We were still given this ox December 30! It says "a faculty position
.

with the university at the rank of assistant professor or above." But

the earlier one we were given on December 10 simply says "four full years of

service in a faculty position or a position at the University of Alask."

Another thing was, in the old policy .it you even spent three years in c,

another institution, you cannot be kept on for four more years until you have

completed tenure. What's happening in effect is, people have put in six

years, seven, eight years. Now they're being.told that time will not cdkint

/

for tenure because you were not in service at the university., You are magic-

ally eliminated from the university for thoSe six years and I think that has

to be straightened out. I see it as discriminatory towards the community

college faculty. If the university is,, in fact, separating itself from the

community colleges, then let them go-ahead, but that is what they're,doing by

saying that 'teaching for the community college is not a faculty position.

Q: How could they not word it if the policy is through the collective bar-

gaining that they'ri not going to issue tenure. -How could they word it so it

would affect the people from Juneau caapus and not others?

R: This isq:t saying you get autoRatic tenure. You still have to meet the

criteria. Wha ey are saying is that you cannot even be considered eligible

for tenure at s point. To receive tenure you must pass the tenure review

with all the areas of teaching, research, et, What they are saylbe at this

point is you are not even eligible to be considered because you do not have

service with the university.

2,12 Do you have.faculty rank now? What is your rank?

R: Professor.

Q: When you were with the cc:mmunity college you were a teacher?

. n , . _.

R: ; had the title teacher. That does not say that rank is abolished. It

says the title will be. Nowhere in that contract does it say all community

college teachers will have the rank of teacher, just that they will have t>e

title. Does that necessarily abolish 411 rank that you had previously? You're

doing the same job, the same work, the same area under a different name?

Comment: And apparently in determining faculty rank on this campus they did

count your experience, obviously.
(..

R: Yes. 334
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Don MacKinnon:

t

My name is Don MacKinnon and I'm superintendent of schools in Juneau. The

main thing that I would like to speak to would be the whole concept of
governance or at least just give my views on it. I think that probably in
Juneau and a small, limited size campus, to have multiple, levels of governance
doesn't make a lot of sense. I trunk what they're trying to do now is much

more logical. I think it's difficult for the general taxpayer and the people
.

out' in the community to understand,the separation - where you have a separate
governing kind of thing on account of the structure. I know from the stand-

point of the school district and the university that we're trying to work
very cooperatively together under the present set-up. We're right now ex-
ploring the possibility of maybe trying to come up with a delivery system in
the voc-ed areas. It's just an exploration period now, but I think it's
possible because we have the current structure to change it and would probably
eliminate that possibility for a very long time. I would certainly support
Mr. Olsen's comments in regards totthat I think the university ought to be
takersout of the area where they're structured to have to count so many credit
hours in order for a course to fly. There ought to be another way to fund.
The proportion of courses that are needed to complete a program, it shouldn't
be contingent upon the number of bodies that you have. They tend to go out

and recruit and forget about the quality. That has to be considered- Some

courses just need to be tun and they need the support and financial backing -

that's one of the 'things of course that %/ere looking at in our joint venture,
is to come up with some alternatives to fund the operation of some of these

program'. We are trying to pull some alternative ways to fund it without
following the same,' necessarily, for the school district, or for the univer-

sity. All that money is generatia to conduct these programs

Basically a' joint venture is in/ very preliminary stages. We're, hoping to see

if in the Juneau area there would be a way to creatively deliver vocational
prOgrans to students at all levels so it's a continuing process to make,the,

best utilization of staff facilities.and time is this area - kind of a shot Ch

a nutshell
months and
We think
lation. Th

sort of a thing. We have been talking about it for at least three
are now starting to get together and explore some of the concepts.
at there'a a real potentiopal, particularly within a limited popu-
e e's a better way to deliver services to students and not get

worried and c ght up in the trap of 'this is my kid, and that's your kid,

if I give you this kid I lose money over here', etc. It gets to-be tied into

all kinds of different structures, many times artificial barriers and we for-
get teat what we're thete to do is de/iver service to the kids. There must

be a way that the two institutions can be cooperative. I'm kind of excited

at the prospect of being able to do it and certainly think that one of the

reasons it's possible 'is because of the current structure we hive for govern-

ance.

Q: When you say the current structure, you mean what's happening during

the last year or so?'

R: Yes, I would not like.to see them separate.
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you think it wouldn't have been possible under the 1p structure?

r ),. % . .

R: I,believe it would'have been much more difficult.

21_ How far into the future are you talking about?

R: We're not envisioning the offering of those courses, or at least some

of them, until the fallor later. We decide it is possible to do it and

the Board of Regents says O.K. we'll do it, and that's down a way after a

'group of studies. Then there's got to be a period of time to design equip-

ment changes to meet the needs, to set,pp.the administrative4structures to

process work, and to break down any kid of barriers that are official.

So there'd have to be a whole year period of time needed for the developing of

the actual package. The first step is to take,a good look and see, is there

something? What we're trying to get people to do is to sit back, throw out 41.

all of the things that they're doing now aikd say, if I could start over again
with a living vocational program, what would Id& What should it be? What

do the people need?' Maybe.when we're done, we'll say that what we've got is

what we need. I have been in the educational field for a long, long time
and have sat in many teachrs' rooms, and I have been a teacher, and I don't

know how many times I have made the statement, or heard teachers say, "If I,

could really make this course the way I want it if I could start all over,

if I didn't have all these barriers in front of me, what would it be to give

the best programs to the students?" So that's w)lat we're doing,-trying to:

take a step back and t e a good look.

Do you currently offer collective kinds of courses?

R: I think there's some duplication there. Some of the classes, soak 3Y`

our staff people teach for the university. There hasn't been a real study of

the continuity between our programs and their programs. So we're hoping to

sit back and take a hard look at it. Is there a way to improve? Can we do a

'good job?, Can we do it in a manner thattis most effectivorin the use of

facilities? Some of the students work during the day an go,tOschool at .

night. We want to bake it a little easier for them to do it. What ve might

end up with is a model that would have application to other disciplines.

In the--.1.ong haul down the road We ire going to get in the same position

that the education communities arLin the lower '48 .where the taxpayers are

getting ,a little tighter with the dollars that are put into education. We

have a golden opportunity to make sure that we create the most efficient acd

effective educational program, so that if and when the pipeline no longer gives-

us the luxury' or the political mood n longer gives us the luxury -; I think

we have had a lot of money pouring into ucation-- then we say, "Hey, we've

got a delivery system that's better than anywhere else." The community college

uses a lot of our facilities. It may not be necessary to build a lot of just

normal classrooms. They have easy 'access to our facilities.

One thing that's been brought up is the 13th and 14th year. The sug-

gestion was first raised in the legislature last year, advocated in oneparti-

cular district in the northern part of the state. Could you comment on that
1 4

at all?
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R: I guess it's probably two years ago that L would have been willing to

com5ent and say I would he very supportive of it. I guess I had a concern

tkt.we're getting so many educational structures' around the state and we

weren't finding the process. I'm really more excited about what we've got

going here in Juneau, and now I wouldn't advocate that.
-t

,

Thpre's some talk about eliminating tuition or reducing tu ion. Do

you have any thoughts on that?

R: Of course, we don't charge tuition in the public schools If there is

a process by which we can reduce or bring down the tuition, I certainly

would like to see us bring it to a lower level. It's not too bad here, but

where you are living on campus and have to pay board and everything else.
I know that the.cost of getting an education is phenomenal. I'll have one.

in college next year and another the next year, so know. I don't know of

a university that could eliminate tuition.

The positions I have stated here today are my oersonal positions, not those

of tne school board, other than tze position of :oint study tnat we are doing

witn tne 'university.

I
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My nlme is Mi4McComas and I am'in the technology department here in Juneau,
sort of in the nuts and bolts iNd of it, where the teachers are actually
talking and communicating, so that as you take this information with you,
you'll know that the teachers are working at it. Some of theicomments

' weren't specific enough in reference to'the actual teaching and the age levels

that you're dealing with. I would only-say that some of the high school
teachers have been advising us that it is not above a high school student's
mentality to put a screwdriver in a planer blade and turn the machine on.

1 That destroys the blade, makes a heck of a noise and is unsafe. Within the

community college you can't tolerate that, because you're training a specific
1skill to be used on the job. So you.have to see a separation there and as

close as you want cooperate, you have to somehow judge when a young person

goes from being a6teen-ager to being an adult and knowing the job. At that

point they begin to take responsibility for their actions. So that is why

you need to hang on to that separation, I mean with two units. You can't'

have one big wood shop is what I'm saying, where everybody goes in and works

during the da7,and at nigkt. Don,was explaining how his people use the
facilities during the day and we use them in the evening. So that

logically tieto 'why not have one big, wood shop?' This is what I had to

.bring up. The purpose for not having one big wood shop or metal shop or weld

shop. You can have feeder programs where a student gets classroom exposure
when he's younger, which is whatehit's all about. You can have small Lab and

field trips sn short exposures and when this person is ready to study a trade

to earn a living with, he just crosses a walk bridge and he's rightrthere.

In order to reach that there has to be some plateau. Now a student can cross

thisplateau at 15, at 13. We know young people that can earn a gbod living

at 12, and have for centuries, so that plateau - yOu can meet with some kind

of a form to show thai this person is capable of being responsible for 4is or

her own actions.

52: You think,you actually need separate facilities too, in addition to
A

having the people separated?

R: We're' looking at ,a walkway,,a skybridge, between the high school and.

UAJ property. That's been talked through and brought to the committee

meetings; if you think of that then how else-are you going to ensure the

facilities that presently exist? Rather than alleviating thE shops that

exist, you could just make it so that an individual, when he was an adult,

could cros this bridge and utilize the facilities that were there, but not

to change e actual administrative/4,nits at all, becaiise of the difference

in attitude . The way I teac and the way Bill Bradden teach are very

different. He is a teacher a the high school.' But we still accomplish the

same -goal, to give these kids a lire's work goal. In my situation it turns

out that a lot of people are erested in the skilld tor their own means.

Louann and I spent some time a couple of years ago solving the needs she had

witti a rabbit and that's the way you can do with adults. But if you have

high school kids 5oming in and,they are not truly adults, and they're just

looking for some place to hang arund. I don't have eyes in the back' of my

head and I don't control everybody out in front, so the difference has to be

so I certainly, otWer than that I dort, I just'wented to expand on that.

It's an ongoing program and will take a while.
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Q: You said you were on th committee that's studying this. How many
people in all?

R: Well, you have several committees off of one major committee. I'm

on two separate factions of this thing.

21 What's the major committee?

R: Task Force. Don and Mike are tving_to coordinate the thing from
their,positions: From there down therels.fOur positions, two of them from
the high school and two from the community college. It branches out with
administrators at different levels, economics, finance, etc. The four
teachers are supposed to be meeting with their faculties within the next
couple of weeks when school gets rolling again for the winter semester:. So,
the committee is definitely working, tlthough I don't think we've reached
any plateaus yet. Not until you solve the problm with the kid with the
screwdriver' and the planer blade. I can't have irresponsible lEyear 61ds
working behind my back when our materials and equipment are extremely flam-
mable. .An acetylene bottle would go off, and I'd be gone, everybody in their
front yards would be gone, and you just can't have that kind of thing, so
that has to be controlled. The way you control it is to,keep the facilities

separate. When the students grow up let them go over.
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Vern Oremus:
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My name is.Vern Oremus. I am a professor of vocational education at the

University of Alaska, Xneau. I'd like to preface my remarks by,giving you

a very brief summary of my background, so you can understand where my com-

ments come from. I've been in education for approximately'15 years. prior

to that I worked in industry for several years, so my background is from an

industrial base as well as an educational base. My vocation has been totally

in voc-ed and community college administration. I've taught at public schools

for a number of years, I've taught at communityucolleges and at the university

level. I've been a business management administrator as well as a chief

executive officer with the University of Alaska system. I was the campus '

president at the community college prior to the present adminstration. My

comments will be addressed primarily to two areas. I would like to talk

about vocational education in the community colleges statewide, perhaps from

a philosophical base as well as specifics. I would like to address the sub-

ject of articulation, specifically how it relates to the situation here in

Juneau.

Statewide, in my new capacity as professor in 'vocational education, I've been

given the task of developing a vocational/teacher education program for the

state,\ of Alaska. None ekists at this time and it's impossible for a young

person to get training in the state of Alaska to become an industrial arts

vocational education _teacher in the piTiblic schoOls and the postsecondary

institutions. Within this'state it's also virtually impossible for a com-

munity college teacher or an existing vocational education teacher in the

public schools to receive advanced degrees in vocational dducation or, in

fact, in- servicing training which will allow them to upgrade their skills. SO

my task now is to develop a program that will provide, fbr those kinds of ex-

periences. In doing that I have essentially gotten out of administration at

the community college level and gotten back into the area that I feel most V
comfortable with and that's vocational education. This fall and last year,

I think I have visited every community college campus'. I know every campus

president, I know the director of vocational education on every campus and I

know most of the-vocational education teachers. I think there are.some ser-
,iobs problems pith vocational education at the community.college level in

this state. They are philosophical, financial, and there are problems With

articulation and perhaps basic terminology. I see several things. Recently

I had an opportunity to evaluate the vocational education programs at Mat-Su
C6mmunity College and Northwest Community .College in Nome. I point the two

out because I think they're clasiic examples of vocational programs in com-

munity colleges,' and some of the problems that wejlave. The situation in

Palmer is not unique. The Mat-Su community is-very small. They dO not have

facilities that will provide the vocational training in any sense of the word.

They have, I think, two potentially strong programs there. One in the areal

of b ss and office occupations - I should not'call it that because really,

is a pre - business administration program
where they teach people to be
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accountants or tax persons. It-relys primarily on classroom-type facilities
and so with existing staff and facilities they can adequately provide voca-
tional programs. The other program that I See as being viable at Mat-Su is
the refrigeration, heating and air conditioriing program. There are two staff
memberss therlmand cramped quarters, yet the program is viable from a number
of standpoiner. The stiff is well qualified. They. complement each other.

One comes from industry, the other from education and they both have many
years in the fiella. ,There is no other community college in the state that is
providing a program in air conditioning, heating and refrigeration. Mat-Su,

I think,\pould expand that program and be the heating, air conditioning and
refrigeration program of the state. Northwest Community College in Note, by
contrast, has no vocational,facikities. They have two vocational teachers -
one who is an industrial arts teacher and the other who is a tradesMan with
no educational experience at all. They are essentially floundering. They

have no facilities, no program to speak of yet, it's a fledgling operation.
Their prospects of developing eally viable programs in that -area are 'almost

non-existent. Let me relate these two exemples to what I see as the problem
with the statewide system. We have very, very small community colleges that,
by any,stretch of the definition; could not be called anything but extension
schools. When you have that kind of a situation and also the commitment of
the state to ccxununity colleges, you have to live with what you've got and ...
'try to do the best you can with it. It seems tome that it would behoove the
community college system to take a look at these small colleges, try to
identify one or two programs and designate campus A as being the center for
that program, as Mat-Su is with heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration.

1 It seems illogical to me that anyone else in this state should be allowed to,
or even want to, start a heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration program.

# At the same time, if you relate this to other technical areas, you'll find,
for example at genai Peninsula Community College a viable petroleuM technology

program. Why do they have to have one at TVCC in Fairbanks? Who do they have

to have one in Anchorage? What happens is the sm11 community college in the
bush sees John Wilsey's PI program and says "My God, this is great - they're

ti

coming from-everywhere. We'd better star this program." This makes no sense.
The only community college in this state, in my view, with a fully functioning
vocational program is Anchorage Community College. Therewis a potential at ,

TVCC in Fairbanks, with the attempts to work with the school district in obtain-
ing the career and vocational center because it will give them the opportunity

to expand. I.thj,,nk there's really only one communitycollege in the state

and that's ACC. .

I think- voc-ed for the community colleges in the state must have coordination
and must have leadership, and those two very important characteristics are

- non-existent at the administrative level, the faculty level and the pro am ,

level. E,Yri the office of the chancellor for community colleges there is klo

expertiNe in the area of vocational education and yeto.vocational education
60pposed to be,one-third, if not more; of the mission of the comprehensive

community college.\ Financing is not available, facilities are not available,`
the manpower ids not available, we're not even geared within our .own state to

train people. The responsibility for these decisions is resting with people

who do not have the expertise to make those decisions. It's being delegated" .

down from the highest levels in administration of the university to the
president's level and campus presidents do not have experien ce invocational'
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education. They're administrators who, for the most part, corn; out of

academic programs. I sew at the community college thatthey requested -I

J from the legislature'a really large sum of money to tty to upgrade vocational

facilities in the state. I certainly support that. I can see the need for

that perhaps more than most. I certainly hope those,pands are not given

carte blanche, without some kind of plan for how they are to be used. If
,

that plan is that ,each campus president gets to_submit a wish list no based

on a needs assessment, not based on any kind of input fjom people with

expertise, then I certainly won't suppokt it. .

.
.

1. ,

I would like now to speak g moment about articulation betwgen community'co/-

legeslAnd high schools. T wrote a documented disser"ation that
i

Wes entitled

"Articulation Between Community Colleges and Occupational Plzogras n }Ugh

Schools," I do have Aome expertise ini,that area. Articulation between high
0 schools and community colleges has been'kicked around for some 15- 20'years -

in the area of vocational education: My research and experience tells"me'

that the only reason this has not come about is because people like to talk.
r

about articulation, but they don't 'like to do anything about it primarily

because we in the university are concerned about our programs in our owilit-

tle ivory tower or whatever we want to call it. People, including Valdez,

arg very protective about their own programs and the people in/public schools

'area prp otectie of theirs. It makes educational sense to articulate the pro-

vgrams, particularly in vocational areas where the cost,ef .facilities is-

tremendous. It's probab ,,y the highest cost - per - student, operation of anything

that you'll find in education, but when it comes right down' to the bottom

line you have key administrators who want to maintain control. They want to

maintain budget control, t want to generate student credit-hours:to shoal

head counts for more and m.0% funding, they want to control their owri build-

ings. They have those kinds of battles to fight.- Because those people are

the ones who make key decisions, articulation very seldom comes about, alt

l, east in a fashion that works idgally. It can come about and I think that the

efforts between Chancellor Paradise and Mr. MacKinnon here show that there is

a desire ,on both parts to cooperate to make this work. I hate to see the

teachers in the high school and the 'teachers In the community college'fight-

ing among themselves, because you don't.r;andate or legislate artliculation,

just like you doll,:t mandate or,lecjisiate safetyor quality. It comes in the

classroom ifrom the faculty and.if they're not supportive of it, then it's

not going to occur. So I think some basic, education needds to take place be-

tween the teachers in the community college and the teachers In thto high-

school. I think it's a viable approach herd in Juneau/ and,'I say that after

much thought-because I started the commUnity college programs at JDCC here .

in Juneau and I have a certain amount of p4ide in what was initially conceived

for a vocational program in the community college. I would, without question,

support articulted sharing of programs. 'For, the axp.Scer to support dual

4,facilities ten miles apart makes very little sen e to' me as an edudator.
f .,

I would,ifke to address briefly. the subject of 9Afety- I think it! s ifre;e-

vant to try and say that safety impedes articulation or is i reasofl fbr non-

articulation of our program. I've seen junior high school programs where

seventh grade studentg'af-e handling power
wood-working equipment in a labor,

t.-y that makes the one downtown here, look very primitive. Th&y do it in all -

lsafety and turn.aut quality kinds of products. The, safety- -in the labotatory
s

#
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is keyed tothe prdficiency in management and the professional skill.of the
instructors. It-has nothing to do-with the way the program is set up*or
with the age level 'of the "students. rronit,say any more about that.

. , -..

I would close by saying' tbat I think that wi,,..thinthe community, colleges, the

public schools and the univbrsity, some very seri:his_ andszapid education
needs to take place with respect to terminology.. Again I point At that'I
believe there is only one vocational education Program in, -this state and that
occurs at Anchorage Community College., I am not very familiar with the high
school in this state yet. r think there are some excellent vocational
grog in some of the high schools; for example, the construction program
at Pa mer is excellent and there are some others. For the most part,,99%

)

of the community colleges, and I would venture to say 80% of the high schools,
have no such thing as a vocational education program. \ideational educatio

,Y3 prepares people for entry-level positions in work. It takes facilities,
1 takes knowl ge and a trained staff td do that and we don't have them. j at

we hay high schools in this state are industrial arts programs ey

are nece and importetnt,,erert industrial arts is a part of general edu-'

'cation. It doesn't train people for work. It gives people exper ;ices that

let them understand what the industrial process is. It gives the wareness
and% e>iploratory opportunity, an oaortunity to begin narrowing theif 1

hdughts as far as an occupational field. When you get into vo onal -I

ucatiOn, you1train people directly for jobs,and I don't really nk we're

t doing that. So, I think some educa*on-needs to take place on the art of
educators,department legislators and those people who are making de isipns
as to what vocational education really is.

4 II

Comment from the audience: 'What you're working on now, in terms,of getting
vocational teachers, an educational program going in this state is-so long 1

overdue, I'm really glad to hear that you've found a way. It's been a real

problem in the five years or so that I've been around here. It's something

that's been mentioned as we talk with people as we go aroipd the State.
here's been no program going. You either go outside the state or you end
hiring people that really aren't trainedQ)and you end up with industrial
is or some form of education that may or may not be adequate, so I'm 'S

ally glad to see that you're working on.it. .

21_ You said that Anchorage CC is'perhapS the Only community college
with a vocational program and you talked about a people problem where the
presieerlts and the chancellor don'tohave the expertise in voc-ed that they
need, iEd then you alluded to structure., This Committee has been talking
about livernance structure: I wonder if You would elaborate.- You saidlre

had ,to stengthen:the vocational e programs.HOw do we do that? s it a.;,
y
structural problem? Is it a people problem?

R: Yes, I would answer that. -I certainly want you to understand w at my

comments are. Let me first clarify my statelent that Anchorage Comm ity

College is the only comprehensive community college in the state. think I

believe that. As far as having viable vocational programs, they are the
largest and have the most. I think there ,are some campuses that have more

;
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than viable prograis. As I pointed out, Kenai with their petroleum prOgramp
and.Mat-Su with their air coMitioning, and think there are-some others.

I believe the opportunity is here in Juneau to velop one in marine tech-

nology.

With respect to governance my opiniont.are per and, probably colored a

little bit because of my experiences here in the university. I was -Bot an

advocate of combining thetwo colleges heee. I am a strong supporter of com=

munity colleges. I.am also a strong supporter of the tversity pro rams.
It has been my experience that they do not coexist tog Cher. One bti-Aually

dominates the other at some point in time and over time the philosophies of
the, two do not mix, but the dominant institution's philosophy will prevail 100

So that's again, a personal stew. Now that I'm in the university business
I'm starting to think, well, it isohot all so bad. Community college people

are always very nervous. The histir of community colleges, from the time
they started out as`junior colleges, was that it's a proving ground. It

starts nisei because universi ies don't meet needs. Professors sit in ivory

towers.and do research. teople want the programs, and perhaps they

don't meet the academic st ards of the university. The university is,

therefore, ndt responsive to those needs, so the community college comes
about and they start, out much like community schools did, I think; where they

are meeting local needs and they don't Care if it's graduate credit or not.

Their business is education. By way of emphasizing, that I'd like to point

out a statement that my friend Glen Matsey, he was president of Tanana
Valley Community College, made on many occasions. He started talking about *

what's worthy of academic status and what isn't. "I'ye never been able to

understand why we can give a person university credit for teaching-him how
to type, but we refuse to give him any kind of credit at all for learning how

to swym or for learning how to play ping-pong, or.for learning low to do his

J income tax. Since we live in a credit-oriented society, 'it. shouldn't ake

.; any difference." That's the community college pRilosophy. Anyhow, unity

colleges came about because universities don't meet the needs. ,TherOthey

became juniof colleges and in the eyes of the university this gained a little

bit of status. 'Then if .hey got to thesize where it seemed .appropriate, the

university sprinkled holy water on them, made the'faculty members professors

and bropght them under the umbrella of the ivory tower. I'm not making this

up.- You can look at the history of education. In postsecondary education

you'll find that community colleges have gone this way more often thin not.:

pty$ time there's a discuss fn of mergers or anything like that, community col-

lege people get vary nervous. I know I was very nervous for two or three

years here and maybe for good reason. It's a long way around to getting to

the governance issue., butail think it's germane. The community colleges are very

nervous about their experience here, becii/ governed-by the University of Alaska

statewide system. The emphasis appears to be on university programs and no't

on community colleges. I have seen that emphasis change, and the,Board of

Regents has changed over the past four or five years. I thin1i. it's been

positive. Since last year, when I was involved with the Board of Regents to

a very large extent, I see some very positive changes. They are good people.

They have a broader experience and a larger commitment, I think, to com-

munity colleges.
:\-1"
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Q: I wish you would elaborate on that a little bit more, when you say
you think the regents are more inclined to support .the community colleges.
Specifically, what do you mean by that? That they are asking for more money
from the legislature?

R: Now, the quality I am speaking of is peOple, Let me relate it to my
own area. When r first came up here six years ago and looked at the voca-
tional teachers in the community college, I saw primarily people who were
just ound, they couldn't find anyone else, so they became teachers. They

r ally have the professional education required, or the technical
experti in the rules and regulations regarding teaching in this state, etc,._
The qua was not necessarily there. As the population grew, the system
grew and b ame alittle bit more sophisticated, we were able to bring to they-c;-
university system and to the public schools teachers of upgraded quality.
I don't think that's what happened with the Board.of,Regents. I don't think
that someone,5ust came into town on dA, and thought they were interested
in education and became a regent. I '' hink we should buy that. I

just .think that Ober a period of time there's been some maturity behind the
Board of Regents. Again, I speak only f framework of being here six

rayears. I.have seen a tremendous change in.the Board of Regents and their
attitude toward the community college in that time. I've spen someiyoung
people come forward with good ideas, people who do their.hdmework and come to
a board meeting with an understanding of the issues on the agenda Instead of
seeing it for the first time When they sit down at the table.

P ,

9, So are you suggesting that it's an attitude change and that perhaps the
) regents are more receptive to supporting the

*
community colleges?

R: I think they are.

Q: Specifically, how do you see that happening, other than you talked to
so-and-so and they seem to be interested in the community colleges.

R: It's happened over a'period of a couple of years and in several easy
ways to understand. For example, the board now has sub-committees in various
areas and one of them is a sub- committee for community colleges. Three or
four regents deal strictly in the area of problems in the community colleges.
There was never that concern before. It's a matter of sophistication and
maturity.

So you think that because of this the courses taught in the community
college are of better quality? I'm sorry to keep pursuing this, but what I'm
trying to get at, is it purely an attitudinal change or can you point to
things that have happened in the system and say that this supports your
feeling?

R: I think there's been more support for9the community college financially.
For example, I heard that there has always been a problem with trApsfer of
credits. e board has instigated all kinds of policy aid procedural- changes
that hav e it easipr for the college and comMunity college to coexist

.

In this /-

Governance. I've always felt there should be a University of Alaska in Fairbank
ap Alaska state university'at Anchorage, a state college in Juneau and a com-
munity college system. I think it would be much more cost effective and just
function better.

4
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ITUnidentified Speaker:

One of my concerns at Nome was that I would agree with Vern that the comr+2

munity college is nothing more than an extension center at best. Their

political favors that have been established to satisfy certain people exist,

but as far as them being supporteeby thd state or getting service td the

regions that ey were to serve, there seem to be some restrictions. I'm

.
not too sure Whether a separate community college system is g 'ng to repairla

. or be able to deal with th,s,ainequity of the system'. ('I must sa , I too, have

seen a,change of sensit' ity in the Board of Regents towards the needs and

f,philosophies that are n cessary, for the programs. So, from there I sit,

having had only one ye r's experience with'the community college and a numbe/

of years with the senior college, I find it very difficult to support a

separate community college system. I don't think that people who are sup-

-- porting a particdlar position have any kinds of organizational proced
i reasons that are educationally spund to support the emotional need for

separation. I think a statewide systei would be better and more respo

My concern is for the whole community college system as a whole under one

of the governance systems. One of the problems that we have here at this

institution is that philosophically the state has said we're going to deliver

education to your doorstep. They said that to the people of therstate of

Alaska, and yet we seem to be restricted financially in doing this. So we're

caught in a bind. People have some expectations of the system because of the

vast number of commun&ty'colleges in the state and yet, those systems aren',..

able to deliver because of lack of coordination and funding.

Q: I have one question. You made several comments about funding. Do

you have any alternative means of funding?

4

R: I think that myrconcern is when these schools were 'established, the

funds - a case-in-point was,an experience we had in /Nome. We were expected

to deliver services to a huge, huge area - 13 villages with only about

5,000 people. We had a budget of less than $300,000. That was Salaries,

that was the budget for the whole institution. Mycdoncern is if we are going

to extend and expand the system, then we'd better have some kind af.financial

structure that is based upon some needs. I don't know how you4re going to

do this. I don't think that you're going to say now this year we're going to

have $105 million in rural Alaska to build high schools and then forget about

that area for a while. We have to be more consistent, like with planning.

4
I
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S

We went through a lot of soul searching to unite these two organizations
into one. That's been accomplished. Now what we're concerned with at the
Chamber of Commerce level is the propertdevelopment of the facility. It's

been my understanding that whether or not Juneau shouldhave one unit or
whether we should separate and go back to the community college/senior
College is the question. The point of my testimony is based on what we've
gone through in the ,att: I don't think that would be a wise idea in .our
particular case here. We need to.get our program and our facility developed.
There are a lot of areas of opportunities that I think we could build on
here and the university will become quite an asset to our community. What
we don't need 't this time is second guegsing as to whether or not the
structure we h ve is really a viable structure. Let's just get on building
the organization. I guess what I'm asking is that we stay at status quo.

Q:. Do you feel there has beepaany dimunition of responsiveness from the
institutioA over this appAbach as opposed to having the community college,
separate? Do you think they're still responsive in meeting the needs and
giving the community what it wants?

R: ,Yes, I think it's in a much better position to respond. In the ex-
perience I've had, the staff and the administrative people with the university

o-are extremely cooperative in trying to work tnrough and find out what tne
needs really are. I can see tremendous benefits developing in the future.
It's our desire to develop a university system in Juneau that really has an
impact on the community and that the population of the community continues to
be aware of the benefits of the system. We have gone t oilgh this mental

growing paih period of the,system and up until now what the university system
has, been doing is misunderstood. What you've read abou to the newspapers in k
the past few'years, the controversy over the campus, is \all behind us.

421_ You don't think that thecommunity college mandate that it is to be
responsive to the community and to offer a lot of the non-credit courses,
that hasn't been jeopardized?

R: I do think that we've got to get a greater understanding in the community.

of what the facilities can offer. This is soirething that is improving as'the

months go by. We've got to get the population thinking of the fact that we
do have a. university here and that there are functions, programs that have

come up. I, think it's not only going to be growing, but growing at a more

rapid rate. The community is getting more used to the fact tat we do have
the system here and that it is starting to grow.

t
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My name is Ernest Polley and I serve on She borough assembly. my role here

is partly assembly becaUse I've had the opportunity to be involved in a

joint project between the schools in the state of Alaska. As I listen to

the various subjects you are concerned with, I'd like to speak to two or

three aspects' of the assemblies. First of all I think, historically, the
distinction between community colleges and'se,nior colleges is largely archaic

'vend was probably inherited because at one time it was easy to call a program'

simply different than to modify it. I would suggest that in the majority

of Alaska we do not have such a large population At the community level that

it's fruitful to make that distinction.. One of the prOblems in making that

distinction in Juneau, and I'm not suggesting that Juneau is similar to any

other location, is when the two organizations became the stare, in a sense,

and a great deal of effort was put into so-called .141mticipatory decision-

making by community members, really what happened ;Mgglit resulted in frag-

mentation of effort and In'genuine chaotic ilicy. Gommunity members would. '

nwer know from one point to the next point who it is to whom they should

speak, and they are at a ,little bit of a loss to understand some of the fine

distinctions between programs and staff tliot are apparent only to certain

people. I think the problem that has'occurred in the past years in Alaska

is transfer of credit, the issue of staff assignment, the issue of tuition,

the issue of program design and of program responsibility. These are all the

products of fragmenting' local effort: the matter of how this would all

relate to vocational education, I'd like to speak to tne desirability of

options, carefully considered options. Oneof the tnings that became pos-

sible locally with single leadership and single policy was the the gray area

in adult education which involves that third party, the pUbli schools, it

appeared that it does not have tb be an efther/or situation It can be an

interdependent, it can be an 'our A situation and using that philoSophy the

two organizations, the university aPid the local school system, are involved

in something which we find extremely exciting, I guess from a number of

standpoints. Its economic and financil good sense, its policy sense, from

its genuine responsiveness to the studtthlts, from its just pure rationality

from a moment of reason,-and that is that programs' staffs and facilities

would be jointly used. The difference to7a'citizen between being age 18 and

being 19, other than how it flight affect the personal life, citizens can't

understand how it is, that now they belong to somebody else. Programs and

subject matter don't belong to orgamizationssimply because somebody decided

it, and it seems to us locally that we have options opened up to us now
-

that never would have been there befdre.

Let's go over your last sentence. Could you give me just one example?

How yod see it?

R: There are some territ'rial - community colleges traditionally halite had

to depend on certain kindsof funding which, if hot categorical, are definitely

territorial and they fortunately might, especially in smaller col6unties,

compete for the same s dents. They have a separate Policy Advisory Council

which will be differe t for example, fOr the local public school educational

advisory group, which will be different from the local manpower planning
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group, which will be different from any other group. When it comes time
to put the program togeier, it is simply to no one's apparent benefit
under a fragmented system.' It wants you to cooperate, when an act *of

cooperation means one facility or the other is going to have to fall by the
wayside, one staff member or another, or one power and control of the policy
will be permitted. When yon have a senior campus and a community college /

all as one program, and then you have 4a school district, and they're trying
to deal with just the two entit.es, and then they're trying to deal with
the unknown ground, and we have an unknown grn.d in here callodcadultedu-
cation, it really gets uncertain Just who that belongs to. /Rather than
make it an either/or situation, all that was required was two policy-making
bdaies to get together and decide'why don't we :ointly.solve this problem.
It does get down to the people, but there are structural carriers when you
have a fragmented program.

Jr

'At
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I'm Sharon andI am an instructor at the University of Alaska, Juneau,

in the div on of business, specifically in thelofice occupations area.
I have'been an instructor with tl5e university for the last six years. The

i
first five years I was under the community college system and then last year

under the newly organizilk system under CAJ. I'd like to address the first

part of my comments to the reorganized system here in Juneau as an instructor
going through both systems during the reorganization. I am very much in

supwort of the newly organized form here in Juneau and let me talk first of

all - identity, as an instructor and hen as the students respond to me.
The identity is now clear and I hope ey will be clearer, but it is Univer-

sity of Alaska, Juneau. In the past we've had a rather fragmented identifi-
cation and it has been awfully hard to identify to students which area they ,

needed to go to and .find out about programs, articulation, if they're into
a degree or not into a degree, which instructors, because it was fragmented.

It makes it much easier now for the identification to be as

I'd also like to speak to terms of the continuity of the program - .evelop4.

ing a degree, wnether it be a certificate program, whether it be an associate

degree, or a bachelors, or a masters. The articulation now is able to get

togetner-cooperatively &nd we can coordinate what is required if It's a

certificateor an associate to make some of tne requirements in those degrees

applicable to your bachelors. A lot if stdents were conf_lsed. If you.

wanted this you had to go througn this and then tnat applies toward the

-bachelor. I know in the division of business we are articulating more and

it's going to make it much easier on students to take a look at programs;

they can anticipate and move from one degree to anotner. I think it will help

support theadmassion of students in degree prograMs here at t2AJ, mainly

from the fact that we're able to clarify a continuity program for them.

Another point that I'd like to pull out is an efficiency point for adinis-

trative services in our reorganization. As an instructor again, when you're

developing a course, a new course or changing something in the catalog, or

maybe submitting some changes in the catalog for a degree, the path is clear,

to you now - who you have to send your paperwork in to geE it cleared. .e-

fore there was an instructional council, there was an assembly, there was an

academic council, you never knew who was going to approve what and where and,

it would get bogged down and you'd lose a lot more programs in the shuffle. )

Now with the efficiency of the admanistration some O'f these areas have been

cleared up. There-are still more that we are working on, but it.is much

easier to get a link, to know where your program is going and the development

of it. Not only for the administrative services, but the support services -

thtt we, as facility, tap into, support services, student services. If we

were separated we would hive two student services keeping records and in this

way.we are now, under one dtudent service, all the transcripts, everything, is

right there. Your business programs, in gendTA17 are supporting themselves.

These areas make it. much easier, as an instructor, to know that it is one

line and you don't have to work through a lot of areas.
ft-
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Then, I was listening to the testimony of the gentleman here and he was
speaking to vocational education. Part of our area of office occupations
is very vocationally, oriented in the city of Juneau, and that is one thing
that I appreciate with the university has just started and 'with the school
district is to look into a task force to articulate the vocational education.
Especially An that area, it's quite costly with the type of equipment that
usually needs to be applied to these areas and I appreciate what the Juneau
area has started in the last few weeks to maybe take a look and see ifit
is feasible to articulate the vocational program and I'm very supportive,

and I am serving on the task force and appreciate any support. The legis-

lature was favorable on this, to help articulate the program so that we can
deliver educational services to the'area.

2: Have you noticed any difference in being able to be receptie to the -
needs of the, community, such as the community college mandate or what we

perceive to be the community college mandate. Or do you think you can re-
spond just as well as you ever did?

R: No, I feel can respond to that. : still can because tne co4unity
college philoSophy is still open and a lot of tne students still aft not
ready for their degrees yet, and we are still able, because of tne reorgan-

. zation to provide taose students wno want to come and maybe just upgrade

tneir skill. I believe we're able to'serve most of tne needs of the inquiries

for the community and particularly adult-type education,

If this fall is an indication of our registration, this is tne hignest re-
g4tration we've had, : know in our areas in tne last six years. I tnink it's

because they're able to take a look and see, tne new plan is clearing out,

and we cam see what there is.
4
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Marie Darlin:

I'm Marie Darlin and I'm a member of the policy advisory for UAJ here, and

have been a member since 1975, at which time it was actually an advisory.,

council for the th community college. I am speaking today here, not for.

the Policy Advisory Council itself because they have not discussed and con-

sidered this proposed legislation as a body.- They were aware that the

legislation had been introduced again, you know in the last session and

things like that, but they have not, as a group, really taken a stand on it

one way or another, perhaps one reason being that there are quite a few mem-

bers on it who have not had the background and information to'really spend

much Jaime on it. Also, we had many other things we were concerned with this

'last year, with our reorganization and all that. I would like to speak from

the viewpoint oT an advisory council member, and in that relationship of a

member of the community, let's say I'm supposed to be representing.the com-

munity. The previous testimony given by the community college Policy Ad-

visory Council did not support the legislation to create a separate community

college admilnittration, You can refer back to that. I think the same things

that were reiterated, there would apply yet as I have seen the current Policy

Advisory Council operate being the council for the U of A Juneau. Our con-

cerns of the council are still that we maintain all of.our community college

kinds of programs that are offered as they currently fi44within our reorgani-

zation concepts and that we not loseothe importance of thecommun'ity college

philosophy and-concept. And personally, as both a member of that council

and a citizenlof that area I am Still a staunch supporter of the fact of

the community college philosophy and concept being 'maintained in whatever

kind of a system that we have hire. I think our enrollments over the pa

have indicated that those are strong elements of our programs here. I

sure Sharon can point to this too, that they really are. But we are still

offering those and as far as I know, we have not lost any of that by virtue

of becoming a university campus. She has pointed out many of the things that

I think are positive about our current organization. As it relates to the

possibility of creating a 3rd, 4th or 5th Cther administrative entity on a

statewide level, I really wo have a hard time seeing that there would be

so much in the way of advantWs to it. As evidently has already been testi-

; fied today and of Don MacKinnon were he2e this morning as he said he was

going to be, then he has already indicated the things that the school district

and the university are working on now for some coordinated and cooperative

type efforts in both ends. This to me is the most positive step that I have

seen in the many years in the state where I foresaw it over ten year ago on

paper as being the way to go when it comes to adult arid postsecondary educa-

tion. As far as I know this is the first attempt that is being mide.in the

state to really do it. To come forth and put together between school dis-

tricts and whatever higher education resource you have locally availabte that

are finally beginning to do what the DOE and the statewide voc-ed adVitori

council that I served on for six years had always said that the way education

is supposed to go in this state. Up until now, I have not seen it. I think

this is one of the first steps where that kind of coordination, cooperation

and working together for the use of facilities, students, equipment, etc.
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is finally being looked at. I think that is golod. Since it was talked
Gout so many years ago, I would assume there is still some justification
for saying that is the ay the state should go. Particularly with the
small population. Maybe we are going to have more money now than we have
had befOwer. But neverthele , to create- mother system which creates
another third or whatever i might be, the administrative body in there is
certainly not going to i ove the possibility of that happening as I
would see it. I also Ant to say that I think some of the problems that
were initially seen when the first legislation was introduced have been
taken care of to some extent by the creation of the community college divi'
sion within the U of A. And in doing that, and that was ipne after our'first
testimony was given, I think some improvement would have feen made. It

seems to me that those kinds of things operated better after that. Chose
who have been closer to it can certainly testify' far more to those kinds of
things. To me that was possibly, and thelto+cil at that time felt that it
was, one way to go which then provided the community college some better
coordination amongst themseIN for one thing in providing that type of
second administration within e university system. But to pull that out
and to start creating another entity and authority and so forth and so on
within this State, I just don't see that we are.big enough for it. And I'm
ony speaking of my experience in Juneau and what I know of the other areas,
but-still Dust looking at our own example here and trying to apply that
statewide, I would really have a hard time buying the fact that it is needed.
Or that it really could survive. I think we might be creating far more
problems than ,*.would ever solve, if one more kegislative body or legis-
latively created authority was going to be working with education in Alaska.
The idea is.to coordinate and consolidate and try and get the most out of
our money that goes into postseconderieducation. It seems to me that as

1

they say the pion put forth many years ago shows continual problems from
secondary on up with whatever facilities you currently have at all, coordin-
ating and cooperating is ammch better way to go. Rather than adding another
body in tnere that has to be *looked at.

1
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I am Russell Jones, Dean'for Academic Affairs at the U of A, Juneau. I

have been with our educational system in Juneau since 1971, which marked

the beginning of the senior college. Actually, the senior college was

officially designated in 1972. Previous to.that, Of course, was the com-

munity college. In '1972 the senior college was o,.fffcial. And then put to-

gether also in 15,4Z...were all the three -ttnamunity colleges ill southeast

Alaska plus the senior college as the U.of A, southeast under onej)rovost

whose responsibility was to provide educational programs for all of the

southeast region. In several reorganizations since tperi, as you are aware,

community college systems were split oft under a' separate division for one

thingand in 1977 and 1978 the community college here and the senior college

were placed back under the chancelilor as UAJ, but each is a separate'vnit

as community college and senior college. Finally after much deliberation

the Board of Regents put it into the present form effective July 1, 1980.

We have just completed onesemester with the new organization. I have had

experience in teaching in the community college, Junior college systems in

Colorado andln the university system here, so I have/had experience in both

kinds of organizations. One of the things that was sbectlied when they did

reorganize here was that the community college philosophy should not be lost

as a result of the merger. And speaking as one person, I don't think we have

, lost it. We have tried to make special efforts to see that that has not

happened. We wanted to maintain the open entry ebncept, wnicn we nave done.

We wanted to maintain a good strong and even impro4ed community program, and

that has occurred. We certainly wanted to emphasize vocational/technical

education as a viable and integral part and growing part of what we offer

here in the community, and we think that has occurred. As far as new

facilities are concerned, new voc/tech facilities have received top priority

as far as the request for new funding is concerned in developing the property

downtown. We got some moneydlast year for that. Number one on the priority

list for next year is an additional space fora voc/tech facility. We also

wanted to maintain and possibly provide greater opportunity for community

einput. Now the old community coil+ system had your PAC's that were dele-

gated and even required by law for the community college. When this was

reorganized the_Policy Advisory Coulicil was not done away.with. In fact it

was expanded to include an advisory council which gibes policy advice to the

entire UAJ system and included On'that were most of the committee members

who were on the former PAC for the community coi ge, so that they would have

definite input into the programs to insure that th ___olutunity college philos-

ophy and those kinds'of programs would not be lost as far as the PAC is

concerned. The present chancellor is very open to community input, student

input and all of these avenues for input haVe been strengthened in my esti-

mation. For instance, members of the PAC are also on the budget policy and

planning team for UAJ so that their input is provided there and there are

PAC members on the administrative council. There are also student members on

these various councils. We have tried to insure that community involvement

all the way through: O.K., so how does it appear to be working? There have

been, some questions earlier, did we lose some of these things that we had?
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And looking at the epxollment figures so far, it does not appear that we
have) lost anything in lower division offerings or lower division student

involvement. In the fall of 1980, we hive not gots,the final figures in,'but
about December 1St, which was a month ago, we will have additional enroll-
ment homing in for lower division.. Non-credit equivalent credit hours were,'

at that point, up to 74433 so it already has surpassed the number of lOwer

division and non-credit hours that we had the year before under the other

organization. We have expanded the community service, public service and
outreach programs by adding some full-time directo s in that area. That area

has been roved and will continue to improve as hese new directors come

on board. The continuity in degree programs ha een approved as Sharon haS

indicated. This will benefit students oriented towards a degree. At the '-

same time, I don't believe that we have'cut out opportunities for students
who Dust wanted interest courses or to improve their skills, etc. I think

there are Dust as many of those courses offered and probably we have higher
enrollments in those kinds of courses than heretofore. We Cave, for the first
time since we are under one organization, been able to put out a sequence of
courses from the freshman year right on through the senior year so that a
student can sit down and'see what semester all of the courses are going to be

offered for each of the degree programs. We were not able to do that before

and that, was not good for the students because they couldn't plan their pro-

grams properly. We have beep able to offer more courses than ever before.
Some would say that is because yod have hired new faculty. We did hire nine

new faculty whiCh would account for 27 new courses in the semester. However,

,changing the community faculty over the OAJ faculty, they now teach three
courses plus research instead of the four they did have, so we lost aotal
of 12 courses in the change of assignment. So by ffew faculty we should have

accounted for 13 net new courses in a semester, wnen my figures show that we

have nearly 100 more courses to offer in the spring,of 1981 than we had in

tne spring of '80 under the previous administration. So it appears that we

are unable to utilize the faculty, more effectively and that is shown It? the

fact that previously community college faculty could only teach freshman and

sophomore courses. Some of those are very well qualified faculty. In fact,

they have all been very well accepted as professionals for.UAJ and we value

them. And now they can teach the upper division or graduate courses when-

ever it is needed. We are such a small institution that we can't afford to
hire a separate person in anthropology for the first two years andthen
another professor for anthropology for the third and fourth year and all the

other disciplines that we are talking about. So a lot of this' increase in

offering has been due to the better utilization of the faculty that they can
teach the courses in their area of expertise at any level that is necessary.

It makes it possible for us to provide;a lot better liberal arts degree sup-

port for all of the degree programs no matter-what they are. We have also,

'partly because of new faculty, partly because of better utilization of the

joint faculty under the new or nization,'been able to offer three ew degree

programs which are:for the first time liberal arts ddgrees which sh ld be

an,essential degree---for most any four -yeah, college.t Because of the s lit in

the faculties, we_couldn't really ao it before. We are getting good responses

to that, plus 'she gtneral government `degree and the music degree. We have

two very well qUalified facAlty members who are developing a vocational tech-

nical teacher education program, t4achers for vocational areas. There are

none in the state- It has been brought to our attention many tires that the

university should have some. We have been assigning some of the people who

4 have the expertise for that and that program is ready to go before the Board
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of Regents which would haveeeh very difficult under the other organiza-
tional pattAn. The' fisheries programs from-the-technical level all the
way through to the graduat& level arecoordlinated quite well now and they

also serve(the faculty for both of those areas)serve on a statewide group

for statewide planning for the state, and.we have'been able to coordinate

this. We have also made more efficient use of the administration in the
academic area itself. -In instruction; the academic Idministrators hSve been

,reduced .from ten in the former' organization to seven under the present sys -'

tem. So there ha0been some kjpd of savings in the administfative 'structure .
S as well as2making the coordination between the programs both laterally and

vertically more 'effective. I would reiterate, what some of the others have,

said, that I do not feel 'that-re-creating a sepaYate community college in
Juneau would meet the needs of the community.- Some of the community people
have testifiedxin that area. ,We're different from Anchorage or Fairbanks

.in that we don't have the population density that they have. We don't have

the communication by road that they have where people,can come in. It cer7

tainly would not be feasible in my estimation to have ,a separate community
college, alongside a separate four-year college and university here, in Juneau.
Duplication of freshman and sophomore years would ,turn out to be a detriment
to the community and to the students rather than an advantage in mysestima-

tion. Transfer was mentioned at a problem in some areas. We haven't seemed

to have had to many problems here/ We have an open-entry concept and any,
student can_come through without SPplying for a degree prograrl, but we have

generally been able to counsel those students to use those credits for 00
degree programt wherever appropriate. We have generally been accepting courses
from any of the community colleges in the whole state of Alaska system tor'full

credit toward any degree program when they apply here. I don't think- we have

had any problems on that. Maybe somebody would disagree, but I don't see

them here. We think if we do have at' least the skeleton in place where we

can start fleshing out that skeleton now to make the system that will more

nearly meet the needs of the Juneau area: I am not sayihg that this,should be

extrapolated to any other area, bUt I think it certainly meets our,nees much

/better than the old system.

Q: what is your total enrollment now?

R: The total enrollment is between 2,000 and 2,500. The statistics that

I have here do not separate the head count ,between lower'andupper division.

Now, I excluddd from that figure I gave'you the corn unity education people

who-are not enrolled in regular credit courses. If you include those, we k.

e got 6,480 in that particular unit alone So you can see that'the con-,

m ity service serves a lot of people. They'lare`not credited courses: We do

not break the head count down between lower,imd upper division. But of the

total 9,613 student credit hours, 6,576 as of the first of December were in

lower division. So you can see that about 2/3 of. them are in lower division

'and the other 1/3 upper division credit.

r 356 ,
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Rob Mourant:

My name is Rob Mourant. -I am a student here at the U of A°, Juneau. I have

been a student for two yea-rs at the UAA and ACC as well as two years here.
I have been involved in student governments and councils in Anchorage, in-
cluding the state facilitator for state log of student organizations. Right

now'I am currently a student and not representing any organization. I want

td speakfirst on.the role of community college and the university's 'ability
to meet that role. I have'seen a good effort by the university administra-
,tion to meet the needs of the 'community 'college...)hnts. I am currently

: university student in my last year, so I have no first hand as' far as
having any community college 1061 courses. 'But one of the things I am do-,
ing is taking somewelding.courses as electives for my university graduate-

.. work. In other universities, that would, not be geNatiablie to me.' With the
ity college andPUniversity combined, I can take thosetas electives to,

a ply towards .my graduation. These courses are a big help 'it()

ally. I was involved in the Aqi and U of A, Anchorage split ther I was

involved in thestudent,council-before it split an,/ d After it I know

'exactly what happened to the students there when it did split. A lot of,

0 students were in turmoil as to what school they re actually'going to. I

was one of the students that ciaaaffected y credits transferring ]tike'

UAA changed their business requirements fo d business degree as far(as ac-

counting courses needed, juste for an-ex 1". I took accounting lower

divigion at the community-college and tey said it didn't apply to -the.degree
at UAA. Now that is a transfer woblem that Sherri brought,up earlier. Now

if you,had two separate Boards of Regentsit is hard enough dealing with just
one; if you have two separate ones they have to negotiate and what not as --

far as gifting together. It is hard enough just hawing two administrations

f ACC. and UAA. They both are competing as far 'as for students And they
don't usually agree on -a lot of things.., So I had to take two different

accounting courses at UAA. Another problem is'records. I was involved in

UAA and ACC records were, all kept in one facility. In the next'session of ,

the legislature, ACC administration told the legislature i Wbuld not cost --"Z

any additional funding to creates -new effices for ACC a istrative People.

This was unrealistic.' What happened wag that a lot o records were mis-

placed for quite along time. My wife was an'ACC student. They misplaced

some records, so I had to go bang on some desks and go through offices and'

pull out 'the fifes myself before she could graduate. So two campuses are

0 the answer-, splitting the omnunity college and the 4Riversity. Also.#

other problem that develo was the use of facilities. As you know -

through testimony in Anchorage, there have bedn battles about who is going
to use what facility, who owns what facility: If the 'two administrations

*Jere together as one, I don'tttlink that problem would develop as it is

there,. The problem is schedLling time. There are just numerous proble4

involved. Another thing would be class size. Right now (don't know wh.it
_ihe'sitAtion is,in Anchorage, but last year a lot of the classei were
offered in bott schools as duplications and a lot of the glasses weren't

filled. You put the two classes, together and you have got a full class.

Another thing ap-far as\transferxingto out-of-state, let's say to Stanford

or some other big college, it is a lot easier to transfer a course through

4f
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the U of' A: than it is'from the community college. Let's say you went to
a two-year community college here and you want to go the last two years to

Stanford. You won't be able to do it as far as problems in accepting their
courses._ Where if you go to the U of A, it is under the U of A name and it

is a lot easier to transfer. To summarize-, I don't think the answer is to

,set up a%eparate Board of Regents. I don't think that is going to solve
Any problems and, in fact, will create a lot,of new problems.* We will end

up having to have negotiations between the community college and the univ-

ersity, anersity far as transfer problems, scheduling problems, course problems,

f ility us-problems. I don't think that is goirt to be the answer. We

do ave a population in this state. Anchorage is the large one and they

have a separate case Ehere. I 4ealize that. But then, rest of the state,

I don't think the problem can be solved by a separate Board of Regents.

Comment: My comment is that in'your discusSion of trOsfer problems you
stated something that we have heard everywhere. Thelma,BUchholdt has proposed

legislation that would provide for an articulation guide that the commission
would put together, that would list all the courses offered in the state and. .

where you could transfer-them to, and whether they could be transferred for

the major for which you are trying to get a degree or just for general .credit

towards graduat4on or whatever. It would be spelled' out and that would be

the:.last-word'on,it. We are definitely aware of tie problem on that%

R: 'It sounds.relly good. The university should have done this andeit

shouldn't have taken legislative action.

A Comment: It also includes the private sector.

R: Under one Board of Regents, I think it should be a fairly simple

operation because all of theschools are responsible to one board. '

."

./ Q: My question ,was ,ow do you-feel about tuitit0 Do you feel it is too

high or too low? Do you think it should be eliminated altogether or just

reduced'

R: I am for keeping it,.dowa 'cause 'other expenses are going up andoihat

not. As far as thg difference between the community college and university;

*would be in faVor of free_tuitiOn for both. Since your-community college

philosophy is open7entry, I donit think it should be as Difficult to get

into the communitycollege. I don't see any,problems with tuition. I think

a lot. of my friends remark on how 1pw the tuition is. .And that is a big

factor in going to school. Your other expenses here are so high that nobody

-'takes for granted the tuition.

,Comment: I think that is a point I am glad'you made as a student. We haVd

heard quite often arguments against any reduction of tuition and certainly

elimination of tuition. The argument is that there is no personal invest-,

rnent on the. part of the student. From what you say there is a big invest-
.. ment beyond tuition.

Comment: It is interestinq4.I think,-that it 'seems to be not the students

that make those types of comments. It is other people who are not'actually

in school, but living day-to-day and'knowing what it costs.
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I am Mary Liszak. I am president of the student government at UAJ., I

haVe been at school here for over three years.- Since I have cope to thl.A.
university, there has been a.constant battle of talk of merger between the
senior college and the community college. , Even before" came here, there

was talk of this. Last spring a decision was finally made whereby we would
have one institution centralized under the UAJ. Last spring was a'very .

stressful time in reorganizing Al/everyone; students, faculty and adminis-

tration. Were the situation to reverse, Lwould hate to see the whole thing
have to be done over. During the time that we had a community college and .

a senior college, it was a stressful time for students. They didn't know
where to go to ask for help, problems between the two administrations, prob-
lems between the faculty. The present system is much Imre efficient. There

is one central administration for the university and working with.n that is

much better than what was previous, as there was squabbling between the two.
In reference to non-credit classes being offered, with the reorganization
continuing education which offers non-credit -classevso that idea of non-
cr .it classes is being carried out and that philosophy is present in the

sttcture that we have now. Basically, I think that a decision has been

made and I think that if the university is to progress at all, that decision

needs to be stuck to and not be moved back and forth. I have been'h4e three
years and they finally made a decision that we would be one university.

They had problems before that time. It is much easier or the stude It f

is much easier for the university and their programs to, do everyth f you

have one structure. Awing back and forth is not the Way to do it,

.\14

ink we need to stick with what we have right now_and see how it works.

21_ Do you have a position on the tuition issue?

I don't think the tuition should be raised. Other costs are so high

in Alaicathat tuition, any way that students can cii costs is important.

I think if you raise tuition at all, they ,lave to cUI down on something else.

Tte way tuition is now and the rate of money in the state, tilOrtuition does

supply that large amount of your budgee for the university. Elimanatioh of

tuition would be great.

10
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Comment from Marie Darlin:

I would like to add one more comment that I don't think I included in my

comments. Although I did mention the fact that the change was made whereby

they did create a community college division within the University of Alaska.

That really has not been in operation long enough, I'den't think to find
out just how /well that is operating before we look at again making another

change.

Comment from audience: 'I feel that every time I start to speak to a group
like this I need to confess that I am a recent convert conservative. Tbf

best part of that is a part of the conservative credo - if it ain't broke,

don't fix it. I would say from the prospective of the one operating d&n-
Isown, that it ain't brake. As a matter of fact, I have known is my years

of obterving what is going on, things have never gone so well. There was

a period of time when I did not associate education with this. particular

institution or combination of institutions. I thought of itas a battle-

ground. The only thing you read about in the newspaper was the amount of

fights. For a considerable period of tJ.me, all I am hearing a4kut the

operation out here is Very sitive. That is an educational institution

and I would like to see it remain that way. Just seems to me that operating

as UA has to be simple and understandable to the students who deal with one

institution, for the public who can understand one institution and general

purposes. Certainly, as one who has spent a lot of time in school adminis-

tration, I think- it has to make sense to have an administration out here in

terms of intelligent and-conservative employment of staff, program coord-

ination, of every aspect of the university operation. I would like to urge

-you to leave it as the U of A at Juneau.

Comment from 'Donnis Thompson: Maybe you folks are overly alarmed. This is

a statewide set of hearings that we are conducting. We realize that you are

under a little bit differerit circumstances now,i!but we did include you on

the hearings. We didn't want to alarmyou.

Comment from the audience: I think what is good here and Works here would

probably be effective in other places. I don'; think we are much more screwy

than other people-in other places. I like the organization. It is simple

and Whful.

Would anybody else want to testify at this time?

Donnis: Before we all leave I want to say sopirthing. I was in Juneau three

or four years ago and there was a PAC meeting that night. That was not at

I came for, but'I went to it just to see what was going on in Juneau. It

was a battleground. I sure heard better comments today than I heard three

or four years ago. This is great.
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Mary Kvalheim
Legislative Affairs Info at Office

P.O. Box 1470
Wasilla, Alaska 99687

P 0 BOX 1846 PALMER ALASKA 99645

(907) 745-4586

December 11, 1980

Re: Community College Legislative Interim Study Committee
I,

Mary:

.1 wish to express my appreciation of the Matanugka Susitna Community
College, its staff and programs. The role-of universities in
research and application at a grass roots level is well established,

for instance, in the agricultural extension programs. This same

role is played by local colleges in many other segments of a community

economy.

Continuously, I find myself at the MSCC library researching energy
efficient systems with possible Alaskan applicatibn. Necessary data

comes from sources within Alaska, stateside, and even overseas.

The libracy's resource books, coupled with computer search and
interlibrry loan capabilities, enabTe me to obtain this basic data.

With these vast resqgaips readily obtainable, research capabilities
are greatly extended7

Specific trade programs offered at MSCC have benefits beyond those

received by the-students. A projectii am currently involved in deals

with a novel refrigeration system for Alaskan fishermen. The MSCC
refrigeration program (the only one in the state) has been invaluable
in this project with Professor'Vance and others. providing knowledgable
guidance and support.. It is reasonable to expect the refrigeration
department at MSCC will be"instrumental in helping Alaskan fishermen

solve their tipique refrigeration needs.

Without the/publicly available resources at MSCC, research and
deVelopmentat a community level would be severely restricted.

#

Sincerely,

Ral p1i Hulbert, Director

AlaSka Energy Research Group
P.O. Box 1846
Palmer, Alaska 99645
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My-name is Laury Roberts: I represent the University of Alaska: Juneau P, Iicy

Advisory Council (UAJ PAC) of which I have been a member since October 1978.

I am presently secretary of the organization, the aim of which is to provill

public sentiment to the University administration.

I should note that I sat in on several House HESS hearings on the matter of

community college separation during the 1980 legislature. Thus, I am familar

with some of the public comment you've already received from around the state.

After considerable internal divisiveness and public confusion, the two segments

of the Juneau campus -- the Southeastern Senior College and the Juneau -Dougs

,Community,College -- unified one year ago.
'Or

This joining of forces enabled the campus as a wholito focus its complete

attention on academic and plant improvement goals. Unification channelled

previrsly fragmented energy into planning cohesive University programs.

Energy was turned to those consumers the University serves, rather than being

constatly twisted inward on festeringoepartism.

The PAC has long endorsed unification 4rith the caveat that'the special functions

of community college offerings be preserved. This mission, thus far, has been

416

well execjited. Abetter public understanding of and identification with the

University in Juneav has emerged because of unification.
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A- \
For UmJ 'to be subjected to the turmoil of separation again makes RO sense and

would be unhealthy for the entire community of Juneau.

I can understand the desire of community colleges in Alaska to be autonomous.

But I fear this tugging a the tether for independence may overshadow the

hard facts of garnering support necessary for the growth so crucial to

community colleges at this state.

)

It is not unlikely that a series of schools vying for state funds could worsen

the already seething sectionalism which exists in Alaska. And, with

reapportionment looming, the ability of bush facilities to fight for funding

in the legislature will be obviously handicapped.

There may be some benefits to connunity college separation from the University

system, but from the standpoint of the'UAJ PAC, the. positive aspects of the

proposal do not approach the potential harm such an action could catalyze.

ti

r
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Mr. Kerry Romesburg
Executive Director
Postsecondary Education Commission
Alaska State Department of Education
Pouch F
Juneau, Alaska 99811

January 8, 1981

Dear Mr. Romesburg,

Please consider the comments whic I had intended to
make on January 7, 1981 at your hears to explore the
desirability of separating community olleges from the
University of Alaska system. Althoujia the views are my own,
I am Vice President.of the UAJ policy Advisory Council of
which I have been a member'since the fall of 1978..

Some years ago (1974-r976) when I was stationed, there
with the Coast Guard, I served on the Policy Advisory Council
for the Kodiak Community College. As I recall, a similar
proposal was made by yr. Chancy Croft to the Legislature at
that time. I thought then that such a move woudrbe in the
wrong direction.

The Alaska higher education system is somewhat unique
since Alaska is one of a few states where a graduate of a
community college receives a degree through the state university.
Even if a student intends to use his- 4egree only 4s a credential,
a means to obtain more favorable employment or to _prove
satisfactory completion of some level of training, the
degree has to be 'more valuable and impressive if it has been
granted under the auspices of the state university. Super-
ficially, at least, a degree from the University of Alaska,
Juneau br AnchOrage is more imposing than one from Juneau
Doug* Community College. r-

,

But there are more important reasons why the community
college should not be separated from the university system,
particularly her'e in Juneau. I'm sure you know that the
University Of Alaska Juneau has just gone through the throes
of reorganization and consolidation of the Juneau Douglas
Community College (JDCC) and Southeast Senior College (SESC).
It has'been a traumatic'eXperience but one which will benefit
the community and the University in many ways.

I

)
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The main advantage to the prospective student is the
ability to begin a course of instruction as a freshman with
the knowledge that he or she can satisfy the requirements
for a baccalaureate degree four years hence in a consistent,
continuing program. Courses taken in the first two years
will prepare the student for upper division study without
transfer, Foss of credits and disruption.

The integrity of the university will improve as a
result pf the reorg4nization and the community can reasonably
hope to attract students who would otherwise seek secondary
education outside of Juneau and probably outside of Alaska.
It can be argued that-it is beneficial for a young person to
attend college away from homi. With a credible university
in Juneau, out of state stud is may be attracted to a
community which can offer many other benefits, such as small
town atmosphere and excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.
Costs will be reduced by the consolidation through eliTination
of duplicative staff and redundant administrative procedures.

11.

Consolidation will benefit students and the facdlty
since instructors'will be permitted to teach courses inr
lower and upper divisions. Instructors will be able to
developfull courses of instruction and students will be
able to take courses from a favoilite teacher at succeeding
levels.

Lack of identity has been a seriou§ problem which is
being. resolved by the consolidation and reorganization.
Considerable:confusion has existed in the minds of the
students, citizens and, sometimes, faculty who have tried to
determine the relationship between JDCC and SESC and the
UAJ. With the absorption of JDCC this confusion will disappear
and the fotmer community college will fulfill spebific roles
as a division of "the university.

I have discussed several of the advantages in the
future tense. In fact, reorganization has taken place and
seems to be working very well, so the benefits are already
being enjoyed. ,

University of Alaska Juneau has been working, con-
currently, to prepare for an accreditation visit .by the
Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges in the spring
of 1981. UAJ is at a critical stage in its growth. It has
eliminatecLsome procedural stumbling blocks that have inhibited
its development into an institution that will furnish in-
creasingly better service to the community and the State.

, ,
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To consider.separation of the community college from
UAJ would be catastrophic abd foolhardy. I respectfully
urge that no action be taken to destroy the integrity of
University of Alaska Juneau.

N__../.......- -

cc: Dr., ,Michael Paradise
, Dr., Charles Fields ,4

40b

\
.1

\.

Nr

Sincerely,
,. .

r' ......,...-7,-

E. NELSON ,JR.
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January 16, 1981
A

Dr. Ron Phipps, DireAor
Academic Planning and Research
Commission on Postsecondary Education
Pouch'F
State Office Building
Juneau, Alaska 99811

Dear Dr. Phipps:

Please find Attached some comments on the issues currently being studied
in regard to Alaskan Community Colleges.- I have tried to be relevant, if
not always reverent; in my comments. I hope that these comments will be
accepted in the spirit they are offered, i.e., concern that- we realize ,

the full potential of the colleges and the philosophy they embrace. .

I have the highest regard for Chancellor O'Rburke and his staff, and I
would not want my characterization of administrative failings to be
interpreted to,refer to any particular administrators in'--the system;
rather, we are all victims of the particular academic training we have
had, and I admit to such failings in myself.

NW.

I would be very interested to have my flame placed-on the distribution
list for any public documents that res rom the study.

Sincerely,

M. Michael Moorman
789 Fifth Street
Douglas, Alaska 99824
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I understand that you are participating in a study addressing several

issues concerning Alaska Co unity Colleges. In particular, these issues
are

(1) Should th4 overa administrative structure of the commudirty'

colleges be changed?

(2) What are the appropriate roles for Policy Advisory Councils?

°\.
(3) Should tuition be eliminated at Community Colleges?

di do not profess to have the answers to'these questions; however,
after spending four years as a faculty member at the former Southeastern
Senior College, countless hours as a participant in statewide academic
councils, and a continual concern about postsecondary education in
Alaska, I would like to share my concerns with the group examining these
-issues.

\/

Conchrn with the overall administrative structure of the community
colleges appears to reflect the more basic concern over whether or not a
community college philosophy can thrive within the University of Alaska
structure. Clearly, the clashes between the Anchorage Community College
and the University of Alaska, Anchorage are well known. Here in Juneau,

the survival of fouryear and graduate university was seen as more
important than the survival of a comprehensive community college. A

former president of the University of Alaska once remarked that the .

primary_,purpoillbof community colleges was to provide jobs in local.

commu4ties.

These cases, as well as many others that could be added, are all used

to .conclude that the community college philosophy_ suffers under the
present structure. Depending upon whether we wantto emphasize community
or college alternative structures appear to be more appropriate.

,

As for my own perspective, I am troubled by the fact that. although we
4ay talk of Alaska Community Colleges,4e must, at the same time,
recognize that there'are several Alaskas. Laaddition, there ar several

approaches used in this state for the delivery of communitybased
education. In spite of such differences, we seem to. have tried to make
the community 'colleges everywhere the same.

As a consequence of my own training, 41 tend to see this lack of
flexibility and innovation as aifailure of administration and

leadership. However, any criticism of universqy'administrators .for
taking a "brick and mortar" approach to postsecondary education in Alaska
should be tempered by the recognition of some element of truth in the
comment of the former president mentioned above. Another longtime
observer of the university has remarked that the growth of the University.
of Alaska into a statewide system had more to do with securing voter
approval for more buildings at Fairbanks than any well thought out plan
for the delivery of higher education.

Regardless of who is most responsiblefor the sins'of the past, I
would hope we can focus our attention on the fact that ttie emphasis in a

community college philosophy on ad }llt education, lifelong learning, and

-4



education innovation, e.g., are what w, ne protect and enhance. It

may be that restfucturing is necesary to protect and enhance these 4'.

. emphases. All that I request is the importance of these emphase' be

addressed directly.
V

l
. 4

With respect to the roles of policy advisory councils, I think one of "-

the current problems is the absence Of,- a set of statewide policies within ,
which the counci14 '1-(D0auld operate., From an adminiStrative perspective, I

i

would think that a preinC4a1 value of a policy advisory council would be
its function as-a forum or evaluation of how wpll'the'college continues

to serve its mission, and d for an exchange of ideas on hOw the mission
should be modified to reflect change in the community's ordering of

needs. The functional role should be "advisory ". Administrators should_

be free to choose not to follow the advice offered. Council members

should be primarily advocates for their community, recognizing that the
goal is to achieve as much mutuality of interests as possible between tie
community and 'the -co>lege, while at the same time recognizing that the/
interests will not, in Al cases, be identical. .

,.._,..

ally,\ with -regard to the issue of tuition, I believe that the

. ,. .

students receive the major benefits 1 the education. Consequently, as

the principal beneficiaries, they shOrild bear the direct financial costs

as well as the indirect costs of fore g other benefits by enrolling'in

courses. If -there are Afaskans den d educational opportunity because of
the costs involved, I would much pre er an expansion of loan programs.:

Ilr
f

The tuition issue does not appear to represept a major failure of ourr1/4,1,,

university and community college administrato44 Given that physical

plants and administrative structuresshave been creates that are
inconsistent with the student base, too much time land energy has gone

into tryta4 to expand the, student base. This has led to internectinef

battles over students and programs, a deCline in standards, and. in

general, g loss of public confidence in the university: Given that
investment in education is lumpy, i:e., initial and incremental
Cost-effective investments in faculties, suppdrt staff, and facilities
cannot exactly match the Size and changes In the size of the student
body, we should be tare innovative in the use of these faculties and
facilities. Tying the community college more directly'to the overall
public education needs in communities would be one way to make better

utilization of that investment. However, that's only one way to expand

the base.

I think we all have the to expect much more from our community

colleges n the future. This study needs to address the strengths these
institutions offer the people of Alaska beyond the postsecondary
schooling of stddenis. Maybe we did create some of them for other
reasons ;han postsecondary education. -I think n w i the time to

reconsider what those other reasons should be. 1,

I

A
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